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ABSTRACT
Produced water injection is an important perspective in oil field management, particularly in
relation to reducing oil emissions to the environment. Injectivity decline in oil fields is not yet
understood and basic models and design practice not yet established. For example it has been
observed that injectivity loss during produced water injection in field operations was not matched
with associated linear core flooding tests. One consideration is thermal induced fractures alter the
geometry of the wellbore and enhance injectivity. This thesis is focused on this aspect.
As the fractured systems exhibit different flow behaviour to linear core flooding and as there was
no published experimental studies on this subject, it was necessary to study the fractured system
and the effect of the flow area geometry on the matrix permeability damage extent caused by the
injection o f produced oily water.
New fractured sandstone slab models were designed, developed and executed to simulate the
actual flow of produced water through induced fractures. The matrix damage extent in the
fracture system was compared with the matrix damage in the linear core injection system. The
flow and the pressure patterns within the fracture injection system were investigated by using the
finite element program FLQTRAN.
For fracture injection, and due to the geometry, oil dispersions and particle suspensions caused a
very small reduction in matrix permeability compared with the linear injection.
When a filter cake accumulated on the fracture face and started to block the fracture, a thin and
long channel (connecting the inlet and the outlet of the fracture) started to form.
Computer simulation showed that for a radial flow model with a single fracture and a near fracture
face skin, the reduction in the injectivity is minimal even at both large damaged zone extent and
very low damaged zone permeability,
A simple model to calculate the injectivity reduction was developed by using the dimensional
analysis method with the help of the experimental results, with two constants which depend on the
injected fluid composition and the geometry of the injection system.
The fracture injection results indicated a gradual pore blocking or a permeable internal filter cake
mechanism for all the tested particle suspensions. A linear injection model was modified in two
ways: the slop of the injectivity versus time relationship in the first modification represents the
degree of permeability alteration due to oil and particle mean size and concentration. The slope in
the second modification represents the degree of permeability alteration due to the area difference
between the fracture and the linear injection experiments as well as the alteration due to oil
droplets and/or solid particle.
The geometry skin factor due to the geometry difference between the radial and the fracture
•njection and the skin factor due to the difference in matrix damage extent between the two
systems were measured and calculated.
In this study a new data base was established which describe, evaluate and model the matrix
damage mechanism in the fracture injection system caused by the injection of produced oily
water along an open fracture.

NOMENCLATURE
a

: fracture relative capacity or cross section area of the collector.

ai, a2,..., an : degrees of freedom.
A1 to A3 and B1 to B3: side outlets of the fractured slab.
Ap

: fracture face area.

Al

: linear injection flow area.

Af

: rock area, cm2.

As
b
b’

: flow inlet area,
: fracture aperture (inch or mm),
: constant.

bs
: fracture damaged zone width.
c{t,x) : drop-volume concentration profiles.
C

: dimensional analysis constant or permeability inverse.

C), C2 and C3 : filtration coefficients.
Cd

:drag coefficient.

Ce
Cj
Cn

: effluent particle concentration.
: influent or initial concentration.
: the number concentration of suspended particles.

C0

: droplets concentration (mg/1).

Cp

: particle or droplet concentration.

Cs

: particles concentration (mg/1)

Csi
Cso

: initial particles concentration (mg/1).
; equivalent concentration of solids and oil (mg/1).

Cv and Cw : filtration constants.
CFD

: computational fluid dynamics.

CFR

: cake to filter ratio.

CR
d

: Concentration ratio,
: dimensional analysis exponent,

dg

: average grain size of the rock (pm),

dp or ds : average particle size (pm).
U

: hydraulic diameter.

U°
; droplets mean diameter (pm).
Dpore : matrix pore throat diameter (pm).
U
Up

:pore size (cm)
; particle or droplet mean diameter.

Us
dN

; particles mean diameter (pm).
; the change in the number of particles trapped at the surface of the core with time

UP
UPi
e

: pressure drop.
: initial pressure drop.
: fracture roughness (inch or mm).

f
fd

: friction factor or plugging pathways fraction.
: concentration of particles of critical size d.

Fg

: gravity force.

Fi
: force of Inertia.
F, (i=l,2,...,N) : interior and boundary load terms.
Fl

: lifting force.

Fp
: pressure force.
Fy or Fd : drag force or viscous force acting on a particle.
f(v)
: coefficient accounting for the effect of fluid velocity on filtration coefficient.
fx

: load term in the x-axis direction.

Fx

: tangential force acting on a particle.

Fy
fy

: normal drag force.
: load term in the y-axis direction.

h
: fracture height (ft).
he or e : external cake thickness (inch).
HIT

: half injectivity time (hours).

I

: fracture inlet.

Id

: depth of the impaired zone.

If
II

: core depth.
: injectivity index or injectivity inverse

Jr
J*

: particles jamming ratio.
: critical value of particles jamming ratio.

K
Kc

: loss coefficient.
: permeability of the external cake (md).

Kd
K<j

: impaired zone permeability.
: damaged matrix permeability (md).

Kf
Kp
KFd

; fracture permeability.
effective brine permeability,
; damaged matrix permeability in the fracture injection system (md).

Kpi

; initial matrix permeability in the fracture system (md).

Kj

; initial matrix permeability (md).

Kij (i,j=l,2,...N) : integration functions.
Km

: initial matrix permeability (md).

K0
: clean bed permeability (md).
.
Kp and K np : permeability of pluggable and nonplugga e pa w* y .
Kpi,Knpt, and€ ; phenomenological constants.
Kr(t) : permeability reduction rate with time t,
Kr(xf )\ permeability reduction rate with distance xp
K r4

; damaged matrix permeability in the radial injection system (md).

K ri

: initial matrix permeability in the radial system (md).

K§
Kv

: skin permeability.
; fluid permeability through invaded zone.

.

Kw
: fluid permeability through filter cake.
K(x,t) : the change in permeability with distance and time.
K*

; permeability of damaged porous medium at time t*.

L

: average length of flow path, cm.

Lm

: flow path length.
: half invasion depth.

LFI

: long fracture injection (fracture length = 40 cm).

LI
: linear injection.
Mdr or MSR : mean diameter or size ratio ((im).
n
: volumetric concentration of deposition particles.
n(x,t) : the change the number of particles with distance and time
n*

; number of trapped particles at transition time.

Npv

: number of pore volume injected.

N Re

; Reynold’s number.

O
P

: fracture outlet.
: pressure distribution in the reservoir.

Pd

: pressure distribution in the skin.

Pf

: pressure inside fracture.

Pe
Pi

: reservoir pressure at re.
: inlet pressure (bar).

Pink

'• reservoir pressure (psig)

r inj

bottom-hole injection pressure at time t (psig).

PL

pressure at the end of the fracture.

Po

: outlet pressure along the fracture (bar).

Pf

Px

: pore fluid pressure (psi).
: pressure at a distance x (along the fracture) from the wellbore axis.

PDS1

: pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A1 and B1 (bar).

PDS2 : pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A2 and B2 (bar).
PDS3 : pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A3 and B3 (bar),
PDF

: pressure drop along the fracture (bar),

PR

: permeability ratio.
: side outlet pressure (bar).

PS

pv

: pore volume, cm3.
PWR1 : produced water injection.
AP

APd

: pressure drop (psi).
: pressure drop due to the difference in matrix damage extent between the radial and the

fracture systems (bar).
APdp ’. pressure drop due to matrix damage in the fracture injection system (bar).
APdL : pressure drop due to matrix damage in the linear injection system (bar).
APdR : pressure drop due to matrix damage in the radial injection system (bar).
a p Ds

APe,o

: additional dimensionless pressure drop caused by the skin damage.
: dimensionless pressure drop at drainage radius.

APpj : initial pressure drop in fractured system (bar).
APcf pressure drop difference between radial and fracture system due to geometry effect
(bar).
APor • pressure drop difference between radial and linear system due to geometry elfect (bar)
Apj
APp

: initial pressure drop (atm).
: initial pressure drop in linear system (bar).

APL,x : dimensionless pressure drop.
APri : initial pressure drop in radial system (bar).
APv

: pressure drop through invaded zone (psi).

APw : pressure drop through filter cake (psi).
APw>o : dimensionless pressure drop at wellbore radius.
qt

: undamaged production rate (bbl/day).

qF

: initial side flow rate in the case of fracture system.

qtd

: damaged production rate (bbl/day).

qj
qN

: flow rate at the jth time step (bbl/day).
'. flow rate during the current step in the ramp-up (bbl/day).

q0

: injection flow rate at the injection surface.

qR
: flow rate in radial injection system.
qs or q p : side flow rate in the case of fracture system (cm3/s).
Q
Qo

; flow rate, cm3/min.
: fracture outlet flow rate (ml/s) or initial injection flow rate.

Qs

: total side outlets flow rate (ml/s).

re
reD
r0

: drainage radius (ft).
: dimensionless drainage radius.
: outer radius of the radial injection system.

tw

: wellbore radius (inch).

rwD
R

: dimensionless wellbore radius.
; resistance of the matrix to flow (l/m2) or the radius of particle.

Rl

: leading radius of the drop (pm).

R2
Rc
Rd

: trailing radius of the drop (pm).
‘.resistance of the reservoir fluid zone (l/m 2).
: additional resistance due to the external and/or internal matrix plugging (1/m2).

Ri

: initial resistance of the matrix (l/m 2).

Rm
Rv

filter medium resistance.
: resistance of the invaded zone (l/m 2).

R\v or Rc ¡resistance of the filter cake (l/m 2).
Rx and R y; distributed resistance terms.
R(x;a) : residual.
RI
: radial injection.
sfs or S : skin factor.
S

: compaction function of the filter cake.

Sd

: skin due to the difference in matrix damage extent between the radial and the fracture

Spd
SGr

system.
: damage skin due to matrix damage in fracture system.
: geometry skin due the difference in geometry between theradial and the linear system.

SGf

: geometry skin due the difference in geometry between the radial and the fracture

SRd

system.
: damage skin due to matrix damage in radial system.

SFI

: short fracture injection (fracture length = 20 cm).

SFV1 : the side flow velocity at A1 or B1 (ml/s).
SFV2 : the side flow velocity at A2 or B2 (ml/s).
SFV3 : the side flow velocity at A3 or B3 (ml/s).
SWI

: sea water injection.

t

: injection time (sec)

t*

: transition time (sec).

t*o ; dimensionless transition time.
toxf and Tp>xf : dimensionless production time through fracture.
T

: tortuosity or shifted time variable.

Ts:
Tx

solids concentration in flow stream, g/cm3.
: torque acting to remove particle from cake surface.

Ty

: restraining torque.

TE
: particle trapping Efficiency.
uc
: critical volume flux density.
u p and u np : flux density of fluid flowing through pluggable and nonpluggable pathway .
U or v or u : flow velocity (cm/s).
U(x,a) -.approximate solution.
Uv

; leak-off fluid velocity through filter cake.

Uw

: leak-off fluid velocity through invaded zone,

um or p m : represents micrometer unit.
V*
Vf

: critical cumulative volume injected.
: flow velocity at the fracture inlet (cm/s).

vf

vp
vR

: flow velocity through matrix in fracture system (cm/s).
: fluid velocity through perforation.
; flow velocity at the inflow face in the radial system (cm/s).

Vs

: side flow velocity in the fractured injection slab.

Vi
VCt)

: flow velocity through linear injection slab.
: cumulative flux injection per unit area of the flow face (m3/m2).

Vx

; flow velocity in the x-direction (cm/s).

Vy

; flow velocity in the y-direction (cm/s).

Vy

: filtrate flux,

w

; fracture width (mm).

wd or Wd : average depth of skin.

W
Wc
We

: fracture face width (ft)
: filter cake weight per unit area (gm/cm2).
: eroded equivalent filter cake weight per unit area (gm/cm2).

WHP : well head pressure.
x:
: axial distance or the distance into the porous medium.
Xf

: distance along the fracture,

x

: reduced axial distance.

SYMBOLS
ct

: cake deposit constant or fractional injectivity index.

a*

: the number of particles required to block the entry pore through.

oc(t)

: injectivity decline with time.

—-

: injectivity inverse for the radial systems.

—
&Fd
fi

: injectivity inverse for the fracture systems.

Bw

: formation volume factor for the injected water (bbl/STB)

y

: specific gravity of the particle.

Jw

: shear rate.

: surface deposition constant or damage factor or flow restriction parameter.

8 or SF: damage factor.
: volume filter coefficient, 1/s.
tw

: shear stress.

It or |ip : fluid viscosity (cp).
He
' effective viscosity.
Hw

: injected water viscosity.

0d

: damaged matrix porosity.

0C
0 Ci

: external cake porosity.
: porosity of the impaired zone.

0i
: matrix porosity.
0 i^ (x ,y ): shape functions of element (e).
: initial and final porous medium porosity.
0O

: initial undamaged porosity.

0 o(x), 0 j(x), 0 2(x),..........0 N( x ) t r i a l functions.
0 (x,t) : the change in porosity with distance and time.
pOJ
: particle and droplet equivalent density (gm/cm3).
P0
: oil droplets density
pv
: solid particles density.
Pi or p/
: density of injected fluid.
a

: interfacial tension (dynes/cm) or volume of fines deposited per unit original pom
volume.

oE

: effective stress (psi).

cy

: total stress (psi).

c7(t,x): transient drop-volume retention,
dp and crnp : volume fraction of fines.
: volume fraction of solids in suspension.
£2
£0

: the fraction of retained particles trapped at pore throats.
: clean bed porosity.

v
t),
a s;

: ratio of volume of filter cake, cm3,to volume of filtrate, cm3,
: the leak-off velocity (cm/s).
: reduced filtration coefficient.
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INTRODUCTION
The cumulative volume of produced water can exceed by ten times the volume of hydrocarbon
production in some fields. This water contains dispersed and suspended impurities such as
crude oil droplets and mineral material particles. The discharge of this polluted water into the
environment will cause serious problems. The solution is to treat this water to remove these
impurities or to reinject it into the formation. Produced water from the separators contains
typically 40 -1200 ppm oil droplets of less than 20pm and 1-50 ppm solids of less than
10pm (36).
The separation of all oil droplets and filtering all of the solid particles is extremely expensive
and impossible. The best solution is to reinject it into the formation. The injection of un filtered
produced oily water to the formation may lead to a significant amount of injectivity reduction,
so the optimum water quality must be measured so that injectivity reduction can be minimised.

Attempts to predict permeability alteration and to measure the optimum water quality were made
by several researchers (22,35,62,71,72,90, 109) but they mainly concentrated on solid
particle invasion, and there is very little published data on the formation damage resulting from
produced oily water re-injection which is even more complicated than solid particles invasion
mechanism. All the permeability alteration studies were conducted for linear core flooding.

It has been reported (19, 79, 89, 102,104) that the results of linear core flood experiments
injection of synthetic produced oily water did not match with the situation of injection of
produced oily water in real injection wells, where it was found that injectivity loss was not as
large as expected. This is thought to be a result of thermally induced fractures that alter the
geometry of the wellbore and hence the mechanisms of formation damage (permeability
alteration) associated with it (50’52,104^.

As the fractured systems exhibit different flow behaviour than liner core flooding, it becomes
necessary to study the fractured system and the effect of the flow area geometry on the matrix
permeability damage extent. There is no published experimental studies on the subject of
produced oily water injection through a fractured system.
l

The aim of this work was to study the permeability alteration associated with the flow of
simulated produced oily water (with various oil droplet and solid particle concentrations) along
the fracture and through the fracture faces. A fractured slab model was designed and injected
with various solid particles and oil droplet sizes and concentrations to identify the factors
associated with formation damage caused by produced oily water. One of the objectives was to
relate the matrix damage in the fracture injection to the matrix damage in the linear core injection
by conducting a detailed comparison study between the two systems.
In spite of the complexity of the fracture flow mechanism, a model of permeability decline was
devised for this fracture geometry (similar to that devised for linear core floods) based on
simple and practical laws.

The thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter one outlines the plugging mechanisms related to the
capture of solid particles or oil droplets within the rock matrix pores. Also this chapter reviews
some of the matrix damage experimental work carried out by many researchers and different
matrix damage models are presented. Then a review study on fractures is presented including a
comparison between the process of hydraulic fracturing and water injection fracturing.

Chapter two outlines the experimental equipment including the experimental rig, the
construction and the testing of the fractured slab model and the preparation of the simulated oily
water. Also the experimental procedures and the measured and calculated variables are defined
in this chapter.

Chapter three presents the experimental work which is started by studying fluid flow distribution
of fluids along and through the fracture face and the effect of different variables on this
distribution. Then the damaging effect of solid particle suspensions, the damaging effect of oil
emulsions and the combined damaging effect of particles and oil droplets on the matrix
permeability of the fractured slab were examined. Also a comparison study, concerning the
damaging extent in the matrix permeability caused by the injection of the simulated oily water,
between the linear and the fracture systems was carried out. The effect of rock matrix
heterogeneity and the filter cake accumulation on the fracture face and its erosion process were
also investigated in this chapter.
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Chapter four outlines the basic concepts of the finite element method and the finite element
programming procedures including building the model, applying boundary conditions, obtaining
the results and reviewing the results. The finite element program FLOTRAN was used in this
study. As the variation of pressure and fluid velocities within the fracture and within the rock
matrix in the experiments were unknown, the main aim of this chapter was to obtain the variation
of pressure and flow velocity with distance by building a simulated fracture model having the
same dimensions and boundary conditions as in the experiments. For comparison a linear
injection model was built and tested in this chapter. Once the small scale models of the fracture
flow had been tested, the Finite Element program was used to scale up the flow to examine the
effect of flow from a wellbore into a fracture with or without a nearby damaged zone.

Chapter five discusses the use of dimensional analysis to produce a simple practical equation to
describe the matrix damage with time in the fracture system. The produced model contains two
constants the dimensional constant C and the exponent d, which were evaluated (by using the
experimental results) for different simulated produced waters depending on particles mean size
and concentration and oil droplets mean size and concentration. Then an attempt was made to find
C and d values which were used to predict the effect of the brine content on the injectivity decline
in real field fracture injection operations. These values were used to predict the change in pressure
drop with time for two field cases.

Chapter six outlines the main differences between the injection along fracture and the linear or
the radial injection and the effect of these differences between the two systems on the matrix
damage extent when dirty brine was injected. The objective in this chapter was to compare the
experimental results generated by this thesis with the predictions of formation damage models
reported in the literature. The linear injection formation damage models were applied on the
linear and the fracture injection experiments to investigate the change of injectivity with time as
matrix damage took place and to measure the difference in the injectivity (due to matrix damage)
between the two injection systems. The geometric skins to convert from linear to radial system
and to convert from radial to fracture system were defined and calculated. Also the skin
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to account for the difference in the matrix damage extent between the radial and fracture systems
was defined then measured and calculated.

These chapters are followed by the final conclusions and the recommended future work.
At the end of the thesis there are three appendices:
Appendix I contains the experimental data.
Appendix II contains the Ansys/Flotran finite element simulation computer programs.
Appendix III contains the Malvern master sizer particles and droplets size distribution samples.
Appendix V contains the injection rig and the tesing cell.

IV

CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW OF MATRIX DAMAGE
1.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the plugging mechanisms related to the capture of solid panicles or oil
droplets within the rock matrix pores. These mechanisms were defined by many researchers in
different ways. They defined the factors that affect the panicle and the droplet retention within
the matrix pores. These factors included the rock matrix properties and the injected fluid
properties. Some of them theoretically explained the stages of the pore blocking process
depending on their observations.

Also this chapter reviews some of the matrix damage experimental work earned out by many
researchers, these experiments studied the matrix blocking caused by particle suspension
injection, oil emulsion injection and by the injection of fluid containing oil and solids. Also
some of the micro (small scale) model experimental observations were included in this chapter.

Different matrix damage models are presented in this chapter including static and dynamic
filtration models, fracturing fluid leak of models and pore filling and blocking models.
To understand the flow through fractures, a review study on fractures is presented to achieve
this goal. This study includes the effect of fractures on flow pattern within the formation,
fracture initiation by injection process, fracture detection during injection, comparing the
process of hydraulic fracturing with fractures induced by the injection of dirty water.

The models of production through fractures and the models of formation damage due to
injection through fractures are also reviewed. At the end of the chapter the forces acting on
solid particle flowing along filtration surface were defined and explained.

1.2 Plugging Mechanisms
HERZIG etal. (1979) defines the different
. ,,m particle filtration and stated
a 'nt mechamsms •involved
that deep filtration is the result of several mechanisms such as the contacting
.
of particles with
the retention sites, the fixing of ipanicles
n sites
ca,™ and
„„ , the
, , breaking
u
. ■ away of previously retained
icics oon
particles.
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They concluded that the problem to be solved consists in relating the clogging rate ( the number
of retained particles per unit of time and per unit of volume of porous medium) to the vanous
factors which define the system, namely:
The carrier fluid (flow rate, viscosity, density).
The suspension of particles ( concentration, size, and shape of particles).
The porous medium filter (porosity, diameter of pores, size and shape of grains, retention).
Furthermore, the important problem of the pressure drop of the fluid through the bed has to be
studied as well as its change with the clogging.
They described the different elementary mechanisms as:
1. Retention sites (Fig. 1.1):
a) Surface sites: the particle stops and is retained on the surface of a porous bed grain.Crevice
sites: the particle becomes wedged between the convex surfaces of two grains.
b) Constriction sites: the particle cannot penetrate into a pore of a smaller size than its own.
c) Cavern sites: the particle is retained in a sheltered area (small pocket formed by several
grains.
2. Retention forces:
a) Axial pressure of the fluid: the fluid pressure may hold an immobilised particle against the
opening at a constriction.
b) Friction forces: a particle wedged in a crevice may have been slightly deformed when
stopped, and may remain in place by friction.
c) Surface forces: includes the Van der Waals forces, which are always attractive, and the
electrical forces which are either attractive or repulsive according to the physicochemical
conditions of the suspension.
d) Chemical forces: in the case of colloidal particles or in other particular cases, actual chemical
bonding may occur.
3. Capture processes:
a) Sedimentation: if the particles have a density different from that of the liquid, they are
subjected to gravity and their velocity no longer is that of the fluid.
b) Inertia: owing to their apparent weight, the particles cannot follow the same trajectories as
the fluid, they deviate from the streamlines (when the direction of the trajectories change
suddenly) and can be brought into contact with the bed grains.
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c) Hydrodynamic effects: the nonuniform shear field and the nonsphericity of particles causes a
lateral migration of suspended particles which may be brought into contact in this way with
retention sites.
d) Direct intercepdon: even with exactly the same density as the fluid, the particles would not be
able, owing to their size, to follow the smallest tortousities of the stream lines of the carrier
fluid and they will thus collide with the walls of the convergent areas of the pores.
e) Diffusion by Brownian motion: the particles diffuse and can reach areas which are not
normally irrigated by the suspension, and they are retained there.

SELMECZI (1971) defines the various forces which contribute to the capture and retention of
suspended particles in deep-bed filtration as:
1. Capture processes:
a) Screening: When two or more particles arrive at a restriction simultaneously, their combined
diameter and coordination is an important factore in the capture mechanisim. Every particle that
is caught in a restriction will further reduce the passageway, which in turn will result in the
screening of progressively smaller particles. This could lead to the change from in-depth to
cake filtration.
b) Sedimentation: Suspended particles are subject to gravitational forces and tend to settle out
of the fluid at a velocity which can be calculated by Stokes law. Moving fluid has a velocity
considerably greater than the settling velocity of the particle.
2. Retention forces: A particle making simultaneous contact with two or more filter grains may
become wedged in this position. But it has to make contact with sufficient energy to be
deformed and thus retained by the filter medium. Similarly, random motion of the suspended
particles within the tortuous paths between the grains of the filter will cause direct contact
between the particles. Flocculation and agglomeration of the particles may increase particle size
to the point where sedimentation and screening mechanisms become significant.
A particle held against only two grains may be considered to be in a very delicate balance, and
thus in a temporary location only.
He concuded that the random movement of suspended panicles in a tortuous flow path is
mainly responsible for transporting the particles either directly to the grains or close enough to
the grain surface for other forces to become effective.
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DONALDSON et a l (1977)stated that the path of fluid flow within a geologic porous system is
a tortuous one which is subject to frequent sudden changes in direction and velocity.
Suspended particles with densities greater than the density of the carrier fluid will not follow
the stream lines as the fluid suddenly changes direction of flow and will impinge on the walls
of the pore due to forces inherent in gravity and inertia, particles thus deposited will tend to
form domes.

SPIELMAN (1977) studied the capture of small suspended particles from fluids in laminar
flow on a collector. This capture is characterised by the simultaneous action of forces of fluidmechanical origin along with forces of other origin that act between the particle and collector.
These combined forces govern the particle trajectories which in turn determine whether a
particle will be transported to and retained at the surface of a collector that is fixed in the flow.
He defined the capture mechanisms in the classical theory and the modemistion of this theory:
First the Classical capture mechanisms:
a) Brownian diffusion: submicron particles undergo Brownian motion, which promotes their
deposition during flow past a collector.
b) Interception: capture by interception assumes that the cenue of a small nondiffusing spherical
particle follows exactly an undisturbed fluid streamline near a large collector until the particle
and collector touch, whereupon the particle is retained by contact adhesion. Interception ignores
increased hydrodynamic resistance between particle and collector which results from forced
♦
drainage of the viscous fluid from the narrowing gap during approach, but also ignores the
finite reach of strong attraction arising through universal intermolecular forces. These opposing
effects tend to cancel one another (Fig. 1.2).
c) Inertial impaction: Owing to inertia, sufficiently massive particles are unable to follow
curvilinear fluid motion and tend to continue along a straight path as the carrier fluid curves
around the collector. This gives rise to enhanced collection on the approach side. Impaction
efficiency predictably increases with increasing particle size and fluid velocity,
d) Gravitational deposition: due to the difference between particle and fluid density.
Second the modernisation of capture mechanisms for liquid systems:
The classical analysis for capture by interception assumes that the centre of a small particle
follows exactly an undisturbed fluid streamline near a larger collector until contact occurs and
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adhesion retains the particle. However, a particle in close proximity to a collector must
necessarily deviate from the undisturbed streamline. This is because the continuum description
of fluid motion with no slip at both the collector and particle surface produces infinitesimally
slow drainage of fluid from the gap between them as they approach under a finite force. With
the assumption that the fluid is a viscous continuum, the anomalous conclusion is reached that
contact cannot occur. The anomaly disappears, however, owing to the action of attractive Van
der Waals forces that increase very rapidly as the particle approaches the collector and become
strong enough to overcome the otherwise slow drainage.

DAVIDSON (1979) discussed the invasion mechanism and gave some remarks on the constant
injection flow rate case and the constant injection pressure case:
He stated that the rate of impairment and depth of penetration are determined by the forces
acting on the particle as it moves through the rock. Surface and gravitational forces cause
particles to be separated from the fluid and deposited in pores, thus increasing the resistance to
flow. The deposition process can be retarded by a force generated by the pore velocity. Two
possibilities exist with respect to the final change in pore dimensions (Fig. 1.3).
a) An equilibrium state is reached with no net deposition. Although the initial fluid velocity is
not large enough to prevent deposition, the narrowing of pores could cause the fluid velocity to
increase to the level at which an equilibrium state can form.
b) Deposition continues until the pore is narrowed to two or three particle diameters, at which
time the pore is bridged and an internal filter cake begins to form.
The final stage of pore plugging is related not only to the initial pore velocity and relative
particle and pore sizes, but to the change in pore velocity with deposition, which for core test is
controlled by constraints of constant flow rate or pressure drop.
He concluded that for the injection at constant rate, particles that are filtered out reduce the
cross-section of pores, but due to the maintenance of How rate, the fluid velocity in the pores
increases. The opportunity to form a nonretaining bed increases with deposition. However, in
the formation the enormous velocity contrasts produced by areal spreading of fluid insures that
there will be some radial location where insufficient velocity exists to prevent pore bridging.
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But in the case of constant pressure drop, the impairment obtained by the depositing solids
reduces the flow rate and, thus, the pore velocity. Internal pore bridging will occur unless the
initial velocity at the start of the test is high enough to prevent particle deposition from starting.

TANG (1982) explained the effect of the free, emulsified and dissolved oil on the blocking
mechanisms within the rock matrix as follows:
Produced water from a free water knock-out tank contains free oil, emulsified oil and dissolved
oil. Free oil will cause a reduction in relative permeability to water. The emulsified oil, existing
as lto 15 micron oil droplets, can seal off pore throats if the sizes of the pore throats also fall
into that range (Fig. 1.4). This emulsion blocking effect is usually more serious than the
reduction in relative permeability from free oil. Once trapped in the pores, these oil droplets can
only be mobilised by a huge pressure drop described by the following equation:

Where cr: is the interfacial tension
R j: is the leading radius of the drop
is the trailing radius of the drop
Dissolved oil passes through the core readily without any plugging. Free oil can be emulsified
at high shear rates while emulsified oil can coalesce to form free oil when the shear rate is
reduced to zero or in the presence of emulsion breakers. Oil can also agglomerate with
suspended inorganic solids present in the produced water, forming large globules which can
plug the inlet face.

SOO et al. (1984) stated that as the emulsion drops are captured in pores by straining and
interception with the possibility of straining being the dominant mechanism (Fig, 1.5), and as
the strained drops may re-entrain into the flowing stream once the local pressure drop increases
enough to overcome capillary restraining forces (as the liquid drops are deformable),
conventional deep bed filtration theory developed for undeformable solid suspensions is not
strictly applicable for dispersed liquid droplet flow.
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EYLANDER (1988) differentiated between the external and the internal filter cakes plots as is
explained below:
To analyse the filtration phenomena that occur, either externally on the core-plug injection face
or internally within the plug, the traditional filtration equation derived from Darcy's law and a
mass balance of solids are rearranged in the form:

( dt /dV ) Ap = m V+ b

Where m and b are measures for the permeability / porosity of the filter cake and the effective
brine premeability of the porous medium, respectively.
The values of m and b are calculated from the linear plots of (dt / dv) Ap versus cumulative
injected volume, V.
If the external filter cake is formed, two phases may be distinguished during the filtration
process: phase one, a limited irreversible loss of plug permeability attributed to impairment
from pore filling at a shallow invasion depth, and phase two, formation of an external filter
cake, resulting in a further but reversible permeability loss (Fig. 1.6).
The resultant effective brine permeability is determined by knowing the extrapolation of phase
two part of the filtration curve' b\ The filter cake properties are calculated from the slope of
the phase two part of the curve' m '.
If the internal filter cake is formed, two phases can again be distinguished: phase one,
impairment by deeply invading solid caused by internal pore throat blocking, resulting in an
irreversible loss of plug permeability, and phase two, reversible impairment caused by pore
throat bridging under dynamic conditions with pore throat bridging larger than that of pore
throat blocking seen in phase one (Fig. 1.7). Phase two of the filtration curve is extrapolated
through a displaced origin (to the end of phase one) to get the intercept *b', and the slope of
phase two is'm '. Then the effective brine permeability and filter cake properties can be
calculated.

He concluded that in coreflood tests, use can be made of various injection sequences in
combination with analysis of influent and effluent streams to judge the type of impairment
behaviour. For example, where reduced permeability of the plug results from external filter
cake formation, flow reversal will be instrumental in virtually completely restoring the original
brine permeability; analysis will indicate a "burst of solids" being produced just after flow
reversal has been initiated. If the observed permeability loss is the result of internal fines
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Fig. 1.6: External filter-cake formation
(Eylander 1988)

Fig.l.7:Intemal filter-cake formation
(Eylander 1988)

migration, flow reversal can momentarily release the plugging solids, but they subsequently
become lodged elsewhere. A sharp permeability enhancement is then observed that rapidly falls
to or near the original (impaired) level.

BENNION et al. (1994) stated that almost all problems associated with impaired injectivity can
ultimately be related back to problems associated with water quality. Potential damage
mechanisms which can be associated with water injection processes include:
1. Mechanically induced damage (Fig.1.8):
a) Solids injection:
Smaller particles invade deeper into the formation and can potentially form an internal filter cake
which is generally more damaging due to its relative inaccessibility which reduces the efficiency
of conventional mechanical or chemical stimulation treatments. At higher inflow velocity (>10
cm/min.) the more classical rules of sizing and invasion appear to hold. At lower injection
velocities (< 2 cm /min.) more damage becomes apparent in the formation of the internal filter
cake with respect to smaller particulate sizes.
b) Velocity induced damage (fine migration):
Loosely attached and mobile clays and detrital rock fragments, if dislodged into the flowing
fluid stream by high injection water velocities may move to pore throat locations where they
may plug and cause reduction in injectivity.
2. Injection water - formation rock interaction:
a) Clay swelling.
b) Clay Deflocculation.
c) Formation Dissolution.
d) Chemical Adsorption / Wettability Alteration.
3. Relative permeability effects (Fig. 1.9):
Oil entrainment in injection water and subsequent enU'apment is a major source of potential
impaired injectivity in situations with the case of no or sub-irreducible oil saturation is present.
This is due to the fact that a sufficiently high saturation of hydrocarbon liquid must be
entrapped in the porous media around an injector to ensure that a continuous oil phase with
finite relative permeability and mobility is obtained. Prior to this time, the hydrocarbon liquid is
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Fig.1.8: Mechanism of suspended solids entrainment (Bennion et al. 1994)
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Fig. 1.9: skim oil entrainment in different systems (Bennion et a l 1994).

merely entrapped as an immobile saturation. Although this saturation is immobile, it may have a
profoundly reducing effect on the relative permeability to water.

WYER (1975) mentioned the uncontrollable factors affecting the process of Produced Water
treatment efficiency as:
a) Physical and chemical properties of the crude oil, including solubility.

b) Suspended solids concentration.
c) Fluctuation of flow rate.
d) Degree of emulsification .
e) Characteristics of the produced water and the bacterial activities.

1.3 Particle Invasion Experiments
DONALDSON et al. (1977) tested particle transport within Berea, Noxie and Cleveland
sandstones having mean pore sizes of 10,15 and 30 microns, respectively, by injection of 1%
brine aqueous suspensions of ground quartz sand particles having mean particle sizes of 4, 6
and 7 pm. A constant flow rate of 2.78 ml/ min was used.
They concluded that particles initially are passing through the larger openings in the core, i.e.,
the ones with the largest flow. Gradually the particles are stopped by the irregularities within
the pores by a combination of the effects from gravitational sedimentation, direct interception,
and surface attraction. The largest particles appear to be removed quickly. Even with this
efficient removal of large particles, the pressure does not increase significantly until a large
volume (several pore volumes) of the suspension passes (Fig. 1,10).
Since a cake is built up on the surface of the core during the experiment, it is possible that the
pressure build is due to the cake rather than plugging of the pores.
There are a number of points on a pressure profile where the pressure decreases significantly.
Along with this decrease in pressure there is an increase in the number of effluent particles,
Particles in one or more of the pores dislodge simultaneously, resulting in a greater open area in
the core and consequently a pressure drop.
When they reassembled several of the cores that had the cake removed from their surface into
the core holder and placed back on the pumping system and a 1% brine solution was pumped
through each core at the same rate as before, the resulting pressure at which the liquid flowed
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had decreased dramatically, almost to the pressure at which the core had originally been
subjected at the beginning of the experiment. The porosity of the cores was checked and there
was almost no change. This suggested that the core itself was only partially plugged, but the
cake material formed at the face of the core and restricted the flow of slurry. The slurry flow
through the core can be restored by cleaning the surface of the core and removing the cake
formed.

GRUESBECK et al. (1982) in their study of particle entrainment and redeposition, slated that
there was a critical velocity, or flow rate, below which entrainment of fines did not occur and
above which the rate of entrainment increased linearly with flow rate. Thus, for a given flow
rate, there was around the wellbore a cylindrical region in which entrainment and redeposition
can lead to permeability reduction.
In the synthetic system experiments, he used a 2% KC1 solution as the carrier fluid with a
suspension of CaCo4 particles having a mean diameter of 0.8 pm, Packed columns of
unconsolidated sand having grain size ranging from 840 to 2000 pm were used as the flowing
medium.
They concluded that as the smaller path ways are blocked flow is diverted to larger pathways
and more fine particles reach the effluent but eventually the pressure differential across the
column, and hence any blocked pathway, is so great that some plugs are broken. This results in
a spurt of fines in the effluent, but then new deposits grow.
In the finer sand, with mean diameters of 177 to 210 pm, the deposits tend to concentrate near
the inlet end of the column and the mean permeability of the column tends to go to zero. In the
coarser sand, with mean diameter of 250 to 297 pm, on the other hand, deposits tend to be
more uniform and an equilibrium permeability is achieved. In the coarser sand there are many
non-plugging pathways but in the finer sand nearly all pathways are plugging pathways.
Generally he observed that more deposition results (for a given pore volume throughput) under
constant pressure conditions than for constant rate conditions.
For the case of the field core experiments, they concluded that the naturally occurring fines in a
consolidated core would be entrained by a moving clean fluid from surface-type deposits and
redeposited as plug-type deposits. And for the flow rate of 0.0367 cm3/sec, the permeability
was not changing but at each of the higher rates the permeability was continuously declining.
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TODD et al. (1979) gave an example of how sea water flooding, having particle concentration
°f lppm and particle size from around 20 pm downwards, would significantly reduce the
permeability of very high permeability (2D) north sea sandstone cores. This reduction can be
seen in F ig .l.n and the corresponding influent and effluent analysis is presented in Fig. 1.12.

TODD et al. (1984) used aluminium oxide particles in a size range 3-5 pm at a concentration of
5ppm in his experiments. Core flooding with this suspension of high permeability core (2012
rad) shows almost complete external filter cake damage (Fig. 1.13), even for a core with the
largest mean pore throat diameter (29.5 pm). A less permeable core (562 md), though still with
a comparatively large mean diameter exhibited internal cake formation and half the damage
obtained with the high permeability core (Fig. 1.14). Todd’s results serve to illustrate that mean
pore size is not a simple criterion for explaining the damage to the cores.

SCOTT (1984) experimentally tested the effect of water quality on permeability damage by
using two sandstone cores having different characteristics. He stated that for an injection well
Wlth an injection rate of 20,000 BWPD over a 100 ft interval and a 7" wellbore, 109 BWPD
Pass through each square foot of the wellbore surface. If the injection well is not open hole but
cased and perforated then the rate per square foot is even higher. Assuming 4 shots per foot
nh a perforation depth of 8" and diameter of 1" gives 278 BWPD per square foot.

. .
.
afler day the water must be dean enough to
In order for this quantity of w a t e r to be mjecte
^
^ rapid toctine in the
prevent rapid blocking o f the pores within the rock matrix,
water injection capability at a particular pressure.

idc p0wder (3-5

He used 1 inch diameter cores .The fluid was a suspension of alummt

j

|im particles) in distilled water and a flow rate o , . •o ml/s Solids concentration, of 5 PPm
K-H.v of Newbiggin sandstone was 1304 ma
ppm were used. The original liquid permeabv y
compared to that of 319 md for the Clashach sandstone.

The results shows that:

_ «nceihle

a) For a partide concentration of 5 ppm, the Newbiggin core exceeded maxunu ^
injection pressure after only 17.6 hours white the Clashac tooi - ^VlOY
^JfS* *jUS
^ suspemied
indicate that permeability alone was not a good guide to esunv
solids on permeability reduction.
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(Todd etal. 1979).

Examination of the capillary pressure curves for both rock types showed the Newbiggin to
have a greater spread over the range of pore sizes. The Clashach had the majority of its pores
concentrated in a very narrow band of pore diameters. The medium pore size for the Clashach
was 22.5 pm as opposed to 18 pm for the Newbiggin. The Clashach had 77% of its pores with
diameter greater than 15 um while the newbiggin had only 58.5% greater than this diameter,
b) With a particle concentration of 1 ppm initially the results were similar with the injection
pressure continuing to rise but a lot more slowly. However, a maximum pressure appeared to
be reached after approximately 55 hours and after this time the pressure rose and fell
periodically but never regained this maximum value. This phenomenon appeared to be similar
to the particle breakthrough' observed by Donaldson and Baker. In all cases, the effluent
samples had lower counts in the majority of the channels as time progressed. Particles in all
size ranges showed significant retention.
Another important point that he mentioned is that if subsequent 1 ppm experiments show no
signs of external filter cake build up, it then becomes important to discover the depth of
lrnpairment so as to have a damage zone thickness for use in injectivity computation. This
Points towards longer cores and core holders. If an external cake is formed, long cores are
unnecessary as the filter cake controls the injection pressure, the effect of internal plugging
^*eing negligible in comparison.

ERSHAGHI et at. (1986) studied the injectivity loss ,ue

1h(, infection of different particle

size suspensions:
Cubical blocks were used with a 1/4" hole drilled at the centre o e

^

injection well. Particle suspensions at a concentration of 250 mg/1 were

resembling the
^
^
^^

^

^

^

dust consisting silica alumina and iron oxide (three gi oup "
rim) suspended in 0.2 pm filtered 2% Kcl solution.
After analysing the results, he concluded that:

_inactivity index occurs

a) For the low permeability sandstone blocks, the greatest redu

narticles 0-5

. (P.i •, •l5x• t h e medium size particles
during the flow of 0-3 pm particle size suspension
comparative

pm shows a similar initial rapid drop but highei van*
,

imcctivitv are retainer»show
v ani

injection time (Fig. 1.16). The results for large size particle suspense
overall slower reduction of injectivity index with time (Fig
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Fig-1.15: Injectivity losses measured for a low permeability block
(Ershaghi et al. 1986).

Since the mean pore size of low permeability cores is about 8 pm, indications are that the
suspensions with a particle size range of 0-3 pm penetrate the rock and result in substantial
permeability losses. The large size particles seem to be filtered out at the input face causing a
gradual loss of injectivity. The nature of the cake buildups can be characterised by a continuous
flow of fluid. The medium size particles maintain an injectivity index initially similar to the
small size particles and later approach that of the large size particles. This can be interpreted as
initial injectivity reduction because of particle invasion followed by the gradual buildup of a
filter cake.
b) With medium permeability cores, the small size particles 0-3 pm manage to travel through
the system and the overall injectivity loss is much less severe than what was observed for low
permeability cores. The medium size particle seem to get trapped in the system and they show
the worst performance. The large size particles initially show evidence of fine invasion and later
on because of cake buildup, die injectivity loss reaches a plateau of about 50% of the initial.
c) Moving to even larger pore sizes, for high permeability cores where a mean pore size of 18
was measured, the small and the medium size particles seem to be able to invade the system
causing in-situ permeability reduction. The performance for large size particles is no better as
the chances for cake buildup is reduced and because of greater difficulty of these larger particles
t° pass through the system lower values of injectivity ratios are observed.
d) For the low and medium permeability blocks where the large size of particles (0-10 pm) had
caused cake buildup, high differential pressure resulted in worsening of the half lives (the time
required at constant pressure for the injection rate to decrease to half its initial value). This is
mamly a sandface effect where the compacted cakes present additional flow resistance to
Passage of injected fluid.
Under higher differential pressures, particles which had invaded the system seem to be forced
Ut resu'fing in improved injectivity ratios.
) If filters on the injected fluid are used before the injectivity ratio has reached a low plateau
alue, the placement of filters extends the injectivity half-life. After the rocks have experienced
r low plateau injectivity ratio, the filter placement has only minor improvement effect. They
’ *lowever>prevent further degradation of injectivity ratio.
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VETTER etal. (1987) examined the factors affecting particle invasion and the related degree of
damage.
They used a SEM technique in determining the particle concentration distribution for the core in
which 0.05 micron particles in suspension were injected. This distribution was represented by
the ratio of chromium(particles) to silicon (core material) concenU’ation. One observation is that
the submicron particles entered substantial depths and got trapped at various locations in the
core. However, the concentration of the trapped particles decreased rapidly with depth.
They concluded that:
a) Above about 120 pore volumes of injection, both the 1 micron and the 7 micron particles
piactically plugged the cores, whereas the 0.05 micron particles caused the permeability to drop
by about 60%. The bridging phenomenon is more evident for 0.05 micron particles. For the 7
Micron particles there does not seem to be any bridging phenomenon, thus indicating that the
decrease in permeability by large particles is mainly due to cake build-up (Fig. 1.18 and 1.19),
b) For 0.05 micron chrome oxide particles, it is not evident whether the flow rate has any direct
elation with the permeability impairment only the lower injection rates seem to damage the core
Much rapidly.
Contrary to the behaviour observed for chrome oxide particles, the blended cerium oxide
Particles are found to break through Berea sandstone cores at all flow rates between 2 and 10
Ml^min (Fig. 1.20). In general for submicron particles, the higher the flow rate, the less severe
*s the damage to the core plug.
c) The injection of the suspensions containing 250 mg/1 and 500mg/l of less than 0.05 micron
cerium oxide particles caused a rapid reduction in permeability equal to 50% after 40 PV. On
|’^ ^ «
0 er hand, with a concentration of 90 mg/1 of the same particles suspension, the
Permeability decreases by only 10% (Fig. 1.21).
Then they used a blended cerium oxide suspension to flood (a)two plugs mounted in series
thin the same holder and (b)two core plugs mounted in two holders in series. These
Pcriments may simulate the flow of particles across a fracture (one core holder) or a filter
(two core holders).
a) Filtration (two core holders):

Thg

particles, once breaking through the first core, should be able to go through the second
without any further deposition. However, they found a relatively thick cake at the inlet
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Fig. 1.17: Injectivity losses measured for a high permeability block
(Ershaghi ex al. 1986).

Fig. 1.18: Core pressure history (chromium oxide particle injection)
(Vetter e ta i 1987).

Fig. 1.19: Core damage history (chromium oxide particle injection)
(Vetter etaL 1987)

Fig. 1.20: Core damage history effect of flow rate (cerium oxide
particles: > 0.05 micron) (Vetter et al. 1987).

Fig. 1.21: Cote damage history effect of concentration (cerium oxide
panicles : > 0.05 micron) (Vetter et a t 1987).

face of the second core as well as deposition inside the second core. So if an injected brine is
filtered down to the lowest particle size, particles will still be deposited in the rock matrix if its
permeability is on the order of 100 and even 200md.
b) Fractures (one core holder):
He found a significant cake at the inlet face of the second plug. The particles breaking through
the second plug didn’t seem to have any different characteristics than those breaking through a
Slngle core plug. The results of this experiment suggest that the same cakes would occur at
fiactures within the formation.

TODD et al. (1988) presented a study of permeability decline for broken-face cores, with a
Permeability range of 250-1000 md, using injected water suspensions of 1-15 ppm with a size
range of 0-3 [tm, at flow rates representative of north sea injection wells. The duration of the
tests have been up to 150 hours, equivalent to 40,000-60,000 core pore volumes.
The results indicated that in-depth invasion occurs for broken-face plugs compared to external
filter cakes which often occur with sawn face plugs. In using a cut-faced core, the permeability
°f the inlet and outlet faces may not be representative of the permeability of the core.
Th
e core material was clashach sandstone and the flow rate from 0.45cm/sec to 1.8cm/sec with
tet experimental duration up to 6 days.
They concluded that:
a) Within this range of size and concentration in a broken-faced core of 250 md, the
permeability impairment was distributed along the core.The damage permeability zone extends
UP t0

enc*

the core even with 15ppm concentration of 0-3 jtm alumina.The SEM pictures

teken after the experiment qualitatively shows the similarity of the permeability decline obtained
fro
° m Prcssuite monitoring. The permeability decline follows a definite uend in all the sections
^f th
core and all of them eventually level off with increased injection time. These results
ggest that the phenomena of entrainment and redeposition takes place when a critical pore
°<% is achieved giving a stable permeability.
) The plot of the ratio of permeability of the core to its initial permeability versus log of gross
City
injected

at th® inlet face have been found to be linear for different pore volumes of fluid
tk
i •
e relationship obtained from this plot can be used to predict the damaged

a 14y in a similar material at any new velocity of flow, provided the flow is maintained
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within the laminar region and no fracture is initiated during the injection. It is observed that the
permeability impairment due to solid particle invasion is not only a function of pore volume
mjected, but it also depends on the gross velocity. At higher flow velocity, the process of
entrainment increases and, therefore, the overall permeability remains higher (Fig. 1.22).
c) Test with lOppm and 15ppm of less than 3 pm alumina particles using ldarcy and 250 md
cores indicate that an external filter cake had not been formed. The results show an overall
permeability decline as a function of particle concentration at constant flow rate of 0.9cm/sec.
AJso there is an exponential relationship between permeability variation and panicle
concentration (Fig. 1.23).

PAUTZet al. (1989) conducted a study to evaluate the 1/3 -1/7 plugging ratio rule by using
synthetic, cottage Grove sandstone and Berea sandstone cores.
When an external filter cake is formed, the permeability will be controlled by the permeability
°f the filter cake. As pressure is increased, permeability will be reduced because the filter cake
compresses (Fig. 1.24a). For the bridging particles, as the pressure is increased, some of the
bridges can break and result in increasing permeability (Fig. 1.24b).
^ Particle size is reduced further, relative to die pore diameter, particles are expected to invade
th^
ntedia completely and collect only in dead ends or low points in the flow channels
(Fig. 1.24c).
The

cores (used in these tests) were invaded by 1.3,2.5 and 5.4 pm latex bead suspensions at

concentration of 25 ppm at a constant injection rate of 1 ml/min and various injection
Pmssures.
esults of the corefloods are classified by the ratio of invading particle size to the square root of
Permeability to evaluate the rule-of-thumb concept as applied in the field (Fig. 1.25).

Cy conc*uded that the 1/3 ratio tests resulted in 75% reduction in permeability (Fig. 1.26).
l a b i l i t y reduction at the 1/5 ratio appears to reach an equilibrium that is consistent with a
essful waterflood operation (Fig. 1,27). The 1/9 ratio corefloods exhibited little
eability reduction (Fig. 1.28). Since angular and multisized invading particles would do
amage than the 2,5 pm latex beads used in these experiments, the application of the 1/5
° r 1/7 ratio rule has some risk.
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1a. - Cake formation.

1b. • Bridging.

1c. • Invasion and caverning.

Fig. 1.24: Impairment mechanisms of particles flowing through
porous media (Pautzer al. 1989)
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a r CIA et al. (1992) used formation sandstone cores from Ceuta Field (Venezuela) to study the
pressure drop and the associated particle production due to particle injection.
The sandstone formation cores (mean pore size of 11pm) have a permeability of 25 to 1000
rad. These cores were invaded by a quartz particle (7 urn mean diameter) suspended in a 2%
NaCl solution.
For all the cores the differential pressure continuously increased with pore volume injected
suggesting plugging due to a particle retention effect (Fig. 1.29). The pulsing characteristic of
the differential pressure data is an indication of the occasional breaking of the particle bridges.
For the same reason there is a pulsation observed in the cumulative particle production data.
The rate of particle production is initially high and decreases gradually.

VAN VELZEN et a l (1992) studied the effect of flow velocity of particle suspension on
injectivity impairment
Latex particles were used with a particle to pore size ratio of 0.08 to 0.37 and a concentration
1-7 to 2. Ippm concentration through Bentheimer sandstone cores.
TH
e results show that the rate of impairment decreases with increasing flow velocity and is very
sensitive to velocity changes at low velocity levels (Fig. 1.30). The effective half-life of an
mjector is considerably longer at the higher injection rate.
0r inflow velocity above lOcm/min, the generally accepted " 1/3 -1/7 rule" giving the
Particle/pore size ratio for intemal-cake formation is confirmed. Smaller particles seem to
contribute more to formation damage at low inflow velocity (<2cm/min) (fig. 1.31).

,
ELER1 et al. (1992) conducted two sets of expeum

one under constant injection flow rate

. • • „ pre
„«vccnre differential.
and a another under constant injection

the fluid

n rate Pl
nmcess since the flow rate is maintained
They stated that in the constant flow
Miuilibrium state is
•

. -ineoaiticle deposition unul an equu

velocity will continue to increase with increas gp
...« »»/..y>vi'i*o* AkSfor rno o
reached when the net deposition will become

assure drop process,
_

a velocity

Internal

. now
finw rate and thereby
the deposition of solid particles will reduce the
^ the^fluid
^ ghvelocity.»
enough to
pore bridging will occur unless the initial velocity at th'
, * 5 and 10
carried out with three flow ratvs 13,
prevent that. The constant flow rate tests were car
. Afn 54 0.5-3 and 0.5*5 nmm a
ml/min) and spherical latex particles suspensio
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rig. 1.29: Differential pressure response (Arcia et a l 1992).

Fig. 1.30: Rate of impairment as a function of inflow velocity
(Van Velzen etal. 1992)

concentration of 50-200 ppm. Berea sandstone cores were used in three different permeabilities
(100, 250 and 500 md).
The constant flow rate tests show a sharp decline in permeability for low permeability cores no
matter what was the particle size or flow rate with a sharp pressure rise. For high permeability
cores, all particle sizes used seemed to invade the core causing a very gentle permeability
reduction with a very low pressure increase (Fig. 1.32). It appears that the injection particles
were flushing through the high permeability cores (Fig. 1.33). The higher the flow rate the less
severe is the final state of plugging, and the higher the particle concentration, the more the
damage to the core.
For the constant pressure drop tests two cores have a porosity of 0.19 and 0.2 with two
different permeabilities (250 and 500 md) were used. The injected suspension contains 0.5-3
flm particles in a concentration of 100 ppm. A constant differential pressure of 40 psi was
used.
The results of these test show that the high permeability cores give a weak response for the
backflushing (Fig.l.34).The low effluent particle count especially at the early stages of die
ujection may mean that these particles were being deposited inside the surface of the pores
( ig-1.35). This deposition will result in the bridging of pores.
e Plot of the cumulative filtrate volume against the square root of time for these cores shows
0 distinct portions, the initial convex portion when particle bridging dominated and the
traight line portion when the cumulative filtrate volume is proportional to the square root of
e‘

s^°Pe a°d the intercept were used to calculate the different filter cake properties.

They concluded that the variation m perm
y
„ „„»diet reservoir
therefore the routine practice of using mem, i,„nt, filters to characterise o p
qualities of injection water can be misleading.

KHAT/B (1994) studied the effect of filter cake piopc
study with the important role o f the filler cake-H e sta '

on
his
^^ ^permeability
^ „ tand
e dbegan
panicles
'

-, ,;nn Once the cake

on formation perm eability may be dominant oniy at the early stages of mjecuo «eelmible
-

is established and reaches a characteristic
• thicKn
thickness>these effects are generally negus
compared to those of filter cake properties.
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P article diam eter, micron»

Fig.1.32: Core pressure profile; effect of rock permeability
(Eleri et a i 1992)

Fig.1.33: Particle size distribution analysis (Eleri et al. 1992).

He used Barite particles (average particle size of 5 |im in a concentration of 79ppm) suspended
m a buffered 2% KC1 brine. While the suspension was being stirred, a known volume was
transferred to the cell and another to a filter for determining the solids concentration. The
suspension was then compressed to various cake thicknesses.The cake thickness was measured
using a caliper. At each stage of compression 2% KCl brine was injected to the cell at constant
rate to determine the average permeability of the cake. The total porosity was calculated from
the measurement of the cake thickness and solid concentration.
He concluded that:
a) butially the permeability was reduced about 3 orders of magnitude with a decrease in cake
porosity to 0.80, then it was reduced at a lower rate with further reduction in cake porosity.
b) When the particles were suspended for several days in 1% oil brine to coat the solids with oil

then the permeability and porosity of their thin cakes were determined. The results suggest
that the cake permeability can be reduced as much as 50% when the solids are coated with oil
(pig. 1.36). So the presence of oil should be minimised in injection water when solids
contamination is expected.

PANGe t a l. (.994) collected water quality cot« flow test data available in Ihe literature and

They replotted these data as the inverse o f the injectivity (q/Ap) decline versus poie volu
injected and four types o f curves were observed.

a)Type 1: Straightline:
, Heexternal niter cake (Hg.U 7) or pure
This type of curve is observed when incompres
internal filter cake ( Fig. 1 .38 ) are formed.

b) Type 2 : Curves w it h increasing slope-.
fflK rcate (fig . 1.39) or internal filter
These are obtained in cases where compressible externa
cake (Fig. 1.40) are formed.

c) Type 3: Curves with decreasing slope:
„r
In some experiments with no external filter cake formation the s ope

in ie c tiv ity

inverse

vs. t plot decreases with tim e (Fig. 1.41). These experiments often have a smaller lnjectt

particle size and a deeper particle invasion depth.
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Particle diam eter, micron*

Fig. 1.35; Particle size distribution analysis (Eleri et al. 1992).
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Fig. 1.36: Effect of oil-coated solids on brine permeability (Khatib 1994).

Fig. 1.37: An example data set for Type Curve 1 (Pang et al. 1994)
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Fig.1.38: An example data set for Type Curve 1 (Pang etal. 1994)

Fig. 1,39: An example data set for Type Curve 2 (Pang et al. 1994)

d) Type 4: S shaped curves:
S shaped curves and other more complicated shapes of curves are obtained when several
internal filtration mechanisms operate simultaneously (Fig. 1.42). It is evident that internal
filtration curves will depend on the mechanism of capture of particles. This complex
dependence makes it difficult to generalise and predict the shape of internal filtration curves.

Retention can occur by two mechanisms (60):
The first nnp is a deposition on the upstream side of grains or collectors which is induced by
normal hydrodynamic forces exerted on the particle when its distance is reduced to that of
surface interactions.
The second onp nrn irt in pore restrictions when several particles arrive at the same time in
position of forming a multiparticle bridge.

ROQUE et al, (1995)- based on these two theoretical approachs, conducted some experiments
to study the process of formation damage caused by the injection of particles of known
diameters into fontainebleau sandstone of well known pore size at different flow rates. The
results show that retention occurs effectively according to the two mechanisms proposed by
pi

uveteau and is very strongly flow rate and particle size dependent. In addition, the
formation damage process usually displays four steps.
They carried out the following experiments at constant flow rate:
The injected particle suspension was mechanically stirred several millimetres
from the inlet of the rock sample so as to minimise the effect of an external cake and develop
Phenomena inherent to the internal plugging of the porous medium. Likewise, the ratio between
Ihe mean diameter of the pore throats (16.4 pm) and the mean diameter of the particles (O.B pm
at a COncentration of 4 mg/1)) was deliberately quite large so as to limit exclusion phenomena
hat might mask the mechanisms. The initial matrix permeability was 400 md and the flow
elocity was held constant at 0.33 cm/min. The obtained results are given in Figure 1.43.
E<x
Mechanical stirring at the inlet to the sample was maintained for the same
as°ns as previously, but this time the injection was performed with particles three times larger
^ 35
fim) and at a three times faster flow velocity (1 cm/min). The test was continued until an
eternal cake was obtained.
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Pore Volumes Injected
Fig. 1.40: An example data set for Type Curve 2 (Pang et al. 1994).
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Fig. 1.41: An example data set for Type Curve 3 (Pang et al. 1994)

Pore Volumes Injected
Fig.1.42: An example data set for Type Curve 4 (Pang et al. 1994)

The initial matrix permeability was 3000 md (17.4 pm pore throat diameter) and the particle
concentration was 20 mg/1. The obtained results are given in Figure 1.44.
Espgrjment HV
Here, there is no mechanical stirring at the inlet to the porous medium so as not to modify
natural plugging phenomena and to observe the duration of the different phases and their
possible concomitance under particle-concentration and fluid flow rate conditions favourable to
rapid plugging.
They observed four dominant plugging systems in the plugging curves Kw/Kwj=F(pv)
a) Phase (1): the dominant system was the particle deposition on the upstream side of grains,
during this phase, having a relatively long duration(150pv injected) in the specific experiment
(1), the deposition of the particles in the porous medium does not cause any change in
permeability. The very small particle concentration in the effluent (2 to 4 % for the E xp.(l))
show that the porous medium retains almost all the particles during this phase. The coupling of
constant permeability and intensive retention of the injected particles suggests a particle
“^Position on the surface of the grains in the zone where the hydrodynamic forces cannot
entrain the particles rapidly through the channels in the porous medium (Fig. 1.45a).
'T'i

e deposition probability on a rock grain for a concentration ratio (C/Q) of 2% will be equal
to less than 1%, which is a relatively high probability, and only l/1000th of the pore volume is
°CcuPied by particles.
k) ^ ase (2): The dominant system is the monoparticle or multiparticle bridging.
^ h en most of the deposition sites on the surface of the grains are saturated, the concentration
of f

ree P r i d e s circulating in the porous medium increases abruptly (up to 70% of the initial

oncentration) starting from 200 pv in the experimental case 1. The probability of pore throats
be *
Ing blocked by particles then increases very quickly. This results in an instantaneous drop in
Permeability. This is followed by a slow decrease in the particle concentration in the effluent,
hich can be interpreted as a larger and larger number of bridged pores (Fig. 1.45b). The
ecrease in permeability nonetheless remains moderate. This phase may be interpreted by the
mplex multiparticle bridging of the pore, thus progressively reduce the possibilities of fluid
circulation.
The

Prograssiveness of this bridging phenomenon causes the in-depth plugging of the porous

odium since particles can cover a long distance without becoming entrapped.
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blS-1.45; Dominant plugging systems (Roque et al 1995).

For Experiments 2 and 3 during which particles three times larger were injected at a relatively
low range of fluid flow rates, particle retention in the porous medium was almost total (less
than 1% of the particles detected in the effluent no matter what plugging phase is considered).
Maximum particle concentration in the effluent corresponds to the transition between deposition
and bridging phases. The bridging that occurs after deposition consumes few particles and
leaves a great many channels free for fluid circulation. When C/Q reaches 60%, the probability
of pore bridging will be 0.1% which is very small. This could explain the possibility of
forming bridges at depth in the porous medium (particles can cover a long distance without
becoming entrapped).
c) Phase (3): The dominant system is the internal accumulation of particles for formation of an
internal cake.
This shows a rapid decrease in permeability and an abrupt and almost total drop in the free
particle concentration in circulation. This phase may then be interpreted by an intensive
accumulation of particles at the level of pores already plugged up by bridging (Fig. 1.45c).
Th

en, since fluid circulation is more and more difficult, particle accumulation continues in the

zone of the porous medium closer and closer from the inlet face. The particle concentration of
fte effluent at the outlet then depends solely on the interconnected unbridgeable pore fraction.
) Phase (4): The dominant system is the external accumulation of particles or formation of an
external cake:
Th .
re ls intensive accumulation of particles in the zone near the inlet face of core sample and, as
°°n as the particles can no longer penetrate, they accumulate on the outside by filling up the
ntlre Vo’d space (Fig.l.45d). An external cake is then formed by progressive accumulation,
hich requires a very large volume of particles to appreciably reduce the mean apparent
Permeability, When a cake has been formed, this phase is characterised by a very slow decrease
m Permeability.
hey concluded that these different phases may be perfectly overlapping to the point of
coming concomitant. Phases 2 and 3 often seem undifferentiated, which means that bridging
and internal nr>
.
accumulation are often simultaneous phenomena. Only the influence of the external
C’ wllose Properties govern the permeability of the system, may be assessed at the end of
injection.
ffect of particle velocity on the kinetics of plugging can be seen in Figures 1.46 - 1.48,
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HIGHRIHOVELOCITY•TYPICALINJECTIONTEST

Fig. 1.46: High fluid velocity -Typical injection test (6.4 }im particles)
(Roque et al. 1995).

Inject«d Por» Voium««

Fig. 1.47: High fluid velocity -Typical injection test (2.35 |im particles)
(Roque ei al. 1995).

1

Injaatd Port Volum««

Fig. 1,48: Medium fluid velocity -Typical injection test (Roque et al. 1995)

1*4 Droplets Invasion Experiments
TANG (1982) studied the permeability damage caused by the injection of oily water into
reservoir core samples. The tests were performed at simulated bottom hole conditions using
actual produced water with intermittent coinjection of 600 ppm of oil.
He concluded that the injection of both filtered (0.45 micron filter) and unfiltered produced
water containing only 14.2ppm suspended solids and 15 ppm of dissolved oil did not cause
a°y short-term plugging. Since oil cannot be successfully dispersed in water without
surfactant, a water and oil co-injection technique was used. When produced water and 600 ppm
oil were co-injected, oil flowing into the cores caused severe permeability reduction. The core
acted like a filter in removing the suspended solids and oil droplets from the injection water.
Solids gradually accumulated at the core inlet face. Oil entering the core is trapped and
immobilised until residual oil saturation is reached.
For the low permeability core, the reduction in relative permeability to water due to increase in
oil saturation is the main damage mechanism. The conU'ibution of emulsion blocking damage
becomes more significant as the permeability of the core increases. The permeability can be
restored to a certain degree by flushing the core with water at high pressure.

SOO etal. (1984) studied how stable oil-in-water emulsions are transported in porous media.
'Fhey used an average droplet diameters of 2, 3,5 ,7 , and 10 micron flowing in a 0.32 porosity
Quartz sandpacks of permeability of 0.57 and 1.15 pm2 with mean pore throat diameters of
i« .
and 29.5 micron, and at a superficial velocity of 0.07 mm/s. Oil content was 0.5
v°lume%. Drop-size distributions of the emulsions are controlled by blender speed. Fine
Ottawa sand of known grain-size distribution is packed into a stainless steel cylinder and it is
cleaned by repeated washing with dilute acid and base to establish a strongly water-wet surface.
They concluded that:
rt\ p .
or the 1.15 pm2 permeability cores and drop size ranges from 2 to 6 micron (Fig. 1,49),
Core Permeability falls over many injected fluid pore volumes and eventually levels off. Oil
,0plets do not appear in the effluent immediately at one pore volume. Rather, they arc delayed,
d after elution, their concentration slowly rises over several injected emulsion pore volumes
ntil it reaches the inlet value of 0.5 vol %. At the time for which the droplets approach their
concentration, the permeability stops changing. Drops eluting early are generally smaller
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than the injected distribution; as time proceeds the effluent droplets shift to larger diameters
until, eventually, the inlet and the outlet drop-size distribution are matched,
h) Figure 1.50 demonstrates that the drops, once captured, do not reenter the flow stream, at
least at the flow velocity of this work. Hence, steady flow is not a dynamic balance between
‘frop capture and re-entainment.
c)

Physical interpretation for a steady state was proposed as follows:

Initially, drops are preferentially captured in small size pores. As emulsion injection proceeds,
more ^ d more small pores become blocked. Flow is diverted mostly to the large size pores and
drop capture rate decreases. When the drop capture sites in the large pores are filled steady state
ls reached. As the drop size increases, the effluent concentration data show that overall
emulsion retention increases. This is because capture probability is higher for the larger drops.
For emulsions of small mean drop diameters and consequent narrower size distribution (2 pm),
the emulsion drops are delayed, but they emerge with essentially their inlet size distribution.
Presumably, the capture probabilities are not significantly different between the largest and
smallest drops in these smaller drop-size emulsion.
d) For the effect of the 3.3 micron drop-size emulsion on the two different permeability
sandpacks, the low permeability sandpack exhibits later emulsion breakthrough indicating
higher drop retention, which gives larger permeability reduction at steady state. For injecting
3-1 and 3.4 micron drop-size emulsion with oil-phase viscosities of 1.5 and 23 mPa.s,
respectively, into the 1.15 pm2 sandpack, both effluent concentration and transient permeability
!•
ones do not vary significantly as the oil-phase viscosity increases by 15 times.

VOFMANetal. (1991) in their study on 1% oil emulsified in water with droplet size
distribution between 1 and 8 pm injected into 40-60 pm glass beads porous core with a
Porosity of 0.375. They concluded that emulsions with low interfacial tension reduced the
Permeability during passage through it much more efficiently. This can be explained by the
self reinforcing effect of easy adjustment of a droplet to the shape of the solid wall near a
nstriction, and easy coagulation followed by coalescence.

VRNBULL et a l (1993) studied the damage effect of sea water injection and Produced Water
Ejection. Sawn face cores of 1.5" diameter and 3" length with a permeability of 170 -1100 md
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K/K0 ar ct/^:,

Fig. 1.49: Experimental permeability reduction (filled symbols) and
breakthrough concentration histories (open symbols) (Soo et al. 1984).

Fig. 1.50: Experimental permeability reduction of a 20 pore volune
pulse (Soo et al. 1984).

were used. An injection pressure of 400 psi was applied. The oil concentration was fixed at
lOOppm and the mean droplet size range from 9 - 21 micron with 15 micron being used for the
Majority of the tests conducted.
They shows that:
a) Relative to the test with seawater the simulated produced water is more damaging. Taking the
worst case, he suggested that simulated produced water is twice as damaging as seawater. The
tends of produced water injection after seawater injection were also investigated. These trends
showed a further severe decline in permeability (Fig. 1.5la).
h) When seawater is injected following the produced water, there is only slight improvements
in injectivity being noted. It was observed that an improved injectivity may then be followed by
a slight decline which again stabilises (Fig. 1.5lb).

1*5 Particles and Droplets Invasion Experiments
$ 0 0 et al. (1985) investigated the flow behaviour of stabilised dispersions of liquid and solid
particles in porous media under conditions where the two types of suspension have, as closely
35 possible, identical physical and chemical characteristics. Suspensions of 0.5 vol % oil were
Ejected continuously into a quartz sandpack of initial permeability of 1.15 pm2 at constant
superficial velocity of 0.07 mm/s. The mean pore throat size of the sand pack was 29.5 micron
Wlth initial porosity of 0.34. The drops consist of a neutrally buoyant mixture of mineral oil
carbon tetrachloride with a volume mean droplet size of 2.2 micron. The solid particles are
spherical polystyrene latexes with mean particle size of 2.2 micron.
Th
ree major distinctions arise between the oil-in-water emulsion and the solid latex suspension
(pig. 1.52).
1 \ »"r*i

e arnount °f flow restriction, as gauged by the permeability reduction, is much larger for
sohd panicles.
n

ioitial injection stage (less than 3 pore volumes injected) elution of the solid and liquid

Panicles parallel each other, but after about three pore volumes of injection the outlet
oncentration of the solid panicles begins to decrease.
) Both the pressure drop and effluent concentration data for the emulsion reveal that a steady
atC 'S attained. Conversely, the solid suspension is unable to reach a steady stale.
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Fig. 1.5la: Permeability reduction due to SW injection followed by
PW injection (Turmbull e ta l 1993).

NU M BER PO RE VOLUME INJECTED (Thousands)

Fig. 1.51b: Permeability reduction due to PW injection followed by
SW injection (Turmbull et al 1993).

They explaned the transient and the steady flow behaviour of the emulsion in Fig. 1.52 as:
a) Droplets are strained out in the smaller pores of the packed bed, which are about the same
size as the particles. Flow then diverts to the larger pores where interception capture prevails.
Eventually, interception capture ceases when a maximum number of capture sites are Filled. A
maximum interception amount arises primarily because the flowing stabilised liquid droplets are
not captured on top of droplets already adhering to the sand grains. If the large pore channels
form interconnected paths through the medium, then steady state is established with all
emulsion flow occurring in those channels. Steady state is possible only if the droplet-to-pore
size ratio is below some critical value.
b) Based on a photomicroscopic observations, they hypothesized that dendrite formation was
tbe origin of the latex particle flow behaviour reported in Fig. 1.52. Dendritic protuberances
should cause considerable flow resistance and highly efficient capture. When dendrites
growing from opposite pore walls collide, complete blockage may occur (this may not take
place at high flow velocities). These observations explain the larger permeability reduction of
the latex suspension, the decreasing concentration of latex particles eluting from the sandpack,
and the lack of a steady state.
They concluded that liquid droplets can establish steady flow because they are unable to be
captured on top of each other. Conversely, solid particles exhibit continual plugging because
they build dendritic structures. Solid suspensions can be expected to exhibit well-bore damage
small penetration distance. In contrast, liquid suspensions, after satisfying the maximum
number of capture sites, may exhibit significant penetration distances without catasu'ophic
permeability loss.

etal. (1990) used a specially designed portable core flow station which was installed in
Pr0(*uced water treatment facility at prudhoe Bay field to allow direct evaluation of
Permeability damage tendencies of produced water under simulated injection well bottomhole
mperature and high pressure conditions. Oil containing reservoir core plugs were used to
0re closely approximate relative permeability effects. They started with some useful remarks
°ucerning oil-solids-surfactant system:
) f sufficient oil droplets are present in the produced water, they can be filtered out at the core
f*tl
e to increase oil saturation. Due to brine/ oil relative permeability effect, this small increase in
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oil saturation can significantly reduce effective brine permeability.
b) Finely suspended solids can accumulate at the oil/water interface and help to stabilise oil-inwater reverse emulsions.These stabilised oil droplets are difficult to separate and can be earned
all the way into the injection water stream to cause injectivity decline. Low interfacial tension
surfactants can help to further reduce oil droplets size to minimise their permeability damage
tendencies. In addition it can dissolve oil residues accumulated on the formation face and
reduce oil saturation in the near wellbore region to increase water injectivity.
They conducted an on site core flow tests under reservoir temperature and 4000 psi overburden
pressure conditions. Formation cores having a permeability of 170 md and a porosity of 0.3
were used. These cores have a mean pore size of 6.4 to 13.1 itm. The raw formation water
contains 194 ppm oil and 3.1 ppm in average. Solids and oil particles size in the range of less
than 7 pm.
To establish residual oil saturation, all test plugs were flooded initially with fine filtered
Produced water and then by stock tank oil. The initial effective brine permeability at residual oil
saturation was measured using fine filtered produced water.Then test plugs were flooded with
raw produced water and the permeability damage rate was calculated.
The results o f the tests show that:

*Core permeability starts to decline as the injection water switched from fine filtered produced
water to unfiltered produced water (Fig.l.53).Permeability damage rate in the presence of
residual oil saturation is slower than in a 100% brine saturated core (Fig. 1.54).
* Most of the permeability damage was found to occur within the first 0.5 inch from the
Ejection face. This observed permeability damage is primarily due to suspended solids. Oil
dioplets and organic debris dispersed in the produced water also contribute to a lesser degree to
Permeability damage. Lower permeability cores are damaged at a higher rate than higher
Permeability cores.
Some surfactants were found effective in initially restoring water injectivity. However, it fails
m

subsequent treatment because it is effective in displacing residual oil but not in removing

s°*'ds- Also injecting surfactant solutions at the levels required to improve injectivity will be
PJohibitively expensive.
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Fig. 1.52: Histories for an oil in water emulsion 0 , and a latex
suspension A (Soo et al. 1985).

Fig. 1.53: Core permeability damage by the injection of Prudhoe
Bay produced water (Hsi et al. 1990).
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- The treatment of core plug with mud acid can restore much of the damaged water injectivity,
but at the expense of weakening the formation integrity which will lead to other potential
problems.
They concluded that water injectivity can be improved by either improving the current produced
water quality or by repeated acid stimulation. However the target water injection rate can also
be met by continuously injecting above formation fracturing pressure gradient.

ZHANG (1994) used broken-faced Clashach sandstone with a porosity in the range 14-15%
^ d a permeability in the range 150-300 md to identify the factors associated with formation
damage caused by produced oily water injection. Experiments were carried out with a simulated
produced oil water containing 40 to 500 ppm crude oil (3 - 7 |im mean diameter) at 1 to 50 ppm
alumina solid particles (3 and 9 pm mean diameter) dispersed in 5% NaCl brine. The injection
0ow rate was 0.22 to 0.9 cm^/s. Pressure tappings were arranged at the inlet face and at
5>12.5, 32 and 56.5 mm from inlet face respectively.
At first the damage caused by oil droplets alone was investigated ,then the damage caused by
°il droplets and solid particles was examined.
They concluded that:
a) ^ droplets capture occurs only on the porous medium surface when its size is smaller
th
an Pore diameter and restricted by pore if its size is larger than the size of pore diameter.
b) The deformation of oil droplets caused by the shear rate in a porous medium when the
droplet moves in a pore space or can be caused by a pore throat with a smaller diameter than
the dioplet. Since oil droplets can deform, they may pass through pore restrictions quite depth
in the porous medium.
c) Permeability decline is not linked closely to oil concentration ,but it is linked to oil droplet
SlZe‘ ^ enerally, a dispersion having a relatively high oil concentration but small droplets size
reduced the permeability less than the dispersion with large droplets size (Fig. 1.55).
d) When solid particles are transported through a porous medium, particles are retained not
° nly ky die pores but also by the previously retained particles.
e) On introducing alumina particles into the simulated produced oil water the pressure drop
lncreased compared with the drop in case of oily water only. The permeability declined faster
351die particle concentration and size increased (Fig. 1.56).
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Fig. 1.55; Effect of oil concentration and droplet size permeability
decline (Zhang 1994).

Fig. 1.56: Effect of concentration of oil and solid on permeability
decline (Zhang 1994).

0 When solid particles plugged or bridged the pore throats, it provided positions for following
oJ droplets to further plug the pore throat. Therefore, a significant permeability decline will
ta^ce P^ce. So the increase of oil droplets and particles concentration will increase the chance of
meeting at pore restrictions and plug the pore throat. Also the injection of oily water containing
very small solid particles will cause obvious permeability damage (Fig. 1.57).
8) Large size particles will have larger mass than the smaller size, so the centrifugal inertial
force and sedimentation force would tend to remove these large mass particles from the flow
stream in a tortuous pore space. The invading distance of these particles moving in the porous
medium under high flow rate would be shorter than that of these particles having smaller size
aitd mass.
h) If there is an external cake, there will be a marked difference in pressure over the whole core
compared to that over the individual sections. The presence of a internal filter cake produces
less difference in pressure differential between internal sections of the core and the whole core.
0 Dispersions of oil and solid particles ( particle mean diameter of < 3 pm and particle to pore
mean diameter ratio is less than 1/8) may contribute a higher permeability damage than larger
sizes of solid particles (at the same oil concentration and similar droplet size). This can be seen
clearly in figure 1.58.

et a l (1994) evaluated the effect of the presence of an additional damaging or enhancing
factors on the plot of cumulative fluid loss versus square root of time. They stated that in
addition to the problem of bacterial growth, bacteria can produce a confluent biofilm. Oil and
solid particles present in injected water can cause permeability decline, and also can be trapped
by the developing bacterial biofilm to cause more injectivity decline. A side stream of the
Lrudhoe Bay Field produced water being injected was allowed to flow through reservoir core
Plugs kept in high temperature -high pressure core holders to study the damage potential of
suspended solids, oil droplets and bacterial growth. Two high pressure in-line filters were
switched in and out of the flow stream to modify produced water qualities and a high pressure
metering pump was used to inject additional biocide solution to ensure a total kill of bacteria.
Th
e test was conducted at 165°F and at pore pressure of 2370 psi and under a pressure drop of
2®'50 psi.
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Fig. 1.58; Comparison of the effect of solid concentration and size
on permeability decline (Zhang 1994).
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The test results shows that if core permeability damage is caused by internal and external filter
cake buildups without the interference of bacterial growth or filter cake erosion, permeability
damage rates should be directly proportional to the amount of fluid passing through the core
Plug (a plot of the injection throughput versus square root of time should yield a straight line).
However, if the permeability damage is caused by additional damage mechanisms (bacterial
growth and biofilm buildup in the core), cumulative fluid throughput will become slower with
tune and the plotted curve will deviate toward the time axis (Fig. 1.59). On the other hand, if the
filter cake are being eroded, the curve will deviate toward the fluid throughput axis.
They concluded that field injectivity losses in produced water injection, when observed at all,
°ccured over periods of weeks to months, inconsistent with results of the core flood study.
Also field observations are consistent with growing thermal fractures that dominate injectivity.

1*6 Micromodels Experiments
Micromodels are a very small scale tests used to closely observe the plugging process in action

hy using a magnifying video camera. They consists of one or two layers of artificial or natural
grain.

DONALDSONet al. (1911) by using a microscopic model observed that displacement and
recovery efficiency were good for water-wet systems and poor for the oil-wet systems. The
model was composed of two layers of sand sandwiched between two flat micioscopic
specimen slides (Fig. 1.60).

MlJECKE (1978) stated that the result of core flooding experiments are difficult to interpret
l^cause of the complex relationships between the various factors that control fine movement.
So

micromodel experimental techniques that would allow direct visual observation of fines

Movement in the pore spaces while different fluids are flowing was needed. He built a
micromodel which consisted of a monolayer of 200 pm (70/80 mesh) Pyrex glass chips
centred between two flat Pyrex glass plates. 2 to 15 pm diameter calcium carbonate particles
were used because these particles could dissolved easily with HC1 after each experiment
without damaging the model itself.
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The results of this model helped to explain why sand production from weakly consolidated
reservoir often follows the onset of water production. Before water production, when only oil
is flowing, the connate-water film holds the water-wet fines in place (Fig. 1.61). However,
when both water and oil are flowing, large amounts of fines are earned toward the wellbore
(they flow because the wetting phase become continuous) (Fig. 1.62). Eventually, these either
Produced to the surface or they bridge at pore restrictions near the wellbore.
He also iound that pulsating flow may cause less plugging than continuous flow because
pulsating can break some particle bridges.

SOO et al. (1984) in their model, oil-in-water emulsion with drop size ranging from 1 to 50
tuicron were injected into a micromodel of Ottawa sand sandwiched between two glass plates.
The gap between the glass plates is 0.16 cm. With appropriate sand grain-size distributions,
water permeability as low as 4 pm2 (approximately a 50 micron average pore-entry size) can be
attained.
After a series of tests, it was found that emulsions of acidic crude oil dispersed in caustic
solution provide high visibility under a microscope. Therefore, in the micromodel work the
emulsions are made by blending crude oil alone with an NaOH solution. The emulsion was
pumped at superficial velocities of between 0.02 to 0.12 mm/s.
They observed that:
a) The behaviour of the emulsion of large 20 micron drop-size was obvious: they simply
lodged in the pores. Drops following behind were then diverted to other nearby pores. When
the flow rate, and hence the pressure drop, was increased abruptly, drops which were lodged
shp through the pores to flow downstream. They do not adhere to the surface of the sand
grains. For the smaller drops, a different type of flow behaviour was seen.
b) Though the drops were considerably smaller than the average pore diameter, many were
collected in the porous medium. Most of them were retained in the pockets or crevices formed
by l^e san(l grains. After several of the small drops capture in a pocket, enough flow restriction
°ccurs so that following drops flow through adjacent larger pores. Some of the smaller drops
are also retained on the surface of the sand grains. Usually these drops re-enter the flow
rrnmediately after apparent contact, but a few, after sliding along the surface for a while, adhere
Permanently to the surface. Eventually, the sand grains become almost coated with small drops
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Fig. 1.59: Response after termination of biocide injection (Hsi et al. 1994).
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Fig. 1.60: Micro model, Complete assembly (Donaldson et al. 1971).

with the result that the available volume for flow in the sandpack decreases. A steady state is
reached where all capture sites are occupied, and where local flow diverts to contiguous large
channels.
They concluded that there are two factors which determine the overall permeability reduction,
the volume of drops retained and how effective those drops are in restricting the flow. As the
drop size of the emulsion increases, the drop retention increases. However, at identical volume
retention, smaller sized drops are more effective in restricting flow.

CHAMOUN et al. (1988) used a glass flow cell which consisted of a microscope slide
overlying a flat glass plate, being held together with epoxy and separated by a paper gasket for
channelling the fluid flow. The cell dimensions were 1.5” in width and 3” in length with a
spacing of 200 |im between the microscope slide and the glass surface. A flow system was
designed to pump fluid through the flow cell. Three different sizes of polystyrene particles
were used: 10,20, and 40 pm with a specific density of 1.05 g/cm3. Also three glass
nticrosphere sizes were used: 10,15,and 30 pm with a specific density of 2.5 g/cm3,
After the flow system had been completely flushed, particles of the desired size were injected
with a syringe. The particles were allowed to settle for a specified length of time, typically 24
houis. At the end of the deposition time, the initial particle concentration per unit area of the
flow cell was measured and then the flow was initiated. At each flow rate, surface
concentration of particles were measured by point counting. The flow was increased
lncrementally until the maximum allowable flow rate of the flow cell was reached (0.6 cm3/see,
which corresponded to an average velocity of 8 cm/sec).
They defined a critical velocity Vc at which a measurable release of particles is observed, above
this critical velocity the release of particles is continuous. Based on this definition Vc is a
function of particle size (The larger the particle,the smaller is Vc). This is can be seen in Figure
1.63.

mobile when both water and oil are flowing (Mueeke 1978).

Fig. 1.63: Effect of particle size on the release of polystyrene
particle from a glass surface (Chamoun et al, 1988).

They noticed that the particle composition had an effect on the release velocity (Fig. 1.64) and
the release velocity is lowered by increasing the solution pH.

ZHANG (1994) designed a micromodel to observe the movement of oil droplets within
Porous medium and recorded it on a video tape.
He came out with the following observations:
a) Even though the droplets size was smaller than the diameter of pore throats, they did not
simply flow through the model. They were retarded by the restrictions of the narrow pore
throats and trapped in recirculation eddies, wedged in crevices or some times attached to the
pore walls due to hydrodynamic forces.
h) The droplets attached to the pore walls may reduce effective pore diameter and help to
restrict other droplets moving through the pore throat; the pore throats were gradually plugged
the flow was diverted to larger pores.
c) ^ h e n the neighbouring pore throats were bridged gradually, the local pressure drop was
increased. Due to oil droplets being deformable, bridges can be broken once the local pressure
diop increased enough to overcome capillary restraining forces. These droplets may reform
Midges in other pores at a deeper position.

1*7 Matrix Damage Models
In fracture injection fluid flows along a fracture (parallel to the fracture face) at high velocity
while filtration takes place through the fracture face. In linear core injection the flow of fluid is
Peipendicular to the core inlet face with normal injection velocity.

In the case of linear core injection, researchers predicted a severe permeability damage. But in
some actual field cases, there was no reduction in injectivity. The reason for that was the
Presence of induced fractures due to the injection of cold water into hot formation which
reduced the fracturing gradient needed for fracturing the formation. It was suggested that due to
Injection surface area of the fracture the permeability impairment was very low
c°mpared to linear core injection as the volume of the injected water is distributed on a very
Hi'ge area.
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1-7.1 Factors involved in the flow along a fracture:
The large area of the fracture face is the main factor. The flow velocity through the rock matrix
perpendicular to the fracture face will be much lower than the flow velocity through a laboratory
core face.
The high flow velocity along the fracture will reduce the viscosity of the suspension (due to
shear force)which increases the flow rate of the suspension leak-off into the rock matrix.
The movement of the solid particles and the forces that acts on them inside a fracture is not the
same forces acting in the case of linear core injection. In the case of linear core injection all the
forces act in the same direction which pushes the particle into the rock matrix. But in the case of
Ejection along a fracture the forces do not act in the same direction. One forces the particle into
the fracture face and the other forces it along the fracture. This difference in force distribution
will result in different responses from the particles: the particles that may cause only bridging
(inefficient sealing), and do not cause plugging, are removed from the fracture surface by the
fluid motion.
The high shear rate of the flow in the fracture will erode any cumulative external c
turn increases the chance of maintaining high injectivity for longer tim
Hie aim of this section (section 1.7)was to review the relevant models and their use in
explaining permeability impairment.
This goal was reached by studying:
1. Pore blocking in linear core injection.
2. Static drilling mud filtration.
3. Dynamic drilling mud filtration.
4. Fracturing fluid leak-off into the invaded zone in the hydraulic fracturing p
Mos, of the damage models depend on one or two of die following principle laws-.
1) Darcy’s law:
U-- /CAP
fiL
Or

U-.

AP
HR

^h ere R is the resistance of the matrix to flow = L/K

R = Ri + Rd

in

Where Rj is the initial resistance of the matrix.
Ra is the additional resistance due to the external and/or internal plugging.
At the start of the injection Rj= 0 and R = Ri- Due to the presence of solid particles and oil
droplets Rd starts to increase as an indication of matrix plugging.
2) The build-up of the skin layer on any region of the inflow face depends on the cumulative
flux of injected water through that region of the face.
Rd(,) =
Where V(t) is cumulative flux injection per unit area of the flow face at time t (m3/m2).
K is matrix permeability (m2).
C is determined from core flood experiment, and depends on tire injected water quality
and the formation properties.

1.7.2 The classical theory of static fluid leak-off:
This theory suggested that the leak-off velocity U is inversely proportional to the square root of
the leak-off timet (34).
It was assumed that the flow of filtrate though the invaded zone is considered to occur under
conditions that the fluid and rock are incompressible and the flow is piston-like darcy
displacement with 100% saturation fluid filtrate of constant viscosity into an evacuated porous
tedium:
~ -ft

i

2fif

When the leak-off is mainly controlled by the filter cake:
u _£V -2/1,
Where: a is cake deposit constant ( a volume passed will deposit unit volume of cake)
In the laboratory test when water in the core has been completely replaced and only the fluid
filtrate is flowing through the core, the total pressure drop will be the some of APv (pressure
drop through invaded zone) plus APw (pressure drop through filter cake) and:
U=
where:

C=

C_
v r
c,2c !
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For the case of low concentration of solids and oil there is no filter cake build up and only the
iirst equation will be applied.
= _ Q = fm
4t

a p

"

y 2jiFt

1.7.3 Dynamic Filtration and Fracturing fluid leak-off Models
Dynamic filtration is the filtration of fluid passing parallel to a porous surface.

WILLIAMS (1939) in his study used cylindrical porous filters (consist of a siliceous synthetic
material) contained in a steel holder. The permeability was determined to be 1.3 darcys. The
evaluation of filtration constants for each mud sample run was carried out in simple brass filter,
using filter paper as a filter medium.
In this dynamic filtration test, he found that the steady-state filtration rate (dv/dt) varied linearly
wUh the square root of the rate of axial mud flow O. and with the square root of the m value of
the mud as determined by routine evaluation:
dV
_
2P]~S
m = ------------liv R (l-S )
Where P: pressure drop across cake,atm.
Viscosity o f filtrate, cp.
v: ratio of volume o f filter cake, cm3,to volume o f filtrate, cm3.
R: a function of the resistivity of the cake (reciprocal permeability).
S: a compaction function o f the cake.

WILLIAMS (1970) in his study of simulating dynamic flow along a fracture, constructed a
w systen*so that fluid containing additive could be circulated through a channel parallel to a
COre anc^he derived the following equation for the case of a zone invaded by fluid filtrate in
dynamic filtration:

¡J -

0 00148
M ih t
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PEDEN (1983) stated that in a dynamic filtration test on a synthetic mixed silicate cores, the
absence of material capable of externally bridging the core will result in the fluid loss being
controlled by the viscosity of the filtrate (in this case the bentonite suspension). This viscosity
will depend upon the amount of shear to which the fluid has been subjected and will obviously
give rise to lower viscosities at higher annular velocities. He indicated that dynamic fluid loss Q
increases with increasing annular velocity.
The relationship can be approximated by:

C(Va)" =

Where v is the annular velocity
n is an exponent which will in general depend upon the fluid rheology, particle size and
distribution, cake compaction and compressibility,
where

R = Ri + Rd

Ri is the initial matrix resistance.
Rd= the resistance of the internal plugging (in the case of no external cake)
Rd~ the resistance of the internal and the external plugging (if the external cake is formed).

PENNY e t al. (1985) examined dynamic flow of suspensions of various fluid -loss additives

parallel to formation cores surface under a variety of conditions. They stated that dynamic leak°ff data can be analysed with a plot of log (volume/area) versus log (time) where the slope n is
the exponent of the time and the intercept m is the leak-off rate:

V=mf

They concluded that:
n ls equal to 0.5 at low flow velocity along a fracture and the dynamic test approaches the static
filtration test.
As flow velocity along a fracture increases n start to increase to a maximum value of 1.0.
depending on the experimental conditions, the measured n can have different values.

POULSEN (1988) derived more generalised relationships for fluid loss and velocity along a
fiydruic fracture with some assumptions:
• Fluid loss is linear and perpendicular to the fracture face.
2- The fluid leaking off obeys Darcy’s Law.
• The fluid leaking off is incompressible.

4 Th

e reservoir is infinite perpendicular to the fracture face.
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The last assumption implies that the fracture is vertical.
The apparent flow velocity is equal to the total pressure drop divided by the total resistance.
APT
APr
v=— L
Rr
Rw + Rv + Rc
Where: Rw is the resistance of the filter cake.
Rv is the resistance of the invaded zone.
Rc is the resistance of the reservoir fluid zone.
By substitution of these three resistivities into the above equation.
(
V
2 a cAPr
dV 2
v=■
— j".................. 111..
dt
^l + ^ l + 4 (a c / a wv) APT
where ct is the fluid loss cofficient and V is the fluid loss volume per unit area.
Separating variables and integrating gives:

(

F = 2 Jf

■
iA

\2
2 a cAPT

dt

0 J + ^ l + 4 (a c / a wv)2APT ^

Where

a;

«»A2
a l + a;

if no filter cake forms then: CCWy —OCy.

PENG et al. (1992) derived an equation for water based drilling fluid static and dynamic
filtration based on the following assumptions:
1. The weight of eroded solids from the cake is proportional to the duration of circulation, the
fiber cake area, and the shear stress on the filter cake surface if the mud is circulating.
2. Filter cake build-up is a continual process of deposition and erosion, and these actions occur
simultaneously.
3. Flow through the filter cake is laminar, which implies that darcy’s law applies.
The filter cake is incompressible.
5‘
filter cake medium resistance is constant through-out the whole filtration process.
T’H
e weight of cumulative deposited equivalent filter cake is given by:
W = Wc + Wc
Where: Wc is the filter cake weight per unit area.
We is the eroded equivalent filter cake weight per unit area.
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Applying darcy’s law:

q

Ap
m(Rc + *»)

Where: Rm is filler medium resistance and Rc is the filter cake rsistance.
Rc = aW c

Where: a is tha specific cake resistance ( has a relationship with permeability)
By combining the above equations and putting.

Q

^

Then solving for t vs. V with boundry condition V = 0 when t = 0 and all other terms to be
constant with time:
The result is

f = C,V -C2( l - e 5 )

For static filtration ( on Shear stress), the above equation is reduced to:
t = a y + a2V2

By fitting the static filtration equation to the static filtration data, the coefficients a, and a2 can be
Obtained, Then the average specific cake resistance a and the effective filter medtum resistance
Rm can be calculated by knowing aj and Q2By fitting the dynamic filtration equation to the dynamic filtration data, the coefficients C t, 2
and C3 can be obtained. Then « , Rm and K , can be calculated by knowing C ,, C2 and C3.

(1992) For static leak-off he modified the flow equation for a power law fluid filtration into
a rock niatrix. The fluid in the formation is displaced by the filtrate under the assumption of a
Piston-like displacement. The permeability and the porosity in the invaded zone are denoted as
Kd and 0 d. in this stage, the fluid loss is controlled by the mobility of the filtrate and the

reservoir fluid.
For Newtonian fluids (low concentration of solids and oil): AP,

v

LVi

KKdJ

Where L is the core length and v, is the leak-off velocity.
In .he invaded Zone an infernal p ag in g wiil fake place and fhen af fime t. an exlerna. fiber •
begins to form at the surface of the fracture, in this case.
APj = a ct)(F,

Where

1
1
1—Cs 1“ 0c Kc
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,

Where Vj is the leak-off volume per unit area.

Cs is the volumetric concentration of plugging agents
0 Cis the porosity reduction in the damaged zone due to internal cake or the external
filter cake porosity
Kc is the permeability o f the damaged zone or the permeability of the external cake.
For the case o f a dynamic test, a c (filter cake factor) should be corrected to a 0l :
Where

and

( t

<*c = «C
a ' = cr

if t < /„

ytoj
( t
if t > r.

The constants can be determined from the leak-off test data.
The total pressure drop

AP=APi+AP2

And

AP2=AP-APi

Then

a cl =FPF ==— ■— 1
c
W

FPF is known as the filter cake parameter function which is function of pressure drop, leak-off
volume, leak-off velocity and flow behaviour index.
The leak-off velocity v, can be obtained by differentiating the leak-off volume with respect to
hme. FPF can be calculated from the test data. On the other hand, from the above equation it is
obvious that if FPF is plotted against time t under the logarithmic scale a double-straight line
curve should be obtained. The slope of the first line equal to 8ci ; the slope of the second line is
®c2. the intersection of the two lines is at ta; and the y value at ¿„is a c.
The first line represents the formation of the internal filter cake, while the second line represents
the build up of the external filter cake. The effect of the internal filter cake makes Bci positive
while the effect of shear velocity and diffusion of external cake make Bc2 negative.

CHARLES et al. (1995) used the method of dimensional analysis to obtain relevant
dimensionless groups of variables. They then used these groups to correlate dynamic fluid loss
Wlth the properties of the porous medium and other process variables.
They assumed a dimensional homogeneity exists between the following variables:
V,
From the initial defining equation:
^ = jia(AP)bKctdf
a final result equation is obtained:

J ^ = c o n s,.[!$ {,y r
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Because the number of dimensionless groups are always fewer than the number of variables,
dimensional analysis always requires considerably fewer experiments to establish a correlation
between dimensionless groups than between individual variables.
The literature cites many more variables which are said to influence fluid leakoff during
hydraulic fracturing, but dimensional analysis can accept only those variables that can be
assigned a quantifiable dimension.

1*7.4 Pore Filling and Blocking Models

GRUESBECK et al. (1982) at any cross section in a column they visualized any fluid pathway
as having two continuing, parallel branches: one of small pore size in which plug-type deposits
of fines may occur, and the other, of larger pore size, in which only surface nonplugging
deposits occur. It is from such surface deposits that fines can be re-entrained by moving fluid
and may redeposited as plug-type deposits to cause a net permeability reduction.
Surface Depositing ^nd Entrainment: is the mean mechanisim for packed column dominated by
nonplugging pathways.
a) Surface Deposition: For a suspension of very small fine particles flowing through a porous
tedium having large pores, one would not expect plugging deposits to occur.
For this case at each change in flow rate, effluent particle volume concentration (Q ) fluctuated
briefly, but this was followed by a steady value indicating steady-state conditions within the
sand column. This provided a direct means of determining the local law of deposition from a
Material balance on fines:
~ ( 0 C + A<y) + « ^ s O '
at
ax
^here: 0 is remaining porosity after deposition,
u is volume flux density (q/A),
cr is the volume of fines deposited per unit original pore volume.
Assuming that 0 and C are essentially constant with time (as 0C is the volume of fines in
SUsPension ),then, if it was assumed that the local rate of fines deposition, d a l dt, is simply
Proportional to fines concentration, C, the above equation integrates to yield (for a column of
length L):

« « j L i n '£ .
*,L C,
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Where B is the surface deposition constant. This constant can be calculated from the
experimental data.
These calculations yield the same value 0.01 1/sec for each flow rate. Thus, 8 is independent of
flow rate, and a local law of: — = /?C
dt

was established for surface-type deposition.

b) Entrainment: flowing a clean fluid through a dirty column.
For this case an essentially steady effluent concentration is established after an initial burst of
fines effluent following each flow rate change. There is a critical flow velocity ( uc) for the fines
t0 be produced. At a velocity lower than uc no fines are produced from the column.
Again the material balance on fines for steady-state conditions was used. Integrating over the
length of the column with C=0 at core inlet and C=Ce at core outlet, then:
d a f a o ( u - u c)
u > uc
dt

[0

u < uc

With a a constant and uc a critical volume flux density.
Elhgging TVpndt;^n ancj Entrainment: Both plugging and surface deposition processes occur.
As fines build plug-type deposits within some of the narrower pore openings, fluid flow is
diverted to the remaining open fluid pathways. In this theory pore space is divided into
Plugging and nonplugging pathways. A fraction / of element made of plugging pathways and a
fraction 1-/ of nonpluggable pathways. The pore size distribution of the porous medium and
Ihe particle size distribution of fines determines the value of /.
Then, the total flux density:

u = fu p + ( l - f) u np

^ ere UP and unpare the flux density of fluid flowing through the pluggable and nonpluggable
pathways respectively.
Also, the volume of deposits per unit bulk volume of porous medium,
0.C7 = <p,[f<Jp + (1 ~ f)G np\
Where a p and crnpare volume fraction of fines of the respective pore volumes,

and

(1 ~ /)0 ., filled by plugging and nonplugging deposits.
Then he constructed two local laws of entrainment and deposition to specify d a I dt.
a) In the nonpluggable pathways: it is reasonable to assume entrainment and deposition as
deduced from experiments with synthetic systems:
da,xp _
dt

a(unp~uc)anp+pc
up
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Where the first term is set to zero for

unp < uc .

For a system of pure surface deposition type, /

is set zero and quantities labelled np become total quantities.
b) In the pluggable pathways: a snow-ball effect is expected. As plug deposits increase, the rate
of deposition should increase. Thus a law of the following form was postulated with £2 and p
are constants:
^

= (Q + p a p)upC
dt

To complete this theory, Darcy’s law was used to describe the flow diversion phenomena in
term of the permeability, Kp(a p) and Knp(a np), in the parallel pluggable and nonpluggable
parts of the porous medium.
Thus, the fraction of flow through pluggable pathways is:
u
Kp(0 p) + K'yicr^)
There is really no direct method of determining how permeability changes as deposits grow, but
4

a reasonable guesses for the general form can be written as: K ~ Kme. a°p
and

K

np

« -----2EL
1+ e a,np

Wlth a>Kpj>Knpi, ande are phenomenological constants to be specified.

$ 0 0 etal. (1984) evaluated the filter coefficient and the flow diversion parameter, which both
control the processes of drop capture in the medium, from the emulsion concentration histories.
Conversely, the flow restriction parameter, which characterizes how effective retained drops are
ln °bstructing flow, was obtained from permeability data.
e transient drop-volume retention and drop-volume concentration profiles cT( t , x ) and

c(t,x)

°bey the following expression in a linear medium of length L:
cr( T , x ) ______ 1-e x p (q S ! c\ T ) _____
a

£„

q[l-exp(A s/x )-ex p (a

a

si

c,T

\

c(T,x) ^ <J(T,x)
ci

o,(J)

^ b e r e : x = x / L is a reduced axial distance,
T =s t - x is a shifted time variable with r = u t / egL.
Asi - k slL is the reduced filter coefficient, made dimensionless by the length L.
e subscript i refers to the bed inlet and e„ is the clean bed porosity, while a is the flow
^distribution parameter. SI refer to straining and interception.
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The transient permeability reduction depends on the local retention as:
- ^ - = f'fl- ß o / e T ' d x
K ( t)
J«L H
oJ
Where ß is the flow restriction parameter.
From the first and the second equation, the filtration parameters

a si

and

a

are seen to control

droplet chromatography. Therefore, they best evaluated from experimental effluent
concentration histories. In contrast, ß influences flow resistance. Therefore, it is best to be
evaluated from experimental pressure-drop data.
A distinguishing feature of the filtration model is that graphs of cL / ci and K/Ko vs. the
variable c(. ( r - 1) should be independent of inlet concentration. Results for injecting a 4 pm
mean drop-size emulsion of c, =0.006,0.012 and 0.025 volume concentration into a 2 pm2
permeability sandpack. Both cL / c, and K/Ko obey the filtration theory for the two most dilute
suspensions (Fig. 1.65 and 1.66). The c, =0.025 emulsion deviates toward higher retention and
larger permeability reduction, due to the nonlinear dependence of drop capture kinetics on
concentration as the c, become higher than 0.012. As Herzig (1970) stated that c, =0.001 is the
upper limit of linear capture kinetics for solid particulates, the present study proves the linearity
lifluid droplets up until about c,=0.012.

WOJTANOWICZ et al. (1987) presented a theory which provided a practical tool for
identification of the prevailing mechanism of permeability impairment in linear core flow
systems (laboratory flow tests) as shown in Figures 1.67 and 1.68. The general assumptions
are as follows:
Constant rate filtration; linear geometry of flow; low solids concentration, so volume reduction
due to particles capture can be ignored; homogeneous formation, cake incompressibility;
laminar flow and regular pore geometry.
The three basic mechanisms of pore blocking are:

^SduaLiLore blocking: continuous capture of fines at the rock walls due to retention force
(Fig. 1.69), The permeability response to this type of blocking is:
4 k = 4 k, - £ & ,

Lp

v

Where:

Qp

f c ~ (CFR)
(p

v

)?

s
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Fig. 1.64: Effect of panicle composition on release phenomena
(Chamoun <?/a/. 1988).
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Fig. 1.65: Experimental breakthrough concentration histories for
varying injection concentrations (Soo et al. 1984).
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Fig. 1.67: Manifestation of three particle capture mechanisms (Wojtanowicz et al. 1987)
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•69: Diagnostic plot: particles invasion, gradual pore blockage (Wojtanowicz et al. 1987).

CFR: cake to filter ratio.

pv

: pore volume, cm3.

Ts

: solids concentration in flow stream, g/cm3.

L

: average length of flow path, cm.

Q

: flow rate, cm3/min.

The last equation defines a straight line diagnostic plot of VK/Ki versus t.
Single pore blocking (screening): occured when single particles of size close to the pore size
(critical size) instantly blocked an individual pore, thus eliminating it from the flow system
(Fig. 1.70). The permeability response to this type of blocking is:
‘
k

i t c 'â p

= k ,~ a t
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I d2

at

Where: f d : is the concentration of particles of critical size d.
A : area of single pore, sq cm.
D : pore size, cm.
Ar: rock area, cm2.
T : tortuosity.
^ ^ - f c n a i iig (straining);is associated with building up a filtration cake at or close to the
formation face (Fig. 1.71). The permeability response to this type of blocking is:

EYLANDER (1988) stated that a linear plot of reciprocal rate versus filtration volume implies
that the discharge or fluid leak-off from the core plug is a parabolic function of time. To assess
'vhich factors have an impact on the parabolic behavior, he assumed that the injection is
Newtonian and incompressible. Also the average cake porosity, 0 C, is constant.
^ g tS a U E Llter-cake Formating;

The total pressure drop can be equated to the sum of the pressure drop through the cake and the
pressure drop through the filter medium:
a ± + k L )dV
A p - A p c + &pm = —
K k~ I dt
Where e: is the cake thickness
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Fig. 1.70: effect of solids size on permeability damage: transition from
gradual pore blockage to single pore blockage (Wojtanowicz et al. 1987).

Fig. 1.71: Diagnostic plot: foreign particales invasion, cake
forming (Wojtanowicz etal. 1987).

The variable e and V are connected and the relation between them can be obtained by making a
material balance between the solids in the injection water and in the cake:
Ae( 1 - W)(l - (¡>c)ps = VWp, + A eW ^p,
For injection water in general, W « 1
dt
By subsituting:
— Ap - mV+ b
m=

m w
-------A2ps(l-<t>c)kc

Where:
0 = —"
A km
A plot of (dt/dV)Ap vs.V results in a straight line with intercept b and slope m. The filter cake
permeability and porosity can be calculated from the slope m by knowing the specific surface
area of the suspended solid from Coulter-Counter data.
Internal Filter-cake Formations.
For such dilute suspensions as injection water, we may assume that the volumes of injected
water and filtrate in coreflood tests are the same.
The total pressure drop can be equated to the sum of the pressure drop through the porous
medium affected by particle deposition and the pressure drop through porous medium not

affected by particle deposition:
^ , A*

AP-

dV
dt

Assume W « 1
es

Vp,W
Aps(l - (t>c)<!>„

Where 0 Cis for the internal cake.
By subsituting, then:
m=

Where:

Ì L Ap = mV + b
dV
l
1

A2ps(l~ $<:)$„ \< P A
MK
AK,

The internal cake permeability and porosity can be derived from the slope m.
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KUMAR (1988) developed a relationship between solid particles concentration Cs and
instantaneous rock porosity 0 S which is based on the fact that during the invasion of
suspension through a porous media at a constant flow rate, a part of solids from the suspension
is retained in the matrix reducing its porosity.

Where: 0 \ is the initial porosity.
Csj is the initial concentration.
p s is the density of the solid particles.
Similarly, a relation between oil droplet concentration CQand instantaneous rock porosity 0 O
can be written as:
<Po

=

<t>i

P o ~ Co

In these two relationships the size of the particles and the droplets was not considered.
The instantaneous rock porosity for the invasion of solid particles and oil droplets will be.
(Q, ~ Cs)<pj
0 = <£.-■
P s-C

(c -c M
Ps C0

C lV A N et a l (1989) presented a relationship between the initial permeability and the damaged

permeability as a function of altered porosity 0 (due to solid particles and oil droplets invasion)
and initial porosity 0 i :
K , = Kt
The above two models assumed that the reduction in matrix permeability due to only pore filling
and there is no plugging or bridging of pore throat.

VAN VELZEN et al. (1992) developed a new model to describe wellbore impairment by

1 -ex p

1

a

Mn

f

a va l Y

l

Qo J.

Where: a is fractional injectivity index.
S F is the damage factor.
CQis volume fraction of solids in suspension at injection surface.
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A is core cross-section area, m2.
0 m is fractional porosity of porous medium.
Xv is volume filter coefficient, 1/s.
L is depth of porous medium, m.
q is initial rate of injection, m3/s.
V is cumulative injected volume,m3.
The damage factor, volume fraction of solids in suspension at injection surface, injection
surface area, fractional porosity of porous medium, volume filter coefficient and initial rate of
injection are constants. The depth of porous medium and cumulative injected volume are
independent variables and (if a - l)L is the dependent variable.
[g / ( - A f )]„,
r v

\

,

Where Kj is permeability of porous medium, m2.
Kd is permeability of zone affected by particle deposition, m2.
0 Cis fractional cake porosity.
The new model requires values for the damage factor and the volume filter coefficient as input
parameters. Linear core flow experiments can be used to measure these parameters.
IhS-damage factor fiin be determined as followes:
When (1/ a - l)L, for the case of the maximum value of the depth of porous medium Lm, is
plotted against cumulative injected volume, a straight line will be observed. This means that a
linear relation exists between these two terms until particles begin to leave the core plug
(Pig. 1.72).
From the slope of the line, the damage factor can be calculated for a specified volume fraction
°f solids in suspension at the injection surface, cross-sectional area of the porous medium and
fractional porosity of the porous medium.
The change in the slope after a critical value of the cumulative injected volume can be explained
by a change in damage factor (the increase of slope is due to the formation of a second-phase
internal filter cake).
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Ihe volume filter i nefficient can be determined as followes:
When (1/ a - l )L, for a given injected volume, is plotted as a function of the depth of the
Porous medium. This plot shows curved lines (one line for each constant injected volume) that,
at increasing depth, (lf a - l)L approaches a constant value which is (l/ « - l)Lmax
(Fig. 1.73).

(\

\

1s

c

The value of the depth L .where I ---- 1 L = — — - V, is the so-called half invasion depth
\a
)
2 A(j>m
Substitution of the right-hand side of this equation in the main equation of the model
results in an expression from which the volume filter coefficient can be calculated:
X -

PANG et al. (1994) postulated that during some initial period an internal filter cake is formed.
As more particles are trapped on the surface of the rock a point is reached where very few
Particles can invade the rock and an external filter cake begins to build. They refered to the time
at which no more particles invade the rock, i.e., the time at which the initial layer of external
Filter cake is completely formed, as the transition time (t*). If the conditions under which
particles will form internal and external filter cakes can be determined and the time required to
form the initial layer of external filter cake (transition time), then the entire filtration process can
he approximated by applying an internal cake filtration model before the transition time and an
external cake filtration model after the transition time. Purely external filtration can be obtained
m the limit t*—> 0, and pure internal filtration can be obtained in the limit t*—>°° .
•Qtg-iiansition time can be obtained as followes:
The trapping efficiency (TE) is defined as the fraction of suspended particles trapped by the
Porous medium. This is a local property and will increase with time. The number of trapped
Particles (n*) at which the TE is equal to 1 can be obtained. This n* corresponds to the
transition time at which pure external cake build-up begins (very few particles go through into
the porous medium thereafter).

The number of particles trapped at the surface of the core (dN) in the time interval dt (Fig. 1.74)
IS given by; dN=Cn V A TE(n) dt
Where n is the average number of particles attached to each collector, Cn is the number
*

c°ncentration of suspended particles.
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Fig. 1.72: Determination of damage factor (Van Velzen etal. 1992).

Fig.73: Determination of volume filter coefficient
(Van Velzen et al. 1992).

If a is the cross section area of the collector:
Then dN=(A/a)dn
And the above equation becomes:
dn/dt =Cn V a TE(n), thus:
/* = —L -F(n*)
C.Va K ’
dn
H " > l:

o TE{n)

Iff* is normalised with respect to the pore volumes injected:
_ AVt*
D PV
[d ~ F { n ) l
P - CnaPV / A

Where PV is the pore volume of the core = AL0.
t*D is the dimensionless time (pore volume injected).

C(ppm) = C ,± m l,f W * r

Where dpis mean particle diameter.
dg is mean grain diameter of the rock.
y

is the specific gravity of the particle.

By substitution:
£ = 24(t>CLd2g I (xdl)

Where C is in ppm, L in m, and dg and dp are in pm.
To obtain t*, the variation of the trapping efficiency (TE) as a function of the number of trapped
particles n (Fig. 1.75 and 1.76) must be calculated. This can be done using the Stokesian
dynamics computer code (Details of the simulation are provided by Vitthal and Sharma,1992).
Based on the grain size of the rock and the injected particles size, a transition time (t*) is
calculated.
An internal filtration model can be used to calculate the injectivity decline for t <t* and an
external filtration model can be used for t < t*. Then IQ and 0 Ccan be obtained by matching
Wlth the experiment data of the second section of the injectivity curve (external cake). 6 and X
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Size Ratio * dp/dg

C = Concentration
V = Velocity
A « Cross-section Area.
. L =*Length

Fig. 1.74: Schematic of collector and core (Peng et al. 1994).
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Fig. 1.75; Trapping efficiency (Peng et al. 1994).

Particle/Collector Size Ratio
Fig.1.76: F(n*) versus size ratio (Peng et al. 1994).
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can be obtained by matching with the experimental data of the first section of the injectivity
curve (internal cake).

ZHANG (1994) developed an empirical model (using the same technique used by Eylander
(1988)) for severe permeability impairment zone of a core plug, for external filter cake
formation, and for the case of internal and external filter cake formation. His model depends on
material balance. Since the concentration of oil droplets and solid particles in this study is low,
which does not affect the rheological properties of the simulated produced oily water, it is
assumed that the injection water is a Newtonian fluid and incompressible. The suspended solids
are insoluble and exhibit no response to shear stress under the condition of laminar flow.
Due to different performance of solid particles and oil droplets in injected water stream, the
treatment of solid particles and oil droplets is done separately. Based on the investigations, a
concept of equivalent particle concentration is introduced in this study.
The equivalent concentration factor to oil droplet is set up, by which a certain concentration of
oil may contribute the same permeability impairment as solid particles do at similar conditions in
the experiments conducted. In this case, the permeability reduction contributed by oil droplets
and solid particles both is taken into account simultaneously in the mathematical model.
A method of weight mean density of oil droplet and solid particles was used in this model:
Pso ~ {C»Po + C$Ps) / (Q> + Q )
The case of severe impairment was presented by Zhang as it is the common case at low solid
particle concentration (1 - 20 ppm).
Tor the case of Severe Impairment Zone:
VCsnPi

The material balance equation is: IG

As0 a .(1"" 0 a K +
Where: Icj is the depth of the impaired zone,
v is the total injected water volume.
Cso is equivalent concentration of solids and oil.
As is the flow inlet area.
0 f is the porosity of the porous medium.

0 Ci is the porosity of the impaired zone.
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0a (Pso

Pi),

p, is the density of the injected fluid.

p So is the mean density of oil and solids.
This equation calculates Ici at any certain cumulative injection volume.

Based on Darcy’s law, the pressure drop equation for this case can by written as:
Ig

,

l,~ I a )dV

Kg

K„

J dt

Where: If is the core depth.

Kf is effective brine permeability or the initial core permeability.
KCIis the impaired zone permeability.

ROCHON et al. (1996) described the formation damage process using relatively few
parameters. Particle size, concentration, flow rate, porosity, and permeability were identified as
the most important variables involved.
Description of the analytical model:
at Rnilrtii^-np thp internal cake: the main assumption was that the number of particles moving

on is much smaller than the number of particles which have already been deposited.
A mass balance equation can be written for linear flow.
Q dC dn
A dx dt
Where Q is injection rate at time t.

A is cross section area of the porous medium.
C is volumetric concentration of suspended particles.
n is volumetric concentration of deposition particles.
x is the distance into the porous medium as measured from the entry face.
Assumptions:

The concentration of particles in suspension is independent of time and decreases exponentially
as a function of distance from the entry face (Fig. 1.77). Also the constant concentration profile
°f particles in suspension depends on the real initial velocity within the pores (interstitial
velocity —°~).
A(t>o

Where X is the Filtration coefficient, 1/T.
Qo is initial injection flow rate.
0 Ois initial undamaged porosity.
Integration from the entry face to a depth x gives the concentration profile of suspended

C = C 0e Qo

particles:
Assumption:

Particle deposition corresponds to a decrease in porosity:

dn _
dì

dip
dt

By substitution of the last three equations in the first equation and integration with respect to
time, porosity at a depth x at time t is calculated. Then replace the time-integral of injection rate
by V (the cumulative volume injected):
& y

(p(x,V) = <p0
Qo

A linear relationship between the logarithm of permeability and porosity is assumed:
K_
exp [P'{<p-(p0)]
K„
Where 8’ is the relationship coefficient.

The last two equations were combining. Then a change of scale operation was applied on the
infinitesimal slice so as to obtain the average permeability over a distance L from the injection
face. Flow across the slices corresponds to resistances in series:
£ f = y je x p
K

tix
Q0

This equation is the ratio of initial permeability to average permeability after injection of a
volume V.

bT&wjtching from internal damage to external cake;
The ratio of pore throat diameter to particle size is called the jamming ratio ( Jr)- Growth of the
eternal cake is accompanied by a decrease of jamming ratio at the entry face. There is a critical
value J* of the jamming ratio at the entry face, when the particles are stopped because the size
°f the pore throats decreases to a value sufficiently small to permit particle bridging or blocking.
Another term is the cumulative volume injected when damage switches from internal damage to
growth of the external cake when new particles can no longer enter but have to accumulate at the
Ejection face. This term is called V*.
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Where

and

Qualitatively, a* is the number of particles required to block the entry pore throat when the
critical volume V* has been injected.
And dp and Jt is particle and pore throat diameter respectivily.
SlBuilding-up the external cake at constant flow rate: the basic assumption is that once the
external cake starts to form, no more particles enter the porous medium and the average
permeability of the damaged porous medium has a value K* and remains constant while the
external cake continues to build-up. The external cake thickness he increases with the arrival of
new particles:

Integration gives the thickness of the cake as a function of the time (t - t*) since the external
cuke started to form:

The overall resistance to flow corresponds to two resistances in series: due to damaged porous
tedium and due to the external cake.

Combining the above two equations gives an expression for the change in overall permeability
as a function of volume injected:

They used Fontainebleau sandstone cores with a porosity from 10 to 17 % and permeability
from 230 to 1600 md. The solid particles were monosized beads of latex with particle sizes
fr°m 1.5 to 7.6 pm and a concentration from 2 to 14 ppm suspended in a 0.6g/l NaCl brine.
The pH was adjusted to 8.5.

The plot of —£• —1 as a function of cumulative injection show the three above stages. It starts
Wlth a near parabolic curve for the build-up of internal damage followed by a straight line for
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the growth of the external cake. The critical volume V* when switching from internal cake to
external cake is determined graphically (Fig. 1.78 and 1.79).
Internal filtration coefficient A and the constant 8’ can be determined at constant injection rate:
a) By matching the experimental curve corresponding to the growth of the internal cake gives a
correlation for A ( internal filtration coefficient) as well as 8’ ( the constant in the porosity /
log permeability relationship). The switch from the formation of an internal to an external cake
gives a*. Finally, growth of the external cake gives the product KC(1-0C).
b) By dimensional analysis: for the case of internal damage.
-

0.52

f\Lj(po
-

2.26

Where:
W ,=

a
ALh

W2 = C0

W3 = 0 O

4 d')2
4A

QqCqPs
n * 3 7 tn d r

By dimensional analysis for the case of growth of an external cake:

Where:

QqCqPsL
A^l

\

W ^ ( d rf \ K - )

0.9

In this correlation Kc(l*0c) is in md and K* is in cm2.

1*8 Fracture Review
1*8.1 Effect of fractures on flow pattern:

CRAWFORD etal. (1953) showed the effect of vertical and horizontal fractures on the sweep
efficiency.
Sweep efficiency was obtained with the aid of a potentiometric model. The electrolyte reservoir
Was 20 inch wide by 30 inch long by approximately 0.5 inch deep. The electrolyte reservoir
was built to correspond to a unit in a line-drive pattern. In using the model to represent a
fracture system, a thin strip of copper was soldered to the well or wells and the length and
Mentation of the strip was made to conform to the vertical fracture under consideration.

They concluded that:
a) F°r the case of vertical fractures parallel to the direction of flood and when the flow is from
lhe fractured to the unfractured well (Fig. 1.80a):
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C/Co

Depth from injection face (cm)

Fig. 1.77: Normalized suspended particle concentration in
porous medium (Rochon etal. 1996).
Ko/K • 1

Fig. 1.78: Typical curve at constant flow rate (Rochon et al. 1996).

Ko/K * 1

Fig. 1.79: Typical curve at constant pressure gradient
(Rochon et a l 1996).

The very long fractures produced a spearhead shape. As the fracture length was reduced, the
shape of the flood fronts approached those of the unfractured system. The sweep efficiency is
seen to decrease as the fracture length increases. If the fracture extends half the distance
between wells, a sweep efficiency of only 28 per cent may be expected.
b) For the case of vertical fractures perpendicular to direction of flood and the flow is from the
fractured to the unfractured well (Fig. 1.80b):
As the length of the fracture increased the areal sweep efficiency increased. When equal and
opposite parallel vertical fractures existed at each well, an areal sweep efficiency of 80 per cent
was observed when the fracture’s length were 23.5 per cent of the distance between adjacent
input wells. For fractures extending half the distance between adjacent input wells, sweep
efficiencies of near 90 per cent may be expected.
c) For two vertical fractures at right angles in one well, the presence of the fracture which is
perpendicular to the flood enhanced the effect of the other fracture which is parallel to the flood.
d) For two systems of fractured injection and production wells and unfractured injection and
Production wells, fractured wells would take fluid 4.94 times the rate of the unfractured wells.
Breakthrough will occur first between the two unfractured wells. When this occurs the invading
fluid will have advanced only about half the distance between the unfractured wells (Fig. 1.81).

1.8.2 Thermal fracture initiation:
WEINSTEIN (1974) studied the effect of increasing water viscosity in the near wellbore
region (due to the injection of cold water) on injection pressure rating.
As a part of a pressure maintenance program, it had been proposed to inject 70“ F surface water
at the rate of 300,000 BPD into the 285° F formation.
For the unfractured system, AP increases with increasing rate and decreasing Kh (Fig. 1.82).
btjection temperature was varied from 70 to 285° F to evaluate the effect of heating the injected
Water. Results shows that AP has a strong dependence on injected water temperature. A small
lncrease in temperature causes a significant decrease in AP (Fig. 1.83), The pressure drop for an
unfractured system and 70° F injection temperature would require a pressure rating in excess of
Aie desired upper limit. Consequently, the feasibility of fracturing the formation was
considered.
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Fig. 1.80a: Streamlines and isopotentials for a vertically fractured system
fracture parallel to flow direction (Crawford et al. 1953).

Fig. 1.80b: Streamlines and isopotentials for a vertically fractured system
fracture perpendicular to flow direction( Crawford et al. 1953)

Fig. 1.81: Flood fronts at breakthrough for a vertically fractured
system (Crawford et al. 1953).
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Fig. 1.83: Effect of injection temperature and fracturing on
pressure drop (Weinstein 1974)

He concluded that injecting cold water radially into a hot reservoir cools the formation in the
vicinity of the wellbore. The increased water viscosity in this critical region creates a large
pressure drop and would necessitate a higher pressure rating than may be desired.

MORALES et al. (1985) discussed a problem which refered to a 30 day filtered seawater
injection into two perforated formations located in the west Coast of the Arabian Gulf. The
injection test was conducted at three levels of constant tubing head pressure. The initial tubing
head pressure of 990 psig was increased to an intermediate step of 1240 psig, and finally to a
pressure of 1490 psig.
The formation transmissibility (kh / p) value obtained for the initial stage of injection should
remain unchanged unless there are variations in the reservoir conditions; for instance, a change
in kh/p could be caused by fracture initiation and/or fracture growth.
Data points after the tubing head pressure was raised to the second pressure level showed a
kh/ft value of approximately twice as high as the kh/p obtained during the initial pressure stage,
and it further increased to four times the initial value at the final pressure stage (Fig. 1,84). It is
likely that an unexpected fracture caused these apparent higher transmissibilities. Fracture
initiation would have occurred after approximately 360 hours of pumping, i.e. when the
pressure was raised to the intermediate stage, followed thereafter by fracture propagation. The
water temperature at the point of entry was approximately 5 V F lower than the formation
temperature. They concluded that the injection of cool water into a reservoir for relatively long
Periods of time can alter the in situ state of stress due to a decrease in reservoir temperature and
an increase in pore pressure.

WRIGHT et a l (1990) explained the injected water temperature effect on rock tensile stress and
stated that when rock around the wellbore is cooled by injection water, it tends to contract,
shrinking away from the hot rock surrounding it. This sets up tensile stress in the cooled rock,
and reduces the initial rock compressive stress. The thermo-elastic stress reduction may reach
20 psi per 1° C of cooling.
Fracture initiation at the wellbore is expected to occur at the point where stress reduction is
greatest. Relatively high permeability streaks, which take more flow from the wellbore and are
thus cooled more, are favoured for fracture initiation. Once the fracture is initiated, cooling in
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its immediate vicinity is further promoted by higher injectivity and larger leak off area, so
encouraging further fracture growth.
They concluded that low rate injection wells did not spontaneously thermally fracture in the
same way as higher rate wells. This is because the injection water was heated more as it
travelled downhole slowly and did not cool the formation sufficiently.
Continuous high pressure stimulation in low rate wells allowed fractures to be maintained at
lower injection pressure subsequently. The higher injection rates during stimulation resulted in
cold downhole temperature and adequate rock stress reductions.

SIMPSON et al. (1991) explained the thermal fracturing process as follows:
The effective stress of the formation is given by
(J E = O j — p F

Where <xr = total stress
p F = pore fluid pressure
Under initial stress-state conditions the total stress components are usually considerably greater
than the pore fluid pressure, hence the resulting effective stresses are compressive.
In many fields, water is injected into a relatively warm formation. As the rock heat capacity is
roughly twice that of the associated water, the thermal front moves at approximately one third of
the speed of the water saturation front. Thus, for a typical north sea injector, where
waterflooding gives a saturation front which is moving at around 2 feet per day, the thermal
front will move at about 8 inches per day. The reduction in temperature of the cooled zone
causes a reduction in total and effective stress.
Thermal stress reductions for consolidated sandstones are likely to be about 15 psi/l° F. Also
lnjecting water increases the pore pressure and hence reduces the effective stresses (Fig. 1.85).
They concluded that injecting cold water reduces the effective stresses and this may result in a
switch from compressive to tensile stress. If this occurs fracture initiation or propagation of an
lis tin g fracture is likely to occur. As the switch from compressive to tensile stress will occur
first in the direction of minimum stress, the fracture will open, and propagate outwards in the
plane normal to that direction. Thus a vertical fracture in the plane of the maximum horizontal
stress will be formed.
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ig. 1.84: Sea water injection test history (Morales et al. 1985).
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Fig, 1.85: Predicted total tangential earth stresses resulting from
temperature and pressure fields (Simpson e ta l 1991).

CLIFFORD et a l (1991) gave a general information about how the conditions of the formation
affect the fracture initiation within that formation starting with the fact that water injection wells
commonly become fractured under standard operating conditions, without the need for a
deliberate programme of hydraulic fracturing stimulation.
They stated that:
a) Depletion of pressure within a reservoir has the effect of reducing the rock stress, and for
this reason it is easier for an injection well to fracture into a depleted formation than a highly
pressured formation.
b) The likely effect of cooling on a naturally fractured system will be to increase the opening of
existing cracks, rather than creating new fractures. The presence of fractures provides a much
larger surface area for leak-off than a non-fractured wellbore. Furthermore, the fracture system
is able under some circumstances to grow to expose new sandface and accommodate further
downhole filtration.

MARTINS et a l (1994) discussed the flow and pressure behaviour of injection process of
seawater and produced water at Prudhoe Bay field.
They stated that the pressure required to open an induced fracture depends both on the initial
stresses in the rock and on stress changes induced by injection at different temperature and
Pressure. And the produced water has a higher pressure gradient (0.57 - 0.60 psi/ft) than sea
water (0.53 - 0.54 psi/ft). This was linked to the higher well-head temperature of produced
water (150°F) compared with that of sea water (80°F).
The results of the test showed that:
a) 1R Figure 1.86, each point represents the well-head pressure and corresponding rate for one
of injection. The well has been switched 6 times between sea water injection (SWI) and
Produced water injection (PWRI) over a 7 years. The points of SWI lie approximately on a
straight line which intercepts the pressure axis at about 50 psi which is a good measure of the
fracture-opening pressure.
The PWRI line show an intersection at 800 psi, and tend to converge to the SWi line as the
ejection rate increases.
b) It also appears that fractures are often likely to be shorter in length for PWRI in spite of the
higher pressure.
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C) In general, any injectivity which is lost on conversion from sea water to produced water is
fully restored on conversion back to sea water, but this recovery takes 3 - 6 months to converge
to a new steady value which is the time required for the temperature to be altered in a region
around the well with a radius greater than fracture height and/or length (Fig. 1.87).
d) In going from high to low water quality, the increase in WHP (well head pressure) compared
with the Clean water was measured (at the same injection rate).
When oil concentration is increased from 0 to 400 ppm, at low solids loading, an additional 200
psi injection pressure is required to maintain the injection rate (20% loss o f injectivity).

For less than 100 ppm oil, an increase in solids from 0-5 to 5-10 mg/1 required only 30 psi
additional pressure. At 400 ppm oil with the same increase in solids loading required an extra
100 psi. This supports the idea that oil causes solid particles to adhere, increasing the damage
above the sum of the two components separately.

1.8.3 Fracture Detection
tiOLZHAUSEN et a l (1987) explained the pressure analysis methods that can be applied to
detect and evaluate fractures while injection is occurring.
Low-frequency techniques:
a) Pressure transient methods: can be applied to evaluate fracture size from measurements made
while constant-rate water injection is taking place.

b) Continuous monitoring o f well injectivity index: a sudden increase in the injectivity index
^ ay indicate fracture opening, although this information alone contains no information about
fracture size.
The inverse o f injectivity index can similarly be used in evaluating the onset o f fracture growth.
Hinh-freqnfinpy pressure analysis:

Well bore pressure oscillations occur when steady flow conditions are disturbed by, for
Sam ple, valving at the wellhead. The sudden release o f fluid causes a low-pressure wave to
travel to the bottom o f the well where it is then reflected upward. Upon returning to the
Wellhead, the wave is again reflected, this time downward. The process o f propagation and
reflection is thus repeated until the wave is fully damped by friction and by energy losses.
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Fig. 1.86: Performance plot (Martins et al. 1994).

Fig. 1.87: Trends WHP and injection durine SWI - PWRI switching
(Martins et al. 1994).
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The resonant properties of the well can also be determined using forced oscillation which occurs
when a well is excited with a continuous source, such as a reciprocating pump at the wellhead
(Fig. 1.88a).
This analysis is extremely effective at detecting the initiation of hydraulic fractures(or the
opening of closed natural fractures) in previously unfractured wells (Fig. 1.88b).

WILLIAMS et a l (1987) defined fracture gradient for thermal formation by using a new
modified approach which involved plotting injection data with 1/11=[(p.n; - /?,,,„)/ <?*,] as the
N
dependent variable and sum =
“ fy-i) 14w]*log(f - th i)} as the independent variable
7=1

The two terms can be shown to be related as U 11 = (162.6 *fj.w*Bw/ kh)*(sum) + b'
Where I I : is the injectivity index
Bw: is the formation volume factor for the injected water
Pinit: is the reservoir pressure (psig)
Pinj: is the bottom-hole injection pressure at time t
qj: is the flow rate at the jth time step
qn: is theflow rate during the current step in the ramp-up
This is a typical slope-intercept equation of a straight line in which the slope is inversely
Proportional to the permeability-thickness product of the formation, and the intercept is related
to the effective skin at the wellbore.
They explained that a change in the character of the line takes place when fracturing occurs and
flow changes from radial to linear, and this change can pinpoint the formation breakpoint under
the current injection conditions. It is important to note that use of this method requires detailed
knowledge of the bottomhole pressure and the injection rate at discrete intervals within each step
°f the SRT (step-rate test).
When this technique was developed and applied for first time to the September 1984 SRT data
°f well S-6 (Prudhoe Bay oil field), a 0.5 psi/ft breakpoint was indicated (Fig. 1.89). This was
somewhat lower than the 0.54 psi/ft break supported originally by the traditional plot of
lnjection pressure versus rate (Fig. 1.90).
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Fig. 1.88a: Free oscillations of WHP before Fig. 1.88b: Free oscillations measured at WH
fracturing (Holzhausen et al. 1987)
after fracturing (Holzhausen et al. 1987)
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Fig. 1.89: Oden-jones plot from the s-6 stop rate test
(W illiamson/. 1987).

Fig.l.90:Bottom hole injection pressure versus rate for the s-6 SRT
(W illiamson/. 1987).

1.8.4 Comparison of Hydraulic fractures and water injection fractures
SETTARI et a l (1994) stated that waterflood induced fracturing has many similarities to, and
some important differences from conventional fracturing (well stimulation). The two most
important differences lie in the time scale and injected fluid viscosities of the fracturing
operation.
They summaries the difference between the two as follows:
a) Waterflood fracturing is leak-off dominated process while stimulation fracturing is leak-off
controlled process.
b) While the time scale of conventional fracturing is on the order of a day or less, waterflood
fracturing propagates through the reservoir for a period of months or years.
c) The fluid efficiency (which is the ability of fluid to control leak-off through fracture face) is
20% or higher for stimulation treatments and can be very close to zero in waterflood fracturing.
d) As a result, the physics of waterflood fracturing is very complex, and consequently requires
more rigorous models.

NE1LSON (1984) stated that hydraulic fracture is expected to grow continually while pumping
the fracturing fluid and the fracture will close when pumping stops, its length, width and height
controlled by the volume and placement of the propant. On the other hand the waterflood
induced hydraulic fracture is different as injection may continue for a long time, in the order of
magnitude of years, and simulate this long time scale is difficult as the time in the hydraulic
fracture simulation programmes is controlled by the total volume injected and the injection rate,
both of which are numerically limited in size.

1.8.5 Fracture injection Field experience
GARON et al. (1988) described the change in reservoir temperature as a result of one year of
water injection in Prudhoe Bay oil Field injection wells (Fig. 1.91), and define the relevent
reduction in stress caused by such change. Results are presented in Figures 1.92 and 1.93.

WRIGHT et a l (1990) stated that after several weeks of stable injection in Ula field water
rejection well, a very rapid improvement in the performance took place. The injection rate
recreased by 6000 bbl/d and the injection pressure decreased by 70 psi within a 15 minute.
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Pig. 1.91: Cooling isotherme following one year of Fig. 1.92: Stress change isobars after one
waterflooding without fracturing (Garon et al. 1988)
year of waterflooding (Garun et al. 1988)

Fig.1.93: Vertical profiles of minimum horizontal stress before and
after waterflooding (Garon et al. 1988).

During a second, slower, increase in performance, observed three days later, the injection rate
built to 29000 bbl/d. However, the injection pressure remained at the same level as a week
previously when the rate had been 18000 bbl/d. Both events correlated with drops in injection
water temperature which had resulted from operational changes (Fig. 1.94).

SIMPSON et al. (1991) observed no decline in well injectivity in the Forties field throughout a
six week duration of a Produced Water injection trial. At the constant injection rate maintained
by the mud pumps, no increase in wellhead injection pressure was recorded; this despite oil-in
water concentrations varying from 50-1200 ppm and suspended solids from 5-50 mg/1.
Interpretation of the data indicates the presence of induced fractures.

1*8.6. Production Fracture Models
PRATS (1960) presented a fracture flow model. In this model he assumed that a horizontal oil
producing a layer of constant thickness and of uniform porosity and permeability is bounded
above and below by impermeable strata and that the reservoir liquid is incompressible. He also
assumed that after the well is fractured, the cylindrical outer boundary is at a uniform potential,
provided that it is not too near the fracture (Fig. 1.95).
He stated that the effect of a fracture on the pressure distribution in the fracture itself and in an
otherwise undamaged (no skin) reservoir indicated that the pressure distribution is a function of
three parameters:
The first one is the ratio of the ability of the formation to carry fluids into the fracture to the
ability of fracture to carry fluids into the well (relative capacity), and it is defined by:
a - EEIL
4kfw

where w is the fracture width.

The last two are the size of the wellbore and drainage radius (rw and re) relative to the extent of
the fracture from the well axis L.
The dimensionless pressure drop between the end of the fracture and any point in the fracture is
essential!y independent of the size of the reservoir, i.e. reD. however, this pressure drop is
strongly dependent on the value of the relative capacity parameter a.
figure 1.96 show the variation of this dimensionless pressure drop in the fracture with the
dimensionless distance from the well. This pressure drop is given by:
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Fig. 1.95: Schematic diagram of fractured system (Prats i960).
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Fig. 1.96: Pressure drop distribution in fracture (Prats 1960).
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Fig. 1.94: Performance of well A-40 during large temperature change
(Wright et al. 1990).

kh
- tS P l - P x)
Where (P l -P x ) is the pressure drop between the end of the fracture at x = L and any point in
the fracture a distance x from the well axis.
He stated that the ratio of pressure drop in the fracture to that in the field is strongly dependent
on the values of a and reD for a well of zero radius (Fig. 1.97). This plot shows that the
pressure drop in the fracture is negligible (less than 10 % of the pressure drop in the field) for
values of a <0.1 and for fracture lengths smaller than the field radius. Since most of fractures
probably satisfy these conditions, it appears that pressure drop in clean fractures can be
considered negligible in most cases.
He derived the improvement in production rate caused by fracture as:
— ln ^
dr _
I n rw
q
&pe,0(a,reD) - A p w0(a,rwD)

ÎL =

The Ape 0 can be found from Fig.99
or
W
Then he investigated the effect of skin presence around the fracture on the productivity as
follows:
In a fractured well, the flow is distributed over the large surface area of the fracture, resulting in
almost linear flow in the formation near the fracture and, consequently, small flow resistance.
Thus, damage to the formation near the fracture may not change the total flow resistance
appreciably.
The ratio of production rate after damage to undamage production rate is derived as follows:
for the case of infinite fracture capacity (a = 0), the entire fracture is at a uniform pressure (Pf)
equal to the well pressure. The damaged zone and the reservoir can be transformed into
rectangular sections (Fig. 1.98). The pressure distribution in £ should be the same for all values
°f T] ; that is the pressure distribution is a function of | .
The pressure distribution in the skin of permeability Ks is:

pd —b +

And the pressure distribution in the reservoir is:

p ^ d + et,
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Fig. 1.97: Pressure drop in fracture (Prats 1960).

Fig. 1.98: Damaged fractured reservoir in transformed plane
(Prats 1960).

The constants b, c, d and e are to be determined from the boundary conditions:
Pd = Pf at £ = 0 (the fracture)
p

= p e at £ =

( the outer boundary of the field)

and the refraction conditions:
P j= P
kd — = k —
dç
dç

The quantity

on £= £, (the boundary between the skin and the formation)
TC

is related to the average depth of the skin by:

The quantity t,e is related to the average field radius by:

e

, 2re

L = In—£L

The application of the boundary, refraction and Darcy equation leads to a production rate after
damage given by:
Qfd

2nkh
(P e~ P f)
u , 2 r. .k ,.4 w ,
P In —- + (----- 1)—
L
kd
nl

Before the formation is damage, Kd = K, and the production rate is:
2 Kkh (Pe - P f )
In —

Thus, the ratio of damaged to undamaged production rate is given by:
Sjl = .
1
<7/
i+J k J i
2r.
In

For unfractured well surrounded by a damaged zone the ratio is given by:
____________ !__________

<7

CINCO e t al.

w,,

ln(l + — )
l + (— - 1 ) -------K
hA

(1981) considered a well intercepted by a fully penetrating vertical fracture. The

well produces at constant flow rate a slightly compressible fluid from a homogeneous isotropic
reservoir whose properties are independent of pressure. They presented an infinite conductivity
fracture with fluid loss damage case.
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For infinite conductivity fracture with a damaged zone of uniform width bs and permeability
Ks, pressure behaviour for an infinite conductivity fluid loss damaged fracture may be
expressed as:
PwD ~ f^Dxj

Where sfs is a skin damage factor defined by:
, = -5 M --n
" 2 * /* .
’
A log-log graph of p wD versus tDXf for this case shows that there is three flow periods.
a) The linear flow period; the solution is given by:
P w D ^ D x f ’ S fs )

=

' s j ^ D x , + Sfs

The larger the fluid loss damage skin factor, the longer the linear flow period.
b) The transition and the pseudoradial flow periods; the solution is given by:
P w D ^D X f

'

S fs

) =

P w D (tD xr ' ( k f b f ) D — oo) +

AP

Ds(S fs , T p x^

)

Where Ap Ds is the additional dimensionless pressure drop caused by the skin damage.
When the pseudo-radial flow prevails the extra pressure drop becomes a function o f sfs only.

Figure 1.99 presents the stabilised flux distribution for different values of the fluid loss damage
skin factor. The curves for small values of sfs approach the infinite conductivity fracture case;
however, as sfi increase the flux distribution curves become more uniform approaching the
uniform flux case.
Figure 1.100 shows a semilog graph of p wD - sfs versus t D for sfs equal to 0.2 and 1. This
figure clearly indicates, that the curves for fluid loss damaged fractures fall in between the
infinite conductivity solution and the uniform flux solution; in such a way that curves become
closer to the uniform flux solution as sfs increases.

1.8.7 Fracture aperture and Permeability
Plow along a fracture is normally characterised by using the classical cubic equation for steady
state isothermal, laminar flow between two smooth parallel plates:

Q = 5.11*10'

WApb3
Lp

Where Q: is the flow rate (bbl/day)

w: is the width of fracture face (ft)
Ap: is the pressure differential (psi)
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Fig. 1.99: Stabilized flux distribution fora fluid loss damaged
fracture (Cinco et al. 1981).

Fig. 1.100: Comparison of fluid loss damaged fracture and
undamaged fracture solutions (Cinco et al. 1981).

b: is the fracture aperture (in)
L: is the length of fracture (ft)
p: is the fluid viscosity (cp)
JONES et al. (1988) explained that the rough surface does not always follow the above
equation (Fig. 1.101), so a new equation was developed which avoids the smooth plate
assumption. The equation is derived from Bernoulli’s equation for flow in pipes and is applied
to natural fractures.
Q = 5.06* 104W

Ap tf

-|0.5

. fL p
Where f : is the friction factor.
This equation is applicable for all single-phase open fracture laminar and turbulent flow
calculations, provided the correct friction factor is used.
They stated that the effect of wall roughness on flow through fracture is dependent on the
fracture aperture, If the aperture is large (0.0253 inch ) compared to the surface roughness, that
roughness will have little effect on flow and the flow will obey the cubic Law (Fig. 1.102).
Friction factor must be determined experimentally for each individual type of rock fracture, until
a relationship between surface roughness and fracture aperture is developed which will exclude
rock type as a variable. Then the fracture aperture can be calculated by trial and error when flow
rate and pressure drop are known.
They derived a simple equation for fracture permeability for smoth and rough surfaces by using
Darcy’s law as follows:
Darcy’s law expresses fracture permeability as:
k = 10.65 - - - -Where k in darcy
WbAp
Substituting for Q from a cubic law equation (for smooth parallel plate) for smooth surface
fracture permeability can be calculated:
k = 5.44* 107 Substituting for Q from rough surface equation, rough surface
fracture permeability can be calculated if a correct friction factor is used:
-|0,5
bL
k = 5.39*10s/z
f&PP
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Fig. 1.101: Effectof surface roughness / fracture aperture for
artificial fracture (Jones e ta l 1988).

Fig. 1.102: Effect of aperture for sandstone (Jones et al, 1988).

1.8.8 Damaged injection Fracture Models
PANG et al. (1985) presented some equations to model open hole and perforated completions
as well as fractured wells. Methods for calculating filtration parameters were developed when
core flow test data is not available.
Model equations for internal and external filter cake formation were given separately. They can
be used separately to compute the Permeability Ratio or the injectivity decline for each
impairment mechanism. They can also be used together to calculate the overall decrease in
injectivity by using the transition time concept (t*).
Model for hydraulically fractured wells: For almost all cases, external filtration around the
wellbore is not important because the fracture permeability is so large that the fluid is primarily
directed into the fracture.
a) They stated that for the internal damage case: If the fracture conductivity is infinite, it is
likely that particles will flow from the fracture into the formation and damage the formation. It
can be assumed that the case is a near-fracture formation permeability reduction. So the
equations for linear geometry can be used to predict permeability decline.
Flow area (A )= 2 h L and Flow velocity (v) = q / A
Where h: fracture higth.

L: fracture length.
Injectivity decline will be: a(t) = re

Where:

kr(xf )

+( r ~ xf)

xf = Vt

For Vt < fe

X f = r e

For Vt > re

1
K it)

1+ Mt

M -ô f
Ô = fiVC / xf
/ = 1- expi-Ax^ /V )
Filtration parameters can be calculated, if no experimental data is available, by some empirical
equations.
Filtration coefficient can be calculated by knowing particle/grain size ratio:
10.587

A = /(v)*14.48l[i/P / dgJ
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Where: f(v) is the coefficient accounting for the effect of fluid velocity on filtration coefficient
(can be obtained from literature (Gruesbeck(29))). F(v) = 1 for no velocity effect.
The retained particles n(x,t) can be retained at pore throats or in pore bodies. Particles retained
in pore throats have much larger impact on permeability. So a defined value Q. was introduced,
which is the fraction of retained particles trapped at pore throats (Fig. 1.103). It is evident that as
the injected particle size increases a larger fraction of retained particles will be lodged at pore
throats and will contribute to permeability impairment. Particles much smaller than the pore
throat size are likely to be retained in pore bodies and, therefore, contribute less to permeability
impairment.
n(x,t) = AO exp(-A* / V)
Where: C is the injected solids concentration.
t is the injection time.

x is the distance inside the rock matrix.
V is the incident fluid velocity.
If the permeability is caused by pore throat blocking:

K (x,t) _
1
K0
l + <5fl(x,f)
S = Cl((K0 / K p ) - l )

Where: Ko is the rock permeability.
8 is called damage factor.
Kp is the permeability of the plugged pore throats.
Also

5 = a ( ( d l / d l ) - 1)

Where: dg is the average grain size of the rock,
dp is the average particle size.
If the injected particles are much smaller than the formation grain size, Q — > 0, most particles
will be retained in pore bodies:

£ (£ i£ )= _ _ f l £ l i L i z l l
K0
1
Where: 0(x,t)= 0 - (l - Q) n (x,t)
b) They stated that for the case of external damage: If the fracture conductivity/ aperture is
relatively large and the formation permeability is relatively small, it is possible for particles to
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accumulate at the rock face around the fracture. In this case also the equations for linear
geometry can be used where A = 2 h L and V = q / A.

The total resistance will equal to the resistance of the rock plus the resistance of the cake:
k = hc_ A
K Kc + K0
h

Cqt

C

A(l-4>c )

where: L is the injection length.
Kc is the external cake permeability,
he is the external cake thickness.
0 Cis the external cake porosity.
K
1
Then
Kc ~ K0
CV
+1
Kc {\-<pc )L
Filter cake properties can be obtained from direct measurement or empirical correlations. The
cake porosity can be obtained if the particle volume in the filter cake is gravimetrically
measured. The cake permeability can be obtained from tests if the cake thickness is measured.
Empirical correlations such as the Blake-Cozeny can be used to obtain a permeability-porosity
correlation for packed beds of particles:
d\

P

03

150 1 - 0 2

ROCHON et a l (1996) Stated that the performance of thermally induced fracture wells is a
complex subject, so he limited his work to calculate the over all skin assuming infinite fracture
conductivity.

Two sea water qualities were studied:
- A low solid content water with 0.5 ppm and a particle size of 0.5pm.
~A high solid content water with 14 ppm and a particle size of 3.0pm.

The laboratory results were applied to two types of injection wells:
~A well with thermally induced fractures ( constant half length of 10 m).
~ A well under normal darcy flow conditions into perforations^” diameter, 12” penetration)
In the case of fractured well the skin is the sum of a geometric skin
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-L n

2r

, and

a skin due to fracture face damage, permeability being reduced to Kj over a depth W<j.
The total skin factors:
(K

L2rJ

-1 - Ln \ Xf ]
)

They concluded that
a) The internal damage has almost no influence with injection time until the external cake starts
to build-up (Fig. 1.104a and 1.104b).
b) For the low solid content and size an external cake starts to build-up after 9 years .
c) For the high solid content and 3pm size, it takes 2 years before switching between internal
and external cake damage.
d) Assuming static filtration after these critical times (this is not quite true because of the shear
flow component parallel to the fracture face), the fracture filling with a relatively permeable cake
gives a slow increase in the injectivity.
e) It will take a shorter time to fill the fracture in the case of high content solids.

1.8.9. Forces acting on the solid particles flowing along filtration surface
JIAO et al. (1994) examined the forces of equilibrium that causes a particle to be released from
a collection surface by sliding or rolling or stay attached to that collector:
An equilibrium cake thickness is achieved when the forces acting to hold colloidal particles on
the cake surface are overcome by hydrodynamic shear forces that tend to entrain particles in the
flow stream.
There are four forces acting on each particle: a hydrodynamic tangential force (shear stress)
which is generated by the flowing suspension, a normal drag force which is generated by the
filter flux, a hydrodynamic lift force, and surface forces. The lift force on a particle sitting on a
flat surface in laminar flow is negligibly small. For colloid sizes less than 2 pm and a small
density contrast, gravitational forces may be neglected. Surface forces between the colloids and
the cake surface can be very large but are much shorter range than the hydrodynamic forces.
In his paper, two mechanisms of particle release, sliding and rolling, were evaluated. By
performing a force balance on particles at the cake surface a cake growth model has been
developed.
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Particle/Pore Size Ratio
Fig.1.103: coefficient t versus size ratio (Pang etal. 1995).

Skin

Fig. 1.104a: Skin versus injection time for fractured
reservoir (North sea conditions) (Rochon et al. 1996).

Fig. 1.104b: Skin versus injection time for fractured
reservoir (Guinea Gulf conditions) (Rochon et al. 1996),

Stokes law can be used to calculate the normal drag force Fy. For small particles (1 to 5 pm) at
low Reynolds number, the drag force can be calculated as:
F = anR 1- p sV2y —
’
I*
^
Where R is the radius of the particle.
V is the filtrate flux.
p s is the density of particles.
a is a shape factor to account for the nonspherical shape of the particles.
y ------ 2---K (1 - <D)A
Where q is the instantaneous filtration rate.

A is the filter area.
O is the volume fraction of solids in suspension.
The force acting to remove the particle from the surface is a tangential force Fx, which can be
obtained by integrating the shear stress over the particle surface.
Fx - aAitR2xw
Where xw is shear stress at the cake surface.

For the case of particle release by sliding he stated that:
At any time during crossflow filtration, particles of a certain size R can be deposited if the
tangential force and the normal drag force acting on the particles satisfy the inequality:
fx

<jf y

f is the coefficient of friction.
All particles with radii that satisfy the above inequality will be deposited on the cake surface.
Larger particles will be entrained with the flowing suspension. As particles deposit and cake
thickness increases, q decreases. This implies that smaller and smaller particles will be allowed
to deposit on the cake surface. Eventually the filtration rate will be so small that small enough
particles will not be available in the suspension and the cake will stop growing and a steady
state will be reached (Fig. 1,105).
For the case o f particle release by rolling he stated that:
The hydrodynamic torque acting to remove the particle from the cake surface is obtained by:

Tx = R(sm60)Fx
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This torque is balanced by a restraining torque given by:
Ty = R(sin30)Fy
Particles (of a diameter R) for which

Tr < Tx will not be deposited on the cake surface.

At any given time the equality Ty=Tx will be satisfied for a certain R. All particles larger than
This R will be removed from the cake surface. This occurs because the shear force tending to
entrain the particles is proportional to the square of the particle radius and the normal drag force
holding the particle on the cake surface is proportional to the first power of the particle radius.

NAVARRETE et a l (1994) Stated that the chances that a particle will reach the wall and stay
there increase the larger the Fy/Fx ratio.
,,n
F,
Where
(— ) ( l ( S - ) T
K
Pf 2 FyH
The ratio Fy/Fx increases:
1. the larger the leakoff flux toward the wall.
2. the smaller the particle size.
3. the smaller the shear rate.
4. the larger the ratio of particle-to-fluid density.

AHMED (1993) listed the forces acting on a sand particle transported through the wellbore
annulus into the perforation (Fig. 1.106).
a) The drag force (Fd):
The drag force tends to pull the particle in the direction of the flow in the perforation.
Fd = Cd* Surface area of particle* Dynamic pressure
F ^ C M d s fp fV l
Where: Vp is the fluid velocity through perforation.
ds is the grain diameter.
p } is the fluid density.
Cd is the drag coefficient and is a function of Reynold’s number (NRe).
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Fig. 1.105: a schematic of the hydrodynamic forces acting
on a particle at the filtercake surface (Jiao et al. 1994).

Fig. 1.106: Types and directions of the forces working on u particle
transporting into fluids in the wellbore (Ahmed 1993).

b) Force of Inertia (Fi):
Due to fluid acceleration. Causes the particle to resist to follow the fluid path into the perforation
and tries to keep the particle moving in the same direction of fluid flow in the wellbore.
Fj = Mass of the particle * acceleration of the fluid in the wellbore
F , = f P,d>
Where: p s is the particle density.
c) Gravity force (Fg):
Which makes the particle settle downwards.
Fg = weight of particle = Mass of the particle * gravity factor
Fg = ~ p r f g
d) Lifting force (Fl):
Will lift or let the particle float into the fluid and acts opposite to the gravity force.
FL= j p / , g
e) Viscous force (Fv):
Due to the shear stress of the viscous fluid on the surface area of the particle. This force tries to
suspend the particle and to resist the settling rate of the particle.
Fv = shear stress * surface area of the particle
Fv = n d lu y
f) Pressure force (Fp):
Due to the pressure gradient ( or pressure drop).
Fp = area of perforation mouth * acting pressure drop (AP)
In all previous equations, the particle was assumed to be spherical in shape.
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1.9 Conclusions
The following conclusions summarise the literature review results:
I- General conclusions regarding formation damage:
(1) Deep filtration is the result of several mechanisms such as the contacting of particles with the
retention sites, the fixing of particles on sites and the breaking away of previously retained
particles.
(2) The problem to be solved consists of relating the clogging rate to the various factors which
define the system.
(3) The random movement of suspended particles in a tortuous flow path is mainly responsible
for transporting the particles either directly to the grains or close enough to the grain surface for
other forces to become effective.
(4) The final stage of pore plugging is related not only to the initial pore velocity and relative
particle and pore sizes, but to the change in pore velocity as the pore spaces are blocked.
(5) As the oil droplets are deformable, conventional deep bed filtration theory developed for
undeformable solid suspensions is not strictly applicable for dispersed oil droplets flow.
(6) The pressure drop during injection, along with an increase in the number of effluent
particles, is an indication of particles being dislodged simultaneously.

II- For the linear injection of particle suspensions :
(1) Particle concentration of lppm and particle size from around 20 pm downwards, would
significantly reduce the permeability of very high permeability sandstone cores.
(2) The ratio of mean pore size to mean particle size is not a simple criterion for explaining the
damage to the cores.
(3) The submicron particles entered substantial invasion depths and were trapped at various
locations in the core.
(4) There is an exponential relationship between permeability reduction and the particle
concentration of the injected suspension.
(5) The rate of impairment decreased with increasing flow velocity and it is very sensitive to
velocity changes at low velocity levels.
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(6) The routine practice of using membrane filters to characterise or predict reservoir qualities of
injection water can be misleading.
(7) The injectivity inverse versus pore volume injected plots showed four types of curves
depending on the blocking mechanism.

Ill- For the linear injection of oil dispersions:
(1) Oil droplet capture occurs mostly on the porous medium surface when its size is smaller
than the pore diameter and is restricted by the pore if its size is larger than the size of pore
diameter. The small droplets can be retained in the pockets or crevices formed by the sand
grains
(2) Matrix permeability decline is not linked closely to oil concentration, but it is linked to oil
droplet size.
(3) When large droplets lodge in the pores, droplets following behind were then diverted to
other nearby pores. When the flow rate, and hence the pressure drop, was increased abruptly,
droplets which were lodged slip through the pores to flow downstream. They do not adhere to
the surface of the sand grains.
(4) The droplets attached to the pore walls may reduce the effective pore diameter and help to
restrict other droplets moving through the pore throat.

In general, solid suspensions were expected to exhibit well-bore damage and penetrate only a
small distance into the formation. In contrast, oil droplets, after satisfying the maximum number
of capture sites , may exhibit significant penetration distances without catastrophic permeability
loss.

t V- For particle suspension plugging mechanism modelling:
(1) The rock matrix was modelled as having two continuing, parallel branches: one of small
Pore size in which plug-type deposits of fines may occur, and the other, of larger pore size, in
which only surface nonplugging deposits occur. This assumption leads to the definition of the
process of surface deposition and entrainment, and plugging deposition and entrainment
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(2) The particle blocking may be modelled as three separate mechanisms: gradual pore filling,
pore throat blocking and filter cake formation. However all three mechanisms may occur
simultaneously (103X

(3) The total pressure drop through a medium, when a particle suspension is injected, was
modelled as the pressure drop over the damaged section plus the pressure drop over the
undamaged section (24f This required the invasion depth of particles to be experimentally
measured.

(4) The matrix damage was modelled by introducing the concept of the damage factor and the
volume filter coefficient which were assumed to be constants with time and can be measured
experimentally (95XThese parameters are not constant with time.

(5) The particle invasion was modelled by introducing the transition time (the time at which no
more particles invade the rock, i.e., the time at which the initial layer of external filter cake is
completely formed). Based on the matrix grain size and the injected particle size, transition time
can be calculated. Then the entire filtration process can be approximated by applying an internal
cake filtration model before the transition time and an external cake filtration model after the
transition time (6°).
A similar model was developed which uses the critical jamming ratio at the entry face (ratio of
pore throat to particle size) instead of the transition time (71f
The calculation of the transition time or the critical jamming ratio is a very complicated process
requiring many assumptions.

,

(6) The invasion process has also been modelled by the relationship between solid particles
concentration and instantaneous rock porosity 0 Swhich is based on the fact that part of solids
from the suspension is retained in the matrix reducing its porosity (47f The effect of the size of
the particles was not considered in this model. A relationship between the initial permeability
and the damaged permeability as a function of altered porosity was also developed in the
literature
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The above two models (47,12) assumed that the reduction in matrix permeability was due only
to pore filling and there is no plugging or bridging of pore throat.

V- Droplets capture modelling: it was modelled by defining the filter coefficient and the flow
diversion parameter, which both control the processes of droplet capture in the medium, from
the emulsion influent and effluent concentration histories. Conversely, the flow restriction
parameter, which characterises how effectively retained droplets are obstructing flow, was
obtained from permeability reduction data (80XThis model depends completely on the
experimental data and needs very accurate and careful monitoring of these data.

VI- Oil plus particles dispersion linear injection modelling: it was modelled depending on the
concept of flow resistance in parallel (flow equal to the total pressure drop divided by the flow
resistances) and on the concept of pore filling (the effect of particle size was not included). The
equivalent concentration factor was introduced in this model. The equivalent concentration
factor to oil droplet is set up, by which a certain concentration of oil may contribute the same
permeability impairment as solid particles do at similar conditions in the experiments conducted.
The permeability reduction contributed by oil droplets and solid particles were taken into
account simultaneously in this mathematical model (,08). Again this model assumed that the
reduction in matrix permeability is due to only pore filling and the plugging or bridging of pore
throat was not taken in account.

y iL- Some important facts drawn from literature:
(1) In the literature the filtrate loss velocity in hydraulic fracturing was simply modelled as the
total pressure drop divided by the total flow resistance. As the two most important differences
between the hydraulic fracture and the induced injection fracture lie in the time scale and the
injected fluid viscosities of the fracturing operation, then the hydraulic fracture model could not
be applied to the induced injection fracture process.

(2) In the literature it was assumed that the matrix damage in fractured systems is a near-fracture
formation permeability reduction, so the linear geometry model equations were used to predict
lhe permeability decline of the matrix near the fracture face.
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The lack of the experimental work to simulate the matrix damage in a fracture injection system
(caused by the produced oily water injection) and due to the importance of this subject,
experimental programme to simulate the injection of produced water along a fractured slab is
presented in this thesis. The last two assumptions were used in modelling and evaluating the
matrix damaged extent in the fracture system. Also a dimensional analysis model to simulate the
reduction in the injectivity with time was developed. An experimental comparison study of the
matrix damage extent between the linear and the fracture systems was also performed.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXPERIMENTAL PREPARATIONS
2.1 The objectives of experimental work
The objective of the experimental work was to asses the damage caused by flowing simulated
produced oily water through a fractured sandstone slab and to compare the results of fracture
injection and linear injection. A number of linear and fracture injection experiments were carried
out for this purpose. The procedures of constructing the fracture slabs and preparing of the
simulated produced water were explained in details in this chapter. The experimental procedures
used in this study were explained and the measured and calculated variables were defined.
Each fractured slab experiment needed at lest five days to prepare and perform.

2.2 Experimental equipment
The fractured slab model can be seen in Figure 2.1. Fluid is allowed to enter the slab through
the fracture inlet. Some of the fluid will travel along the fracture to reach the fracture outlet port
and the rest will travel laterally through the fracture face into the rock matrix to be collected at
six side outlets ports A1 to A3 and B 1 to B3, three at each side.
Pressure transducers are mounted at the fracture inlet and oulet. The ports A 1 to A3 and B1 to
B3 were at atmospheric pressure. The volume of discharged liquid (at each port) over a time
period and particle size distribution of the effluent (discharged fluid) samples was measured.

2.2.1 The Experimental Rig
The experimental rig was specially designed for the purpose of core flooding experiments. It
consisted o f :
(1) One glass tank with a capacity of 120 litres to store the oily water. Connected to this tank is
a circulation pump to keep oil droplets and solid particles uniformly suspended in the brine
during the experiment.
(2) Saturation tank connected to the flow line.
(3) A C02 cylinder connected to the flow line.
(4) Injection metering pump. It was a salt resistance pump with maximum injection pressure of
400 kPa and flow rate from 0 to 4.8 ml/s.
(5) A vacuum pump to evacuate the slab prior to saturation.
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(6) Data logging system to log signals from pressure transducers to the computer. The inlet and
the outlet pressure measured by the transducers were transformed into a set of pressure drop
curves shown on the monitor.
A schematic of the experimental test rig is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2

Construction and preparation of the fracture model

2.2.2.1 Slab Material:
The sandstone slabs used in the fractured slab models were prepared from Clashach sandstone
which is a fairly homogeneous sandstone. It is an aeolian, quartz rich arenaceous sandstone
with an average porosity of 14% and an average permeability of 300 mD. The sandstone is over
98% quartz and has a negligible clay content. It has a pore size range from 8 to 28 pm with an
average of 18 pm(108).

2.2.2.2 Design o f fracture technique:
The design of the fracture technique must ensure that a fracture is created in a similar manner
to those created in the formation. Tensile fractures are induced around the wellbore therefore
tensile fractures were required in the experimental rock samples.
A slab of rock 200x60x14 mm or 400x60x14 mm was cut from a bulk sample. Two grooves
0.5 mm in depth were cut along the length of the slab (on the top and bottom faces) in the
middle.
A line load was then applied to the grooves by right angle section of aluminium held in a
press. The compressive stresses applied at the grooves induced tensile stresses in the slab
between the grooves and the slab fractured.The presence of grooves was essential to ensure a
straight fracture. The fractured slabs were in two sizes:
Short slab with 200 mm length, 60 mm width and 14 mm height.
Long slab with 400 mm length, 60 mm width and 14 mm height.
For the linear injection slabs, the injection face o f the slab was broken in the same way with
dimensions o f 30 mm length, 60 mm width and 14 mm height.
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Fig.2.2:Schematic diagram of the experimental rig with the fractured cell is loaded in its place.

2.2.3 Resin encapsulation of the fractured slab model
After fracturing, the slab was placed in a constant temperature and humidity oven for 24 hours
at 60°C to dry it out. Then the outside surfaces of the slab (excluding the fracture face) were
coated with araldite resin in order to avoid any by-pass flow during the experiment. Guides
were then placed along the fracture surface to hold it open. Nylon flow ports were glued in
position at the fracture inlet and outlet and the whole slab was then fixed in position in a mould
and encapsulated in epoxy resin prepared with the following ingredients:
39.7%wt resin; 39.7%wt marble flour; 19.8%wt hardner; 0.8%wt accelerator. The marble
flour adds strength to the epoxy resin.
After 3 days at room temperature, the encapsulated slab was released from the mould and six
equal area side outlets (slots) were machined in the epoxy resin. The rock face was sand blasted
to ensure no traces of resin remained. The slab was then assembled in the flow rig by bolting
on the side manifold (containing the flow ports); each port collected fluid from one side outlet
area (Figs.2.3 and 2,4).
The linear injection slabs were also moulded with the same materials. The size of these slabs
was 6 cm in width, 1.4 cm in higth and 3 cm in length.

2.2.4 Fractured slab vacuuming and saturation
Once the slab was loaded into the test rig, it was necessary to vacuum it for one and a half
hours at -1 bar. Then carbon dioxide was allowed to enter the slab at a pressure of 2 bar to
purge the cell of any residual gases. A second vacuum cycle was carried out for at least one and
a half hours at -1 bar. This process was done to remove any air or gas in the pore space of the
slab. The slab cell was then saturated with filtered 5% NaCl brine. The cell was left over night
to saturate.

2.2.5 Testing of the fractured slab
At the start of each experiment two tests were run with 5% NaCl as the injection fluid to ensure
the internal integrity of the slab and to ensure it was not internally damaged before the main
experiment was run.
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r*
Fig.2.4 The long fractured slab model before and after bolting on the side manifolds.

Test 1 was ran with fluid flow along the fracture only with no side ports open until a constant
flow rate was established at constant pressure drop and this test was repeated several times at
different inlet pressures. The pressure drop along the fracture was used to calculate fracture
aperture and fracture permeability as can be seen later in section 2.6.
Test 2 was ran with injection along the fracture with all side ports open and the initial
permeability baseline through the slab matrix was measured
During the experiment the discharge point must be fixed in a stable position as changing the
position will affect the flow distribution along the fracture and through the side outlets.

For the linear injection cells, a 5% NaCl Brine was allowed to flow though the slab. When
steady state was reached, the initial Brine permeability of the slab was measured.
The slabs were ready then for the damage test experiments.

2.2.6 Preparation of the simulated produced oily water
Qil Dispersion:
Crude oil was emulsified into an oil-in-brine dispersion. A great deal of energy was required to
overcome the interfacial tension between oil and brine when a dispersion was prepared. An
emulsifying agent was added which had two functions:(l) to decrease the interfacial tension
between the dispersed phase (the oil) and the continuous phase (the brine). (2) to stabilise the
dispersed phase by forming a film around the oil droplets.
Thistle field crude oil with a density of 0.86 g/cm3 and viscosity of 1.36 cp was used. The
brine was prepared by adding 5 % by weight NaCl to distilled water and the mixture was
filtered through 0.45 pm and 0.22 pm millipore filters. Synthetic surfactant Triton X-67 and
Triton X-15 were used as the emulsifying agents.
Triton X-67 at a concentration of 0.15 g/cm3 of crude oil was first melted at 40°C and then
niixed with a predetermined volume of the Thistle crude oil. This mixture was poured into a
beaker which contained 4 / of 5% NaCl solution. At the same time Triton X-15 at a
concentration of 0.1 g/cm3 of crude oil was added to the solution and stirred at constant speed.

The factors which governed the size distribution of oil droplets were the container dimensions,
lhe stirring speed, the stirrer shape and stirring time. The mixing container dimensions, the
stirer shape and the stirer speed were kept constant. So the main factor that governed the droplet
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size distribution was the stirring time. The mixing beaker had a diameter of 18 cm and a mixing
volume of 4000 cm3.
An emulsion sample was taken each half hour to be tested by Malvern Master Sizer particle size
analyser to check the droplet size distribution, then the sampling time was gradually reduced to
10 minutes. When the required droplet size distribution (an example of the size distribution can
be seen in appendix III) was reached, the emulsion was diluted to the correct concentration.

Solid particles:
The solid particles (alumina particles) were diluted in a 11 beaker and positioned in an ultra
sonic bath to be dispersed more efficiently. A sample was taken from this dispersion to check
the particle size distribution by Malvern Master Sizer.
The solid particles were added to the emulsion, after the emulsion was diluted to the final oil
concentration, just prior to the damage test injection. This procedure was similar to what is
happening in the real situation in the field (solid particles from the flow line were entering the
flow stream as the produced water flow from the treating unites to the well head).

2.2.7 Rheological properties of simulated produced oily water:
Zhang (1994) investigated the rheological nature of 0 to 500 ppm oil emulsified in a 5%NaCl
Brine and the following conclusions were obtained:
Newtonian behaviour was the general case.
The viscosity o f the brine was measured as 1.1 cp.

The viscosity of the 40 ppm oil emulsion was 1.15.cp
The viscosity of the 100 - 200 ppm oil emulsion was equal to 1.2 cp

Yuhuaf106) investigated the effect of adding solid particles to an oil-water emulsion on the
viscosity of the emulsion. The general conclusion from his study was that the addition of solid
Particles at a very low concentration (volume fraction of solids of less than 0.014) does not
have any obvious effect on the emulsion viscosity.
The solid particle concentration in this study was less than 100 ppm (volume fraction of less
than 0.0001), so the effect of particle concentration on viscosity was neglected.
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2.3 Experimental Procedures
When the tank was filled with the simulated produced water, the dispersion was stirred
continuously to prevent particle precipitation.
The following procedure was followed
1. The slab inlet flow line was closed and the sampling flow line was opened. The injection
metering pump was started and a sample the injected simulated produced water from the sample
line was taken to measure of the influent specifications (the mean size, the size distribution and
the obscuration) by using the Malvern Master Sizer. The Obscuration is a measurement of the
degree of fluid clearness.
2. The sampling line was closed and the slab inlet line was opened allowing the simulated
produced water to flow along the fracture and through fracture faces into the rock matrix.
3. After 10 min. the flow rates along the fracture and through the side outlets were measured.
Also the inlet and the outlet pressure were recorded. Then effluent samples (from all the outlets)
of the same volume (usually 75 ml) were taken to be analysed by the Malvern sizer to measure
the size distribution and the suspension obscuration.
4. Step 3 was repeated every hour.
5. The injection should be continuous until the end of the day.
6. At the end of the day another influent sample from the sampling line was taken to be
analysed.
7. The metering pump was switched off, the slab cell was disconnected and the slab cell inlet
and all the slab cell outlets were closed.
8. The circulation pump was switched off, the injection tank was emptied and then the tank and
the flow lines were cleaned several times by using detergent.
9. In the next day the tank was filled with a fresh simulated produced water with the same
droplets and particles size distribution and concentration similar to the one which was used in
the previous day.
10. Steps 1 to 8 were repeated but this time the first reading was taken after one hour.

The same experimental procedure was followed for the linear injection experiments. The
pressure readings for the linear injection experiments and the size distribution of the effluent
was taken at the same time intervals as in the fractured slab injection experiments.
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2.4 The selected Flow rate:
All the experiments were carried out under a constant flow rate per unit area equal to 0.422
cm/s, which is equivelant to 2037 m3/day or 12810 bbl!day injection through a 7 inch diameter
well bore with formation thickness of 10 m.
For the linear injection, the slab face area was equal to 8.4 cm2, therefore the flow rate was
chosen to be 8.4 * 0.422 = 3.55 ml/s.
For the fracture injection, the fracture flow area was equal to 0.14 cm2 and all the flow was
injected through the fracture inlet, therefore the injection flow velocity was equal to 3.55/0.14
or 25.3 cm/s.

2.5. Post Test Techniques
The samples were cut open and photographs of the fracture faces taken to reveal any external
mud cake that had formed. The fracture face surface was inspected by an optical microscope.

2.6 Measured And Calculated Variables
Pressure drop through side outlets was calculated (depending on the distance o f the outlet from
the fracture inlet) as follows:
Pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A1 and B 1 (PDS1) =
Pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A2 and B2 (PDS2) = P i - f k - K
2
Pressure drop from fracture face to side outlets A3 and B3 (PDS3) = P I -

PDF* 5
- -PS

Where PI is the inlet pressure.

Po is the outlet pressure along the fracture.
PS is side outlet pressure PS = 0.0 psig
PDF is pressure drop along the fracture = PI - Po
Analysing influent and effluent samples by Malvern master sizer gave the following quantities:
Particles Mean diameter (Ds) and particle size distribution
droplets Mean diameter (Do) and droplet size distribution
Influent suspension Mean diameter and size distribution
Effluent suspension Mean diameter and size distribution for all outlet effluent volumes.
Influent suspension Obscuration
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Effluent suspension Obscuration for all outlet effluent volumes.

The Obscuration is a measurement of the degree of fluid clearness. As the particle or droplet
concentration of the fluid sample increases, the clearness of this fluid become lower and its
Obscuration increases.
The collected samples for Malvern size analysis were all of constant volume; the instrument was
calibrated and the same technique used for each measurement.
Since all the collected influent or effluent samples had the same volume and the Malvern was
operated at a constant stirring speed all the time, then it was possible to use mean size ratio
expression to measure the change in the mean size during the experiment time and to use the
concentration ratio to measure the change in the concentration.
Mean size ratio (MSR) = Mean size of effluent sample / influent Mean size
Concentration ratio (CR) = Obscuration of effluent sample / influent Obscuration
Thus, the measured mean size and the obscuration was always related to the initial (influent)
mean size and obscuration.
The obscuration was used instead of the volume percent because the volume percentage of the
particles and droplets were very small (compared with the brine volume) which resulted in very
similar readings each time.

Eermeabilitv Calculations:

The fluid was allowed to flow into the slab from a single inlet orifice connected to the fracture
inlet opening, so the fluid will enter the fracture then flow in the axial direction through the
fracture and in the lateral direction into the slab matrix.

a) The fracture aperture was calculated by using the following equation (after Jones et al):
0.5
Apb*
2 = 5.06* 104IT
fLp
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Where Q: is the inlet flow rate (bbl/day)

W: is the width of fracture face (ft)
Ap: is the pressure drop along the fracture when the side outlets are closed (Test 1)
b: is the fracture aperture (in)
L: is the length of fracture (ft)
p : is the fluid density (ib/cu ft)
f: is friction factor and estimated (by using the data presented by Jones) to be equal to
0.6
b) The fracture permeability was calculated by using the following equation (after Jones):

k f = 5.39*105p

bL

-10.5

f&PP
c) Matrix Permeability was calculated by Darcy’s law :

k
Where

m AAp

A P: the pressure drop through middle side outlet (PDS2)
Q : the total side flow rate
A : the fracture face area
L : the length of the flow path from the fracture face to the side outlets (3 cm)

The permeability ratio (PR) was calculated by dividing the damaged permeability at a specific
time by the initial permeability.
For the linear injection experiments (no fracture was present), the permeability was determined
by using Darcy’s law.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
This experimental work is an attempt to study the flow of fluids along induced fracture.
The study started with the effect of pressure drop along a fracture, pressure drop through side
outlets, matrix permeability and the impact of fracture width on the flow rate value along
fracture outlet and through side outlets A 1 to A3.
After studying the flow pattern of clean salt water through fractured slabs, the damaging effect
of solid particle suspensions, the damaging effect of oil emulsions and the combined damaging
effect of particles and oil droplets on the matrix permeability were examined. This was done for
20 and 40 cm long fractured slabs.
Linear injection experiments, with the same injected fluid composition as in the fractured slab
experiments, were carried out so that a comparison study between the two injection systems can
be made.
The change in effluent particle and/or droplet concentration and mean size along the fracture and
through the three side outlets A l, A2 and A3 (Fig.2.1) with time were monitored for each
experiment to see the effect of injection fluid composition on the degree of particle and/or oil
droplet capture within the matrix.
The effect of rock matrix heterogeneity on the matrix blocking profile was investigated for two
non-homogeneous fractured slabs, one was 20 cm long and the other was 40 cm long.
The filter cake accumulation on the fracture face and its erosion process was investigated
carefully using different solid particle sizes.
In some of the experiments, a fluid leak in the fractured slab cell was noticed. So the results of
these experiments were not reported in this study.

3.2 Flow distribution along fractures and through fracture faces
Clean brine was injected into the fractured slab through the fracture inlet (Fig.2.1). Some of the
injected fluid flowed through the rock matrix (perpendicular to the fracture face) to reach the
side outlets A l to B3 and the rest flowed along the fracture to reach the fracture outlet. The flow
through the matrix perpendicular to the fracture face at a certain location depends on how far is
this location from the fracture inlet. The flow through the matrix to the outlets A l and B 1
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was higher than the flow through outlets A2 and B2 as A1 and B 1 were close to fracture inlet.
The percentage of fluid flow at fracture outlet to the total inlet flow and the percentage of fluid
flow through side outlets to the total inlet flow dependents on several interconnected factors.
These factors are the pressure drop along the fracture, pressure drop through the side outlets,
fracture aperture and rock matrix permeability.

At the beginning of each experiment a constant inlet flow rate test was carried out to test the
integrity of the slab by flowing a 5%NaCl solution along the fracture while the side outlets A1
to B3 were closed. Then all the side outlets were opened and flow through all ports was
started. The result of the fracture flow test was used to measure the fracture aperture by using
the cubic law; the results of the second test was used to study the flow rate along the fractured
slabs and through side outlets and to determine the rock matrix initial permeability.

The results of 10 experiments with long slabs (40 cm length) were used to study the flow
distribution. The summary data is shown in Table 3.1.
The measured apertures of the fractures were between 0.3 and 0.54 mm.
The results o f all the tests were combined to characterise, generally, the flow distribution in the
cell.

3.2.1 The effect of the pressure drop along a fracture
Figure 3.1 shows the general relationship between the pressure drop along the fracture and the
fluid flow along the fracture and through side outlets (where Q0 is the fracture outlet flow rate
and Qs is the total side outlets flow rate). For low values of pressure drop less than 0.25 atm
the two values of the flow along the fracture and through side outlets are close together with no
clear trend. As the pressure drop increased over this value, the total flow through side outlets
starts to increase at the expense of the flow along the fracture.

Figure 3.2 shows the relationship of the flow distribution through the fracture face (or through
side outlets) with the pressure along the fracture. Always the flow through A1 (the closest
outlet to the fracture inlet) was higher than the flow through A2 and A2 flow was higher than
A3 flow (with very few exceptions due to internal matrix heterogeneity).
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At low pressure drops along the fracture, the flow rates through the three outlets were similar.
As the pressure along the fracture increased the difference between the flow values through the
three side outlets started to increase. This effect was equivalent to the effect of increasing
fracture length (by increasing the fracture length, in fact the pressure drop along the fracture
was increased).

3.2.2 The effect of the pressure drop through side outlets
For pressure drops less than 0.15 atm the flow along the fracture was higher than the total flow
through side outlets. For higher values of pressure drop (as the pressure drop started to
overcome the rock matrix resistance) the total flow through side outlets was higher than the
flow along the fracture with clear difference (Fig.3.3).

The flow distribution through side outlets showed that at low pressure drops through side
outlets (less than 0.2 atm), the flow rate through the three side outlets was similar. As the
pressure drop increases the difference became greater until the pressure drop approached 0.35
atm. At this point the gap between the side flow rates started to decrease again (Fig.3.4) which
may be due to the higher pressure drop redirecting fluid through the matrix at outlet A3 rather
than flowing through the fracture outlet.

3.2.3 The effect of the matrix permeability
In the range of permeability for the slabs used, the flow through the side outlets was higher
than the flow along the fracture and the difference between the two flows increased as the
matrix permeability increased (Fig.3.5).
As the matrix permeability increased, the difference between the flow through the three side
outlets increased (Fig.3.6).

3.2.4 The effect of Fracture aperture
The pressure drop along the fracture was highly affected by the fracture aperture. As the
fracture aperture decreased, the pressure along the fracture increased (Fig.3.7). By reducing the
fracture aperture from 0.5 mm to 0.4 mm the pressure drop along the fracture increased from
0-15 to 0.3 atm.
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Fig.3.1: The change in flow rate along the fracture (Q0) and through side outlets (Qs) versus
pressure drop along fracture.

Fig.3.2: The side outlets (Al, A2, and A3) flow distribution versus pressure drop along fracture.

Fig.3.3: The flow rate along the fracture (Q0) and through side outlets (Qs) versus pressure
drop through side outlets.

Fig.3.4: The change in side outlets (Al, A2, and A3) flow distribution versus pressure drop
through side outlets.
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Fig.3.5: The flow rate along the fracture (Q0) and through side outlets (Qs) versus rock matrix
permeability.

Fig.3.6; jh e change in side outlets (Al, A l, and A3) flow distribution versus rock matrix
permeability.

As the pressure drop along fracture increased, the pressure drop through the side outlet
decreased.

3.3. Matrix permeability alteration due to injection of simulated
produced water along short fractures
20 cm long short fractured slabs were used to study the permeability alteration of the rock
matrix due to:
(1) Oil droplets size and concentration effect.
(2) Solid particles size and concentration effect.
(3) Combined oil droplets and solid particles size and concentration.
The tests lasted between 9 to 12 hours with an inlet flow rate of 3.56 ml/s injected through the
fracture inlet port. This is a high flow rate per unit flow area compared with the injection flow
rate in the real field injection operations (the area of the slab inlet face equal to 9 cm2, which
gives a flow velocity of 4 cm/s). A complete description of the operating conditions of these
experiments is presented in Table 3.2.
These tests were performed with the following:
Two different alumina particle size groups (Fig.3.8) with a particle concentration of 10 and 15
mg/1. The first group consisted of less than 6 pm particles with a mean size diameter of 2.1 pm
and the second group was less than 20 pm particles with a mean size diameter of 4.7 pm (Table
3.3). Both sizes were used at both concentrations.
Two different oil droplet size groups (Fig.3.9) with an oil concentration of 100 and 200 mg/1
were used. The first group was less than 10 pm droplets with a mean diameter of 3.6 pm and
the second group was less than 16 pm droplets with a mean diameter of 6.2 pm (Table 3.4).
The pressure drop through the side outlets was adjusted at the start of each experiment to be
higher than the pressure drop along the fracture as is the case in the real field fracture injection
system. The results are presented as permeability ratio (the damaged matrix permeability
divided by the initial matrix permeability) versus injection time.

3.3.1 The effect of oil droplet size and concentration
The emulsion o f 100 mg/1 and 3.5 pm droplet mean size caused no reduction in the matrix
Permeability even after 11 hours o f injection (Fig.3.10).
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Fig.3.7: The pressure drop along the fracture versus fracture aperture.

Fig.3.8: Particle size distribution of the two particle groups.

Fig.3.9: Droplet size distribution of the two droplet groups.

Increasing the droplet size from 3.5 pm (experiment no. 50) to 6 pm (experiment no. 51) at the
same oil concentration of 100 mg/1 resulted in a very small reduction in the matrix permeability
of 2% after 11 hours of injection (Table 3.5).
Increasing the oil concentration from 100 mg/1 to 200 mg/1 (exp.52) at a constant droplet mean
size around 3.6 pm has the same effect as increasing droplet mean size. The exception was
with 200 mg/1 concentration there was a more rapid reduction in permeability after 11 hours
giving a 6% loss in matrix permeability after 11 hours of injection.
In general for fracture injection, emulsions of less than 200 mg/1 oil concentration with a
droplet mean size of less than 6 pm caused a very small reduction in matrix permeability after a
very long injection time.
Some times there is an increase in the permeability ratio at the early time of injection. This may
be due to the removal of the fines by the flowing oil which produced an increase in
permeability. Or the increase in pressure drop (while permeability is constant) causes an
increase in side flow rate, which intern increased the permeability ratio.

3.3.2 The effect of solid particle size and concentration
The suspension of the 10 mg/1 solid concentration and 2.1 pm mean size particles (experiment
no. 56) caused a reduction in permeability equal to 16% after 9 hours of fracture injection
(Table.3.5).
Increasing the particle mean size diameter from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm at the same particle
concentration of 10 mg/1 (experiment no.53) caused a greater reduction in the matrix
permeability equal to 27%.
In general, increasing the particle concentration in the case of 2.1 pm particles had little further
effect on the matrix permeability, whereas for the case of 4.7 pm particles, increasing particle
concentration from 10 mg/1 to 15 mg/1 caused a further great reduction in the matrix
permeability.
For the particle mean diameter of 2.1 pm, increasing the particle concentration from 10 mg/1 to
15 mg/1 (experiment no. 58) resulted in a reduction in the matrix permeability of 21% at the end
of the experiment. For the 4.7 pm mean size particles, increasing the particle concentration
from 10 mg/1 to 15 mg/1 (experiment no. 49) caused a much greater reduction in matrix
permeability of 43 % at the end of the experiment.
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Figure 3.11 shows the reduction in permeability ratio (damaged matrix permeability divided by
the initial matrix permeability) with time for experiments 56,53, 58 amd 49.

At 10 mg/1 particle concentration, increasing the particle size from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm had little
effect on matrix permeability. Whereas at 15 mg/1 particle concentration, increasing particle size
from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm causes a greater reduction in matrix permeability.
From the tests, increasing the concentration of the 4.7 pm particles is the main factor in matrix
permeability reduction with time.

3.3.3 Combined effect of oil droplets and solid particles
At a constant oil concentration of 100 mg/1 and a constant solids concentration of 10 mg/1,
increasing the particle size from 2.1 pm (experiment no. 33) to 4.7 pm (experiment no. 46)
increased the reduction in matrix permeability from 15% to 26% (after 11 hours of injection).
Whereas at zero particle concentration and at 100 mg/1 oil concentration, increasing droplet size
from 3.5 pm (experiment no. 50) to 6 pm (experiment no. 51) increased the reduction in matrix
permeability from 2% to only 8% . This shows the ability of particles to cause higher
permeability damage than oil droplets in fracture injection (Fig.3.12 and Table 3.5).

At a constant mean particle size and concentration and constant mean droplet size, increasing oil
concentration from 100 mg/1 (experiments no. 25 and 54) to 200 mg/1 (experiments no. 39 and
55) resulted in some reduction in matrix permeability in the first 8 hours but after that the two
curves converge to read nearly the same value (Fig.3.13 and Table 3.5). This indicated that the
oil concentration factor was very important in the first stages of fracture injection but its
significance reduced as injection time proceeded.

At an oil concentration of 100 mg/1 and droplet mean size of 3.5 pm, the permeability reduction
caused by the 2.1 pm solid particles at 10 mg/1 concentration (experiment no. 25) was almost
identical to the reduction caused by the same particles at 15 mg/1 concentration (experiment no.
40). This was also the case with the 4.7 pm particles (experiments no. 54 and 47) but with a
slightly greater reduction in permeability ratio for the case of 15 mg/1 particle concentration
(Fig.3.14 and Table 3.5).
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Permeability

ratio

At constant particle mean size of 2.1 pm, increasing the particle concentration from 10 (exp.
56) to 15 mg/1 (exp.58) decreased the final matrix permeability by 5% (matrix permeability ratio
decreased from 0.84 to 0.79). The addition of oil at 100 mg/1 concentration and at 3.6 pm
^oplet mean size to the 15 mg/1 particle suspension (exp. 40) produced an increase in the final
matrix permeability of 15% (matrix permeability ratio increased from 0.79 to 0.94). The same
was recorded for the 4.7 pm mean size particles (experiments no. 53,49 and 47).
So the presence of oil at a concentration of 100 mg/1 and at 3.6 pm droplet mean size reduced
the damage effect (on matrix permeability) caused by increasing the particle concentration from
to 15 mg/1.

At constant particle concentration of 10 mg/1, increasing the particle mean size from 2.1pm
(exP‘ 56) to 4.7 pm (exp. 53) decreased the final matrix permeability by 11 % (matrix
Permeability ratio was reduced from 0.84 to 0.73). The addition of oil at a concentration of 100
mg/l and 3.6 pm droplet mean size to the 4.7 pm mean size particle suspension (exp. 57)
tncreased the final matrix permeability by 4% (the matrix permeability ratio was enhanced from
Q

j

to 0.77). The same was recorded for the 15 mg/1 particle concentration (experiments no.

58,49 and 47) but with greater increase in the final matrix permeability when oil was added.
Again the presence of oil at a concentration of 100 mg/1 and at 3.6 pm droplet mean size
duced the damage effect (on matrix permeability) caused by increasing the particle mean size
from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm.

3.3.4

Comparison of the effects of solids, oil and solids plus oil dispersions

When only oil was added at a concentration of 100 mg/1 and at a droplet mean size of 3.6 pm
(experir
ment no- 50) without any particles, there was no reduction in matrix permeability after 9
hours of *
Ejection. When only the 2.1 pm particles were added with a concentration of 10 mg/1
nt no. 56) without oil, matrix permeability decreased by 16% after 9 hours. It may be
exPected that th»
me presence of the solid particles and the oil droplets together would result in
further
ctl0n in matrix permeability, however, when oil and solids were added together to
the brine
xperiment no. 25), the matrix permeability decreased only by 5% after 9 hours of
°mpared with 16% in the case when only particles were added (Fig.3.15 and Table
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Fig.3.13: Effect of oil concentration and particle size on the matrix permeability ratio
(SFI exps. 25, 39, 54, and 55)

Pig-3.14: Effect of solids concentration and particle size on the matrix permeability ratio
(SFI exps. 25, 40, 47, and 54).
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Pig-3.15: Comparison between the three effect o f droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (SFI exps. 50, 56, and 25).

3.5). Similar results were obtained when the 2.1 (im particles were added at a concentration of
15 mg/1 (Fig.3.16 and Table 3.5).
The experiments with the 4.7 pm particles gave similar results as in the case of the 2.1 pm
particles (Figs.3.17 and 3.18).

These observations were made in all the experiments which were performed in this study.

discussionThe improvement of the final matrix permeability when oil droplets were present with the solid
particles, compared with the case of the suspension of solid particles with out any oil droplets,
may be due to some of the following factors:
Oil has the property of lubrication which reduces the friction between the solid particles and the
rock matrix grains and reduces the contact between them.
The presence of oil in much higher concentration than the solids gives the oil droplets a control
°n most of the flow paths which reduces the total particle blocking probability due to the small
number of paths available for particles. And as oil droplet has no permeability damage effect (as
indicated from the experimental results), these two factors will lead to a lower reduction in
Matrix permeability.
No external filter cake was formed in any of these experiments as the external cake in the case
°f fracture injection will need a very long time to form.

3*4. Matrix permeability alteration due to linear injection of
simulated produced water
Ql i

a s °f 6 cm width, 1.4 cm height and 3 cm length, were used to test the permeability damage
Produced by linear flow through the slab i.e. without the effect of the fracture. In this case all of
he fluid is directed through the rock. The flow area was 8.5 cm2 (which is 1.4 cm by 6 cm)
nd the flow rate was fixed at 3.55 ml/s. The droplet and particle mean sizes and oil and solids
°ncentrations were similar to those used in the fracture injection. The operating conditions data
r these experiments are given in Table 3.6.

The

results show that the oil emulsion (without solids) of 100 mg/1 oil with a droplet mean size
pm (experiment no. 61) caused a 33% reduction in matrix permeability after only
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Fig.3.16: Comparison between the three effect of droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (SFI exps. 50, 58, and 40).

Pig-3.17: Comparison between the three effect of droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (SFI exps. 50, 53, and 54).

droplets and the particles together (SFI exps. 50,49, and 47).

5 hours of injection. The particle suspension (without oil droplets) of 10 mg/1 concentration
with a particle mean size of 2.1 fim (experiment no. 59) caused a 57% reduction in the matrix
permeability after only 5 hours of injection (Fig.3.19 and Table 3.7).

When oil droplets and solid particles were added together with the same sizes and
concentrations as above (experiment no. 69), the reduction in matrix permeability was 37%
after 5 hours of injection. The presence of oil at 100 mg/1 improved the final matrix permeability
by 20% (from 57% reduction when no oil was added to 37% reduction when oil was added).

When the concentration of the oil increased to 200 mg/1 at the same particle concentration of 10
mg/l (experiment no. 74), the final matrix permeability decreased by 62% to its worst value
(lower than the case of particles only with no added oil).
The presence of oil at low concentration (100mg/l) with the 2.1 pm solid particles improved
fte final matrix permeability; its presence in high concentration with the 2.1 pm solid particles
reduced the final matrix permeability.

For the 4.7 pm particles suspension at 10 mg/1 concentration with no oil (experiment no. 65),
toe matrix permeability decreased by 62% after 5 hours of injection.
When oil was present with the solid particles at a concentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no. 73)
toe matrix permeability decreased by 72% and when the oil concentration increased to 200 mg/1
Experiment no. 72) this reduction became 77% after 5 hours of injection (Fig.3.20 and Table
3-7).

The ’
improvement effect of the oil was repeated again when the concentration of the 2.1 pm
Particles was increases to 15 mg/1 (Fig.3.21 and Table 3.7). The permeability ratio increased
r°rn 0.37 when no oil was added (experiment no. 60) to 0.62 when oil was added at a
° ncentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no. 67).

\Vhcn th

ine concentration of the 4.7 |im particles increased to 15 mg/1 (experiment no. 64), the

atrix Permeability decreased by 71% (Fig.3.22 and Table 3.7). The presence of oil at
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Fig.3.19: Comparison between the three effect o f droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (LI exps. 61, 59 ,69, and 74).

Fig-3.20: Comparison between the three effect o f droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (LI exps. 6 1 ,6 5 , 73, and 72).

a concentration of 100 mg/1 with the solid particles (experiment no. 70) improved the final
matrix permeability by only 7% (from 71% reduction in the matrix permeability to 64% ).

No external filter cake was formed in any of the linear injection experiments as the injection
time was too short for the external filter cake to be formed. The injection time was short
because of the limitations of the prepared slab cell which can not be subjected to high pressure
drop (linear injection through a small flow area cause a very high pressure drop), as rock matrix
damage take place. This high pressure can cause a serious leak in the tested cell.

3.5. Matrix permeability alteration due to injection of simulated
Produced water along long fractures
The slabs used in this set of experiments were similar to those used in section 3.3. The length,
however, was increased to 40 cm in order to allow more of the injected fluid to flow through
r°ck matrix to reach the side outlets (instead of being collected at the fracture outlet as the case
m the 20 cm short fracture) and to investigate the effect of increasing the fracture face area on
the matrix damage process. As the fracture length increased, the pressure drop along the
fracture also increased. Also the flow velocity along the fracture near the fracture outlet would
be decreased as the fracture length increased. The experiments in this section were similar to the
2o
cm fracture experiments in that they examined the effect of particles only, oil only and solids
and oil combined.
Th

e tests lasted between 14 to 22 hours with an inlet flow rate of 3.56 ml/s. A description of

the operating conditions of these experiments is presented in Table 3.8.

The ’
size distribution of the oil droplets and solid particles were identical to those used in
Previous sections.
Th

e slab cell was cut open at the end of the experiment taking care not to disrupt the fracture

ce and the fracture face was observed by using a microscope. Observations indicated that
re Was no formation of external filter cake on the fracture face in all of these experiments.
The
Pressure drop through side outlets was adjusted at the starting of each experiment to be
§her than the pressure drop along the fracture as it is the case in field fracture injection.
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3.5.1 Oil droplet size and concentration effect on matrix permeability
Oil emulsion of 200 mg/1 oil concentration and 3.8 fim mean size droplets was injected along
the fracture (experiment no. 75). The results indicated a slight reduction of 6% in matrix
permeability after 16 hours of injection which is a similar performance to what was noticed in
the case of short fracture (experiment no. 52). This result shows again that oil in a droplet mean
size of 3.8 pm had a little damage effect on matrix permeability in fracture injection.

3.5.2 Solid particles size and concentration effect on matrix permeability
A suspension of particles (at different sizes and concentration) without any oil were injected
al°ng the fracture to measure the particles ability to reduce the matrix permeability. At a particle
concentration of 10 mg/1, the matrix permeability decreased by 12% in the case of the 2.1 pm
particles (experiment no. 77) and 18% in the case of 4.7 pm particles after 14 hours of injection
(experiment no.79).
At a particle concentration of 15 mg/1, the matrix permeability decreased by 21% in the case of
the 2.1 pm particles (experiment no. 76) and 24% in the case of 4.7 pm particles (experiment
no- 80) after 14 hours of injection (Fig.3.23 and Table 3.9). For the 4.7 pm mean size particle
suspensions, the recorded reduction in matrix permeability for the 40 cm fracture is much less
than the recorded matrix permeability reduction for the 20 cm fracture. The recorded matrix
Permeability for the 4.7 pm mean size particle injection in the case of 40 cm fracture was much
higher than expected.

•3 Oil droplets and solid particles size and concentration combined effect
F°r the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion, the matrix permeability decreased by only 6% after 16 hours of
injection. The addition of the 2.1 pm particle suspension (at a concentration of 10 mg/1) to this
eiuulsi0n (experiment no. 57) did not result in any additional reduction in matrix permeability
dUring ^ e first 12 hours of injection (Fig.3.24 and Table 3.9) then an extra additional 3%
Auction in permeability was indicated after 16 hours of injection (a total of 9%).
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Hg.3.22: Comparison between the three effect of droplets alone, particles alone and the
droplets and the particles together (LI exps. 61, 64, and 70).

Pig-3.23: The Effect of particle mean size and concentration on matrix permeability
ratio for the long fracture (exps. 77, 76, 79, and 80).

ratio for the long fracture (exps. 75, 57, and 42).

The addition of the 4.7 [im particles suspension (at a concentartion of 10 mg/1) to the same
emulsion (experiment no.42) gave the same results as for the 2.1 pm particles in the first 12
hours and caused reduction in permeability at the end of the 16 hours of injection of 15 %
(Fig.3.24 and Table 3.9).

The 2.1 pm particles suspension (without oil) at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (experiment no.
76) reduced the matrix permeability by 21% after 14 hours of injection. By adding oil to this
suspension at a concentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no. 81), the reduction in matrix
Permeability was 8%. This is an improvement of 13% in matrix permeability (Fig.3.25 and
Table 3.9).
The 4.7 pm particles suspension (without oil) at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (experiment no. 80)
reduced the matrix permeability by 24% after 14 hours of injection. By adding oil to this
suspension at a concentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no. 82), the reduction in matrix
Permeability was 16%. This is an improvement of 8% in matrix permeability.
The results show that the presence of oil with the particles effectively reduced the damaging
effect of the solid particles (may be due to the lubrication effect of the oil droplets which
reduces the friction between the solid particles and the rock grains surface).

3*6. Comparison of the linear and fracture injection results
TT»
e main difference between the fracture flow and linear flow experiments is the geometry of
fte sample. This, with a constant flow rate, means that the flow velocities through rock matrix
^ e much lower in the fracture experiments than in the linear experiments. In the fracture
Ejection experiments, the flow is distributed on a large area compared with the flow area in
lin

ar injection which made the injectivity ( flow rate divided by pressure drop) in the fracture

exPeriments much higher than the injectivity in linear experiments. The very low flow velocity
toough the rock matrix in the case of fracture injection will encourage the particle capture
toiin the matrix pores near the fracture face while in the case of linear injection the high flow
locity flushed the particles deeper into the rock matrix.

to this section a comparison study is presented between the experimental linear injection results
^ toe experimental results of the long fracture experiments.
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The linear samples were cut from the fracture slabs, therefore the length of the linear injection
slab was 3 cm (the same distance from the fracture face to the side outlets in the fracture
experiments). The Fracture face area was 112 cm2 which is nearly 13 times the area of the
linear injection slab ( 8.5 to 9.0 cm2 ). Due to this difference in flow area the injection pressure
ln the case of fracture injection was very low compared with the injection pressure in the case
of linear injection. The flow velocity through the linear injection slab inlet face was around 0.4
Cm /s, the velocity through the fracture face was typically between 0.02 and 0.03 cm/s. The
initial permeability of the linear slab was chosen to be in the same range as the initial
Permeability of the fractured slab.

The experimental results were divided into three groups.

(1) Oil emulsion experiments.
(2) Particle suspension experiments.
(3) Simulated produced water experiments (containing oil and solids).

The comparison aspects were:
0 ) Permeability ratio: the ratio of the damaged matrix permeability at any time to the initial
matrix permeability
(2) Concentration ratio: the ratio of the effluent Obscuration to the influent obscuration.
(3) Mean diameter ratio: the ratio of the mean diameter of the effluent to the mean diameter of
the influent.
(4) Bow velocity through rock matrix in linear injection, Vj, and the flow velocity through rock
Matrix perpendicular to the fracture face, Vs (Fig.3.26).

•**•1 Oil emulsion experiments
Th

e oil droplets had a mean diameter of 3.6 pm and at a concentration of 200 mg/1. The

Porimental data of the linear injection experiment is presented in Table 3.10 (experiment no.
and the data of the fractured injection experiment in Table 3.11 (experiment no. 75).
0w Velocity through rock matrix in the linear injection was 0.43 cm/s whereas the flow
^

through rock matrix in the case o f the fracture injection was 0.02 cm/s.
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Fig.3.25: The effect of the solid particles and the oil droplets on the matrix permeability
ratio for the long fracture (exps.76, 81, 80, and 82).

The matrix permeability in the linear injection decreased by 39% after only 5 hours of injection
(7.8% reduction per hour). At the same duration there was negligible reduction in matrix
permeability in the case of fracture injection (0.2% reduction per hour) and at the end of the test
the matrix permeability decreased by only 6% after 14 hours of injection (Fig.3.27). The
results of the permeability ratio are reflected by the mean diameter ratio (Mdr) and the
concentration ratio (CR) results.

The two injection systems had an effluent mean dia ratio higher than 0.95 most of the times
(Fig.3.28). At the first 4 hours the mean diameter ratio of the effluent of the linear injection was
higher than that of the side effluent of the fracture injection by only 0.04 because of the higher
flow velocity of the linear injection which tends to flush the droplets deeper into the matrix to
reach the slab outlet. As the permeability damage was taking place at a higher rate in the case of
'inear injection, more large droplets were captured within the matrix and the mean diameter ratio
°f the linear injection effluent started to decrease after 3 hours of injection (Fig.3.28). The mean
diameter ratio of the fracture injection ended at a value of 0.9 after 14 hours of injection which
means that the large droplets were still managing to get through and reaching the side outlets
after a long injection time.

Th

e same indications can be seen in the concentration ratio (CR) plot (Fig.3.29). The CR of the

'inear injection effluent was 1.0 at the start of the experiment and decreased with time due to
matrix permeability damage to a value lower than that of the fracture injection (after 3 hours of
njection). The CR of the fracture injection started at a value of 0.86 and increased to 1.0 after 4
°Urs 'ften starts to decrease to the end of the experiment. The fracture CR took some time (4
°urs) before reaching the value of 1.0 whereas the CR of the linear injection reached the value
^ '-0 at the start of the experiment due to the flushing effect of the high flow velocity. The CR
'he fracture injection ended at a value of 0.84 after 14 hours which mean that 84% of the
0wing oil through the matrix reached the side outlets and 16% was accumulated within the
matr'x (Fig.3.29).

* he lin e a r J *

‘tr injection effluent properties (the mean diameter ratio and the concentration ratio) had

ft*e same values of the fracture injection side effluent properties. But in spite of this the
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Pig-3.27: Permeability ratio change with time for the oil emulsion injection experiments
(exps. 62 and 75).

I---------- -
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(hours)______________________________ |

Pig-3.28: Mean diameter ratio change with time for the oil emulsion injection experiments
(exps. 62 and 75).

(exps. 62 and 75)..

matrix permeability decreased in the case of linear injection by 39% after 5 hours whereas in the
fracture injection case there was almost no reduction in the matrix permeability.
The explanation for these observations may be that the flow in the fracture injection is
distributed on a much larger area which will reduce the damage effect of the injected emulsion.
Similar results o f mean dia ratio and concentration ratio for the linear injection and the fracture
mjection experiments (in spite o f the difference in flow velocity) may indicate that oil droplets
do not need a high driving flow (in the case of fracture injection) to pass through rock matrix.

3.6.2 Particle suspension experiments
The mean size o f the particles were 2.1 pm and 4.7 pm with a concentration o f 10 and 15 mg/1.
The experimental data o f the linear injection experiments are presented in Tables 3.12 - 3.15
(experiments no. 59, 6 0 ,6 4 and 65) and the data of the fractured injection experiments in
Tables 3.16 - 3.19 (experiments no. 76, 77, 79 and 80).
The flow velocity through rock matrix in the linear injection experiments was 0.41 cm/s
whereas the flow velocity through rock matrix in the case o f the fracture injection experiments
Was between 0.03 and 0.035 cm/s due to matrix permeability difference.

p
r llnear injection the suspension of 2.1 pm particles at a concentration o f 10 mg/1 reduced the
Matrix permeability by 59% (11.8% reduction per hour) and at 15 mg/1 reduced it by 65%

(13% reduction per hour) after 5 hours of injection. At 5 hours of fracture injection there was
^ o s t no reduction in matrix permeability in the case of 10 mg/1 concentration and a reduction
°f 6% for the case of the 15 mg/1 particle concentration (1.2% reduction per hour). After 14
hours of fracture injection the matrix permeability decreased by 12% (0.86% reduction per
hour) for the case of the 10 mg/1 concentration and by 21% (1.5% reduction per hour) for the
ase of the 15mg/l concentration (Fig.3.30)

he linear injection of the 4.7 pm particle suspensions at a concentration of 10 mg/1 (experiment
° ‘^

caused a reduction in matrix permeability of 62% (12.4% reduction per hour) and at a

ncentration of 15 mg/1 the reduction was 71% (14.2% reduction per hour) after 5 hours of
Jection. At the same duration (5 hours), the fracture injection of the same particles at a
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concentration of 10 mg/1 caused only 4% reduction in matrix permeability and 5% (1%
reduction per hour) when the concentration was 15 mg/1. At the end of the fracture injection
experiment (14 hours of injection) the matrix permeability reduced by 18% (1.29% reduction
per hour) for the 10 mg/1 suspension and by 24% (1.71% reduction per hour) for the case of
fte 15 mg/1 suspension (fig.3.31).

The distribution of the particles on the large fracture face area in the case of fracture injection
resulted in a very low reduction rate in matrix permeability with time. On the other hand the
passing of particles through a very small flow area in the case of linear injection resulted in a
rrtuch higher reduction rate in matrix permeability with time. The difference between the two
reduction rates is higher than would be expected compared with the flow area difference
between the linear and fracture experiments.

At the first 5 hours of injection, the reduction rate in matrix permeability for linear injection of
the 2.1 pm particle suspension (at a concentration of 10 mg/1) was higher than the reduction rate
°f the fracture injection of the same suspension by 59 times and this difference was reduced to
t0.8 times when the particles concentration was increased to 15 mg/1. For the suspension of the
^•7 M-mparticles at a concentration of 10 mg/1 the matrix permeability reduction rate in the linear
Ejection was 15.5 times higher than the reduction rate in the fracture injection and this
difference was reduced to 14.2 times higher when the particles concentration was increased to
15 mg/l.

y increasing the particle size and concentration, the ratio of the matrix permeability reduction
ate

tbe linear injection to the matrix permeability reduction rate of the fracture injection was

reduced.

The

mean diameter ratio plot against time (Figs. 3.32 and 3.33) shows that the mean particle

ameter of the effluent suspension in the linear injection was between almost the same mean
Particle diameter of the influent suspension and 0.75 of the mean particle diameter of the
fluent suspension (mean diameter ratio between 1.0 and 0.75). This indicated that particles in
^lj *

SlZes Were passing through the matrix to reach the outlet.
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Fig.3.30: Permeability ratio change with time for the 2.1 pm particle suspension injection
experiments (for LFT and LI exps. 77, 59, 76, and 60).
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Fig.3.31: Permeability ratio change with time for the 4.7 pm particle suspension injection
experiments (for LFT and LI exps. 79, 65, 80, and 64)
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•3-32: Effluent mean diameter ratio change with time for the 2.1 pm particle suspension
injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 77, 59, 76, and 60)

In fracture injection, the side effluent of the 2.1 pm particles suspension mean diameter
increased with time to reach a value higher than the particle mean diameter of the influent (mean
diameter ratio of 1 to 2) and it remained at this range during most of the experiment. In the case
°f

4.7 pm suspension, the side effluent mean diameter increased with time to reach a size

equal to the mean diameter size of the influent (mean diameter ratio equal to 1.0).
In general the mean particle diameter of the side effluent in the case of the fracture injection
most of the time is higher than 3 |im whatever the mean particle diameter of the influent
suspension (2.1 pm or 4.7 pm particle suspensions). Whereas the mean particle diameter of the
effluent in the case of linear injection is similar to or smaller than the mean particle diameter of
die influent.
The concentration ratio of the side effluent in the case of fracture injection had a value between
d und 0.3 whatever the injected suspension was (2.1 pm or 4.7 pm particle suspension). The
concentration ratio of the 2.1 pm suspension effluent in the case of linear injection had a higher
v&lue at 0.4 to 0.6 and the 4.7 pm suspension effluent had a concentration ratio of 0.6 to 0.8
(Fig.3.34 and 3.35). The concentration ratio of the linear injection effluent was higher than the
concentration ratio of the fracture injection side effluent. Presumably this was due to the high
How velocities in the linear experiments and due to the fact that injection pressure was higher in
die case of linear injection than it was in the case of fracture injection.

From this it can be concluded that the particle invasion in the case of linear injection would be
deep whereas the particle invasion in the case of fracture injection would be shallow.

^•6*3 Combined oil and solids experiments
The *
Ejection fluid contained solid particles of mean diameter 2.1 pm or 4.7 pm at a
c°ncentration of 10 and 15 mg/1 and contained oil droplets of mean diameter of 3.6 pm at a
°ucentration of 100 and 200 mg/1. The flow velocity through rock matrix in the case of linear
Section was 0.36 to 0.42 cm/s and in the case of fracture injection was 0.025 to 0.03 cm/s.
The
experimental data of the linear injection experiments are presented in Tables 3.20 - 3.23
( xPeriments no. 67,74,70 and 72) and the data of the fractured injection experiments in
Tclhl
es 3.24 - 3.27 (experiments no. 57, 81, 42 and 82).
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Pig.3.33: Effluent mean diameter ratio change with time for the 4.7 Jim particle suspension
injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 79, 65, 80, and 64)

mjection experiments (for LFT and LI exps. 77, 59, 76, and 60)
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3-35: Effluent concentration ratio change with time for the 4.7 jxm particle suspension
injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 79, 65, 80, and 64)

The simulated produced water that contained 200 mg/1 oil and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm solid particles
caused almost no reduction in matrix permeability after 5 hours in the case of fracture injection.
In the case of linear injection, it caused a reduction of 62% (12.4% reduction per hour). After
14 hours of fracture injection the matrix permeability was reduced by 8% (0.57% reduction per
hour) and after 22 hours it was reduced by 14% (0.64% reduction per hour). The difference in
the matrix permeability reduction rates between the two injection systems was very high.

The simulated produced water that contained 100 mg/1 oil and 15 mg/1 of 2.1 pm solid particles
caused a 3% reduction in matrix permeability after 5 hours of fracture injection and caused a
38% reduction in matrix permeability after 5 hours of linear injection. After 14 hours of fracture
ejection the reduction in matrix permeability was 8% (Fig.3.36).

By repeating the previous fracture injection experiments but with a particles of 4.7 pm mean
diameter it was shown that the matrix permeability reduction result was similar to the previous
results of the fracture injection of a simulated produced water that contained the 2.1 pm
particles. But after 10 hours of injection the permeability ratio for the case of the 4.7 pm fluid
Ejection continued to decrease at a rate higher than the reduction rate in the case of the 2.1 pm
Particles. Repeating the linear injection experiments with a particles of 4.7 pm mean diameter
showed a higher reduction in matrix permeability than the 2.1 pm particles from the start of the
exPeriment (Fig.3.37).

^

fracture injection process the reduction in matrix permeability was not sensitive to the

Vanation in particle mean size and concentration or to the variation in droplet mean size and
concentration if the injection time was short.
fre °lher hand, the matrix permeability reduction in the linear injection test was very
Sensitive to the variation in particle mean size and concentration.

0r the case of simulated produced water that contained 2.1 pm particles, the mean diameter
atl° °I the side effluent in the fracture injection and the effluent in the linear injection had nearly
6 same values between 0.93 and 1.1. And for the case of simulated produced water that
Gained 4.7 pm particles, the mean diameter ratio values were between 0.88 and 1.05
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(Fig.3.38 and 3.39). There was almost no difference between the influent particle mean
diameter and the effluent particle mean diameter. As the oil droplets concentration in these
experiments was far higher than the solid particles concentration, it was believed that the mean
diameter ratio results represent the oil droplet mean diameter ratio more than they represented
the particle mean diameter ratio.

The concentration ratio of the simulated produced water that contained the 2. lpm particles in
die case of linear injection was close to 1 (very small quantities of oil and solids were left
behind inside the pores of the rock matrix) during the 5 hour of injection whereas in the case of
fracture injection the concentration ratio increased with time to reach its maximum value of 0.94
after 2 hours. It then started to decrease with time until the end of the experiment (larger
Quantities of oil and solids were left behind inside the pores of the rock matrix). In the case of
the fracture injection, the reduction in the concentration ratio with time was higher when the
simulated produced water contained 100 mg/1 oil and 15 mg/1 solids than when it contained 200
^g/l oil and 10 mg/1 solids (Fig.3.40).
Similar results can be seen for the simulated produced water which contained a 4.7 pm mean
diameter particles (Fig.3.41).

The small quantities of oil and solids remaining inside the rock matrix in the case of the linear
Ejection had a great effect on the matrix permeability (caused a high reduction in matrix
Permeability) whereas the higher quantities remaining inside the rock matrix in the case of
fracture injection had little effect on the matrix permeability (caused a very small reduction in
Matrix permeability).

As die oil droplet concentration in these experiments was far higher than the solid particles
c°ncentration, the concentration ratio results represented the oil droplet concentration ratio more
*ban it represented the solid particles concentration ratio.
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Fig-3.36: Permeability ratio change with time for the simulated produced water injection
experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 57, 74, 81, and 67).

experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 42, 72, 82, and 70).
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• Effluent Mean diameter ratio change with time for the simulated produced
Water injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 57, 74, 81, and 67).

Pig-3.39: Effluent Mean diameter ratio change with time for the simulated produced
water injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 42, 72, 82, and 70).

water injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 57,74, 81, and 67).

Water injection experiments (for LFI and LI exps. 42,72, 82, and 70).

^•7 The effluent along the fracture and through the side outlets:
The size and concentration measurements of the side outlet effluent and the fracture outlet
effluent allowed the change in effluent properties to be tracked through time as the experiments

continued.
The effluents of nine long fracture injection experiments were anaylsed and presented below.
The fluid entered the fractured slab through the fracture inlet port. The fluid then flowed along
!he fracture and through the fracture face into the matrix to reach the side outlets. The side outlet
effluent and the effluent along the fracture were analysed to measure the mean diameter ratio
^ d concentration ratio of the particles and oil droplets. In this section a comparison study is
Presented between effluent properties of the different side outlets and the properties of the
effluent along the fracture. The side effluent properties depended on many factors such as flow
velocity and pressure drop. The pressure drop and the flow velocity were maximum at the
nearest outlet to the fracture inlet which was A1 and B 1; they were minimum at the outlets A3
nnd B3 which were farthest from the fracture inlet (Fig.2.1).
^ Ue to these variations in flow velocity and pressure drop different effluent properties through
Slde outlets are expected. Also the effluent properties along an open fracture would be expected
to have similar properties as the influent fluid properties.
T j,

e mean diameter ratio (Mdr) and the concentration ratio (CR) data for the long fracture
effluent is presented in Tables 3.28 and 3.29.
The

study was divided into three parts depending on the injected fluid.

37Oil emulsion with no solid particles
The

ernulsion consisted of a 3.8 |im oil droplets at concentration of 200 mg/1 (experiment no.

)• The plots of mean diameter ratio and concentration ratio versus time showed that the
p fri

n along the fracture had the same properties of the influent emulsion (Figs. 42 and 43).
The '
Slde effluent of all the side outlets had a droplet mean size equal to the droplet mean size of
afluent emulsion most of the time (Fig.3.42) and an oil concentration less than the influent
c°ncentration by only 5% (Fig.3.43).
a ion of the side outlet had no effect on the droplet size or the oil concentration of its
effluent Wh*i
niie oil flowed through the rock matrix to reach the side outlets, a small amount of
P ets was captured within the matrix.
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3*7.2

Solid particle suspension with no oil droplets

For the suspension that contained a 2.1 pm particles (experiment no. 77) at a concentration of
10 mg/1 (Fig.3.44 and 3.45), the effluent along the fracture had the same particle mean size of
the influent, and the particle concentration increase with time to reach the same influent particle
concentration after 2 hours of injection. Then it started to decreases after 6 hours until the end
of the experiment. The side effluent particle mean size fluctuated between nearly no particle (or
less than 0.5 pm particles) and a size 2.5 times higher the influent particle mean size. The outlet
Al effluent had a mean size which was 1.5 times higher than the influent particle mean size
m°st of the time whereas the outlet A3 had almost no particles most of the time.

The two outlets A1 and A3 effluent had particle concentrations lower than 25% of the influent
Particle concentration and the A1 outlet effluent had a particle concentration higher than the
Particle concentration of the outlet A3 at a later stage in the experiment.

For the suspension that contained 2.1 pm particles (experiment no.76) at concentration of 15
rng/l (Fig.3.46 and 3.47), the effluent along the fracture had the same particle mean size of the
ofluent, and the particle concentration had the same influent particle concentration most of the
hme. The effluent particle mean size of the outlet A1 increased from 1pm (half the particle mean
1Ze

the influent) to 4 pm ( double the particle mean size of the influent) and it stayed at this

1Ze Unth the end of the experiment. The effluent particle mean size of the outlet A3 fluctuated
etWeen nearly no particles ( or less than 0.5 pm) and a size which was double the influent
Particle mean size all the way until the end of the experiment. The outlets A1 effluent had
Particle concentrations lower than 30% of the influent particle concentration and the outlet A3
fluent had a particle concentration lower than 10% of the influent particles concentration.
p
e suspension that contained 4.7 pm (experiment no. 79) at a concentration of 10 mg/1
S- -48 and 3.49), the particle mean size of the effluent along the fracture increased with time
to reetch
a mean size equal to the influent particle mean size and the effluent particle
eutration along the fracture decreased with time to a value lower than 50% of the influent
concentration. The effluent of the outlet A1 had a particle mean size equal to the particle
Slze of the influent suspension most of the time and a particle concentration between 10
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Fig.3.42: Effluent mean diameter ratio results for the fracture injection of an oil emulsion (exp. 75)

suspension at 10 mg/1 concentration (exp. 77).

Fig.3.45:Effluent concentration ratio results for the injection o f a 2.1 fim particle

suspension at 10 mg/1 concentration (exp. 77).

suspension at 15 mg/1 concentration (exp. 76).

•—

________ _

T ime

(h o u rs)

1

^g-3.47: Effluent concentration ratio results for the injection of a 2.1 ftm particle
suspension at 15 mg/1 concentration (exp. 76).

and 30% of the influent particle concentration. The outlet A3 had an average particle mean size
°f 2.5 pm (half the influent particle mean size) at 4 hours then the particle mean size dropped to
nearly no particle (or less than 0.5 pm) with a particle concentration between 0 and 10% of the
influent particle concentration.

For the suspension that contained 4.7 pm (experiment no. 80) at a concentration of 15 mg/1
(Fig.3.50 and 3.51), the particle mean size of the effluent along the fracture had a particle mean
SlZe nlniost equal to the influent particle mean size, and the effluent particle concentration along
die fracture was between 40 and 70% of the influent particle concentration. The side outlets A 1
^ d A3 effluent had particle mean sizes slightly greater than the influent particle mean size, and
a P^icle concentration of less than 15% of the influent particle concentration. The effluent
Particle concentration of the outlet A1 is higher than that of A3.

Xc

i

e lnfluent consisted of a particles of mean size equal to 2.1 pm, the particle mean size of the
Slde effluent (effluent of A1 and A3) fluctuated between no particles in the effluent and particles
°f a size which is double the influent particle size. This fluctuation disappeared in the A1
effluent as the particle concentration of the influent increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, and the
Particle mean size of the outlet A1 was higher than 4 pm (double the particle mean size of the
^ Uent), but the fluctuation in the particle mean size was still seen in the A3 effluent.

die influent particle concentration increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, the difference between the
ent Panicle concentration of the outlets A1 and A3 increased and the effluent particle
centration along the fracture approached the particle concentration of the influent.

The

capture of the 2.1 pm particles was higher at A3 than it was at A 1, and the produced

icle mean size for the side outlets was less than 0.5 pm or higher than the influent particle
niean
SlZe’ which indicated the capture of most of the meadium size particles.
As the i
concentration of the 2.1 pm particles in the influent increased, the particle concentration
he effluent along the fracture approches more the particle concentration of the influent fluid.
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P*g-3,48: Effluent mean diameter ratio results for the injection of a 4.7 pm particle
suspension at 10 mg/1 concentration (exp. 79).
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pig. 3.49: Effluent concentration ratio results for the injection of a 4.7 Jim particle
suspension at 10 mg/1 concentration (exp. 79).
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50. Effluent mean diameter ratio results for the injection of a 4.7 pm particle
suspension at 15 mg/1 concentration (exp. 80).

the influent consisted of particles of mean size equal to 4.7 pm, the particle mean size of the
Port A1 was the same as the influent particle mean size but the A3 effluent had no particles after
4 hours. As the influent particle concentration increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, the particle mean
Size of the A3 effluent became equal to the mean size of the influent particle. For the injection of
4-7 pm particles, the particle concentration of the effluent along the fracture was much lower
than the particle concentration of the effluent along the fracture in the case of the 2.1 pm particle
Ejection. As the influent particle concentration increased the particle concentration of the
effluent along the fracture increased and the particle concentration of the side effluent (through
Al and A3) decreased. Also the difference between the particle concentration in the A1 and A3
effluents decreased.
Th

ne concentration ratio at the side outlets A1 and A3 decreased as the particle concentration of

the influent fluid increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, which indicated more capture of the 4.7 pm
Particles within the matrix. The reduction in CR at A1 was higher than it was at A3.

•4 Simulated produced water
Th

ese experiments used four types of simulated produced water:

^article mean size of 2.1 pm at a concentration of 10 mg/1 and a droplet mean size of 3.5 pm at
a concentration of 200 mg/1 (experiment no.57).
^ ic le mean size of 2.1 pm at a concentration of 15 mg/1 and a droplet mean size of 3.5 pm at
concentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no.81).
^ ic le mean size of 4.7 pm at a concentration of 10 mg/1 and a droplet mean size of 3.5 pm at
concentration of 200 mg/1 (experiment no.42).
^ ic le mean size of 4.7 pm at a concentration of 15 mg/1 and a droplet mean size of 3.5 pm at
0ncentration of 100 mg/1 (experiment no.82).

e effluent along the fracture and the effluent through the side outlets A1 and A3 had the same
311 s*Ze ^ the time which was equal to the influent mean size when the injected fluid
Gained the 2.1 pm particles and less than the influent mean size by 4 to 10% when the
ted fluid contained the 4.7 pm particles (Table 3.28).
case of the simulated produced water which contained the 2.1 pm particles at a
duration of 10 mg/1, the effluent along the fracture had nearly the same concentration as
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the influent fluid. The side outlets A1 and A3 had an effluent concentration which was 5 to 10%
lower than the influent concentration (Fig.3.52).
When the concentration of the 2.1 pm particles increased to 15 mg/1, the effluent concentration
^ong the fracture became lower than the influent concentration by 7%. The side effluent
concentration of the outlet A1 was decreased by 24% lower than the influent concentration and
the effluent concentration of the A3 was lower than the effluent concentration of the A 1 by 5 to
10 % (Fig.3.53).

increasing the particle concentration increased the difference between the effluent concentration
nlong the fracture and the effluent concentration through side outlets and also increases the
difference between the effluent concentration of A1 and A3.

F°r the case of the simulated produced water which contained the 4.7 (im particles at a
c°ncentration of 10 mg/1, the effluent along the fracture and the effluent through side outlets A1
A3 had a concentration between 10 and 20 % lower than the influent concentration
(Fig-3.54) and the same results was obtained when the injected fluid contained a 15 mg/1 of the
4-7 M-mparticles.

the particle mean size of the influent increased from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm (at the same particle
°ncentration of 10 mg/1 and the same oil concentration at 200 mg/1) the effluent concentration
0ng the fracture and the effluent concentration through side outlets was reduced by 10 %.

the oil concentration was much higher than the particle concentration, the mean diameter
ratio anH tk
a the concentration ratio results represented most of the time the mean diameter ratio and
c°ncentration ratio of the oil droplets more than it represented the mean diameter ratio and
concentration ratio of the solid particles.

he effect of the rock matrix heterogeneity
Inthelin

ear core injection experiments the flow was directed through a very small flow area

nly a smah part of the formation was examined, which will not represent the heterogeneity
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Pig-3.51: Effluent concentration ratio results for the injection of a 4.7 pm particle
suspension at 15 mg/1 concentration (exp. 80).

contains 15 mg/1 of a 2.1 pm mean size particles and 100 mg/1 oil (exp. 81).

°f the formation. In the case of fracture injection larger sections of the formation (which may
represent the formation heterogeneity more than the small core) could be examined.

fo fracture injection, the effect of formation heterogeneity on flow distribution through side
outlets A 1 to A3 (see fig.2.1) can be seen when the integrity of the fractured slabs was tested
(section 3.1). In spite of the fact that outlet A1 is closer to the fracture inlet than A2 or A3, the
flow rate through A3 some times was equal to the flow rate through A l, and the flow rate
through A2 some times was higher than the flow rate through A l. These observations can be
Seen more clear as the pressure drop through the matrix increases. The flow distribution
through the side outlets in the homogenous matrix was controlled by the distance of the outlet
from the fracture inlet and the degree of matrix permeability damage at each outlet.

The following experiments were selected to represent the effect of matrix heterogeneity and
Matrix damage on flow distribution through side outlets. One experiment was performed by
Using a 40 cm long fractured slab and the other was performed by using a 20 cm long fractured
»“p i

• ane complete data of these experiments is shown in Table 3.30.

k* ^ xPeriment 17 a simulated produced water contained 6.5 |im mean size oil droplets at a
°ucentration of 100 mg/1 and 7.4 |im mean size solid particles at a concentration of 10 mg/1.
The
rock matrix was non homogenous as the initial permeability of matrix varied between 235
mC*at l^e first section of the slab at the outlet Al and 295 md at the third section of the slab at
the outlet A3.
ow distribution was controlled by the distance from the fracture inlet and the degree of
trix damage. At the start of the injection, the flow rate through side outlets A l and B 1 was
gher than the flow rate through side outlets A3 and B3 (Fig.3.55). This indicated that the
d passing through outlets A l and B1 was much larger than the fluid quantities passing
ugh outlets A3 and B3 which resulted in a higher degree of damage through the side paths
and B l- As the permeability of the side paths A l and B 1 decreased the flow through the
outlets A l and B 1 decreased and the flow was directed more and more through the less
§ed paths A3 and B3. Actually there was a successive increase and decrease in flow
through all th

a

ine S1de outlets (which was caused by a break of some blocked paths due to increase
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ln Pressure drop but these paths started to be blocked again after some time), but the general
indication was that the flow was increasing through outlets A3 and B3 and flow was decreasing
through outlets A1 and B 1. Therefore, as the damage was taking place in the matrix near to the
fracture inlet, the flow was directed more and more along the fracture to cover a new, less
damaged, fresh matrix with less resistance.

kt Experiment 42 a simulated produced water containing a 3.4 pm mean size oil droplets at a
concentration of 200 mg/1 and 4.7 pm mean size solid particles at a concentration of 10 mg/1
Was used. The rock matrix was non homogenous as the initial permeability varied between 230
md at the first section of the slab at the outlets A1 and B 1 and 320 md at the second section of
die slab at the outlets A2 and B2. In spite of A1 and B 1 being closer to the fracture inlet, at the
Start °f the experiment the flow rate through A1 and B 1 was lower than the flow rate through
Ao
^ d B2 because the permeability of the A2 and B2 paths was much higher (Fig.3.56). The
outlets A2 and B2 accepted a higher quantity of fluid. But due to the less damaging nature of
the

Particles used, it took a longer time before the damage started to affect the flow pattern and

caused a reduction in flow rate in the A2 path. This reduction was compensated by an equal
lncrease in flow rate through side path A 1 which was less damaged and with a higher
differential pressure (closest to the fracture inlet).

The
e reduction in flow rate through a certain side outlet due to matrix blocking may cause an
nCrease in flow rate of a nearby side outlet which has less permeability impairment and higher
ifferential pressure (instead of directing the flow along the fracture to cover a new less
damaged fresh matrix).

In f

acture injection, as the fracture length increased a wide range of matrix heterogeneity will
d to different degrees of matrix blocking from location to location. The random variation in
tidx permeability will result in a random degree of matrix blocking which may not be
Pendent on the distance from the fracture inlet.
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Fig.3.54: Concentration ratio results for the injection of a simulated produced water that
contains 10 mg/1 of a 4.7 |im mean size particles and 200 mg/1 oil (exp. 42).

3*9 Filter cake formation and erosion
This group of experiments were designed to study the formation of the internal filter cake inside
the rock matrix behind the fracture face, the formation of the external filter cake on the fracture
face and to study the flow behaviour along the fracture and through the rock matrix at this
stage. The external filter cake starts to build up on the fracture face after a long time of
contaminated water injection and for the cake to fill the fracture aperture it will take even more
Ejection time. RochonGri stated that for quite clear North sea water an external cake started to
huild-up after almost 9 years and for the Guinea Gulf (much dirtier sea water) it takes 2 years
before the switch between internal and external cake damage occurs. Assuming static filtration
(the erosion effect caused by the velocity of flow along the fracture on the external cake was
neglected) after that, the fracture will take 2 years to be filled for the North sea case and a half
year for the Guinea Gulf casé. For dynamic filtration (which is the case in the fracture injection
) the accumulated external cake will be eroded due to the fluid shear along the fracture.

To observe experimentally the external cake formation along the fracture, it was important to
decrease the time needed (due to time limitation) for the external cake to be formed and fill the
c
Ure- To accelerate the process of the external cake formation and the process of filling the
racture with this cake, several steps were taken:
■^ p e n sio n s which contained particle concentrations of 40 and 100 mg/1 (which was much
gher than the actual particle concentration recorded in field water injection schemes) were
used.
2
e S1<^e Pressure drop through the rock matrix perpendicular to the fracture face was
reased to force the solid particles to accumulate on the fracture face. This was done by
^ g *be side pressure drop nearly 10 times greater than the pressure drop along the fracture.
Relatively low permeability fractured sandstone slabs (from 50 to 140 md) were used.

This

§roup of experiments were undertaken with two particle concentrations of 40 and 100
ttlg/l Tu
ese particles were in three different mean size groups (2.0 Jim , 4.7 (im and 9.4 pm).
The ouM"* i .
lc e size distribution of these three particle groups was measured by using Malvern
Piaster
sizer and the results are shown in Figure 3.57. Fractured slabs of 20 cm long were used
*u these
experiments.
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Jhe experimental conditions for this group of experiments were as follows:

Experiment no.

matrix perm.

particle cone. particle size

Fracture aperture

(md)

(mg/1)

(pm)

(mm)

8

49

100

9.4

0.43

11

99

40

9.4

0.44

9

109

100

4.7

0.42

13

141

40

2.0

0.42

^•9*1 Large particle suspensions
Two experiments illustrate the effect of large particles: experiment 8 and 11.
Table 3.31 shows detailed information about experiment 8. The observations in this experiment
confirmed the accumulation of a permeable external cake on the fracture face. The side flow rate
through the fracture face increased with time and the flow along the fracture decreased as the
fitter cake started to build-up on the fracture face and resisted the flow along the fracture ( as the
available flow area along fracture is reduced) (Fig.3.58). As a result of this flow reduction
a^0ng the fracture and flow increase through the fracture face, the pressure drop through side
outlets increased. The concentration ratio plot against time confirmed the build-up of an external
hter cake at this stage (Fig.3.59). In this plot it can be seen that the CR of the effluent along
fite fracture is less than 0.5 and CR of the effluent through side outlets is less than 0.05, so the
6St the particles must be accumulated as internal filter cake or as external filter cake on the
^ til
re ^ace until 3000 pore volume was injected. The increase in side flow and the decrease of
°W^ 0n§ fracture with time confirm the belief of the external cake accumulation (as the
ernal cake presence will resist and decrease the side flow through rock matrix which is not
the case here).

After 3oon n
pore volumes, the external cake nearly closed the fracture aperture and the CR of the
efflue

nt along the fracture reached a minimum value of 0.15. At this point the particle
mulation started to decrease as the flow path along the fracture become smaller and smaller
6 ^ 0w vel°city became high enough to reduce the particle accumulation on the filter cake
Ce) ^ en ffie CR of the effluent along the fracture started to increase to reach a value of 1.0
(zero
Particle precipitation on the filter cake surface) after 7500 pore volume was injected.
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injected

Flow along the fracture (Q0) and the flow through side outlets (Qs) for a 100 mg/l
particle suspension injection with a 9.4 pm particle mean size (exp. 8).

• Concentration ratio of the effluent along the fracture (CRO) and the effluent through
1 e outlets (SCR) for a 100 mg/l of 9.4 pm particle suspension injection (exp. 8).

As the permeability of the filter cake decreased, the flow was directed more and more along the
fracture which caused the erosion of the filter cake as the flow forced its way along the fracture.
This resulted in an increase in the CR of the effluent along the fracture to a value higher than
f-0 due to the erosion of the filter cake. As the flow increased along the fracture, more erosion
°f the filter cake took place as can be seen in the CR plot versus time (as a huge increase in
Particle concentration to a value which was double the influent particle concentration). The side
flow rates decreased steadily indicating the build up of internal filter cake with time. The
continuous increase in flow along the fracture caused a continuos increase in the pressure drop
^ong the fracture (Fig.3.60).
Th
ne particle mean size ratio of the side effluent was less than 0.4 indicating that large particles
Were captured by the external cake and the particle mean size of the effluent along the fracture
Was nearly the same as the particle mean size of the influent (Fig.3.61).

^h en the slab was cut open along the fracture length, a very thick external filter cake all the
Way al°ng the fracture was observed. Within the cake a thin and long channel (connecting the
lnlet and the outlet of the fracture) was seen (Plate 3.9.1 )
The

sample was then broken apart and two small chips of rock were then taken from the

fracture face. On using a Scanning Electron Microscope, it was clear to see that the solid
Particles completely blocked the fracture face preventing any further invasion of particles into
the rock matrix (Plate 3.9.2 ).
able 3.32 shows a detailed summary of experiment 11.
ar flow trends as in experiment 8 can be seen in experiment 11 with small differences. Due
tke higher permeability of this slab and the lower particle concentration, the external cake
artec*framing after a considerable number of pore volumes was injected. The absence of
seen as a
temal cake at this stage caused some accumulation of internal plugging. This can be sc
dec:
rease in flow through side outlets at early injection time (Fig.3.62). The erosion of the filter
started at an earlier time as indicated by the CR plot (Fig.3.63). When the slab was cut
Ten>again a channel extended along the fracture was seen.
For i_
n expenments some increase in CR of the effluent through side outlets when the external
started to be eroded could be seen, indicating a re-exposure of some of the fracture face.
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"ig-3.60: Pressure drop along the fracture for a 100 mg/l of 9.4 |im particle suspension
injection (exp. 8).
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outlets (MdRS) for a 100 mg/l of 9.4 jim particle suspension injection (exp. 8).
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6 + H o w along the fracture (Q0) and the flow through side outlets (Qs) for a 40 mg/l
Particle suspension injection with a 9.4 jim particle mean size (exp. 11).

D IR E C T IO N O F F L O W

Plate 3.9.1 Photograph of the fracture face when the fractured slab of Exp. 8 was cut open.

e 3.9.2 SEM image o f the fracture face of the factured slab for Exp. 8.

This increase in the side effluent CR reached a value of 0.12 for experiment 8 and 0.23 for
experiment 11.

3.9.2 Medium particle suspensions
Table 3.33 shows detailed information for experiment 9.
Again similar observations can be made for experiment 9. In this experiment 4.7 pm mean size
Particles were used (with 100 ppm concentration) which may have caused the formation of
eternal cake in the first stage and a less permeable external cake in the second stage. This can
be seen as a continuous increase in the pressure drop through side outlets from 1.6 to 3.4 atm
at the end of the experiment (Fig.3.64) which is far higher than the side pressure drop in the
ease of the two pervious experiments.
The filter cakes were very effective (even after the erosion of the external cake) in preventing
Particle production through the side outlets as the side effluent CR was almost zero at all times
(Fig.3.65). A tortuous channel was seen when the slab was cut open, similar to that seen in
exPeriment 8.
Scanning Electron Microscope also confirmed the presence of internal and external filter
cake (Piate 3.9.3).

•^•3 Small particles suspension
able 3.34 shows detailed information for experiment 13.
this exPeriment particles of 2 pm mean size were used, these particles was expected to pass
0ugh the rock matrix to reach the side outlets with minimum capture.
^ beginning of the experiment, and due to high side pressure drop, all the flow was
ected through the side outlets with zero flow at the outlet along the fracture. The CR of the
e effluent was less than 0.4 (Fig.3.66). As the particles started to cause some internal
^king or filling, some of the flow was directed along the fracture (Fig.3.67). At the same
the CR of the effluent along the fracture increased to reach a value of 1.0 and the CR of the
effluent reached a very low value of 0.05.
n the external cake started to plug the fracture aperture, the flow along the fracture
dec:

eased to zero and this was the case with the CR of the effluent along the fracture. As the
flow
Was directed through the side outlets, some of the particles accumulated in the filter cake
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^ C o n.,c e n t r a tio
-----n ratio of the effluent along the fracture (CRO) and the effluent through
lde outlets (SCR) for a 100 mg/l of 4.7 pm particle suspension injection (exp. 9).

some passed through to reach the side outlets and the CR of the side effluent increased with
time.
At 13000 pore volumes injected nearly all the particles were passing through the matrix to reach
the side outlets and the CR of the side effluent reached a value of 1.0.
At some periods (as at 8000 pore volume injected) there was a peak in the CR of the effluent
^°ng the fracture due to a small break through in the flow along the fracture caused by a
temporary resistance to the side flow through rock matrix.
The particle mean size in the side effluents or the effluent along the fracture was always equal to
the particle mean size of the influent (Fig.3.68).
The point when the actual erosion of the external filter cake started was not reached. The
observed process was only cake accumulation as the flow was not allowed to reach the fracture
outlet due to the high side pressure drop.
^ h en the slab was cut open a thin filter cake with a very smooth surface was seen, no channel
Was seen through the cake (Plate 3.9.4).

^•9*4 Rock matrix permeability alteration
T K1
e 3-35 shows the permeability ratio (Kd / Ki) change with pore volume of fluid injected for
exPeriment 8, 9, 11 and 13.
pQ
a constant particle mean size of 9.4 pm, the increase of particle concentration reduced the
Permeability alteration of the rock matrix (Fig.3.69). For example by increasing the
oucentration from 40 ppm to 100 ppm, the permeability ratio at 8000 pore volumes injected
ncreased from 0.62 to 1.0 (no reduction in Kd / K i ). This may be a result of the early
0rrUation of the external filter cake which prevented the matrix alteration. The external filter
Alters the fluid and thus cleaner fluid goes through the matrix, causing no damage. After
8ooo

Pore volume injected, the measured CR value at the fracture outlet was high which may

dicate external cake flushing allowing more fluid into the matrix which reduces the matrix
f^tuieability (from 8000 pore volume injected onwards).

"ora

constant particle concentration of 100 ppm, decreasing the particle mean size from 9.4
Ihn to 4 7 11
• pm increased the permeability altration of the rock matrix by a large margin
S-3.70). For example the permeability ratio at 8000 volumes injected decreased from 1.0
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"1g-3.66: Concentration ratio of the effluent along the fracture (CRO) and the effluent through
side outlets (SCR) for a 40 mg/1 of 2 pm particle suspension injection (exp. 13).
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§•3.68.Mean diameter ratio of the effluent along the fracture (MdRF) and through the
side outlets (MdRS) for a 40 mg/1 of 2 pm particle suspension injection (exp. 13).

Plate 3.9.3 SEM image of the fracture face of the factured slab for Exp. 9.

(no reduction in Kd / K i) to 0.23. The 4.7 pm particles were 1/3 to 1/4 of the pore throat
diameter, so they could invade the rock matrix and cause severe pore bridging and plugging
which explained their high ability to reduce the matrix permeability.
The 9.4 pm particles were 1/2 of the pore throat diameter, so most of them would not be able to
lnvade the matrix and they accumulated at the fracture face to form an external cake. When this
cake was eroded the matrix will still have its initial permeability nearly intact.

For a constant particle concentration of 40 ppm, decreasing the particle mean size from 9.4 pm
to 2 pm resulted in two different behaviours (Fig.3.71) depending on:
(a) The permeability of the external cake formed by the 9.4 pm particles
(b) The permeability of the external cake formed by the 2 pm particles and
(c) The matrix permeability after being invaded by the 2 pm particles.

Th

o

e 2 pm particles had the ability to penetrate the external cake and the rock matrix without

causing pore plugging (particle mean size / pore throat dia. ratio was equal to 1/10). So the
Particles would alter the permeability less than the 9.4 pm particles as the injection
Proceeded. For example the permeability ratio at 8000 pore volumes injected increased from
°-63 to 0.92.

3*10 Conclusions of experimental work
Ihe mjgctLon
i
of a fiW pd salt water along the fracture showed that
) For low values of pressure drop along the fracture (less than 0.25 atm) the two values of
flow along the fracture and through side outlets are close together with no clear trend. As
Pressure drop increases, the total flow through side outlets starts to increase at the expense
Ate flow along the fracture.
Q \ rpi

e flow through A1 (the closest outlet to the fracture inlet) was higher than the flow
thr
0ugh A2 and the flow through A2 was higher than A3 flow (with very few exceptions due to
Hial matrix heterogeneity).
(3) At ]
ovv pressure drops along the fracture, the flow rates through the three outlets were
^ar. As the pressure along the fracture increases the deference between the flow rates
thr<

ugh the three side outlets started to increase.
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Fig-3.69: Permeability ratio versus no. of pore volumes injected for a 9.4 |im partic e
suspensions injection (exps. 8 and 11).
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’§•3.70: Permeability ratio versus no. of pore volumes injected for a 100 mg/1 particle
suspensions injection (exps. 8 and 9).
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ermeability ratio versus no. of pore volumes injected for 40 mg/1 particle
^ p e n sio n s injection (exps. 11 and 13).

(4) As the matrix permeability increased, the difference between the flow through the three side
outlets increased.
(5) As the pressure drop along fracture increased, the pressure drop through side outlet
decreased.

Eotthe £ase of short fracture experiments:

(1) dispersions of less than 200 mg/1 oil concentration with a droplet mean size of less than 6
Caused a very small reduction in matrix permeability (less than 6%) after 11 hours of
injection.
(2) By increasing the particle concentration from 10 to 15 mg/1, the 4.7 pm particle suspension
Causes further reduction in matrix permeability which is three time higher than the further
reduction caused by the 2.1 pm particle suspension injection.
By increasing the particle mean size from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm, the 15 mg/1 particle suspension
auses further reduction in matrix permeability which is two time higher than the further
duction caused by the 10 mg/1 particle suspension injection.
(4} Th
e s°Bd particles had the ability to cause higher permeability damage than oil droplets.
(S'i tk
e presence of oil at a concentration of 100 mg/1 and at 3.6 pm droplet mean size reduced
e damage effect (on matrix permeability) caused by increasing the particle concentration from
to 15 mg/1 or by increasing the particle mean size from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm. This may be due
foe lubrication property of the oil which may reduces the friction between the solid particles
d the rock matrix grains and hence reduces the contact between them which may reduces the
P^icle capture within the matrix pores.
) No external filter cake was formed in any of the short fracture experiments as the external
ln

case of fracture injection will need a very long time to form.

"
linear injection experiments:
^1) Thee addition of oil at a low concentration (100mg/l) to the 2.1 pm mean size particle
Pensions improved the final matrix permeability; but its addition at high concentration (200
t0

2-1 pm mean size particle suspensions reduced the final matrix permeability,

external filter cake was formed in any of the linear injection experiments.
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^SUfaecase of long fracture experiments:
(1) Observations indicated that there was not any formation of external filter cake on the fracture
^ace in all of these experiments.
(2) Oil with a droplet mean size of 3.8 pm and 200 mg/1 concentration had little damage effect
°n ^ matrix permeability (which is only 6% reduction in matrix permeability) in fracture
Ejection even after 16 hours of injection.
(3) When the fracture length increased from 20 to 40 cm, the reduction in matrix permeability
f°r the case of particle suspensions injection decreased to the half and the improvement in
matrix permeability damage (less matrix damage with time) for the case of 4.7 pm mean size
Particle suspensions injection was higher than the improvement rate of the case of 2.1 pm mean
SlZe Particle suspensions injection.
(4) The addition of oil at a 100 mg/1 concentration (with 3.6 pm mean size droplets) to the
Particle suspension reduces the damaging effect of the particle suspensions. This is more
0bvious in the case of the 2.1 pm mean size particle suspensions than in the case of the 4.7 pm
mean si2e particle suspensions.

B

linear injection with fracture injection:

(i) The fracture face area was nearly 13 times the flow area of the linear injection slab. The
mtial injection pressure in the case of fracture injection was very low compared with the initial
Election pressure in the case of linear injection. The flow velocity through the linear injection
' i
miet face was around 0.4 cm/s, while the velocity through the fracture face was typically
bet
Ween 0-02 and 0.03 cm/s. The initial matrix permeability of the linear slab was chosen to be
m the
same range as the initial matrix permeability of the fractured slab.
) The injection of the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion through linear slab causes 7.8% reduction in the
atrix Permeability per hour of injection, while it causes only 0.4% reduction in the matrix
Permeability per hour of injection when it was injected through the fractured slab.
The
mean diameter ratio of the fracture injection ended at a value of 0.9 after 14 hours of
Action which means that the large droplets were still managing to get through and reaching
Slde outlets (in spite of the very low flow velocity and pressure drop through rock matrix)
aftCr a lon§ injection time.
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The CR of the fracture injection ended at a value of 0.84 after 14 hours which means that 84%
°f the °il flowing through the matrix reached the side outlets and 16% was accumulated within
the matrix
The linear injection effluent properties (the mean diameter ratio and the concentration ratio) had
nearly the same values of the fracture injection side effluent properties.
The flow in the fracture injection is distributed on a much larger area which will ease the
damage effect of the injected emulsion.
(3) For linear injection the 2.1 pm particle suspension causes 11.8 to 13% reduction in matrix
Permeability per hour of injection, while for fracture injection the reduction rate was 0.86 to
h5% per hour 0f injection
(4) For linear injection the 4.7 |im particle suspension causes 12.4 to 14.2% reduction in matrix
Permeability per hour of injection, while for fracture injection the reduction rate was 1.29 to
h7l% per hour

injection.

y increasing the particle size and concentration, the ratio of the matrix permeability reduction
ate of the linear injection to the matrix permeability reduction rate of the fracture injection was
reduced.
'T’l
ne mean particle diameter of the effluent suspension in the linear injection was between 1
an<^ ^ ° f the mean particle diameter of the influent suspension (mean diameter ratio between
hO and 0.75).

The

naean Particle diameter of the side effluent in the case of the fracture injection most of the

me *s higher than 3 pm what ever the mean particle diameter of the influent suspension (2.1
Phn or 4.7 pm particle suspensions).
rp i

e COncentration ratio of the side effluent in the case of fracture injection had a value
tWeen 0 and 0.3 whatever the injected suspension was (2.1 pm or 4.7 pm particle
sPension), while the concentration ratio of particle suspensions effluent in the case of linear
■Action was between 0.4 and 0.8. This is due to the difference in the driving force (flow
l0city ar,d pressure drop) between the two systems, which is higher in the case of linear
Jection than it is in the fracture injection.
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Consequently, the particle invasion in the case of linear injection would be deep whereas the
Particle invasion in the case o f fracture injection would be shallow and the stimulation process
Can effectively improve the long term injectivity in the case of fracture injection more than it
c°uld in the case of linear injection as the stimulation process is effective only at a short distance
inside the rock matrix.
0 ) When the injected fluid contains oil droplets and solid particles, the reduction in matrix

Permeability with time in the fracture injection process was not sensitive to the variation in
Particle mean size and concentration or to the variation in droplet mean size and concentration if
the injection time was short. On the other hand, the matrix permeability reduction in the linear
Ejection test was very sensitive to the variation in particle mean size and concentration.
(8) When the injected fluid contains oil droplets and solid particles, the mean diameter ratio of
fte side effluent in the fracture injection and the effluent in the linear injection had nearly the
Sarne values, and the concentration ratio of the side effluent in the fracture injection was less
ftan that o f the effluent in the linear injection by 5 to 15%.
As the oil droplet concentration was far higher than the solid particles concentration, it was
Sieved that the mean diameter ratio results represent the oil droplet mean diameter ratio more
han they represented the particle mean diameter ratio and the concentration ratio results
Presented the oil droplet concentration ratio more than it represented the solid particles
concentration ratio.

~~^^-&S£ture side outlets effluent showed that:
( ) When the 200 mg/1 emulsion was injected along the 40 cm long fracture, the location of the
de outlet had no effect on the droplet size or the oil concentration of its effluent.

Q\ p
0r the case o f the 2.1 (im particle suspension, the outlet A1 effluent had a mean size which
• to 2.0 times higher than the influent particle mean size most o f the time while the
^Uent Particle mean size of the outlet A3 fluctuated between nearly no particles (or less than

Q^
Wrr) and a size which was 2.0 times higher than the influent particle mean size.
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(3) For the case of the 4.7 |im particle suspension, the effluent of the outlet A1 had a particle
1116311size equal to the particle mean size of the influent suspension most of the time, while the
outlet A3 had an average particle mean size half the influent particle mean size then dropped to
uearly no particle (or less than 0.5 Jim) in the effeluent. When the concentration increased to 15
ntg/l, the side outlets A1 and A3 effluent had particle mean sizes slightly greater than the
mfluent particle mean size.
(4) The particle concentration of the effluent of the outlet A1 was always equal or higher than
Particle concentration of the outlet A3.

In

sPhe of the fact that A1 is closer to the fracture inlet than A2 or A3, due to matrix

heterogeneity the flow rate through A3 some times was equal to the flow rate through A l, and
the flow rate through A2 some times was higher than the flow rate through A l.
Th
e A uction in flow rate through a certain side outlet due to matrix blocking may cause an
lncrease in flow rate of a nearby side outlet which has less permeability impairment and higher
differential pressure (instead of directing the flow along the fracture to cover a new less
damaged fresh matrix).
hi fractu:re injection, as the fracture length increased a wide range of matrix heterogeneity will
iead to different degrees of matrix blocking from location to location.
The

random variation in matrix permeability will result in a random degree of matrix blocking

which may not be dependent on the distance from the fracture inlet.

k* the experiments which were designed to simulate the external filter cake accumulation on the
acture face and its erosion, when the slab was cut open along the fracture length, a very thick
Xtemal filter cake all the way along the fracture was observed. Within the cake a thin and long
hannel (connecting the inlet and the outlet of the fracture) can be seen.
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Table 3. l: l est 2 data (flow of clean brine w lile all outlets were open) ol the ten long fracture

earned out experiments.
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Table 3.4: droplet size distribution.
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^able 3.5: The permeability ratio results for the short fracture experiments
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Table 3 •9: The l°ermeability ratio results for the ong frac;ture injeaction.
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^ able 3.10: The experimental data for the linear injection of oil emulsion (exp.62).
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e 3.11: The experimental data for the fracture injection of oil emulsion (exp.75)
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le 3.12: The experimental data for the linear injection of 2.1 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 10 mg/1 (exp.59).

13: The experimental data for the linear injection of 2.1 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (exp.60).
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0 .7 9

0 .9 8

0 .6 4

_

1
2

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

3 .4 6

0 .6 7

0 .9 9

0 .2 3

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

^

3

4 .0 5

0 .5 7

0 .8 8

0 .8 1

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

_

4

4 .9 4

0 .4 7

1 .0 8

0 .6 6

3 .5 7

0 406

___

5

6 .1 2

0 .3 8

0 .9 6

0 .7 6

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

Table 3.14: The experimental data for the linear injection of 4.7 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 10 mg/1 (exp.65).
—
n m e (hr)
__
_

0 .2 5
1

-

2

_

T

—

4

_

5

P re s, drop
(atm )

P e r m , ratio

M e a n dia ratio

C o n e , ratio

F low r a te

V elocity

2 .4 1

0 .9 1

0 .9 0

0 .6 9

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

3 .0 1

0 .7 2

0 .9 9

0 24

3 57

0 406

3 .7 0

0 .5 9

1 .0 3

0 .7 2

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

4 .6 9

0 47

1 06

0 71

3 57

0 406

6 .0 2

0 36

0 98

0 75

3 57

0 406

7 .6 0

0 .2 9

0 .8 4

0 .5 3

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 6

^ able 3.15: The experimental data for the linear injection of 4.7 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (exp.64).
" m e (hr)

S id e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

____ U . 2 5
____ 2

—

__

4

_____ 6
.___ 8
-----

~
10

------1 2
____ 1 4

P r e s Drop
a lo n g F ra c .
(atm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve lo c ity
cm /s
n

0 .3 3 3

0 321

1 00

0 00

0 00

? 74

0 .3 3 9

0 319

1 00

1 47

0 16

2 8

0 029

0 .3 4 5

0 318

1 02

2 00

0 09

2 89

0 029

0 .3 5 3

0 321

0 .9 7

1 90

0 05

2 83

0 029

0 .3 6 4

0 .3 1 5

0 .9 6

0 .0 0

0 .1 0

2 89

0 029

0 .3 7 2

0 92
O QO

0 00
f A 0

0 14

0 .3 7 9

0 312
n so Q

0 ??

2 82
? A9

0 029
n npQ

0 .3 8 6

0 .3 0 4

0 .8 8

1 .5 0

0 .1 3

2 .8

0 .0 2 9

opa

suspension at a concentration of 10 mg/1 (exp.77).
" m e (hr)

- ^ J 0

‘

— ____ 1 2

0 .3 1 5
0 .3 2 2

M e a n dia.
ra tio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
cm /s

0 .4 2 6

1 .0 0

0 .4 6

0 .3 2

2 .8 7

0 .0 2 9

0 .4 2 2

0 .9 7

1 .7 9

0 .0 9

2 .8 5

0 .0 2 9

0 .3 3 0

0 417

0 95

2 00

0 19

2 86

0 029

0 .3 3 7

n ¿93

0 92

1 80

0 10

2 83

O 09Q

____0 . 3 4 6

0 .4 2 3

0 .9 0

1 .9 0

0 .1 6

2 .8 3

0 .0 2 9

_

0 .3 5 4

0 427

0 85

2 00

0 20

2 75

0 028

0 .3 6 7

C\ ¿ 3 0

O A9

1 97

0 13

9 7¿

0 028

0 .3 8 3

0 .4 2 9

0 .7 9

1 .8 9

0 .2 0

2 .7 4

0 .0 2 8

■
~

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Fra c .
(a tm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

4

•____8

S ide pres.
D ro p (a tm )

----------- 1 4

e 3.17: The experimental data for the fracture injection of 2.1 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (exp.76).l
m e (hr)
^•25
_2
_ 4*

Sid e pres.
_ D ro p (a tm )

"
----_

_ a
_1 0
_1 2
4

P r e s D ro p

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
c m /s

0 .2 6 4

0 .4 4 9

1 .0 0

0 .6 7

0 .1 7

3 .4 6

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 6 9

0 .4 4 9

0 .9 8

0 .8 6

0 .3 0

3 .4 6

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 7 4

0 .4 4 9

0 .9 6

0 .8 9

0 .1 1

3 .4 6

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 7 8

0 451

0 .9 5

1 .1 0

0 .1 5

3 .4 7

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 8 8

0 451

0 92

1 .0 8

0 .2 0

3 .4 6

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 9 7

0 453

0 89

0 94

0 .2 7

3 .4 5

0 .0 3 5

0 .3 0 8

0 460

0 85

1 03

0 17

3 44

0 .0 3 5

0 .3 2 1

0 .4 6 4

0 .8 2

1 .0 8

0 .1 9

3 .4 4

0 .0 3 5

le 3.18; The experimental data for the fracture injection of 4.7 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 10 mg/1 (exp.79).

n m e (hr)

—
-

S id e pres.
D r o p (a tm )

P r e s D rop
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

0 .2 S

0 .2 4 2

2

0 .2 4 9

4
'

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

0 .2 8 6

1 .0 0

0 .8 6

0 .2 8 2

0 .9 8

0 .9 2

0 .2 5 4

0 .2 8 1

0 .9 6

0 .2 5 9

0 .2 8 1

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve locity
cm /s

0 .1 0

3 .0 6

0 .0 3 1

0 .1 3

3 .0 8

0 .0 3 1

1 .1 0

0 .0 1

3 .0 9

0 .0 3 2

0 .9 3

1 .1 0

0 .0 7

3 .0 6

0 .0 3 1

J

6

—

8

0 .2 6 9

0 .2 8 1

0 .8 9

1 .0 0

0 .1 4

3 .0 3

0 .0 3 1

-

10

0 .2 8 1

0 .2 8 6

0 .8 5

1 .0 6

0 .1 4

3 .0 2

0 .0 3 1

—

12

0 .2 9 6

0 .2 8 6

0 .8 0

1 .0 9

0 .1 0

2 .9 9

0 .0 3 1

-

14

0 .3 1 1

0 .2 8 6

0 .7 6

1 .1 0

0 .1 1

2 .9 8

0 .0 3 0

Table 3.19: The experimental data for the fracture injection of 4.7 |im particles
suspension at a concentration of 15 mg/1 (exp. 80).
" m e (hr)
_

0 .2 s

-

1
2

_

3

_

4

L

5

P re s, drop
(a tm )

P e r m , ratio

M e a n dia ratio

C o n e , ratio

Flow ra te
(m l/s)

V elocity
(cm /s)

3 .8 0

0 .9 2

0 .9 3

0 .9 9

3 .5 6

0 .3 7 5

4 .7 4

0 .7 4

0 .9 4

0 .9 9

3 .5 6

0 .3 7 5

5 .8 2

0 .6 0

0 .9 4

1 .0 0

3 .5 6

0 .3 7 5

6 .8 1

0 .5 1

0 .9 4

1 .0 1

3 .5 6

0 .3 7 5

7 .9 5

0 .4 4

0 .9 5

1 .0 2

3 .5 6

0 .3 7 5

9 .2 3

0 .3 8

0 .9 3

1 .0 0

3 .5 6

0 ,3 7 5

Table 3.20: The experimental data for the linear injection of a simulated produced water
contains 200 mg/1 of 3.6 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particles (exp.74).
t
l
----- 0 . 2 5
_
1
___

2

^

3

—
___

4
5

~

~~

P re s, drop
(atm )

P e r m , ratio

M e a n dia ratio

C o n e , ratio

Flow ra te
(m l/s)

V elocity
(cm /s)

2 .1 7

0 .9 3

1 .0 2

0 .8 9

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 3

2 .3 8

0 85

1 04

0 99

3 57

0 .4 0 3

2 .6 4

0 77

1 .0 6

0 97

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 3

2 .8 5

0 71

0 99

0 99

3 57

0 .4 0 3

3 .0 7

0 66

1 03

1 01

3 57

0 403

3 .2 7

0 .6 2

1 .0 3

1 .0 3

3 .5 7

0 .4 0 3

contains 100 mg/1 of 3.6 pm oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particles (exp.67).
• 'm e (hr)
— . U .2S
-—_

3

L__ _ 4

-

P re s, drop
(atm )

P e r m , ratio

M e a n d ia ratio

C o n e , ratio

Flow r a te
(m l/s)

V elocity
(cm /s)

4 .0 5

0 .8 6

0 .9 7

1 .0 7

3 .5 6

0 .4 1 7

5 .3 8

0 .6 5

1 .0 2

1 .1 0

3 .5 6

0 .4 1 7

6 .9 6

0 .5 0

1 .0 7

1 .1 0

3 .5 6

0 .4 1 7

9 .3 3

0 .3 7

1 .0 1

1 .0 5

3 .5 6

0 .4 1 7

1 1 .4 5

0 .3 0

0 .9 5

1 .0 5

3 .5 6

0 .4 1 7

e 3.22: The experimental data for the linear injection of a simulated produced water
contains 200 mg/1 of 3.5 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 4.7 pm particles (exp.72).
' ' m e (hr)
- __ u . 2 5
1
---- ------

""

P res, drop
(atm )

P e r m , ratio

M e a n d ia ratio

C o n e , ratio

Flow r a te

V elocity

2 .4 7

0 .9 1

0 .9 9

0 .9 6

3 .5 7

0 .3 6 1

3 .0 6

0 .7 3

1 .0 1

1 .0 2

3 .5 7

0 .3 6 1

3 .6 7
4 .3 9

0 .6 1

1 .0 2

1 .0 3

3 .5 7

0 .3 6 1

0 51

1 01

0 .9 5

3 .5 7

0 .3 6 1

5 .2 2

0 .4 3

0 .9 8

1.01

3 .5 7

0 .3 6 1

6 .2 4

0 .3 6

0 .9 6

0 .9 9

3 .5 7

0 ,3 6 1

Table 3.23: The experimental data for the linear injection of a simulated produced water

contains 100 mg/1 of 3.6 pm oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 4.7 pm particles (exp.70).

n m e (hr)

S i d e p re s .
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

—

0.2R

0 .2 6 6

^

2

0 .2 7 9

P e r m e a b il i ty
ra tio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve loc ity
cm /s

0 .1 1 1

1 .0 0

1 .0 1

0 .8 4

2 .4 8

0 .0 2 2

0 .1 0 4

0 .9 9

1 .0 7

0 .9 3

2 .5 9

0 .0 2 3

0 .2 8 8

0 ,0 9 5

0 .9 9

1 .0 3

0 .9 1

2 .6 6

0 .0 2 4

0 .2 9 6

0 .0 8 9

0 .9 9

0 .9 4

0 .9 5

2 .7 4

0 .0 2 4

0 .3 0 6

0 .0 8 9

0 .9 6

0 .9 4

0 .9 1

2 .7 4

0 .0 2 4

10

0 .3 1 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .9 5

1 .0 1

0 .9 2

2 .8 2

0 .0 2 5

_

12

0 .3 2 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .9 4

1 .0 0

0 .9 0

2 .8 8

0 .0 2 5

___
—

14
16

0 .3 3 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .9 2

0 .9 9

0 .9 4

2 .9 1

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 4 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .9 1

1.01

0 .9 3

2 .9 5

0 .0 2 6

1 .0 2

0 .8 9

--- 4
-----6
------8

_

18

0 .3 5 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .8 9

2 .9 7

0 .0 2 6

_

20

0 .3 6 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .8 7

3

0 .0 2 7

22

0 .3 7 8

0 .0 9 4

0 .8 6

3 .0 5

0 .0 2 7

Table 3.24: The experimental data for the fracture injection of a simulated produced water
contains 200 mg/1 of 3.5 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particles (exp.57).
" m e (hr)

_

0 .2 5

^

2

^

4
6

^

1

8

""

■
-----1 0
-—

12

___

14

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
cm /s

0 267

1 .0 0

0 .9 8

0 .7 7

3 .0 8

0 .0 3 1

0 254

0 .9 8

1 .0 1

0 94

3 .1 1

0 .0 3 2

0 .2 3 1

0 .2 5 0

0 .9 8

0 .9 5

0 .9 1

3 .1 3

0 .0 3 2

0 .2 3 4

0 252

0 97

0 85

0 79

3 16

0 032

0 .2 3 9

0 .2 5 3

0 .9 6

1 .0 5

0 .7 4

3 .1 8

0 .0 3 2

0 .2 4 4

0 252

0 94

1 04

0 78

3 19

0 .0 3 3

0 .2 4 9

0 252

0 93

1 09

0 84

3 22

0 033

0 .2 5 4

0 .2 5 2

0 .9 2

3 .2 4

0 .0 3 3

Sid e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Fra c .
(a tm )

0 .2 2 2
0 .2 2 9

contains 100 mg/1 of 3.5 pm oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particles (exp.81).
Tim e (hr)

____0 . 2 5

~
—

—.

4

"

____6

_

8
—

1 6

~~— l i _ _
14

n

------ 1 6
■
----- 1 8
— ___ 2 0
L . ___2 2
rp

~~

S i d e p re s .
D r o p (a tm )

P r e s D rop
a lo n g Fra c .

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ra tio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
c m /s

0 .2 6

0 .2 3

1 .0 0

0 .9 8

0 83

2 .7 1

0 .0 2 8

0 .2 7

0 21

1 07

0 97

0 95

3

0 031

0 28

0 ?n

1 09

0 96

0 93

9 1ft

0 032

0 .2 9

0 .1 9

1 .0 9

0 .9 0

0 .8 6

3 .2 6

0 .0 3 3

0 .3 1

0 20

1 02

0 99

0 69

3 22

0 033

0 .3 3

0 .2 0

1 .0 1

0 .8 8

0 .8 0

3 .4

0 .0 3 5

0 .3 5

0 .2 0

0 .9 3

0 .8 6

0 .8 1

3 .3 3

0 .0 3 4

0 .3 7

0 .2 0

0 .8 9

0 .8 9

0 .7 9

3 .3 6

0 .0 3 4

0 .3 8

0 20

0 80

0 96

0 75

3 19

0 .0 3 3

0 .4 0

0 .2 0

0 .7 8

0 96

0 .8 2

3 .2 5

0 .0 3 3

0 .4 2

0 .2 0

0 .7 6

3 .3 4

0 .0 3 4

0 .2 0

0 .0 3 5
3 .4
0 .7 4
----------- *----------------------- 1----------------------- 1----------------------- 1----------------------- ■

0 .4 4
-------------------- -

I

-------- 1

e 3.26: The experimental data for the fracture injection of a simulated produced water
contains 200 mg/1 of 3.4 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 4.7 pm particles (exp.42).
m T (h^~ ~

u -25
I j T '"

. 10
^1 2
__ 1 4

S ide pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve locity
cm /s

0 .2 3 7
0 .2 4 1

0 .2 5 7

1 .0 0

0 .9 1

0 .9 4

3 .3 8

0 .0 3 4

0 .2 5 6

0 .9 9

1 .0 5

0 .9 3

3 .4

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 4 6

0 .2 5 4

0 .9 7

1 .0 5

0 .9 8

3 .4

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 5 2

0 .2 5 1

0 .9 5

0 .9 5

0 .9 2

3 .4

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 5 9

0 .2 5 2

0 .9 2

0 .9 5

0 .8 2

3 .4 1

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 6 8

0 .2 5 4

0 .8 9

0 .9 0

0 .8 5

3 .4 2

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 7 7

0 .2 5 6

0 .8 7

0 .8 9

0 .8 9

3 .4 2

0 .0 3 5

0 .2 8 7

0 .2 5 6

0 .8 4

3 .4 5

0 .0 3 5

contains 100 mg/1 of 3.5 pm oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 4.7 pm particles (exp.82)

txp. no.
T|m e (hr)

Z o. 2 s

~

I

~

2

E xp. 7 5

Influen t: 2 0 0 m g/l oil
f 3 .8 u m l

Ex p. 7 7

Influent: 10 mg/l so lid s Exp. 7 6
(2.1 urn!

F ractu re
o u tlet
efflu en t

o u t le t A1
efflu en t

F ractu re
o u tlet
effluent

o u tle t A1
effluent

Z 4 ~~
Z 6 ~~
Z 8 ~~
_7To
_

12

-

14

16
b xpno .

' 'm e (hr)

Z T oT

4'

10

-ZZil
■ ^1 4
-Z

1 .0 0

0 .9 9

0 .9 9

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .9 3

0 .4 6

1 .0 1

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 2

1 .4 7

1 .1 8

1 .0 3

1 .7 9

1 .7 9

1 .0 0

0 .9 8

0 .9 6

0 .9 5

2.86

0 .0 0

1 .0 0

2 .1 3

0 .0 0

0 .9 8

0 .8 9

0 .8 9

0 .9 6

2 .7 8

0 .0 0

1 .0 2

1 .9 0

2 .0 6

1 .0 1

0 .9 6

0 .9 6

1 .1 1

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

1 .1 6

1 .9 9

0 .0 0

0 .9 7

0 .9 7

0 .9 6

0 .8 7

0 .0 0

2 .4 2

1 .1 2

2 .1 8

2 .3 3

0 .9 8

0 .9 8

0 .9 7

1 .0 0

1 .9 2

0 .0 0

1 .0 0

2 .1 7

0 .0 0

0 .9 7

0 .9 0

0 .8 9

1 .0 1

2 .0 5

2 .1 6

1 .0 6

1 .8 9

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

Ex p. 5 7

Influen t: 2 0 3 mg/l oil
( 3 .5 u m ) a n d 10 mg/l
s o l i d s (2 1 im )

F ractu re
o u tlet
efflu en t

o u t le t A1
effluent

o u t le t A1
efflu en t

F ractu re
o u tlet
efflu en t

o u t le t A1
efflu en t

o u t le t A3
efflu en t

F ractu re
o u tle t
effluent

o u tle t A3
effluent

o u t le t A3
efflu en t

0 .7 0

0 .6 7

0 .4 7

0 .7 9

0 .8 6

0 .9 4

1 .0 0

1 .0 1

1 .0 2

0 .8 4

0 .8 6

0 .5 9

1 .1 4

0 .9 2

0 .8 9

1 .0 5

1 .0 7

1 .0 9

__ 1 . 1 8

0 .8 9

0 .7 1

0 .8 9

1 .1 1

1.11

1 .0 0

1 .0 3

1 .0 2

0 .9 4

1 .1 4

0 .0 0

0 .9 6

1 .1 1

1.11

1 .0 6

0 .9 4

0 .9 7

_

1 .1 8

1 .0 8

0 .0 0

0 .7 9

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

0 .9 2

0 .9 4

0 .9 4

0 .8 4

0 .9 0

0 .0 0

0 .8 6

1 .0 6

1.11

1 .01

1 .0 1

1 .0 4

0 .7 3

1 .0 3

0 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 9

1.11

1 .0 2

1 .0 0

1 .0 3

1 .0 8

1 .0 8

0 .0 0

0 .9 6

1 .1 1

1.11

0 .9 2

0 .9 9

0 .9 9

1 .0 2

1 .0 2

1 .0 4

T|m e (hr)

o u tle t A3
effluent

0 .9 9

j j

no.

o u t le t A1
effluent

Influent: 15 mg/l so lid s
( 4 .7 pm )

.____ 8
__

F ractu re
o u tlet
efflu en t

Influen t: 10 mg/l s o l i d s Exp. 8 0
( 4 .7 p m )

s

Z 6

o u tle t A3
effluent

Ex p. 7 9

Z l2
_

o u t le t A 3
effluent

Influent: 15 mg/l s o lid s
(2.1 u m l

Ex p. 81

Inf luen t: 10<3 m g/l oil
( 3 .5 p m ) a n d 15 mg/l
s o l i d s (2.1 j m )

F ractu re
o u tlet
efflu en t

o u t le t A1
effluent

o u t le t A3
efflu en t

Ex p. 4 2

Influent: 20! 0 mg/l oil
( 3 .4 urn) a n d 1 0 mg/l
s o lid s ( 4 .7 j m )

E xp. 8 2

Influent: 10 3 mg/l oil
( 3 .5 u m ) a n d 15 mg/l
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^ able 3.33: The experimental data for the fracture injection of 4.7 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 100 mg/1 (exp. 9).
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^able 3.34: The experimental data for the fracture injection of 2 pm particles
suspension at a concentration of 40 mg/1 (exp. 13).

able 3.35: The permeability ratio change with pore volume injected
for the experiments designed to simulate the filter cake
accumulation and erosion (exp 8, 9, 11 and 13)

CHAPTER FOUR
COMPUTER SIMULATION
4*1 Introduction
The basic idea behind the finite element method (FEM) is to divide the structure, body, or
region being analysed into a large number of finite elements. These elements may be one, two
°r three dimensional.
Consider a 2-D body of fluid and the pressure and flow velocity distribution within this body is
needed under a certain specified boundary condition. Because there is an infinite number of
Points in this body, there is also an infinite number of pressure and velocity to be measured.
The problem is therefore said to have an infinite number of degrees of freedom. When closed
form analytical solutions exist, these solutions allow the computation of the pressure and
Vel°city at any point in the body expressed as a mathematical solution of a function with certain
Variables. But irregular geometry precludes such a closed form solution, therefore an alternate
aPProach is needed.
fostead of requiring that the pressure or velocity be determined at every point in the fluid body,
ln FEM this requirement was changed to determination of pressure and velocity at only a finite
number of points. The irregular geometry (in the FEM) can be discretized into several triangular
0r Octangular elements, then the pressure and velocity are determined at the vertices (or nodes)
these triangular or rectangular elements. The curved boundaries are approximated by the
straight sides of the triangles (Fig.4.1).

^he FEM will provide the pressure and velocity (in this case) of the fluid only at the nodal
P°mts. Interpolation functions are used within each element to describe the variation of the
Variables as a function of the global coordinates t86).

^

Finite Element basic concepts

^he Finite Element Method is a computer-aided mathematical technique for obtaining
aPProximate numerical solution to the abstract equations of calculus that predict the response of
Physical systems subjected to external influences. Basically the analyst is looking for a
Urnerical solution to the governing equation and loading conditions that characterise and
etermine the behaviour of the system.
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Fig.4.1:Irregularly shaped plate shown discretized into
many triangular finite elements (after Stasa).
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Fig-4.2: Mathematical description of a physical problem (after Burnett).

The system is typically, but not necessarily, a physical object (Fig.4.2). The domain of the
Problem is the region of the space occupied by the system. The governing equation may be
differential equation expressing a conservation or balance of some physical property such as
mass, momentum, or energy. Loading conditions are externally originating forces,
temperatures, currents, etc., that interact with the system, causing the state of the system to
change. Loads acting in the interior of the domain (interior load) appear as part of the governing
equation (such as the distributed resistance boundary which is used in the flow through rock
Matrix models to represent the permeability of the matrix). Loads acting on the boundary of the
domain (boundary loads) appear in separate equation called boundary conditions (6).
The domain of the problem is divided into smaller regions called elements. The shape of the
dements are intentionally made as simple as possible (such as triangles and quadrilaterals in the
tWo dimensional domains and tetrahedral and hexahedral in three dimensional domain.
^ each element the governing equation, usually in differential or variational (integral) form, are
transformed into algebraic equations called the element equations, which are an approximation
°f the governing equations (6).
The FEM seeks an approximate solution which only approximately satisfies the governing
quation and boundary conditions. The FEM obtains an approximate solution by using the
tassical trial solution procedure. Burnett (6) defined the procedure steps to obtain this solution:
p

*eP 1: The trial solution is constructed in the form of a finite sum of functions:
°r a 0ne dimensional problem:
U(x;a) = 0 o(x) + a i0 i(x ) + a202(x) +...........+ aN0N(x)

(4.1)

^6re ^ ( x>a) is the approximate solution
0o(x), 0 j(x ),

02(x),......... .

0 n ( x) are known functions called trial functions.

aF a2>......... , aN are undetermined parameters called degrees o f freedom.

Here

x represents all the independent variables in the problem.

For a two dimensional problem:
U(e)(x,y;a) = Z aj 0i(e>(x,y)

i = 1,2......n

(4.2)

where 0,(e)(
x,y) are known functions called the shape functions of element (e) (depends on the
shape of the

element and function of both x and y).
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Step 2: The construction of a trial solution consists of constructing expressions for each of the
taal functions in terms of specific, known functions. From a practical standpoint it is important
to use functions that are algebraically as simple as possible and also easy to work with.
F°r example:
F°r a one dimensional element the powers of x (polynomials) is the most suitable trial solution:
U(x;a) = aj + a2 x + a3 x2 + a4 x3 +................. + a>j xN_1 (4.3)

or a two dimensional triangular element (Fig.4. ):
U(e)(x,y;a) = I aj0i<e>(x,y)

j= 1,2,3

(4.4)

0i(e)(x,y) = (bj + cj x+ dj y) / 2A
Where bj =

X ky,

- x,yk

cj = yk - yi
dj = X1- Xk
A is the area of element.
Th

e subscripts j, k, 1 have the value 1,2, 3 for 0 j(e)(x,y) and are permuted cyclically for

^2^ )(x,y) and 03(e)(x,y).

3: All the terms in the governing equation are transferred to the left-hand side (LHS) so
^at zero is on the right-hand side (RHS), the left-hand side of the governing equation is called
the residual R (x ;a).

^

P e r k in approximate solution method (for example) the residual is multiplied by the trial

Unction 0i(x) associated with each aj.
^ alerkin residual equations:

p

r ° ne dimensional problem is

For

-

J R(x;a) 0j(x) dx = 0

i = l,2,....,n

(4.5)

i = 1,2.... ,n

(4.6)

tw° dimensional problem is

j(e)J R(x,y;a) 0i<e)(x,y) dx dy = 0

dx dy means integration over the area of element (e).
St

P T The highest derivative term in these equations is integrated by parts.

Th,

Cn

general form of the trial solution (Eqs.4.1 or 4.2) is substituted into the integral form

the residual equations (Eqs.4.5 or 4.6).
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The result of the integration is arranged as follows:
K,
K,I N

a N.

-

(4.7)

Fn.

The terms Fj (i = 1, 2,.... . N) are the interior and the boundary load terms. They are
lntegration functions (function of trial or shape function and function of a and/or y)
The terms Ky (i, j= 1, 2,.... , N) are integration functions (function of trial or shape functions
^ d function of x and/or y).

^ eP 5: Substitute the trial or shape functions (Eqs.4.1 and 4.2) into the system equations
®qs.4.5). As the trial and shape functions are function of x and/or y, all the integrals are
transformed to an algebraic form (which is function of x and/or y).
Specify numerical data for the problem, which are the coordinate of each node (x and/or y),
n°des numbers and elements numbers.
nodes coordinates are specified, all the interior terms in the system equation (except the
boundary conditions term) can be numerically evaluated by substituting the nodes x and/or y
c°ordinates by their values.

6: Apply the boundary conditions to the system equation.
bg boundary terms which have no prescribed boundary value can be eliminated by doing some
lumn and row operation and the matrix of coefficients is sparse; that is, most of the
Efficients are zero.
e final form of the system equation for six elements 1-D domain is:
|
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where b and C are numerical values. The superscripts refer to the element number and the
subscripts refer to the nodes. Each element has a sharing node with the neighbour element.
Step 7: Solve the system equations which is in this case seven equations with seven
unknowns. The values of aj, a2, a3,.... ,a6 are the nodal solution of the degree of
freedom(Burnett).

4*3 Programming
The ANSYS (SWANSON ANALYSIS SYSTEMS INC .) program was used in this study. It is
a computer program for finite element analysis and design. It is used to find out how a given
design works under operating conditions, thus the proper design for a given operating
conditions could be calculated.
The ANSYS program is a general purpose program which can be used for almost any type of
finite element analysis. It is organised into two basic levels, the Begin level which acts as a
Suteway into and out of the program and the Processor level where several processors are
available, each serving a specific purpose such as model generation, solution and post
Pr°cessing.
The ANSYS program works with one large database that stores all input and output data and
resuIts data in an organised manner.
Commands are the primary tool used to communicate with the ANSYS program each designed
for
r a specific function. ANSYS program can be run either in interactive mode (issue a command
fi^n the program processes it, then another command is issued and so on) or batch mode
(submit a complete file of commands) to the program.
Th
ne easiest way to communicate with the ANSYS program is via the menu system which is a
shell built around the commands to make the program easier to use.
Pv« •
,
ery issued command is copied to a log file, creating a complete record of the ANSYS session
any further use.
^OTRAN, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver within the ANSYS program can be
Used for fluid flow analysis. It is a program based on finite element method and has the
^ab ilities of laminar or turbulent flow; incompressible or compressible fluids; distributed flow
distance or porous media. The permeability of the rock can be modelled by using the
distributed Resistance feature which is available within the FLOTRAN solver.
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The distributed resistance uses the concept of the medium resistance (C) to the flow of a certain
fluid, the medium resistance (C) is equal to the inverse of the medium permeability (K).

The procedure for a typical analysis can be divided into three distinct steps.
A Building the model (at the perprocessor).
u) Obtain the solution (at the solution processor),
ui) Review the results (at the post processor).

A 2-dimensional model is assumed for illustrative purposes.
It uses the governing equations:
^-Momentum equation:

du

du

dp

d /

du.

d .

dus

dp

d

dv
d . dv
— 1+ — ( l l — 1

r

„

y Momentum equation:
<9v
—

puT x vpv%

= —

=‘

- + —

t

( u

~ K

(4'9)

Contiinuity equation:
d(pu)
dx

d(pv) _
dy

(4.10)

and s°lves them.
here Rx and

axe the distributed resistance terms, p e is the effective viscosity and u and v

the flow velocity in the x and y direction respectively.

4 3,1 BuHding the model
) Specify the jobname and the analysis title by using the /FELNAME and the /TITLE
c°nmiands.
) define the Element type by using the /ET command. For 2-D fluid flow analysis, the
Hie

utent Fluid 141 was used. It had four nodes with the velocity components in x and y

j •

1Qn, pressure and temperature as the degree of freedom. The output consists of pressure
/A.

bution and flow velocity distribution.
e lr*e Element Real constants by using the R command. The REAL attribute is used by
TRAN to flag elements which utilise the distributed resistance capability.
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distributed Resistance is a FLOTRAN feature which can be used to represent the resistance of
the rock matrix to flow, as the Distributed Resistance Model adds losses to the flow field. Only
dements with a real constant reference number (REAL) > 1 will be treated as distributed
distance element.
The basic form of the resistance terms is:
R = KpV\v\+(f/D)pV\V\+CnV

(4.11)

^here K the loss coefficient (1/m)
C the permeability inverse (1/m2)
f the friction factor (dimensionless)
D the hydraulic diameter (m)
These terms were included in the basic governing equations to give the effect of flow resistance
hy rock matrix for a 2-D model.

Then FLOTRAN solves the basic govering equations by assuming a laminar incompressible
ls°thermal flow.

T

0 simulate the flow through rock matrix, the permeability inverse term (C) was used by giving

h a value while the other two terms were excluded by specifying them to be zero (by giving the
friction factor (f) and the loss coefficient (K) zero values) in the R command.
(4) Model generation
^ solid model of the structure is constructed allowing changes and modifications to be made.
Ills ls then passed to the finite element mesh generator which takes the coordianates of the
individual structural components in the solid model and automatically constructs a network of
n°des and elements.
before issuing the mesh command (AMESH) the TYPE and REAL commands must be issued
to define the active element type and the active Real constants set.
Applying Boundary conditions: Boundary conditions are applied on nodes by using the D
Cornmand with the appropriate label (Pressure or flow velocity).
Th

ne Inflow boundary conditions is the inlet velocity profile or the inlet pressure. Also the inlet

terr>perature must be specified.
Th

ne Wall boundary conditions (zero tangent velocity) are applied by setting the velocity

Corbponents at the wall to be zero and the pressure is unspecified.
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The Outflow boundary conditions are applied by specifying only the outlet pressure and all
°ther variables are left unspecified. Generally, a value of zero pressure is used at an outlet.
The Symmetry boundary conditions are applied by specifying the velocity component normal to
symmetry line as zero.
Since some of the flow boundary conditions can conflict, there is an optimum order (required
by the FLOTRAN program) for setting the flow boundary conditions:
Symmetry boundaries (no flow in the direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis)
ktflow boundaries (flow velocity at the inlet)
^ a ll boundaries (no flow in the X and Y direction)
Outflow boundaries (pressure at the outlet)
(6) Define the Flotran CFD parameters: the fluid properties and flow analysis parameters are
defined by using the FLDATA command. These parameters included the reference pressure,
n°minal temperature, type of analysis, fluid properties (constant or variable properties), number
°f iterations and flow system (turbulent or laminar).

^ •2

Obtain the solution

Th

e action command to initiate solution calculations is SOLVE. When this command is issued,

tbe ANSYS program takes model and loading information from the data base and calculates the
esults. Output from the solver is written to the output file by using the /OUTPUT command.
The

solution output results are for each node and consist of the degree of freedom results such

as the velocity components, velocity summation and pressure at each node in the model.

’^•3 Review the results

This ls done within the post processor which can be entered by issuing the command /POSTI.
The results can be viewed as either tables or as grap.

rrfanhs can be contoured to show

gradation in, for example, pressure within the rock matrix.
The results can be reviewed in several ways such as:
bisplay:ing results graphically such as:
fi

°undary condition displays is performed by using the /PBC command.

Co

^tour displays showed how a results item (such as pressure and velocity) varies over the

°del and performed by issuing the PLNSOL command.
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Vector displays use arrows to show the variation of both the magnitude and direction of a vector
quantity in the model, it is performed by issuing PLVECT command.
Path plots showed the variation of a quantity along a predefined path through the model, this is
done by define a path using the LPATH command, map the desired quantity on to the path
Using the PDEF command and then use the PLPATH command to display the results.
Particle flow trace is a special form of graphics that show how a particle travels in a flowing
fluid, performed by issuing the TRPOIN and the PLTRAC commands.

(2) Listing results in tabular form such as:
The PRNSOL command lists specified nodal solution data.

The PRRSOL command lists reactions at constrained nodes in the selected set of nodes.
The PRPATH calculate and then lists specified data along a predefined geometry path in the
model.

^•4 The objectives of this chapter
^ the experimental work, the results were the inlet pressure and the outlet flow velocity through
fle outlets and along the fracture. The pressure and fluid velocities were known at the ends of
e fracture but the variation of pressure and fluid velocities within the fracture and within the
ck matrix were unknown. To investigate these effects modelling techniques were examined.
Tv»
ow geometry was such that no analytical solutions were applicable because the flow paths
flhns the rock and fracture were unknown. From other work done in the department by
angil°8), network modelling was considered a possibility. This involves the establishment of
etwork of connections which represent the pore spaces in the rock. As Zhang showed the
^ 0rk is severely limited in size. Therefore the finite element method was chosen because it
could ren
Present the size of the experimental slab and the flow properties of the pore spaces.
Once the
small scale models of the fracture flow had been tested, the FEM program was used to
e UP the flow to examine the effect o f flow from a wellbore into a fracture.
finite element program ANSYS was used to obtain a general pressure and flow velocity
§e with distance along the fracture. Several finite element fractured slab models, with the
same djn,
nensions as in the experiment, were designed and tested.
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The pressure and velocity change with distance were obtained for different values of matrix
Permeability, fracture permeability, fracture length, fracture width and different inlet flow
velocity.
^0r comparison a linear injection model was built and tested. The dimensions of this model
Were as in the linear injection experiments. A brief comparison between the results of the
fracture model and the linear model was carried out.
As *fre fracture model had a flat fracture face, it will give a pressure drop which is lower than
toe actual pressure drop along rough fracture which may effect the pressure distribution along
toe fracture. So a rough fracture face model with different roughness factors was constructed
^ d tested.
The large scale wellbore flow models examined six cases, a radial injection with and without
riear Weh bore damaged zone, radial injection with single fracture with or without near fracture
damage zone, and radial injection with double fractures with or without near fracture damaged
2°ne‘ Then a comparison study was performed between these cases.

4 5 ANSYS/FLOTRAN validation
To

validate the ANSYS/FLOTRAN simulation program two flow geometries were built and
^ ese two geometrys have an analytical solution in the literature with which the

*T^TRAN solution was compared for the flow geometry modelled.
e first flow geometry was chosen to be the flow of brine along a fracture.

The

ana.lytical solution for this case was expressed by Reiss as:
Ap = 10.65 QLrl
wbK
ere Q is the flow rate (bbl/day)
L is the length of the fracture (ft)
ft is the fluid viscosity (cp)
w is the width of the fracture face (ft)
b is the fracture aperture (inch)
Ap is the pressure drop along the fracture (psi)

The

second flow geometry was chosen to be the flow of brine through a rock matrix block of a

k”0Wn Permeability.
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e ^alytical solution for this case was expressed by Darcy’s law:
K
where V is the flow velocity
L is the flow path length
K is the rock matrix permeability
p

Hceming the first geometry, figure 4.3 shows the change in pressure drop versus fracture
Permeability taken from FLOTRAN and analytical solutions. There is a small difference
^tiveen the two results. This difference increases from 2% (when the fracture permeability was
2000 Darcy) to 7% (when the fracture permeability was 6000 Darcy).
p

nceming the second geometry, figure 4.4 shows the change in pressure drop versus matrix
Permeability taken fromFLOTRAN and analytical solutions. The two results were identical.

^•6 Fractured slab simulation
To

examine the pressure and flow velocity distribution along fracture and through rock matrix,

he ANSYS / FLOTRAN finite element software was used to simulate the flow of brine along a
ractured slab. The software used the distribution resistance technique (section 4.2.1) to
Emulate flow through a rock matrix.

*^•1 Building the F ractu re model
Hlc
^ent type FLUID 141 was used with two real constants sets, The first set was used to
Present the rock matrix part of the model with a permeability inverse term (C) equal to 2x1012
(matrix permeability equal to 500 md), and the second set was used to represent the fracture
of the model with a permeability inverse term (C) equal to 2.5x108 n r2 (fracture
Permeability equal to 4000 Darcy).
^ symmetric 2-D model of the slab used in the experimental section was biult in ANSYS
^g-4.5). The maximum number of elements avalabile in this ANSYS version (university
ersion) was 8000, which limits the design to a 2-D model.
Th
e length of the simulated slab was 0.4 m and its width was 0.03 m. The fracture half width
'Vas 0.0005 m (0.5 mm). The length of the model was divided into 400 divisions. The width of
matrix was divided into 10 divisions (with smaller divisions near the fracture) and the width
^he fracture into 8 divisions. These allowed a mesh of 3200 elements to be constructed for
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^§•4.4: The FLOTRAN and the analytical results of the Pressure drop versus matrix permeability.

foe fracture and the matrix part of the model was meshed into 4000 elements with small
elements near the fracture (as the pressure gradient in the matrix near the fracture is higher than
fte pressure gradient in the rest of the matrix).

The fluid was allowed to enter only through the fracture inlet and to exit through the fracture
°utlet and through the upper side of the slab. The flow along the fracture was mainly in the x^ection and the flow through the rock matrix was mainly in the y-direction.

^•6.2 The boundary condition
The Boundary conditions were applied as follows:

Symmetric boundary condition: the axis of symmetry was taken along the middle of the
fracture in the direction of the x-axis.
Vy = 0.0 m/s

at y = 0.0 m

;where V is the flow velocity.

(2) Inflow boundary condition: the flow velocity at the fracture inlet was in the x-direction only.

Vx = 0.25 m/s

at x = 0.0 m

and 0.0 < y < 0.0005 (fracture half width)

Vy = 0.0 m/s
(3) Wall boundary condition: the flow veocity in the x and y directions at the wall boundary is
e9ual to zero.
Vx = 0.0 m/s

at x = 0.0 m

and 0.0005 < y < 0.0305

v y = 0.0 m/s
(4) Outflow boundary conditions: the flow exit at the fracture outlet and at the side outlets. The
0VVVelocity at these two locations is unknown, so the pressure was specified at the out flow
°Undary instead of the velocity.
fracture outlet:
P = 0.0 Pa

at x = 0.4 m

and 0.0 < y < 0.0005

Sidie outlets:
P = 0.0 Pa

at 0.0 < x < 0.4

and y = 0.0305 m

**•3 Fluid Flow parameters
e PLOTRAN CFD parameters were defined as follows:
C0;
nstant fluid density equal to 1050 kg/m3 (incompressible flow of brine).
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Constant temperature equal to 300 K (isothermal flow).
Row system is laminar.
Constant fluid vescocity o f 0.001 kg/m.s.

At this stage the Solver was run and the results were stored for post-processing. A complete
Pressure and velocity distribution through the rock matrix and along the fracture was recorded.
The results were presented as pressure and velocity variation with distance along the fracture
anc*through matrix.

^•6.4 The results of the fracture models
Rre effects of the following factors on the pressure and the flow velocity distributions along a
Predefined path were investigated:

R) The effect of Fracture permeability.
(2) The effect of Matrix permeability (incorporating some matrix damage by reducing the matrix
Pemieability).
(2) The effect of flow velocity at the fracture inlet (by increasing or decreasing injection rate).

R) The effect of fracture width.
The effect of fracture length.
All the readings along the fracture were taken at 0.0625 mm distance from the fracture face i.e.
the

n°des within the fracture closest to the fracture face.

'~^4J~General case.

Ap
general case was studied to examine the capabilities of the Finite Element technique. The test
^ as Carned out with the variables defined in the above model which are:
p
cture length = 0.4 m (similar to the fractured slab length used in the experimental work)
Fr
racture permeability = 4000 Darcy or 4xl0'9 m2 (full open fracture)
Matrix Permeability = 500 md or 5x10’13 m2 (clean matrix)
Inlet flow velocity = 0.25 m/s
p
ractUre aperture = 0.001 m .
The

rv1

results obtained for this case are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The pressure mapping
g the fracture plot showed that the inlet pressure was 0.185 bar and decreased to 0.079 bar
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^ig-4.5: 2-D Linear Fracture model.

Fi

Pressure along the fracture (general case).

(which is 57% of the inlet pressure) half way along the fracture, so more than half of the
Pressure drop was lost in the first half of the fracture (Fig.4.6).

The flow velocity plot along the fracture plot showed that the flow velocity decreased sharply
from 0.25 m/s (at the fracture inlet) to 0.15 m/s at 0.05 m along the fracture from the inlet. It
then decreased smoothly to 0.107 m/s at half way along the fracture. The flow velocity along
the fracture was 0.09 m/s near the fracture outlet. The total reduction in flow velocity along the
fracture was 0.16 m/s. 62.5% of this reduction occured at 0.05 m from the inlet and 89% of
this reduction in the first half of the fracture (Fig.4.7).

Th
ne tapping of pressure drop and flow velocity through side paths (in y-direction) showed that
the side pressure drop with distance along the fracture had the same profile of the pressure
change along the fracture because the side outlet pressure was set to zero along the slab length.
The side flow velocity through the rock matrix at 10 cm from the inlet was 0.0208 cm/s and
^creased to 0.0128 cm/s at 20 cm (a reduction rate of 3.8% per cm along the slab length) then
^creased to 0.0062 cm/s at 30 cm distance from the fracture inlet (a lower reduction rate of
^•2% pe,. cm ajong tjje siap iength). As the flow approached the fracture outlet, the side flow
ratA
was distributed on the fracture face more uniformly.

^ ^ ¿ J h e Effect of fracture permeability on pressure and velocity distribution
The following variables were held constant:
Inlet velocity at 0.25 m/s.
Matrix permeability of 5x10'13 m2 (equivalent to 500 md)
^he fracture width was 0.001 m.
^fracture length was 0.4 m.
^he fracture permeability was the only variable.
Th
e Plot of the pressure along the fracture showed that at high fracture permeability of 4000
arcy (full open fracture) the pressure losses were distributed more uniformly along the
fracture length.
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As the fracture permeability was decreased most of the pressure started to be lost in the first half
°f the fracture (Fig.4.8). At a fracture permeability of 1000 Darcy the pressure loss at the first
0-2 m of the fracture was 72% of the total pressure loss.
The side pressure drop through rock matrix at 10 cm distance (Fig.4.9) from the fracture inlet
(SPDl) is affected more by the fracture permeability than the side pressure drop at 20 and 30
Crn distance (SPD2 and SPD3). The reduction in fracture permeability from 4000 to 1000 Darcy
causes a 79% increase in SPDl whereas it caused only 32% increase in SPD3 (Fig.4.10).
The 4000 Darcy fracture caused a higher reduction in flow velocity at 5 cm along the fracture
than the 1000 Darcy fracture. For the high fracture permeability the velocity was uniformly
distributed along the fracture (Fig.4.11) and as the fracture permeability decreased more and
0101-6 of the flow velocity was lost in the first half along the fracture. This loss in flow velocity
a^°ng fracture was reflected by an increase of side flow velocity (Fig.4.12). The side flow
velocity at 10 cm distance along the slab (SFV1) was more sensitive to fracture permeability
ftan the side flow velocity at 30 cm distance (SFV3).

^ ^ ¿ Xhe Effect of matrix permeability on pressure and velocity distribution
The fracture permeability was constant at 3000 Darcy with all other variables at the same values
as m section 4.5.4.2 except the matrix permeability which was the only variable.

Th

e matrix permeability variation had a little effect on the pressure drop along the fracture. By

reducing matrix permeability from 500 md to 350 md (which makes the ratio of the two
Permeabilities PR = 0.7) the pressure drop increased by only 12% and increased by 34% when
lhe matrix permeability was set to 150 md (PR = 0.3) and the pressure drop along the fracture
became linear (Fig.4.13).
^ ecreasing the matrix permeability caused the side pressure drop at 30 cm distance from the
fracture inlet SPD3 to increase by a higher rate than the side pressure drop at 10 cm distance
fro
111
the fracture inlet SPDl (Fig.4.14). By decreasing matrix permeability to 150 md, the
SPiyo •
J increased by 64% and the SPDl increased by 47%.
ecreasing the matrix permeability resulted in a lower side flow (or a lower side flow velocity
^ 0 and more flow was directed along the fracture (or a higher flow velocity along fracture).
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The reduction in side flow through the rock matrix resulted in a lower reduction rate of flow
velocity along fracture with distance (Fig.4.15). There is a sharp reduction in flow velocity
along fracture at the first 5 cm to 0.15 m/s no mater what the matrix permeability was.
% decreasing matrix permeability to 150 md, the reduction of the side flow velocity at 10 cm
distance from the fracture inlet SFV1 (56% reduction) was higher than the percentage reduction
°f the side flow velocity at 30 cm distance from the fracture inlet SFV3 (51% reduction) by 5%
(Pig-4.16). This may be because the SPD3 increased by a higher rate than the SPD1.

^ 4 L 4 The F.ffppt of inlet flow velocity on pressure and velocity distribution
The following variables were held constant:
fracture permeability was 3x1 O'9 m2 (3000 D)
Matrix permeability was 5xl0-13 m2 (500 md)
The fracture width was 0.001 m.
fracture length was 0.4 m.
^he fracture inlet velocity was the only variable.
increasing the inlet flow rate (or inlet velocity) by a certain fraction will cause an increase of the
P^ssure drop by the same fraction as the flow rate and pressure drop were linearly related (as
CxPected from Darcy’s law). As the inlet flow velocity increased the difference between the side
Pressure drops SPD1 and SPD3 increased (Fig.4.17).
^he Sainc can be said for the side flow velocities SFV1 and SFV3.

Effect of Fracture width on pressure and velocity distribution
Th
e fracture width was varied from 0.6 to 1.2 mm while all other variables were held constant.
he reduction of fracture width from 1.2 mm to 0.6 mm caused a 64% increase in pressure
P along the fracture (Fig.4.18). Reducing the fracture width affected the side pressure drop
$PD1
rrrore than it affected the side pressure drop SPD3 (Fig.4.19). Reducing fracture aperture
fro:
111 P2 to 0.6 mm caused a 47% increase in SPD1 but only 27% increase in SPD3.
s die fracture aperture decreased, the resistance to flow along the fracture increased which
caused some of the flow along the fracture to be directed through the side outlets.
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Fig-4.14: The change in side pressure drop as the matrix permeability varies.

^g-4.17: The change in side pressure drop as the inlet velocity varies.

Fracture

^*2-4-19: The

aperture (mm)

change in side pressure drop as the fracture aperture varies.

The velocity SFV1 increased more than the velocity SFV3 as the resistance to flow was
maximum in the first 10 cm along the fracture (Fig.4.20).

^ ^ - Ih e Effect of Fracture length on pressure and velocity distribution
Two fracture lengths were used 40 and 80 cm with all other variables constant.
By ^creasing fracture length from 40 to 80 cm the pressure drop increased by only 12%. For
*"lrst half distance along the fracture, the pressure drop was 77% (of the total pressure drop)
f°r the long fracture and 58% for the short fracture (Fig.4.21). The side pressure drop at 20 cm
^ °ng
the

slab for the long fracture was higher than that of the short fracture by 38% (in spite of

Pressure drop along the long fracture being higher than that of the short fracture by only

2

* % ).

The

reduction rate of the flow velocity along the fracture with distance was higher for the long

racture. At 30 cm distance along the fracture the flow velocity along fracture was reduced by
for the long fracture and by 65% for the short fracture (Fig.4.22). As the flow velocity
«don
ng 'T’e 80 cm fracture was lower than that of the 40 cm fracture (the flow is more directed
^lr°Ugh side outlets in the long fracture), it was expected that the side flow velocity of the long
acture would be higher. When the fracture length increased from 40 to 80 cm, the side flow
l°eity at 20 cm distance along the slab increased by 36%.

Linear
iniprti
ar injection
versus fracture injection:
A.1

near Ejection model was built and tested with the same element type and real constants as in
the fracn • •
CUre Ejection model. The FLOTRAN CFD parameters were set to the same values as in
fracture injection model.
Tv»

mear injection model was 0.03 m long and 0.06 m width.
The b
Undary conditions for the linear injection model were as follows:
Wboundary conditions: inlet flow velocity (at the model inlet face) in the x-direction.
= 0.42 cm/s
^

at x = 0.0 and 0.0 < y < 0.06 m (model width)

boundary:
= 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at 0.0 < x < 0.03 m (model length) and y = 0.0
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Vx = 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at 0.0 < x < 0.03 m (model length) and y = 0.06 m

Outflow boundary was the outlet pressure (at the model outlet face):
P = 0.0 Pa

at x = 0.03 m and 0.0 < y < 0.06 m

Th
ne Htodel was meshed with smaller elements at the inlet face.

A short comparison was made between the linear and fracture injection models (to indicate the
effect of the geometiy difference on pressure behaviour) at a constant inlet flow rate of 3.55
In^s and constant model width of 0.06 m. The fracture was 0.4 m long with a permeability of
3000 Darcy and half width of 0.0005 m. The linear injection model was 0.03 m long. The inlet
velocity along the fracture was 0.25 m/s and the flow velocity through the linear injection
skb was 0.0042 m/s. The fracture face area was 13 times larger than the linear injection area.
the length of the side flow path in the fracture injection model was 0.03 m (which was equal
0 the linear injection model length), comparing the pressure drop through the linear injection
^odel with the side pressure drop in the fracture injection model can be done (Fig.3.26).

4 7 i T1

The results of the comparison

Matrix permeability of 500 md, the pressure drop through the linear injection model was
2.52 K
ar whereas in the fracture injection model the side pressure drops SPD1 and SPD3 were
ty 0.146 and 0.041 bar respectively. The pressure drop in the linear injection model was 27
11168 Ostler than the average side pressure drop in fracture injection model (Table 4.1).

This

difference was due to a very small linear injection area compared with a much larger

fracti
Ure ^ace area. Also 32% of the flow was reaching the fracture outlet which makes the
ted flow through the fracture face only 68% of the total inlet flow rate.
The

same run was repeated with a 0.8 m long fracture. In this case only the first 0.4 m of the
fracture
Was considered. The results showed that the pressure drop in the linear injection model
Was 2o t'
Irnes higher than the average side pressure drop in the first 0.4 m of the fracture. This
reduction f
irom 27 times to 20 times was because this time only 18% of the flow reaches the 0.4
mdi
stance along the fracture and the injected flow through the fracture face was 82% of the
otal mlet flow rate (Table 4.2).
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% decreasing the matrix permeability from 500 to 150 mD, the pressure drop along the 0.4 m
fracture (FPD) increased by 34%. The side pressure drop SPD1 increased by 47%, the side
Pressure drop SPD2 increased by 57% and the side pressure drop SPD3 increased by 64%. But
fr>r the linear injection, the pressure drop through the rock matrix DP increased by 234%.
A*

.

a matrix permeability of 150 md the pressure drop in the linear injection model was 60 times
Uglier than the average side pressure drop in the fracture injection and the injected flow through
fracture face was 46% of the total inlet flow rate.

For the case of the linear injection model, as the matrix permeability decreased, the resistance to
flow

increased which caused the pressure drop to increase sharply as the fluid was forced to

fr°w through the rock matrix.
0r

case of the fracture injection model, as the matrix permeability decreased, the resistance

flow through the side paths increasd but the fluid had another path with a lower resistance
(fclong the fracture). As the resistance to flow through the side outlet increased, the flow was
frocted more and more along the fracture.

Fracture Roughness
To

fam ine the effect of fracture roughness on the pressure and flow velocity profiles near the

fracture fa

iace, rough fracture models incorporating fracture surface roughness were built and

^^ned. The models were identical to those previously described but the fracture faces were
n°t flat.

The fractu:
re and the matrix permeabilities were set at constant values of 1000 Darcy and 500
md
spectively. The roughness was simulated as triangles with a constant 1 mm base length
and
^ m g heights (Fig.4.23). The Spacing between each two triangles was zero and 1 mm.
The
eight of the triangle represented the surface roughness (e). The pressure and the flow
veloci
ty were mapped along the fracture for different values of e/b .where b is the fracture
^idth
model the friction loss was controlled by two factors which are the e/b value and the
^P&Cin

l

etWeen the triangles. Other models, where the roughness was simulated as squares,
s and circles, were examined also. By looking to the fracture face surface through a
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nücroscope, it consists mainly of pyramids. So it was felt that it is more convenient to simulate
r°ughness in the 2-D model as triangles than simulating it as squares, or half circles. Only the
Wangles roughness model is presented in this study.

4*8.1 The results of the fracture roughness model
p
0r zero spacing between the roughness triangles, increasing the e/b value resulted in an
lncrease in pressure loss along the fracture at the first 5 cm along the fracture. This was caused
by

fracture width reduction due to roughness (resulted in smaller flow path) which resulted

ln higher flow velocity and eventually higher pressure drop (Fig.4.24 and 4.25 ). But as the
continues along the fracture, the pressure loss profile for all the tested e/b values was
6arly
same in the last 35 cm along the fracture. By increasing the e/b from 0.0625 to 0.25
the
e Pressure loss along the fracture increased by 14 %.

Chan
^lng ^ e e/b value (the area of the flow path was reduced as the value of e increased) had
effect on the flow velocity along the fracture only at the first 10 cm. At this first 10 cm,
basing the e/b value resulted in a higher flow velocity with nearly the same fluctuation. After
the first 10
1U Cm all the resultant velocities had nearly the same value and reduced at the same rate.
-j’hgn ^
spacing between the triangles was increased to 1mm. By increasing the e/b from
to

(Fig.4.26) the pressure loss along the fracture increased by 8.5% ( 5.5% less

Case of zero spacing). Also the fluctuation in the flow velocity values increased
(Pig.4.27).
The
acture roughness had no effect on the pressure loss profile after 5 cm distance along the
fracture,
At high values of e/b, fracture roughness caused a small increase in pressure drop
aI°ng the fracture.
locity fluctuation may help in cleaning fracture face more efficiently.
Aae rough SIlrf
rrace may be considered as a suitable place for particles and droplets to
Cumulate.
Wh,en the c/k *
increased from 0.0625 to 0.25, the accumulation effect would be higher than the
cle,aning effe
c as there was not much change in velocity fluctuation (also the chance of
accu,
tion became higher as the triangle height increased).
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^ en spacing increased from zero to 1 mm, the cleaning effect would be higher than the
accumulation effect as the velocity fluctuation was higher for the 1 mm spacing (also the chance
°f accumulation became lower as the distance between the triangles increased).

4,9 Field Simulation
^ this section an attempt was made to simulate a radial injection field operation for fracture and
Un&actured radial injection under laminar incompressible isothermal flow conditions. This was
d°ne to examine the pressure and flow velocity distribution along the fracture and through rock
matrix (around the well bore) for an actual large scale operation. The factors most affecting
Pressure and velocity distribution were examined. The mean differences between the radial and
fracture injection systems were measured. Then the effect of the damaged zone around the
^ eUbore and near the fracture face on the pressure drop was also studed and evaluated. The
0lnPlete simulation programs are listed in appendix A. They consist of building and meshing
model, applying the boundary condition, specify the operating constants, obtaining the
0^mion and reviewing the results as detailed in previous sections. The simulation process was
divided mto six sections

* building the Models and applying boundary conditions
^M ial injection with no fractures model
The

m°del consisted of a quarter of a cylindrical reservoir with 10 m thickness (Fig.4.28). The

i bore radius was 0.0635 m and the outer reservoir radius was 20.0635 m.
TllC total i * *
m Ejection rate was 1037 m3/day which made the flow velocity through the rock matrix
ai to 0.003 m/s (Flow area was equal to 4.0 m2).
Th,

matrix Permeability was set to 500,300 and 100 md for each run.

The
bee

,

KAfmermeshwaschosennearthewellbore

model was meshed into 7000 e emen

rest of the

ause the pressure drop near the well
w bore was very high compared with

formation.
boundary conditions:

em m etrv line was set to

Zero.
Vx = 0.0

at x = 0.0
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Vy = 0.0

at y = 0.0

Inflow boundary was the inlet flow velocity perpendicular to the well bore injection face.
V = 0.003 m/s

at r = rw = 0.0635 m

Outflow boundary was the outlet pressure at the drainage radius because the outlet velocity was
unknown.
P = 0.0 Pa

at r = re = 20 m

Pi
nn CFD parameters were set to the same values of the prevous models.

^ ■ ^ - S a d jal injection with a single vertical fracture model
The

Uiodel was similar to the previous model but this time a single fracture parallel to the x-axis

Penetrated the reservoir to certain distance (Fig.4.29). Due to the limitation on the number of
ernents allowed, only a quarter of the reservoir was modelled. The flow was directed through
e fracture inlet and no flow was allowed through the well bore face (to execlude the radial
°Wt*lrough well bore injection face) and the total flow rate was divided equally between the
0 fracture halves. So the flow rate through the fracture inlet was equal to one half the total
flow rate.
The'
e Jnlet flow velocity along the fracture was equal to the flow rate divided by the inlet flow
9rea °f the fracture . The fracture permeability was held constant at 3000 Darcy whereas the
tr*x Permeability was set to 100, 300 and 500 md at each run.

Three

fracture lengths were chosen:

m with a fracture width of 1mm and fracture inlet flow velocity of 0.6 m/s.
10
111with a fracture width of 2 mm and fracture inlet flow velocity of 0.3 m/s.
15
m with a fracture width of 3 mm and fracture inlet flow velocity of 0.2 m/sec.
The

fracture length/fracture width ratio was always equal to a constant value of 5000.

The matrix was meshed into 7000 elements and the fracture was meshed into 280 e
111«he matrix a finer mesh was chosen near the well bore and near the fracture face.
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boundary conditions:
^0r

5 m fracture

^ symmetry boundary the flow velocity perpendicular to the symmetry line was set to zero.
Vx = 0.0

at x = 0.0

Vy = 0.0

at y = - 0.0005 m

toflow boundary was the fracture inlet flow velocity.
Vf

= 0.6 m/s

at x = 0.0635 m
and - 0.0005 < y < 0.0 m

For the

10 m fracture

Symmetry boundary:

Inflow boundary:

Vx = 0.0

at x = 0

Vy = 0.0

at y = -0.001 m

Vf = 0.3 m/s

at x = 0.0635 m
and - 0.001 < y < 0.0 m

Symmetry boundary:

Infl,
°w boundary:

X
n
o

For the 15 m fracture

Vx = 0.0

at

Vy = 0.0

at y = - 0.0015 m

Vf = Vx = 0.2 m/s

at x = 0.0635 m
and - 0.0015 < y < 0.0 m

flow boundary was the pressure at the dranage radius.
P = 0.0 pa

at r = re = 20 m

1boundary was applied at the well bore face where the velocity in the x and y-direction was
Set to zero.
Vx = 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at r = rw = 0.0635 m
and y > 0.0 m

Fhe F L

4

i

o t r

a kt

KAN CFD parameters were set to the same values of the prevous models.

3

^ksL iniection with two vertical fractures perpendicular to each other
°del was similar to the previous model but this time two fractures (of the same length)
the reservoir to certain distance: one parallel to the x-axis and the other parallel to the
^'a*is (pjp
.
s-^.ouj. Again a quarter of the reservoir was modelled. The total flow rate was
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divided equally between the four fractures halves. The flow rate through the each fracture inlet
was equal to one fourth of the total flow rate (as each fracture had two inlets one each side).
Three fracture lengths were used.

Again in the matrix a finer mesh was chosen near the well bore and near the fracture face.
T°r the 5m double fractures the inlet flow velocity was 0.3 m/s.
T°r the 10m double fractures the inlet flow velocity was 0.15 m/s.
Tor the 15 m double fractures the inlet flow velocity was 0.1 m/s.
Boundary conditions:

Tor the 5 m double fractures:

to the symmetry line was set to zero

ytnmetry boundary the flow velocity perpendicular
at x = - 0.0005 m

Vx = 0.0

at y = - 0.0005 m

Vy = 0.0
Tiflow boundary was the fracture inlet flow velocity.

at x = 0.0635 m

Vf = Vx = 0.3 m/s

and - 0.0005 < y < 0.0 m
at y = 0.0635 m

Vf = Vy = 0.3 m/s

and - 0.0005 < x < 0.0 m
Tor the 10 m double fractures

Symmetry boundary

at x = -0.001 m

Vx = 0.0

at y = -0.001 m

Vy = 0.0
inflow boundary:

Vf = Vx = 0.15 m/s

at x = 0.0635 m
a n d -0 .0 0 1 < y < 0 . 0 m

V f = Vy = 0.15 m/s

at y = 0.0635 m
and - 0.001 < x < 0.0 m

Tor the 15 m double fractures

Symmetry boundary

at x = -0.0015 m
Vx = 0.0
at y = -0.0015 m

Vy = 0.0
inflow boundary:

V f = Vx = 0.1 m/s

at x = 0.0635 m
and-0.0015 < y < 0 -0 m

Vf = Vy = 0.1 m/s

at y = 0.0635 m
an d -0.0015 < x < 0 . 0 m
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Outflow boundary

P = 0.0 pa

at r = re = 20 m

Wall boundary

Vx = 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at r = 0.0635 m
and y > 0.0 and x > 0.0

the Flotran CFD parameters were set to the same values of the prevous models.

^ •^ J L a d ia l injection with a near well bore skin (damaged! zone model
The

e radial injection model was repeated (under the same boundary conditions) but this time a
Skin
zone was created around the well bore (Fig.4.31). The matrix permeability was held

c°nstant at 300 md. The damaged zone thickness varied from 2 to 12 cm and the damaged zone
Permeability varied from 90 to 10 md.

'’‘‘^■¿-Radial injection with a single vertical fracture and near fracture face skin (damaged)
^OSjijQclel

The

radial injection with single vertical fracture model was repeated but this time a skin zone

38 created in the matrix near the fracture face along the whole fracture length (Fig.4.32). The
atfix permeability was held constant at 300 md. The damaged zone thickness varied from 2 to
and the damaged zone permeability varied from 90 to 10 md. The fracture was chosen to
belo

111length with a 2 mm width. As the skin zone thickness increased the well bore radius

'''as decreased to compensate.

At

a skin thickness of 2 cm the well bore radius was reduced to 0.0435 m and at a skin

tfrlckn
ess ° f 5 cm the well bore radius was further reduced to 0.0135 m. At a skin thickness of
g
111the well bore radius was reduced to 0.0035 m.
The:
talet flow velocity along the fracture was held constant at 0.3 m/s.
B
°undary conditions:
symm<etry boundary

Vx = 0.0

at x = 0

Vy = 0.0

at y = - 0.021 m
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foflow boundary:
^0r the case of 2 cm skin:

Vf = 0.3 m/s

at x = 0.0435 m
and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m

^0r

case of 5 cm skin:

at x = 0.0135 m

Vf = 0.3 m/s

and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m
For the case of 8 cm skin:

Vf = 0.3 m/s

at x = 0.0035 m
and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m

Outflow boundary:
boundary:

P = 0.0 pa

at r = re = 20 m

Vx = 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at r = rw
and y > - 0.02

~~~^^Eadial injprttr>n with two vertical fractures and near fracture face skin zone:
radial injection with two vertical fracture model was repeated but this time a skin zone was
eated in the matrix near the fracture face along the whole two fractures length (Fig.4.33). The
aiTle s^ n zone specifications and flow conditions as in section 4.9.1.5 were used. The inlet
WVel°city along the fracture was held constant at 0.15 m/s.
°Undary conditions:
Symmetry boundary:

'"A w boundary:
p
tbe case of 2 cm skin:

Vx = 0.0

at x = - 0.021

Vy = 0.0

at y = - 0.021 m

Vf = 0.15 m/s

at x = 0.0435 m
and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m

Vf = 0.15 m/s
pO
°rth e case0f5cm skin:

at y = 0.0435 m
and - 0.021 < x < - 0.02 m

Vf = 0.15 m/s

at x = 0.0135 m
and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m

Vf = 0.15 m/s

at y = 0.0135 m
and - 0.021 < x < - 0.02 m
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For the case of 8 cm skin:

Vf = 0.15m/s

at x = 0.0035 m
and - 0.021 < y < - 0.02 m

Vf

= 0.15 m/s

at y = 0.0035 m
and - 0.021 < x < - 0.02 m

Outflow boundary:

P = 0.0 pa

at r = re = 20 m

^all boundary:

Vx = 0.0 and Vy = 0.0

at r = rw
and y > - 0.02 and x > - 0.02

4*9.2. Field simulation Results
^ ¿ dJThe Radial injection model results
Pressure drop was mapped on a radial path passing through the central axis of the model
Parting from the well bore face and ending at the outer boundary. The plot of the pressure
change with radial distance for three different matrix permeabilities (Fig.4.34) showed the
Severe effect of the well bore flow area on the pressure drop curve. Due to the narrow area of
the well bore compared with the outer flow area, 50% of the pressure drop occured in the first
^ te r around the well bore. As the flow approached the outer boundary, and due to the
^argement of the radial flow area, the pressure drop in the last five meters was less than 5%
the total pressure drop.
he effect of the narrow well bore area can be seen more clearly in the flow velocity versus
^al distance plot (Fig.4.35). The flow velocity decreased to 6% of the inlet flow velocity at
the ^ s t meter.

^ ¿ ,2 . Thfi RaHial iniecti™ with a single vertical fraQtu ff m odel resu lt,
ft) Matrix perm eability effect:
For a constant fracture length oflO m and varying matrix perm eability, the pressure drop a

t

theft
racture and through the matrix along the central axis of the model were recorded and
maPped With radial distance. The flow velocity through the same above two paths was also
maPped
't'he

Pressure drop distribution through the matrix (central axis path) became more uniform than
; Was i
111the radial injection case, especially at the first 10 m (Fig.4.36). The presence of the
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fracture resulted in a gradual pressure loss through rock matrix with radial distance. This was
^Ue to the flow being distributed over a large flow area and it could reach a distance as far as 10
111with a low resistance.
pressure drop distribution through the matrix became even more uniform as the matrix
Permeability decreased, with a lower pressure loss rate (for the case of low matrix permeability)
at the first 10 m. For the case of 500 mD matrix permeability the pressure loss at the first 5 m
40% of the total pressure drop but when the matrix permeability decreased to 100 the loss
Was reduced to only 20% (Fig.4.36).
The plot of the flow velocity through the matrix (along the central axis path) showed a much
h^ter distribution in flow velocity, especially for the case of low matrix permeability
(Tig.4.37). There is a little increase in flow velocity at 10 m as the fluid was forced into the
Matrix at the end of the fracture (end effect). This end effect was reflected by a sharp reduction
ln fl°w velocity and pressure at the end of the fracture (fig.4.38 and 4.39).
The flow velocity contours for a 10 m single fracture injection for a 500 and 100 md matrix are
§1Ven in Figures 4.40 and 4.41.

(2) Effect of fracture length:
pr
essure and flow velocity were mapped for three different fracture lengths at a constant matrix
Permeability of 300 md. In the case of long fracture injection the pressure drop distribution
^r°u£h the matrix was more uniform than the pressure drop for the case of short fracture as the
°W*n *he case of long fracture was distributed on a larger area (Fig.4.42).

So the increase in fracture length enhanced the flow velocity distribution through the matrix
n§ the central axis path (Fig.4.43) and the end effect reduced as the fracture length
^creased.
§er fractures resulted in more uniform pressure drop and flow velocity along the fracture
than thp, i
e short fracture (Fig.4.44 and 4.45).
Th
flow velocity contours for the radial injection with 5 and 10 m fractures at constant matrix
ability of 300 md are given in Figures 4.46 and 4.47.
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^ig-4.37: Flow velocity through matrix for radial injection with 10 m long single fracture.
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Fig.4.45: Flow velocity along fracture for radial injection with single fracture (Km = 300 md).
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§•4.46: Flow velocity contours for radial injection with a single 5 m fracture (Km = 300 md).

¿&2.3. Comparing radial injection with and without single fracture
to this section a comparison study was carried out with the matrix permeability and the fracture
tongth held constant at 500 md and 10 m respectively.
The difference in flow velocity distribution through the matrix between the case of radial
Ejection and the case of radial injection with a single fracture can be seen in Figure 4.48
Specially in the region near to the well bore. The difference in pressure drop distribution
through matrix of the two cases can be seen in Figure 4.49.
^ a matrix permeability of 500 md the pressure drop at the first 10 m in the case of radial
Ejection was 4 times the pressure drop in the case of radial injection with single fracture. By
decreasing the matrix permeability from 500 to 100 md this difference increased to 8.34 times
(tog.4.50). The pressure drop in the case of radial injection increases with a higher rate as the
Matrix permeability decreased and this rate become very high for a matrix permeability lower
than 300 md.

^ ^ L Eadial injection with double fractures model
pQa constant matrix permeability of 500 md and for a fracture length of 10 m, the double
fracture injection results in a further improvement in flow velocity distribution (Fig.4.51).
^ flow velocity contours for 10 m double fractures injection for a 500 and 100 md matrix are
glVen in Figures 4.52 and 4.53.
The
e flow velocity contours for a 5 and 10 m double fractures injection at constant matrix
P rrneability of 300 md are given in Figures 4.54 and 4.55.

" '~ - ^ j-Bjidial injection with a near well bore skin model
7>h
e clean (initial) matrix permeability was 300 md. The damaged zone permeability was
reduced f
u irom 300 md (no damage) to 10 md and the damaged zone width was increased from 0
(no damage zone) to 12 cm.
The
Pressure drop was plotted versus damaged zone permeability for different damaged zone
'Vldths (Fig.4.56).
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Fig-4.49: Pressure drop through matrix for radial flow with and without a 10 m fracture.
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As the damaged zone permeability decreased from 300 to 90 md the pressure drop increased for
Öle case of 2 cm damaged zone width by a small rate of 0.02 bar per each 10 md reduction in
damaged zone permeability. For the damaged zone of 12 cm width the pressure drop increases
by a higher rate of 0.07 bar per each 10 md reduction in permeability (Table 4.3).
As the permeability of the damaged zone decreased to 30 md, the pressure drop rate increased
to become 1.85 bar per 10 md reduction in damaged zone permeability for the case of 2 cm
S ta g e d zone and 7.22 for the case of 12 cm damaged zone (which is 100 times more than the
rate of the 300 to 90 md change).
^bis rate became very high especially for the deeper damaged zone when the permeability of the
damaged zone decreased to a value lower than 30 md. For this stage the pressure drop increase
rate Was 16.45 and 64.89 bar per 10 md reduction in damaged zone permeability (820 to 920
bnies higher than the starting rate).
T

K
°btain more reliable results which can be useful in field application, the damaged zone

Permeability was related to the clean matrix permeability and the pressure drop after damage
Was related to the initial pressure drop (for clean matrix without damage).
As the injection rate is constant, the ratio of the initial pressure drop to the pressure drop after
damage can be used as an indication of the total injectivity reduction caused by the damaged
zone.
To

Perform this, the ratio of the initial pressure drop to the pressure drop after damage (APi/AP)

as plotted versus the damaged zone width for different Kd/Km (damaged zone permeability /
nitial matrix permeability ratio) values (Fig.4.57 and Table 4.4).
Can be seen that the effect of damaged zone depth (for constant damaged zone permeability)
n bijectivity is very high at the first 2 cm. The effect of the following 3 cm (from 2 to 5 cm) on
Activity was less. The effect of the last 7 cm on injectivity was vary small compared with the
eftect of the firs, 2 cm.
P*
^Ure 4-58 shows the APi/AP change versus Kd/Km with different values of damaged zone
Mdth.
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Fig-4.56:Pressure drop for radial injection for different damaged zone widths and permeabilities.

Kd/Km values.

Radial injection with single fracture and a near fracture face skin model
All the results were obtained for a constant clean matrix permeability of 300 md and fracture
fength of 10 m. The damaged zone near the fracture face within the matrix had a varying
I^nneability from 90 to 10 md and width from 2 to 8 cm.
F°r a constant damaged zone width of 8 cm, the reduction of the damaged zone permeability
from 300 to 90 then to 10 md resulted in an improvement in flow velocity distribution through
foe matrix especially at the first 3 meters (Fig.4.59) (it resulted in the levelling of the flow
Vel°city at 10 m and overcoming the end effect which was caused due to forcing fluid at the
fracture end into the formation).

For a constant damaged zone permeability of 10 md, the increase of damaged zone width from
0
cm to 2 then to 8 cm resulted in a similar observations as above (Fig.4.60).
Th
e Pressure drop for the radial flow with single fracture injection (Fig.4.61 and Table 4.5)
ltlcreased by a rate which was much lower than the rate of increase for the case of radial
ejection without fracture.
\Vh
en the damaged zone permeability decreased from 300 to 90 md, the pressure drop
Creased by a rate of 0.0008 bar per each 10 md reduction in damaged zone permeability for a
°taged zone width of 2 cm and by 0.0017 for a damaged zone width of 8 cm. These rates
Creased to 0.0217 and 0.08 for the damaged zone permeability change from 90 to 30 md
hich Was 27 and 47 times higher than the previous increase rate). When the damaged zone
^ a b ility decreased to lower than 30 md, the rates became 0.17 and 0.615 bar per each 10
Eduction in damaged zone permeability (which was 210 and 360 times higher than the
starti
ng rate).

Again the

ratio of the initial pressure drop to the pressure drop after damage can be used as an
la<3ic;
atl0n for the total injectivity reduction caused by the damaged zone. The plot of APi/AP
^Crsug h
amaged zone width for three different Kd/Km values can be seen in Figure 4.62. This
plot sh
wcd that the effect of both damaged zone width and permeability on injectivity is very
a^nimaj
even at both high damaged zone depth and very low damaged zone permeability (Table
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Pig-4.59: Flow velocity distribution through matrix of a radial-single fracture injection for
different damaged zone permeabilities at a damaged zone width of 8 cm.

different damaged zone widths at a damaged zone permeability of 10 md.

^•6). The minimum APi/AP value was 0.84 which was measured at a damaged zone width of 8
cm and damaged zone permeability of 10 md (Kd/Km = 0.033).
Figure 4.63 shows the difference between the injectivity in radial injection with near well bore
skin and injectivity in radial injection with a near fracture face skin for a Kd/Km value of 0.033.

^ ¿ 7 . Radial injection with two fractures and a near fracture face skin model
For a constant fractures length of 10 m and a constant clean matrix permeability of 300 md,
ihere was nearly no reduction in the injectivity when the damaged zone permeability was 90 md
(Kd/Km = 0.3) even at a damaged zone width of 8 cm (Fig.4.64 and Table 4.7). The worst
Case °f damage caused the APi/AP value to decreased to 0.9 (Ld = 8 cm and Kd/Km = 0.033)
rec°rded a 6% improvement over the single fracture case.

4*10 Conclusions of simulation study
For the linear and the 0.4 to 0.8 m fracture models:
(1) For the case of 0.4 m full open fracture with clean matrix, more than half of the pressure
(^roP (57%) was lost in the first half of the fracture. The total reduction in flow velocity along
e fracture was 0.16 m/s. 62.5% of this reduction occurred at 0.05 m from the inlet and 89%
this eduction in the first half of the fracture. The side pressure drop with distance along the
acture had the same profile of the pressure change along the fracture because the side outlet
P essure was set to zero along the slab length. As the flow approached the fracture outlet, the
side f]n
ow rate was distributed on the fracture face more uniformly.
(2)

s the fracture permeability started to decrease (may be due filter cake formation) more
SSUre started to be lost in the first half of the fracture. At a fracture permeability of 1000

D

the pressure loss at the first half of the fracture was 72% of the total pressure loss.

Th,

reduction in fracture permeability from 4000 to 1000 Darcy causes a 79% increase in SPD1
Whe;
11causes only 32% increase in SPD3. As the fracture permeability decreased more and
more
°P the flow velocity was lost in the first half along the fracture. This loss in flow velocity
alo:tig frac.
UUre was reflected by an increase of side flow velocity.
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Pig-4.62: The change of APi/AP for radial-single fracture injection with damaged zone
width at different Kd/Km values.

§• -63: The change of APi/AP for radial injection and radial-single fracture injection with
damaged zone width at a damaged zone permeability of 10 md (Kd/Km = 0.033).

(3) The matrix permeability variation had little effect on the pressure drop along the fracture. As
the matrix permeability decreased, the pressure drop with distance along the fracture became
rnore and more linear. Decreasing the matrix permeability caused the side pressure drop at 30
cm distance from the fracture inlet SPD3 to increase by a higher rate than the side pressure drop
at 10 cm distance from the fracture inlet SPD1. As the matrix permeability decreased, the
eduction of the side flow velocity at 10 cm distance from the fracture inlet SFVlwas higher
than the percentage reduction of the side flow velocity at 30 cm distance from the fracture inlet
SFV3.

(4) As the inlet flow velocity increases the difference between the side pressure drops SPD1 and
SPD3 increases. The same can be said for the side flow velocities SFV1 and SFV3.

(5) Reducing the fracture width affected the side pressure drop SPD1 more than it affected the
Slde pressure drop SPD3. As the fracture aperture decreased, the resistance to flow along the
fracture increased which caused some of the flow along the fracture to be directed through the
side outlets.

^ % ^creasing the fracture length from 40 to 80 cm the pressure drop increased by only
^ ° ' fr°r the first half distance along the fracture, the pressure drop was 77% (of the total
P essure drop) for the long fracture and 58% for the short fracture. The reduction rate of the
w velocity along fracture with distance was higher for the long fracture. Consequently, the
Si(Jg fi
w velocity of the long fractured slab was higher.
(7) p Q j . .1
ne case of the linear injection model, as the matrix permeability decreased, the
resist;
ance to now increased which caused the pressure drop to increase sharply as the fluid was
f0;

Tced to flow through the rock matrix.

"0r the

case of the fracture injection model, as the matrix permeability decreases, the resistance

to
w through the side paths increased but the fluid had another path with a lower resistance
(all
°n§ the fracture).
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(8) In the rough fracture face model, increasing the e/b value resulted in an increase in pressure
loss along the fracture for the first 5 cm along the fracture. The pressure loss profile for all the
tested e/b values was nearly the same in the last 35 cm along the fracture. By increasing the e/b
from 0.0625 to 0.25 the pressure loss along the fracture increased by 14 %.
Changing the e/b value had an effect on the flow velocity along the fracture only at the first 10
cm.

F°r field applications:
(1) In the radial injection model and due to the narrow area of the well bore compared with the
0uter flow area, 50% of the pressure drop occurred in the first meter around the well bore. As
the flow approached the outer boundary, and due to the enlargement of the radial flow area, the
Pressure drop in the last five meters was less than 5% of the total pressure drop. The flow
velocity at the first metre decreased to 6% of the inlet flow velocity.

(2) The presence of a 10 m fracture caused the pressure drop distribution through the matrix
(central axis path) to be more uniform than it was in the radial injection case, especially at the
first IQ

m. The pressure drop distribution through the matrix became even more uniform as the

matrix Permeability decreased. The same can be said for the flow velocity distribution through
the
thatrix. Increase the fracture length enhanced the flow velocity distribution and pressure
^r°P through the matrix along the central axis path.
The double fracture injection model resulted in a further improvement in flow velocity
distribution.

(2) In

radial injection model with a near well bore skin, the (APj/AP) plot versus the damaged

Zone

Wldth for different K<j/Km (damaged zone permeability / initial matrix permeability ratio)
value
s (at constant flow rate) showed that the effect of damaged zone depth (for constant
dam;
a§ed zone permeability) on injectivity is very high at the first 2 cm. The effect of the
foil,
3
cm (from 2 to 5 cm) on injectivity was less. And the effect of the last 7 cm on
injectivirv „

y was vary small compared with the effect of the first 2 cm.
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(4) For a radial model with a single 10 m fracture and a near fracture face skin, the (APj/AP)
Plot versus the damaged zone width for different K<j/Km plot showed that the effect of both
damaged zone width and permeability on injectivity is very minimal even at both high damaged
zone depth and very low damaged zone permeability.

(5) For a radial model with a double 10 m fractures and a near fracture face skin, the was nearly
n° reduction in the injectivity when the damaged zone permeability was 90 md (Kd/Km = 0.3)
even at a damaged zone width of 8 cm.
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Matrix
Permeability
_

Pres. Drop
(along Frac.)
(bar)

SPD1

SPD2

SP D 3

(bar)

(bar)

(bar)

mD

Pres. Drop
Linear mode
(bar)

500

2 .5 2

0 .2 2 3

0 .1 4 6

0 .0 8 8

0 .0 4 1

450

2 .8

0 .2 3 1

0 .1 5 3

0 .0 9 3

0 .0 4 3

_

350

3 .6

0 .2 4 9

0 .1 6 9

0 .1 0 4

0 .0 4 9

_

150

8 .4

0 .2 9 8

0 .2 1 4

0 .1 3 8

0 .0 6 7

_

Table 4.1 : Pressure drop in linear injection model and side pressure
drop in fracture injection model.
P r e s . D rop
( a lo n g a 0 . 4 m)
(bar)
i n ® 0 .4 m

(a t

SPD1
0.1 m )
(bar)

(at

SPD2
0.2 m)
(bar)

SPD3
(at

0 . 3 m)
(bar)

V elocity
(a t 0 . 4 m)
(bar)

0 .2 2 3

0 .1 4 6

0 .0 8 8

0 .0 4 1

0 .8 1

0 .1 9 3

0 .1 7 4

0 .1 2 1

0 .0 8 3

0 .4 5

« « fractu re
"ie0 .8 m
__ f r a c t u r e

Table 4.2: Side pressure drop and side flow velocity for the 0.4 m and
the 0.8 m fractures injection models.
------ Kb

“

D P (L d = 2 c m ) D P (L d = 5 c m ) D P (L d = 8 c m ) D P ( L d = 1 2 c m )
3 6 .4 6 6
3 6 .4 6 6
3 6 .4 6 6
3 6 .4 6 6

___ 3 0 0
90

'

5 1 .6 5 6

4 0 .5 4 3

4 4 .9 7

4 8 .3 0

_

30

5 1 .6 5

6 8 .7 4

8 1 .7 2

9 4 .9 8

—

10

8 4 .5 5 5

1 3 9 .6 9

1 8 1 .7 3

2 2 4 .7 7

Table 4.3: Pressure drop for radial injection with near well bore damage.

r— -(cm)

____.

0

______

2

D P i/ D P
D P i/ D P
D P Ì/D P
(K d /K m = 0 .3 ) (K d /K m = 0 .1 ) K d /K m = 0 .0 3
3

« -Z /5

L.___ 12

1

1

1

0 .9 0

0 .7 1

0 .4 3

0 .8 1

0 53

0 .2 6

0 .7 6

0 .4 5

0 20

0 .7 1

0 .3 8

0 .1 6

Table 4.4: APi / AP for radial injection with near w ell bore damage.
D P ( l d = 2 c m ) D P ( L d = 5 c m ) O P <Ld=8 c m )
11 0 7

1 1 .0 7

1 1 .0 7

1 1 .2 4

1 1 .3 5

1 1 .4 3

1 1 .3 7

1 1 .6 5

1 1 .9 1

1 1 .7 1 1

1 2 .4 5

1 3 .1 4

Tabìe4.5: Pressure drop for radial-singlelom fracture injection
with near fracture face damage.
(cm)'
u

T"

D P i/ O P
D P i/D P
D P i/ D P
(K d /K m = 0 .3 t (K d /K m = 0 .1 ) K d /K m = 0 .0 3 3
1
1
1
__

0 .9 8

0 .9 7

0 .9 5

0 .9 8

0 .9 5

0 89

0 .9 7

0 .9 3

0 .8 4

; 4-6: APi / AP for radial-single 10 m fracture injection
with near fracture face damage.
D P i/ D P
D P i/ D P
D P i/ D P
(K d /K m = 0 .3 \ (K d /K m » 0 .1 ) K d /K m « 0 0 33
1
1
1
.

Tabi ^ T ""1—

1 .0 0

0 99

0 97

0 .9 9

0 97

0 93

0 .9 9

0 .9 6

0 .9 0

doie 47. Ari.~ , — I___. J______________ i
• *APi / AP for radial-double 10 m fractures
ejection with near fracture face damage.

CHAPTER FIVE
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF MATRIX DAMAGE
5*1 Introduction
Dimensional analysis is a method by which information about a phenomenon is deduced, as
l°ng as the phenomenon can be described by a dimensionally correct equation among certain
Variables. By using this method a partial solution to nearly any problem is obtained. On the
other hand, a complete solution is not obtained, nor is the inner mechanism of a phenomenon
revealed, by dimensional reasoning alone.
The result of dimensional analysis of a problem is a reduction of the number of variables in the
Problem. In the experimental determination of a function, the number of variables determines
how many experiments must be performed before obtaining an acceptable function. A reduction
the number of variables in a problem greatly amplifies the information that is obtained from a
£

w experiments. Consequently, dimensional analysis is an important mathematical tool of
exPerimenters.
The dimensional equation is assumed dimensionally homogeneous. However, it may not
tagically be assumed a prior that an unknown equation is dimensionally homogeneous, unless it
ls known that the equation contains all the variables that would appear in an analytical derivation
of the equation.
Th
e first step in the dimensional analysis of a problem is to decide what variables enter the
Pr°blem. If variables are introduced that really do not affect the phenomenon, too many terms
may aPPear in the final equation. Even though some variables are practically constants, they
ay he essential because they combine with other active variables to form dimensionless
P °ducts. Therefore enough must be understood about a problem to explain why and how the
^ b l e influences the phenomenon (48).
The
°ther steps are explained in section 5.4.
Th<
6 R a tio n s which describe the matrix damage due to brine injection into a fractured
foi

Nation is very complex. A simple practical equation (which is easy to use) to describe such a

y tein is needed. This equation can be obtained by using dimensional analysis with the help of

e*Peri

mental results. If the obtained equation is not precise, it can give a correct indication about

e Pressure drop pattern.
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5.2 The objectives of this chapter
The objective in this chapter is to represent the damage in the fracture system, caused by the
Presence of solid particles and/or oil droplets within the injected brine, by a mathematical
formula using dimensional analysis. Since the degree of matrix damage was measured by the
Pressure drop through that matrix, then the best representation for such a case was to make
Pressure drop as a function of different variables and with time as the main variable.
This mathematical equation was used with the help of experimental results to evaluate the
dimensional constant and exponent. The dimensional constant and exponent were evaluated for
different simulated produced waters depending on particles mean size and concentration and oil
droplets mean size and concentration. This enabled general equations (which can be applied in
Practical field injection) to predict the time needed for the injectivity (q/Ap) to decrease by 50%
due to injection of produced water to be determined.

^•3 Dependent and independent variables
T'i
ne degree of matrix damage was described by Darcy’s law in which the pressure drop and
rate were linked. The pressure drop was chosen as the dependent variable, with the
following independent variables affecting the pressure drop:
k- fracture width.
fluid density.
^ • fluid viscosity.
^ f' fixture permeability.
^ rri‘ matrix permeability.
fl°w area.
^ flow rate through matrix.
POre‘ matrix pore throat diameter
p' ^article or droplet mean diameter.
P‘ ^ f lc le or droplet concentration,
kugth of the flow path.
*nJection time.
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A relationship is assumed in which the pressure drop is a function of these variables:
Ap = f ( b, p , p , Kf>Km, A, q, Dp0re, DP, CP, L, t)

(5.1)

a) Some of these variables will not be used in the dimensional analysis. Since the fracture
aPerture had an effect only on the initial pressure drop before damage takes place, then it was
neglected. Also since the fracture permeability depends on the fracture width, it was also
neglected.
The density for all the experiments conducted was similar and the tests were carried out under
steady state laminar incompressible flow conditions, so the density was assumed constant and
neglected in the analysis.
h) Some of the variables were combined together to form only one variable. The flow rate (q)
through the matrix was divided by the flow area (A) to obtain one variable, flow velocity (v)
trough the matrix.
c) The particle mean diameter (DP) was divided by the pore throat diameter (Dpore) to obtain one
Variable which is the DP / Dpore ratio. Furthermore Dpore can be substituted by the square root
°t matrix permeability VKm (from literature, Dpore was always assumed to be equal to VKm).
^ The particle concentration (CP) was divided by fluid density ( p ) to obtain one variable

^hich was the ratio of the mass of particles to the mass of fluid (particle concentration defined
as

Srams of particles / each gram of fluid).

^ The pressure drop through matrix (Ap) was divided by the flow path length (L) to form one
Variable, the pressure gradient.

^uhstituting these in equation 5.1 gave:

Ap

>p»f, Km

=f

(5.2)

p '4 K 'A
The

variables Cp/p and DjWKm are dimensionless.

dimensional analysis procedure
The

mitial equation is:

Ap

{ r'-'p \c
T
= Cl

I

p

J

Y

U ^ J

Mk
ere C is the dimensional constant.
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( v y W ( A :m)c(t)d

(5.3)

As the variables CP/ p and Dp/VKm are dimensionless, they can be combined with the
dimensional constant C to form one constant.
Ap
therefore
= C1(v)a(/i)D(Km) (t)c

(5.4)

.
Where

(5.5)

(r V
C, = C - L T D' T
VP j

Oirnensions of the variables are:

Ap/L

Length

Mass

Time

L-2

M

T-2

M

T-i

It

:

L-i

v

:

L1

Km :

L2

t

T-i

:

Ti

^Placing each variable with its dimensions resulted in:
L-2 M T-2 = (L1T '1)3 (L*1M T-!)b (L2)c ( T )d
L-2 M T-2 = La T *a L‘b Mb T -b L2c T d

(5.6)

g a tin g the exponents of the same dimensions on the two sides of the equation resulted in
lhree equation with four unknowns:
- 2 = a - b + 2c
1=b
-2 =-a-b+d
Th,en

Then

- 2 = a - 1 + 2c -

-> c = (- 1 - a) / 2

- 2 = - a - 1+d -

-> a = d + 1

c = (- d - 2) / 2

Sub:
stituting for a, b and c give:
^ E = c l (v)d+l(//)'(K nl) T “l (t)d v
Or

Ap

_ r ___
v 'Y
v v*t
.....^
= C\p
K m l # mJ

For C1

(5.7)

Un Water injection, the exponent of the time (d) in the initial equation is equal to zero as
lhe tim
had no effect on the pressure drop (no damaged would take place as time passes):
Then

d=0
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the above equation reduces to Darcy’s law:
Apj = c /x*v
L
2 Km
^here Apj is the initial pressure drop for clean salt water injection through clean matrix,
dividing — by

and assuming constant fluid viscosity p resulted in the following

e^uation:
f
' v*t "\d
= Cl
VK m )
APi

Ap

(5.8)

Ap
uere - — is the total pressure drop (pressure drop due to damage plus the pressure drop due
APi
to a clean matrix resistance) divided by the pressure drop through a clean matrix.
Tk
e nbove final equation contains the most important variables that affect the pressure drop
Vafoe when damage takes place.
c'
ls function of CP and DP variables: increasing the variables CP and DP resulted in higher
Pfessure drop due to higher damage.
v ls function of flow rate (q) and flow area A. For constant flow area (A), higher q means that
fluid volume per second (more solid and/or oil per second) is passing through the matrix
which

results in higher damage. For constant flow rate (q), higher A means that less fluid

v°lume Per second is passing through the matrix which results in less damage.

As

tlnie Passes, more damage takes place within the matrix.
The
P°re throat diameter Dpore is a function of matrix permeability (Km) and as Km decreases,
P°re decreases which results in higher probability of pore throat bridging to take place in less
tittle. pnr _
1 narrow pore throat, less fluid volume is needed to pass through it before bridging
u^d take place. For constant flow rate this eventually means less time is needed for the
Edging to take place.

^valuation of constants
The

c°nstant C and the exponent d can be determined with the help of experimental results.
Pi
lrst the
equation was put in the following log-log form:
log

1 v*t ^
Ap
= log(C) + dlog
J km J
l Ap J
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(5.9)

For each experiment, the log|

was plotted versus log

( v*t ^
Vk m j

*P,

. The linear section

^Presents the late injection time. The slope of this straight line is equal to d and the intersection
this line with the y-axis is equal to log(C).
Three examples are shown in Fig.5.1a - c for experiments 62, 52 and 75.
Table 5.1 shows the measured values of C and d for the linear injection (LI) experiments, short
fracture injection (SFI) experiments and long fracture injection (LFI) experiments.
The flow area was 9 cm2 for the LI, 59 cm2 for the SFI and 112 cm2 for the LFI.

For oil emulsion injection experiments (without any solids), the value of d was between 0.255
0.324 for the LI, between 0.15 and 0.18 for the SFI and around 0.11 for the LFI. The
Vahe of C was between 0.0036 and 0.013 for the LI, between 0.05 and 0.11 for the SFI and
ar°Und 0.25 for the LFI.
Sin
Ce the value of C and d are known, the injection time can be recalculated using the following
Nation:
t=
The half; •

• •

Ap l_)d
Apj C

(5.10)

•

1 injectivity time (HIT) (which is the time required for the injectivity (q/Ap) to decrease

^fits initial value) was calculated by making — equal to 2.0 and by assuming constant
Ap,
flow vol
tocity. The results of the HIT are shown in Table 5.1.

■°rthe
'''as 9

case of oil emulsion injection (without any solid particle), the HIT of the LI experiments

to 12 hours whereas the HIT of the SFI and LFI experiments was 140 to 275 hours.

^hen the ’ •

e injected suspension contained only 2.1 Jim mean size particles (without any oil), the

e ° f d fo rth eL I experiments was around 0.51 and for the SFI and LFI experiments was
^hveen n 11
u-17 and 0.2. The value of C was around 0.000156 for the LI and between 0.05 to
O.O67 f0
r the fracture injection experiments. The HIT for the LI was less than 4 hours and for
the pj w
as From 90 to 300 hours. There was a large difference in HIT between the two injection
S^steuis Q c .
'•o to 80 times) compared with the area difference which is only 6.5 to 13 times.
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^Ig5

Log

(v*t/sqrt(Km))

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ■
• experiment 75 log-log data to measure d (the slope) and C3 (line intersect with y-axis)

For the injection of the 4.7 Jim mean size particle suspensions (without any oil), LI experiments
resulted in a d value around 0.6 whereas the SFT and LFT experiments gave a value between
^•27 and 0.32. The value of C was between 0.000013 to 0.00085 for the LI and between
^•0075 to 0.013 for the FI. This time the difference in HIT between the LI and FI was only 7.5
to 14 times indicating that the FI was more sensitive to the 4.7 pm mean size particle
SUsPensions thant it was to the 2.1 pm mean size particle suspensions.

F°r the injection of simulated produced water which contained 200 ppm oil and 10 mg/1 of 2.1
l1111mean size particles, the d value was 0.59 for the LI and between 0.26 to 0.3 for the FI. The
C value was 0.000043 for the LI and from 0.008 to 0.015 for the FL. The HIT was 3.2 hours
f°r the LI and 33 to 118 hours for the FI which made the difference between the two systems
m to 37 time. The difference in HIT between the two injection systems when oil and particles
^ Present was much lower than the difference when only oil (without any particles) or when
0lUy 2*1 pm particles (without any oil) were present.

Ll of simulated produced water which contains oil and 4.7 pm mean size particles gave a d
alue between 0.683 and 0.825. The FI results in d and HIT values which are nearly equal to
the calculated d and HIT values when a 4.7 pm mean size particles suspension (without any oil)
as injected, but with different values of C. The C for the LI was between 0.0000006 and
^00095 and the HIT was between 2.55 and 3.57 hours.
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the calculated values of d in the LI and FI experiments were gathered in Figure 5.2a

s°me of the calculated C values of the LI and FI experiments were gathered in Figure 5.2b.
1®these fi

ugures the d and C values where plotted as groups of points, each group of points

Sists

3 values for d and 3 values for C (calculated for the same injected fluid

Position), one for linear injection one for short fracture injection and one for the long
fracture i
Ejection (Table 5.2).
All
^culated HIT values of the LI and FI experiments were gathered in Figure 5.2c The
racture
Ejection of oil emulsions experiments (without any solids) and the 10 mg/1 2.1 pm
^ean C l r y .
,
c Particles suspension experiment (without any oil) had the best injectivity performance
(poi>nts
group l to 4) compared with the linear injection experiments. This performance was
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rig-5.2a: The change in d value as the injection fluid composition and the injection system
Vary (the symbols LI, SFI and LFI refer to linear, short fracture and long fracture injection).
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Fig-5.2b; The change in C3 value as the injection fluid composition and the injection system
Vary (the symbols LI, SFI and LFI refer to linear, short fracture and long fracture injection).

reduced to half when the particle concentration of the 2.1 pm suspension (without any oil) was
increased to 15 mg/1 (points group no. 5). The worst fracture injectivity performance was for
the 4.7 pm mean size particles suspension experiments with or without oil (points group 6 to 7
nnd 9 to 11). The worst HIT calculated for the short fracture injection was 7 times higher than
the HIT of the linear injection (experiments no. 70 and 47) and the worst HIT calculated for the
long fracture injection was 13.5 times higher than the HIT of the linear injection (experiments
no. 72 and 42).

5.6 Applications of dimensional analysis
In this section an attempt was made to find d and C values which can help in predicting the
effect of produced water content on injectivity in real field fracture injection operations. These
values were used to predict the change in pressure drop with time, matrix permeability and flow
velocity.

5.6.1 The change of d and C values with flow velocity
The lab experiments were classified into six experimental groups; each one consisted of one
linear injection experiment, one short fracture injection experiment and one long fracture
injection experiment.
The three experiments were carried out nearly under the same conditions such as total flow rate,
oil and solids concentrations and droplets and particles mean size. The initial matrix
permeability of the three experiments was similar, which made the main variable (which
determined the d and C values) is the flow velocity.
These groups are listed in Table 5.3 which contain the d and C values, the flow velocity
through the matrix and the injected fluid composition for each group. Figures 5.3a -b show the
change in d and C (for the LI and LFI experiments of each group) as the composition of the
injected fluid varies. The value of C is very sensitive to the change in fluid composition. For oil
emulsion injection C had a very high value compared with the C value for the particle
suspensions or the simulated oily water. There is a huge difference between C values for LI and
LFI. The d value for the particle suspensions was higher than the d value for the oil emulsion,
and increased by a very small amount when oil was present with the particle suspensions
(simulated oily water).
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For each group log(d) and log(C) values were plotted versus the flow velocity through rock
matrix. These plots of Iog(d) and log(C) versus flow velocity for experimental groups 2,4 and
6 are shown in Figures. 5.4a - c and Figures 5.5a - c.
At very low flow velocities, the d and c values are very sensitive to any change in flow velocity
and at high flow velocities the values of d and C start to level.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the d and C values versus flow velocity for all the groups.
Interpolation of the plotted data can be used for injected fluids other than those used in the
experiments (injected fluids with oil and solids concentration and droplet and particle mean size
other than those used in the experiments in this work).

The plots were best fitted as:
For group 1 ( oil Cone, of 200 ppm and droplet mean size of 3.7 pm)
Log(d) = 0.26036+ 0.31461 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 0.911 -355.89v
For group 2 ( particle Cone, of 10 mg/1 and particle mean size of 2.1 pm)
Log(d) = 0.63127 + 0.38787 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 1.047-671.83 v
For group 3 ( particle Cone, of 15 mg/1 and particle mean size of 2.1 pm)
Log(d) = 0.53404 + 0.34456 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 1.131 -660.13v
For group 4 ( particle Cone, of 10 mg/1 and particle mean size of 4.7 pm)
Log(d) = 0.36649 + 0.25897 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 1.759 - 568.06 v
For group 5 ( particle Cone, of 15 mg/1 and particle mean size of 4.7 pm)
Log(d) = 0.4906 + 0.28184 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 1.827 -755.91 v
For group 6 ( oil Conc.= 200 ppm and particle Cone, of 10 mg/1 at particle mean size of 2.1
pm)
Log(d) = 0.51649 + 0.30581 Log(v)
Log(C) = - 1.686-715.22 V
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*%5.3a: The change in d of linear and fracture injection as the composition of the injected
^ id vary (the symbols LI and LFI refer to linear and long fracture injection)
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^§•5.3b: The change in C for linear and fracture injection as the composition of the injected
Vary (the symbols LI and LFI refer to linear and long fracture injection)
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Fig-5.4b: The Log (d) versus flow velocity for group 4 (Exps. 65, 53 and 79).
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&-5-4c: The Log (d) versus flow velocity for group 6 (Exps. 74, 39 and 57).
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Fig-5.5b: C versus flow velocity for group 4 (Exps. 65, 53 and 79).

F°r group 7 ( oil Conc.= 200 ppm and particle Cone, of 10 mg/1 at particle mean size of 4.7
Urn)
Log(d) = 0.7203 + 0.33817 Log(v)
Log(C) = -2.005 - 1011.1 v
The fitting was carried out with only three points, so the obtained fitting equations need further
confirmation by carrying out more experiments in the future with varying flow velocities to
obtain more values of d and C and eventually more points.
d and C values can now be calculated, for a given injected fluid composition, at any flow
VeI°city by using these equations.
d and C values were calculated at different flow velocities (flow rate per unit flow area) and at
different injected fluid composition. The results can be seen in Table 5.4.

S ft

•2 The change of pressure drop with time (Field case)
f"leld cases were considered:

i) An injection well of a 7 inch bore diameter and 10 m formation thickness which makes the
'''dl bore flow area equal to 5.583 m2. The initial matrix permeability was equal to 300 md.
^ An injection well with the same above condition but with a single vertical fracture. The
aVerage flow velocity through matrix near the fracture face was equal to total flow rate divided
y fhe fracture face area.
^hen flow rate is constant, the pressure drop with time represents the injectivity (q/Ap) and the
P^Ap represents the injectivity decline.
l o w i n g equation was used in calculating Ap/Api:
/
\d
_ Ap _ I v*t '
1/ injectivity = ——=
Api
m)

S

’ !, '
m)

(5.11)
Where a * «
a P is the pressure drop through the invaded zone which is 3 cm as in the experiments, t\
is the in*#-* i
njual time and t is the instantaneous time (at which the Ap was calculated). The viscosity
Was constant at 0.001 Pa.s.
Smce tv» •
1116 invaded zone is very small compared with the fracture length, then the flow in the
invaded zone around the well bore will be assumed to be linear flow.
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The flow velocity represents the effect of flow area at constant flow rate. At constant flow rate,
&e increase in flow area (such as the changing from linear injection to fracture injection) results
ln a lower flow velocity as the flow is distributed on a larger area which result in a lower matrix
damage. So the effect of velocity is not for the velocity itself but as a result of distributing the
duty fluid flow on small or large flow area. For a large area, the dirty water is distributed on
larger area (low flow velocity) which resulted in less matrix damage.
The matrix initial permeability represents the ability of the matrix pores to be bridged or/and
blocked by a certain particle or/and droplet size (as Dpore = VK).

F°r constant flow velocity and matrix permeability, the change in pressure drop in the 3 cm
Evaded zone with time can be measured if the value of d and C are known.
Since d and C values were originally measured for the late injection time (the straight line
Section of the log(Ap/ApO versus log(t) plot), then the Ap calculation will be started at an
Ejection time of 8 hours for the fracture injection and at 3 hours for the linear injection. This
hnie was assumed as the initial time, and the pressure drop at this initial time was the initial
Pressure drop Apj.
F°r an injection rate of 1037 m3/day and fracture half length of 10 m, the average flow velocity
through the rock matrix will be equal to 0.00003 m/s.
F°r the same injection rate, the flow velocity in the radial injection was 0.00215 m/s.
^he values of d and C for the two cases can be found in Table 5.4.

Was calculated for the two injection systems (radial and fracture) at different injection times
^0r different injected fluid composition. The Ap/Apj was plotted versus injection time for radial
Ejection (Fig.5.8) and for fracture injection (Fig.5.9).
Th
e figures show that group 2 curve (10 mg/12.1 (im particles) for fracture injection become
Ill0re dose to group 1 curve (200 ppm 3.6 pm droplets) than it was in radial injection. Group 7
mg/i 4 7 |am particles with 200 ppm oil) had a lower injectivity than groups 4 (10 mg/14.7
LLiy»

Particles) and 5 (15 mg/14.7 pm particles) in radial injection, but in fracture injection it gave

^etter injectivity than groups 4 and 5.
Or
°UP 6 (10 mg/12.1 pm particles with 200 ppm oil) gave much better results in fracture
Section than groups 4,5 and 7.
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C versus flow velocity for all groups (table 5.3).

There was a large difference in injection time needed to increase the pressure drop to double its
lnitial value (or reduce injectivity to the half HIT) between the two injection systems specially
^°r group 1, 2 and 3. For the oil emulsion (without any particles) it takes 138,325 hours in the
Case °f fracture injection for the pressure drop in the invaded zone to double whereas it takes
0l% 42 hours in the case of radial injection (which is 3293 times higher in the case of fracture
Ejection). This difference was 4526 times higher in the case of fracture injection of 10 mg/12.1
^ particle suspension (group 2) and reduced further to 764 for group 3(15 mg/1 2.1 pm
Panicle suspension). The lowest difference was recorded for the injection of 15 mgA 4.7 pm
Particle suspension (group 5) which was 49 times. This showed again that the fracture injection
ls sensitive to the 4.7 pm particles. The HIT for the radial injection was between 8.5 and 17.5
hours>and 42 hours for the oil emulsion injection.
T^e HIT was calculated for different flow velocities and injected fluid compositions. The
results are shown in Table 5.7 and Figures 5.10 and 5.11. In these figures the difference in
between the seven groups at different injected fluid composition is very clear. There is a
sharp reduction in HIT when flow velocity increased from 0.00003 to 0.00006 m/s.
'T'i
e sharpest reduction in HIT was for group 1 and 2 and the lowest reduction was for group
^ The reduction rate in HIT for flow velocity higher than 0.00006 m/s was less and started to
evel at a flow velocity higher than 0.00012 m/s.
P]
°'v Velocity lower than 0.00006 m/s (fracture injection) gave a very high HIT value compared
the HIT recorded for flow velocities higher than 0.00006 m/s.
S7

Conclusions of dimensional analysis
^Valuatilng of the constants d and C in the equation log v

Api

(l) p

= log(C) + dlog

( v* t ^

gave:

Vk m j

0r oil emulsion injection experiments, the value of d was between 0.255 and 0.324 for the
Ejection, between 0.15 and 0.18 for the short fracture injection (0.2 m) and around 0.11
l°ng fracture injection (0.4 m). The value of C was between 0.0036 and 0.013 for the
**
Ejection, between 0.05 and 0.11 for the short fracture injection and around 0.25 for the

§ fracture injection.
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Flow
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(m/s)

Half injectivity time versus flow velocity for groups 4, 5, 6 and 7 (table 5.7).

(2) For the 2.1 Jim mean size particles suspension experiments, the value of d for the linear
injection experiments was around 0.51 and for the fracture injection experiments was between
0.17 and 0.2. The value of C was around 0.000156 for the linear injection and between 0.05 to
0.067 for the fracture injection experiments.

(3) For the 4.7 |im mean size particle suspension experiments, linear injection experiments
resulted in a d value around 0.6 whereas the fracture injection experiments gave a value between
0.27 and 0.32. The value of C was between 0.000013 to 0.00085 for the linear injection and
between 0.0075 to 0.013 for the fracture injection.

(4) For the injection of fluid which contained 200 ppm oil and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm mean size
particles, the d value was 0.59 for the linear injection and between 0.26 to 0.3 for the fracture
injection. The C value was 0.000043 for the linear injection and from 0.008 to 0.015 for the
fracture injection.

(5) The linear injection of fluid which contains oil and 4.7 pm mean size particles gave a d value
between 0.683 and 0.825, while the fracture injection resulted in d value which was nearly
■equal to the calculated d value when a 4.7 pm mean size particle suspension (without any oil)
was injected, but with different values of C which is between 0.0000006 and 0.0000095.

(6) The worst half injectivity time calculated for the short fracture injection was 7 times higher
than the half injectivity time of the linear injection and the worst half injectivity time calculated
for the long fracture injection was 13.5 times higher than the half injectivity time of the linear
injection.

(7) The value of C is very sensitive to the change in fluid composition. For oil emulsion
injection C had a very high value compared with the C value for the particle suspensions or the
simulated oily water. There is a huge difference between C values for linear injection and
fracture injection.
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(8) The plots of log(d) and log(C) versus flow velocity showed that at very low flow velocities,
the d and c values are very sensitive to any change in flow velocity and at high flow velocities
the values of d and C start to level.
interpolation of the plotted data can be used for injected fluids other than those used in the
experiments.

(9) These plots were best fitted as log-log equations, the d and C values can be calculated (for a
§lven injected fluid composition) at any flow velocity by using these equations. The fitting was
carried out with only three points, so the obtained fitting equations need further confirmation by
canying out more experiments in the future with varying flow velocities to obtain more values
°f d and C and eventually more points.

^0) The change in the injectivity with time was calculated for two field cases (unfractured and
fractured well) with different injected fluid compositions The half injectivity time was calculated
each time. There was a large difference in the half injectivity time between the two injection
systems (unfractured and fractured well). For oil emulsion (without any particles) it takes
138325 hours in the case of fracture injection for the pressure drop (half injectivity time) in the
Evaded zone to double whereas it takes only 42 hours in the case of radial injection. Whereas
0r the case of 15 mg/1 of 4.7 (im particle suspension, it was 540 hours for the fracture injection
nc^ H hours for the radial injection.

(1 ] \ T,
’ uere is a sharp reduction in the half injectivity time when flow velocity increased from
^ 0 3 to 0.00006 m/s. The reduction rate in half injectivity time for flow velocity higher than
•00006 m/s was less and started to level at a flow velocity higher than 0.00012 m/s.
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Experiment
■no.

System
type

Oil Cone,
(ppm )

Par ticle
Cone.
(m g /l)

d ro p let
m e a n size
(um)
3.5
6

Initial
Flow
Par ticle
m e a n size perm eability velocity
(um)
(md)
(m /s)
234
0 .0 0 4 0 8
0 .0 0 4 2
269

3.5

230

£ xd.61

Linear

100

_ tx p .6 3
^ . S xd.62
~Exp.59

Linear

100

None
None

Linear
Linear

200

None

None

10

- E x p .6 0

Linear
Linear

None
None

Linear
Linear
Linear

None

15

200

10

100

10

3 .6 5
3 .8

Linear

100

10

6.2

Linear
Linear
Short Frac.

200

10

1 00

15
None

3 .5
3.6
3.5

_t x p .51

Short Frac.

100

—Exp52

Short Frac.
Short Frac.

200

-E x p .6 5
—Exp.64
-E x p .7 4
Exp.73
-E xp.71

n

In 7
lx

-E x p .7 2
—Exp.70

-i=x p .5 6
^tx p .5 8
- ¿ x p . 53
- f c x p .49
- E x p . 39
- E x p .54

Short Frac.
Short Frac.
Short Frac.
Short Frac.
Short Frac.

100

2.1

240

15

2.1

10

4 .7

248
493

None
None

None
None
None

10

2.1

4.7
4.7

340
360
500

4 .7
4.7

251
281
241
290

5.7
3.8
2.1

15

2.1

10

4 .7

None

15

4 .7

200

10

3.6

2.1

228
473
403
344

100

10

3.6

325
367
348
388
207

-tx p .4 6

Short Frac.

100

10

5.8

4 .7
4 .7

- E x p .55
-¿X p.47

Short Frac.
Short Frac.

200

10

1 00

4.7
4.7

-§ x p .7 5
-¿X p.77

Lonq Frac.
Lonq Frac.

200

15
None

3.8
3.4

None

10

2.1

—§ iP -7 6
-§xp.79

Lonq Frac.

None

15

2.1

Lonq Frac.

None

10

4 .7

None

15

4 .7

-¿iP -57

Lonq Frac.
Lonq Frac.

200

10

-È ÌP -42
—¿ x p . 8 2

Lonq Frac.
Lonq Frac.

200

10

3.5
3.4

100

15

3 .4 5

- t x p .80

488
310
339

4.7

3 .8

d

Half
injectivity
Time (hr)

0 .0 1 3 1
0 .0 0 4

0 .2 5 5
0 .3 2 0 5
0 .3 2 4

12.1

0 .0 0 3 5 9
0 .0 0 0 1 6 3

0 .5 0 6
0 .5 1 4

0 .0 0 4 0 8

0 .0 0 0 1 5

0 .0 0 4 0 6
0 .0 0 4 0 6

0 .0 0 0 0 8 6
0 .0 0 0 0 1 2 7

0 .0 0 3 7 5
0 .0 0 3 9 6

0 .0 0 0 0 4 3
0 .0 0 0 0 0 3 8

0 .0 0 4 0 5
0 .0 0 4 1 7

0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 3
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 .0 0 0 0 0 9 2

0 .5 5 8
0 .6 5 5
0 .5 9 2
0 .7 3 4

9 .1
9 .2
4.0
3.6
4.1
3.2
3.2
2.6

0 .7 9 5

2.6

0 .8 2 5
0 .6 8 3
0 .1 5

3.2
3.6
139 .1

0 .1 8 4 6

2 7 4 .7

0 .0 0 0 2 5
0 .0 0 0 2 8
0 .0 0 0 2 3
0 .0 0 0 3 3
0 .0 0 0 2 4

0 .0 4 9 5
0 .0 9
0 .0 5 3 3
0 .0 4 9 7
0 .0 0 7 9
0 .0 0 7 4

0 .1 6
0.1 83
0 .1 9 6 3
0 .3 0 7
0 .3 2 4

1 4 2 .6
2 1 4 .0

0 .0 0 0 3 6
0 .0 0 0 2 5

0 .0 0 8
0 .0 2 1 9

0 .3 0 5
0 .2 5

3 3 .0
44.1

0 .0 0 3 6 1
0 .0 0 0 2 5

0.11

0 .0 0 0 2 7

86.2

3 9 .0
2 3 .5

0 .0 0 0 2 5
0 .0 0 0 2 7

0 .0 0 5 6 8
0 .0 0 4 5

0 .3 2 8
0 .3 4

39.1
3 7 .2

0 .0 0 0 2 8
0.0002

0 .0 0 5 5 2
0 .2 5

0 .3 3 7
0 .1 0 6

2 0 9 .0

252
279

0 .0 0 0 2 5
0 .0 0 0 2 4

0 .0 6 6 5
0 .0 5 4

0 .1 6 8
0 .1 8 8

3 5 1 .0
1 3 5 .0

401
387

0 .0 0 0 3 1

0 .0 1 3 1

0 .2 7 3

0 .0 0 0 2 6
0 .0 0 0 2 7

0.01 1

0 .2 8 2

5 7 .3
5 6 .4

0 .0 1 5
0 .0 0 5 9

0 .2 5 5

1 1 8 .5

0 .0 0 0 2 9

0 .3 2

0 .0 0 0 3

0 .0 1 6 6

0 .2 6

4 3 .5
6 1 .6

286
317

2.1

4.7
4.7

0 .0 0 4 3 1
0 .0 0 4 0 8

C

431

2 4 .3

^ able 5.1: The d, C and HIT value for the linear and fracture injection experiments.

Uroup
Number

d for linear
Injection

'— i.
—__ 2
■____ 3
_4

—^ 7
1
--_10

------ 1 1

d for short
frac tu re
injection

0 .2 5 5

0 .1 5

0 .3 2 0 5
0 .3 2 4

0 .1 8 4 6

0 .5 0 6
0 .5 1 4
0 .5 5 8
0 .6 5 5
0 .5 9 2
0 .7 9 5

0 .1 8 3
0 .1 9 6 3
0 .3 0 7
0 .3 2 4
0 .3 0 5
0 .3 2 8
0 .3 4
0 .3 3 7

0 .8 2 5
0 .6 8 3

d for long
frac ture
Injection

C for linear
injection

0 .1 0 6

0 .0 1 3 1
0 .0 0 4

0 .1 6 8

0 .0 0 3 5 9
0 .0 0 0 1 6 3

0 .1 6
0 .1 8 8
0 .2 7 3
0 .2 8 2
0 .2 5 5
0 .3 2
0 .2 6

0 .0 0 0 1 5
0 .0 0 0 0 8 6
0 .0 0 0 0 1 2 7
0 .0 0 0 0 4 3
0 .0 0 0 0 0 1 3
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 .0 0 0 0 0 9 2

C for short
frac ture
injection

C for long
frac ture
injection

HIT for short HIT for long
frac tu re
frac tu re
Injection
in jection
(hr)
(hr)

1 2 .0 6

1 3 9 .0 5

0 .2 5

9 .0 5
9 .2 3

0 .0 6 6 5
0 .0 5 4
0 .0 1 3 1

4 .0 2

2 7 4 .7 1
1 4 2 .6
214

0.11

0 .0 4 9 5
0 .0 9
0 .0 5 3 3
0 .0 4 9 7
0 .0 0 7 9
0 .0 0 7 4
0 .0 0 8
0 .0 0 5 6 8
0 .0 0 4 5
0 .0 0 5 5 2

HIT for
lin ear
injection
(hr)

0.011

0 .0 1 5
0 .0 0 5 9
0 .0 1 6 6

^ able 5.2: The d, C and HIT value for 11 different groups points.

3.6
4 .1 3
3.2
3.2
2 .5 5
3 .2 2
3 .5 7

86.21

39
2 3 .5
3 2 .9 4
3 9 .1 2
3 8 .7
2 4 .3

209
351
1 35
5 7 .3
5 6 .4
1 1 8 .5
37
6 1 .6

Exps. group 1

Droplet m e a n siz e=
3.7 urn

Oil Conc .= 2 00 ppm

No solids

Exp. no.

S y s t e m type

Flow velocity (m/s)

c

d

E x p .62

Li

0 .0 0 4 3 1

0 .0 0 3 5 9

0 .3 2 4

____

Exp52

SH

0 .0 0 0 2 5

0 .0 9

0 .1 6

E x p .75

LFI

0.0002

0 .2 5

0 .1 0 6

t x p s . group 2

particle m e a n s i z e s
2.1 urn

Par ticles C o n c . s 10
m g/l

NOoil

______ Exp. no.

S y s t e m type

Flow velocity (m/s)

C

d

Exp.5 9

U

0 .0 0 4 0 8

0 .0 0 0 1 6 3

0 .5 0 6

E x p .5 6

SH

0 .0 0 0 2 8

0 .0 5 3 3

0 .1 8 3

Exp.7 7

LFI

0 .0 0 0 2 5

0 .0 6 6 5

0 .1 6 8

Exps. gr oup 3

particle m e a n size=
2. 1 urn

Par ticles C o n c . s 15
m g/l

NOoil

Exp. no.

S y s t e m type

Flow velocity (m/s)

c

d

Exp. 6 0

U

0 .0 0 4 0 8

0 .0 0 0 1 5

0 .5 1 4

Exp.5 8

SH

0 .0 0 0 2 3

0 .0 4 9 7

0 .1 9 6 3

E x p .76

LFI

0 .0 0 0 2 4

0 .0 5 4

0 .1 8 8

t x Ps. gr oup 4

Particle m e a n s i z e s
4 .7 urn

Par ticles Conc.= 10
m g /l

No oil

Exp. no.

S y s t e m type

Flow velocity (m/s)

C

d

_

E x p .6 5

LI

0 .0 0 4 0 6

0 .0 0 0 0 8 6

0 .5 5 8

_

E x p .5 3

SH

0 .0 0 0 3 3

0 .0 0 7 9

0 .3 0 7

LFI

0 .00031

0 .0 1 3 1

0 .2 7 3

bxPs. gr oup 5

Particle m e a n siz e=
4 .7 urn

No oil

Exp, no.

S y s t e m type

Par ticles C o n c .= 15
m g/l
Flow velocity (m/s)

C

d
0 .6 5 5

_

____ E x p .7 9

-

E xd .64

Ü

0 .0 0 4 0 6

0 .0 0 0 0 1 2 7

^

E x p .4 9

SH

0 .0 0 0 2 4

0 .0 0 7 4

0 .3 2 4

—.

t x p .80

LFI

0 .0 0 0 2 6

0.011

0 .2 8 5

b *PS- gr oup 6
Exp, no.

Particle m e a n s i z e s
2. 1 urn
S y s t e m type

Particle C o n c . s 10
m q/l
Flow velocity (m/s)

C

d

tx p .7 4

LI

0 .0 0 3 7 5

0 .0 0 0 0 4 3

0 .5 9 2

.____ E x p .3 9

SH

0 .0 0 0 3 6

0 .0 0 8

0 .3 0 5

—

E x p .5 7

LFI

0 .0 0 0 2 7

0 .0 1 5

0 .2 5 5

■-xps. gr oup 7

Particle m e a n size «
4 . 7 urn
S y s t e m type

Par ticles C o n c . s 10
m q/l
Flow velocity (m/s)

C

d

U

0 .0 0 4 1 7

0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 6

0 .8 2 5

- __ _ t x p . 55

SH

0 .0 0 0 2 7

0 .0 0 4 5

0 .3 4

L . ___ Exp.4 2

LFI

0 .0 0 0 2 9

0 .0 0 5 9

0 .3 2

___

-------- Exp, no.
___ b xp.72

Oil C o n . s 2 0 0 ppm

Oil Conc.= 2 0 0 ppm

5.3: The values of d and C for different flow velocity and fluid compositions

troupi
d

Group 7

Group 6

Group 5

d

C

d

C

d

C

d

C

d

C

0.0857

0.095

0.0707

0.157

0.0167

0.164

0.0141

0.136

0.0196

0.155

0.00922

0.0818

0.120

0.0675

0.188

0.0161

0.200

0.0134

0.168

0.0187

0.196

0.00860

0.0781

0.138

0.0645

0.208

0.0155

0.224

0.0127

0.190

0.0178

0.225

0.00802

0.1112 0.129

0.0745

0.152

0.0616

0.224

0.0149

0.243

0.0121

0.208

0.0169

0.248

0.00748

0.1085 0.141

0.0712

0.165

0.0589

0.238

0.0143

0.259

0.0115

0.222

0.0161

0.267

0.00697

0.0211

0.395

0.00323

0.412

0.00282

0.474

0.00105

0.548 0.000353

0.502 0.000597

0.658 0.000066

0.00362 0.517

0.00016

0.523

0.00015

0.567

0.00009

0.666 0.000013

0.592 0.000043

0.832 0.000001

C

d

03

0.069

0.1198 0.075

06

0.086

0.1169 0.099

09

0.097

0,1140 0.115

12

0.106

15

0.114

lb

0.264
0.328

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2
C

e 5.4: The calculated values of d and C at different flow velocities.

DP/DPi
ln)ection time
------ (hr)
_ 3 .0 0
_
^

4 .0 0
6 .0 0

Group 1

Group 2

Grou p 3

Grou p 4

Group 5

Group 6

Group 7

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1.31

1 .3 3

1 .3 9
1 .5 9

1 .4 6
1 .7 1

1 .4 2
1 .6 4

1 .5 8

1.47

1 .9 3
2 .4 2
2 .8 3
3 .2 0

1 .8 3
2 .2 4

2.21
2 .8 8
3 .4 8
4 .0 4

1 .0 8
1 .2 0

8 .0 0
1 .3 7

1.61

1 .5 0
1 .6 4

1 .5 3
1 .6 5
1 .7 5
1 .8 4

1 .8 9
2 .1 2
2 .3 1

2 .1 8
2 .4 0

_
__

1 0 .00
15.0 0
2 0 .0 0
2 5 .0 0
3 0 .0 0

_
_
^

3 5 .0 0
4 0 .0 0
5 0 .0 0
6 0 .0 0

2 .1 0
2 .2 0

2 .7 8
3 .0 4
3 .2 7

— 70.0 0

2 .2 9

3 .4 7

1.91
1 .9 8

2 .4 8
2 .6 4

1 .9 4

2 .5 8
2 .7 5
2 .91

1 .7 7
2 .1 4
2 .4 6
2 .7 3
2 .9 8
3 .2 0
3 .41

3 .1 9
3 .4 4

3 .7 9
4 .1 4

3 .6 6

4 .4 5

3 .5 3
3 .8 4
4 .1 3
4 .6 7
5 .1 6
5 .6 2

2 .5 9
2 .9 0

1.91

3 .1 8
3 .4 3
3 .6 7
4.1 1

4 .5 5
5 .0 4

4 .5 0

7 .1 8

4 .8 6

7 .9 5

5 .5 0
6 .3 7

Table 5.5: The AP/APi change with time for Radial injection at flow velocity of 0.00215 m/s.

_

DP/DPi

"'jection time
-------(hr)
___3
_
6
—.
_

8
10
100

_

200

^
-

400
600

— io o ' o
^ 5000

— aooo
^Jioooo

Group 1

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Group 7

1 .0 0
1 .0 4

1 .0 0
1 .0 4

1 .0 0

1 .0 0
1 .0 4

1 .4 9
1 .6 6

1 .5 1

1 .0 3
1.41

1 .7 0
1 .9 0
2 .0 3
2 .21

1 .5 5
1 .7 0
1 .8 0
1 .9 3

1 .6 5
1 .8 3
1 .95
2 .1 1

2 .8 8
3 .1 7

2 .4 0
2 .6 0

2 .71
2 .9 7

1 .0 0

1 .0 0

1 .0 4

1 .0 2

1 .0 2

1.21

1 .2 1
1 .2 7
1 .3 4
1 .3 8
1 .4 4

1 .2 7

1 .2 7
1 .3 4
1 .3 7
1 .4 2
1 .5 9

1 .6 2

1 .6 6

1 .7 0
1 .8 0

1 .8 0
1 .8 4

-^40000
«^>0000

Group 3

1 .0 0

1 .7 5

.__ ¿ 0 0 0 0

Group 2

1 .8 6
1 .9 0
1 .9 3

1 .8 6
1 .8 9
1.91
1 .9 3

1 .9 6
1 .9 8
2 .0 0

1 .9 6

2 .0 4

-J.4 0 0 0 Ö

1 .9 8
1 .9 9

2 .0 6
2 .0 8

— La 9 0 0 0

2 .0 0

— 60000

'

— /u o o o
^oodoo
*^¿00000
■
— !4000O

1 .3 6
1 .4 5
1 .5 0
1 .5 8
1 .8 4
1 .9 4

1 .8 5
1 .9 7
2 .1 3
2 .7 4
3 .01
3.41

1 .4 8

3 .6 2

2 .9 0

3 .3 7

2 .1 8
2 .2 4

3 .6 3

3 .8 7

3 .0 6

3 .5 9

3 .8 0

3 .1 8

3 .7 5

2 .2 8

3 .9 4

4 .0 6
4.21

2 .3 2

4 .0 5
4 .1 5
4 24

3 .2 8
3 .3 7
3 .4 4

3 .8 8
3 .9 9
4 .0 9

3 .5 0
3.61

4 .1 8
4 .3 2

3 .7 0

4 .4 5

2 .1 0

2 .3 6
2 .3 9
2 .4 4
2 .4 8

4 .3 4

4 .3 9

4 .4 5
4 .5 5
4 .7 2

4 .5 1

4 .8 6

^ able 5.6: The AP/APi change with time for Fracture injection at flow velocity of 0.00003 m/s.

__

Half

injectivity

tim e (hr)

' ,uw velocity
— fm /s)

G ro u p 1

Group 2

Group 3

Gro u p 4

Group 5

Group 6

Gro u p 7

■ ^0 0 0 3
'- ¿ U O O O f i
-dL uQ OOQ
^¿ooÖ TF“

138325
18990
7625
4055
2650

79200
9060
3280
1730
1106

680
320
225
175
1 50

540
260
1 80
140
115

1 7 .5

13
10

11
8.5

1310
495
305
225
180
12
9.7

700
275
175
130
108

42
25

12225
2620
1215
755
540
16
11

^ 0 0 0 1 5
^U 0215
^d£0043

1 1 .5

^ l e 5.7; The half injectivity time for different injection flow velocities.
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CHAPTER SIX
APPLICATION OF THE DAMAGE MODELS
TO THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6*1 Introduction
The main differences between the injection along fracture and linear or radial injection can be
summarised as follows:
(a) The fracture had a very large flow area compared with the linear or radial injection
geometries which made the flow velocity through the fracture face into the rock matrix (for
constant flow rate) very low compared with the linear or radial flow velocity. The large flow
urea of the fracture face improved the injectivity and maintained it for a longer period (for the
Case of produced water injection) than the linear or radial injection does. But the very low flow
Velocity through the rock matrix, in the case of fracture injection (as a result of larger flow
area)>especially through the rock matrix at the fracture end, had an opposite effect on the
'Ujectivity of produced water. The capture probability of solid particles and oil droplets would
be higher in the case of very low flow velocity (especially for lower than 0.035 cm/s, which is
cl°se to the flow velocity through matrix in fracture injection). Kumar (1988) and Van Velzen
(1992) demonstrated the effect of flow velocity through rock matrix on the matrix impairment.

(k) At a constant flow rate, the initial injection pressure in the case of fracture injection (due to
the large flow area) is much lower than the initial injection pressure for the case of linear or
radial injection. The pressure in the linear and radial injection is uniformly distributed on the
•ftflow face. Whereas in the fracture injection, the pressure on the fracture face is maximum at
fu tu re inlet and decreases along the fracture to its minimum value at the fracture end (this
difference is equal to the pressure drop along the fracture).

(c) The very high flow velocity along the fracture delayed the accumulation of external filter
Cake due the shear force created by this high flow velocity. The accumulation of the external
f1
er cake started at the fracture end where the flow velocity along the fracture is minimum.
Evi
en after the external cake was formed, it can be eroded when the flow velocity along the
frai

CtUre became high enough (as more flow is directed along the fracture and as the flow path

alo

ng the fracture become smaller due to the presence o f external cake) to do so.
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6*2 The objectives of this chapter
The objective was to compare the experimental results generated by this thesis with the
Predictions of formation damage models reported in the literature.
The linear injection formation damage models were applied on the linear and the fracture
Ejection experiments to investigate the change of injectivity with time as matrix damage took
Place and to measure the difference in the injectivity (due to matrix damage) between the two
ejection systems.
The geometric skins to convert from linear to radial system and to convert from radial to fracture
systemwere defined and calculated. Also the skin to account for the difference in the matrix
damage extent between the radial and fracture systems was defined then measured and
calculated.

^•3 Formation damage models
h this chapter the linear injection formation damage models will be applied to the fracture
Ejection experiments, but before that some assumptions (concerning the fracture injection
Variables) must be made:
(a) The flow through the fracture face into the rock matrix was assumed to be linear.
(k) The pressure is the same all over the fracture face and equal to the pressure at the fracture
lldct minus half the pressure drop along the fracture (the pressure was averaged to be equal to
Pressure at half distance along the fracture).
The flow velocity through the matrix is equal to the total side flow rate divided by the total
fracture face area.

Rostof the linear or radial injection formation damage models derivation in the literature started
^ lth three basic equations which are:

Darcy’s law was applied by assuming that the rock matrix consisted of two separate zones,
^

*

lnvaded zone with a damaged permeability and a clean undamaged zone with a permeability
e9ual to the initial matrix permeability. The Darcy’s law was derived for two separate zones in
Series.
^ The deep bed filtration equation which defined the deep bed filtration process whereby
Panicles and/or droplets penetrating the pores o f a porous medium are trapped, thereby
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increasing the resistance to injected fluid flow (the degree of particle and/or droplet filtration and
removal from the flowing stream, as the particles and/or droplets are captured within the rock
matrix pores). Deep bed filtration was described by the following basic equation (95);
— = -AC. exp(-AL)
dL

(6-1)

where C0 is the influent concentration.
A is the filtration coefficient.
L is the length of porous medium.

(3) The material balance equation between the influent and effluent solid particle and/or oil
droplet concentration. This equation calculated the reduction in matrix porosity due to particle
and/°r droplets accumulation within the rock matrix pores. This reduction in the porosity
decreased the matrix permeability by a certain factor.
The equation was derived by the author as follows:
Initial pore volume - accumulated particles volume = Final pore volume
0,.AL-

(c-c)v

(¡>fAL

(

6. 2)

where Ci is the influent concentration
C is the effluent concentration
V is the cumulative injection volume
A is the inflow area
L is the porous medium length
AL is the bulk volume of the rock matrix
0lani/0/ are the initial and final porous medium porosity.
Pos is the particle or droplet density or the particle and droplet equivalent density
Re;
hanging eqs. 6.2, multiplying and dividing by <pi results in:
(c ,- c )r ft

0/ = 0, - '
P o sA L 4>i

ill

As the deposited particles and/or droplets volume is very small compared with the porous pore
volume, then
(C, - C ) k N pv

(6.3)

where Npy is the number of pore volume injected.
Two linear damage models will be applied to the fracture and linear injection experiments which
Were carried out in the present study.
(1) Eylander (1988) model was modified by Zhang (1994) to include the case of oil and solids
combined damaging effect by using the concept of equivalent oil/solids concentration and the
Weight mean density of oil and solids. The equivalent oil/solids concentration is the
c°ncentration of oil and solids combined together. This model uses Darcy’s law and the material
balance equation between the solids in the injection water and the solids deposited within the
P°rous medium. It was assumed that the injection fluid is Newtonian and incompressible and
tile flow is laminar flow. Also it is assumed that the volume of injected fluid is equal to the
titrate fluid volume (as the particle and/or droplets volume is negligible compared with the
Ejection fluid volume).

Th

ne model consisted of a severe impaired zone of permeability

and a clean matrix zone of a

Permeability equal to the initial permeability Kj. The total pressure drop is equal to the sum of
th
e Pressure drop through the impaired zone and the pressure drop in the clean zone.
Th

ne relation between the impaired zone length and the injected fluid volume was obtained by

taking a material balance between the solids in the injection water and the solids deposited
^tihin the porous medium.
final equation derived by Zhang (1994) was:
— = 6fJ.LNpV +
v

Kt

(6.4)

"'here v is the flow velocity
K, is the initial matrix permeability
L is the total porous medium length
Ap is the total pressure drop through the whole porous medium.
M-is the injected fluid viscosity
Npv is the number of pore volume injected
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e=
where

j ___ i_
yK d

C

qsP i

K,J

is the impaired zone permeability
ptandpd are the initial matrix porosity and the impaired zone porosity
Cqs is the equivalent influent concentration of particles and droplets
Pfindp^ are the injected fluid density and the weight mean density of oil and solids

6.4

was modified by the author to be suitable for experimental applications as follows:

Prom Darcy’s law
Ap _ p L
~

~

~

(6.5)

K

% substituting Eq. 6.5 into Eq. 6.4
ul
„ ...
L
= QpLNpv + p —
K
A,
Or

— = GNPV+ —
K
K;

( 6 .6 )

where K is the total permeability of the impaired and the clean zones,
^arranging Equ. 6.6
El

l + 6K'Npv

K

Ki/K is equal to the injectivity inverse
n pv

(6.7)

a
( 6 . 8)

= ~AL<pi
rrrt

where Q is the injection flow rate through the rock matrix
t is the injection time.
Substituting Eq. 6.8 into Eq. 6.7, then:
(6.9)
a

K

AL^

^hich is the injectivity inverse function of injection time.
° nly the effect of the particle and/or droplet concentration was included in Eylander / Zhang
tttodel, while the particle and/or droplet sizes effect was not considered in their models. To
delude the particle and/or droplet sizes effect, the deep filtration equation (which contains the
Nitration coefficient) must be included in the formulation of the model.

^ ^an VelzenV95) model is a mathematical model that described the reduction in injectivity
fr
111eternal filter cake formation. The model used Darcy’s law for linear flow to define
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Pressure drop through the invaded and the clean matrix. Then the material balance equation was
used to obtain the relation between the change in the invaded zone length and the change in
Particle and/or droplet concentration with distance. Then the deep filtration equation was used to
define the change of concentration with distance as a function of volume filter coefficient. So
the particle and/or droplet concentration and size effects were included in this model. The flow
ls assumed to be laminar and the injection fluid is assumed to be Newtonian and
incompressible.
The Final equation for linear injection case was:
ÏAT ",
8C ,
, AAL.
1-e x p (—
——) V
- - 1 IL
\a
A0
*-■0

( 6 . 10)

where Q0 is the initial injection rate.
ô is the damage factor =

K:

1

1

( 6 . 11)

(1- 0 ,)
A is the volume filter coefficient
C0 is the volume fraction of solids in suspension at injection surface.

% 6.10 was rearranged by the author to be suitable for experimental applications as follows:
a

,1- exp(—
, AAL.
——)
AL(pt L

Th
le equation was re-written by the author in the form of injectivity inverse as a function of
Ejection time and the damage factor was substituted by its value from Eq. 6.11.
V
K.
/ AAL. t
1, -e x p (--------)
^ -1
a
K
AL<pi K*d
Qo
A 1 - 0 dA

Multiplying and dividing the left hand side of the equation with Kj
1
, AAL.)j
K
1 , K,Q J ____ 1_V
K
AL<pi
K
1- 0,d J
K.
Or
L - w M .,
( 6 . 12)
K
AL#,
1V
1
, aal
"'here
1, - exp(--------)
P=
a
vK
K j 1 - 0d j
had the same form as Eq. 6.12, but the factor 6 has a physical meaning which is
diff.
erent from the physical meaning of the factor /J.
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The increase in 0 or /J value (for a constant matrix permeability, matrix porosity, injection rate
and flow path length) indicated a higher permeability damage.
Before applying the experimental work on these equations to investigate the effect of the
different factors on the permeability alteration, the dominant capture mechanism for the fracture
and the linear injection experiments will be specified.

6*4 The capture mechanisms in fracture and linear injection
experiments
^ojtanowicz et al. (1987) summarise the particle capture mechanisms into three mechanisms
(Big-1.67) depending on the plot of K/Kj versus pore volume injected. Gradual pore blocking
^hich is associated with a continuous capture of fines at the rock walls due to retention forces
^ d the rate of capture is directly proportional to the solids concentration in the flow stream.
Single pore blocking (screening) which occurs when single particles of size close to the pore
SlZe Blocks an individual pores. Internal or external cake formation (straining) caused by
Particles greater than pore size and/or by high solids concentration.
Bang et al. (1994) collected and analysed water core flow test data available in the literature. He
re'Plotted the data as the inverse of the injectivity decline (Kj/K) versus pore volume injected. A
straight line was observed when an incompressible external filter cake (Fig. 1.37) or a pure
Eternal filter cake (Fig. 1.38) was formed. Curves with increasing slope were obtained when
C°mPressible external cake (Fig. 1.39) or internal filter cake (Fig. 1.40) are formed. In some
exPeriments with no external filter cake formation the slope of the curve decreases with time as
ln Figure 1.41 (smaller injected particle size).
Spending on these observations the dominant capture mechanism within the rock matrix in the
fracture and linear injection experiments (which were carried out in the present study) can be
detected.
p.

lrst the experimentally measured K/Kj and Kj/K values were plotted against pore volume
Piected or time for the fracture and linear injection experiments.

Wh
en the particle concentration was less than 15mg/l, no external cake was formed on the
nfl° * face in all the experiments. This observation excluded the probability of external cake
fo
Nation from the expected capture mechanisms; this left the internal blocking
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and the internal filter cake formation as the only expected mechanisms which would reduce the
Permeability of the rock matrix.

depending on Wojtanowicz and Pang observations, the capture mechanisms of the linear and
the fracture injection experiments were examined and defined by the author. The linear injection
Plots of K/Ki versus pore volume injected (Fig.6.1) indicated a clear internal cake formation or
straining mechanism for the 15 mg/1 of a 2.1 pm particle mean size suspension and for the
Ejection fluid which contained 100 mg/1 oil of 5.8 pm droplet mean size and 10 mg/1 solids of
4-7 pm particle mean size. For the case of 200 mg/1 of 3.8 pm mean size droplet oil emulsion
and for the case of injection fluid which contained 100 mg/1 oil of 3.8 pm droplet mean size and
10 mg/1 solids of 2.1 pm particle mean size, the plots show less straining mechanism which can
^ Sald to be in-between a clear straining mechanism and gradual pore blocking mechanism.

77ie linear injection plots of Ki/K versus pore volume injected (Fig.6.2) indicated a low
resistance internal filter cake mechanism similar to that in figure 1.38 (after Pang et al.) when
Ihe injection fluid was 200 mg/1 of 3.8 pm droplet mean size oil emulsion or when the injection
0uid contains a 100 mg/1 oil of 3.8 pm droplet mean size and 10 mg/1 solids of 2.1 pm particle
Itlean size. When the injection fluid was a 15 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particle mean size suspension and
W^en
injection fluid contains 100 mg/1 oil of 5.8 pm droplet mean size and 10 mg/1 solids of
A
Rm particle mean size, the plots showed an internal cake mechanism similar to that in figure
140 (after Pang et al.)

^ c tu re injection plots of K/Ki versus pore volume injected (Figs.6.3 and 6.4) indicated a
gradual pore blocking mechanism in all the fracture injection experiments (depending on
^°jtanowicz observations) with some injected fluids causing higher blocking than the others,
Uch as in the case of injected fluid which contains a 4.7 pm mean size particles.

Th
e fracture injection plots of Ki/K (injectivity inverse) versus pore volume injected (Figs.6.5
6.6) for all the fracture injection experiments indicated a permeable internal filter cake
Pending on Pang observations) especially in the case of long fracture injection experiments.
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and 73).

and 73)..

^•5 Application of formation damage models to linear and fracture
Ejection systems
For a constant flow rate, initial permeability, initial porosity and flow path length, the main
factors affecting the matrix permeability alteration are the oil and/or solids concentration
contained in the injected fluid, droplet and/or droplet mean size, the flow area, the flow velocity
^ d the initial injection pressure. The first three factors were studied by using the experimental
results in conjunction with Eqs. 6.9 and 6.12 and the last two factors were studied by using
experimental observations only.

**•5.1 Concentration and mean size effect
The initial matrix permeability to the damaged matrix permeability ratio Kj/K values, obtained
from fracture and linear experiments, were plotted against [(Kj Q t) / (A L 0)]. The slope was
e9ual to 6 or ¡3 which only represent the degree of permeability alteration due to oil and/or
s°lid concentration and droplet and/or particle mean size without taking in account the area
difference between the fracture and the linear injection experiments.

These plots show the difference in slope (9 or ft ) for the fracture and the linear injection
exPeriments. For the case of the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion injection (Fig.6.7), changing from linear
to fracture injection reduced the slope to 63 % of the linear injection slope. For the 10 mg/1
SUspension of 2.1 pm mean size particles (Fig.6.8), the same slope difference between the
fracture and linear experiments (as in the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion) was obtained.

Th
e slope of the 10 mg/1 suspension of the 2.1 pm mean size particles experiment, in the case
of f
Iracture injection, was higher than the slope of the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion experiment by
For the case of linear injection experiments nearly the same difference was obtained.
^ seams that the 3.8 pm mean size oil droplets at a concentration of 200 mg/1 had the same
Permeability damage effect as the 2.1 pm particles at a concentration of 10 mg/1 what ever the
Ejection system was (fracture or linear system). The change from linear to fracture injection
educes the permeability damage by one third.
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For the case of increasing the particle mean size from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm at a constant particle
concentration of 10 mg/1, changing from linear to fracture injection reduced the slope to 80 % of
the linear injection slope (Fig.6.9). This percentage became 83% when particle concentration
increased from 10 to 15 mg/1 at a constant particle mean size of 2.1 pm (Fig.6.10), and
increased further to 92% as the particle mean size increased from 2.1 pm to 4.7 pm at constant
Particle concentration of 15 mg/1 (Fig.6.11).

hicreasing the particle size and/or the particle concentration narrowed the difference between the
inatrix permeability damage caused by the linear injection and that caused by fracture injection.
The improvement in permeability damage, caused by changing the injection system from linear
Ejection to fracture injection, decreased from 37% (for the injection of 10 mg/1 suspension of
21

Mm mean size particles) to less than 8% (when the injection fluid was a 15 mg/1 suspension

4.7 pm mean size particles).

As ^ e initial matrix permeability of the 4.7 pm particles suspension experiments was nearly
double the initial matrix permeability of the 2.1 pm particles suspension experiments, this
Caused the calculated slope of the linear and the fracture injection experiments for the case of the
^ Mm particles suspensions to be lower than that of the 2.1 pm particles suspension
exPeriments.
^0r the case of injection fluid which contained a 200 mg/1 oil concentration and 10 mg/1 solid
c°ncentration of 2.1 pm particle mean size (Fig.6.12), the change from linear to fracture
Ejection reduced the permeability damage (the slope) to 32% of the linear injection slope (which
ls 68% improvement is permeability damage), whereas the addition of oil at a 100 mg/1 to the 15
^8/1 particle suspension of 2.1 pm particle mean size (Fig.6.13) reduced the slope to 93%
^hich is only 7% improvement in permeability damage).
Wh
len oil was added at a 100 or 200 mg/1 concentration and 3.8 pm droplet mean size to the 2.1
^ni mean size particle suspension, changing the injection system from linear to fracture injection
Can
^ greatly reduce the permeability damage effect if the particle concentration was kept less than
10 mg/i.
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I_______ ___________________ (Ki Q t) / (A L 0)______________________

ftg-6.7: The effect of oil droplets on the injectivity inverse (Exps. 62 and 75).

*
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Fi
1®''6-8: The effect of the 2.1 Jim particles on the injectivity inverse (Exps. 59 and 77).

1------------------------------------------- (Ki Q t) / (A L 0 )_________________________________

ftg.6.10: The effect of the 2.1 pm particles at a concentration of 15 mg/1 on the injectivity
inverse (Exps.60 and 76).

*
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Fig-6.11: The effect of the 4.7 (im particles at a concentration of 15 mg/1 on the injectivity
inverse (Exps. 64 and 80).

-----

--------------------------(Ki Q t) / (A L 0 )__________________________

'g'6-12: The effect of the 2.1 pm particles at a concentration of 10 mg/1 and oil at
concentration of 200 mg/1 on the injectivity inverse (Exps. 74 and 57).

The addition of oil at 100 and 200 mg/1 to the 4.7 (im particle suspensions gave unclear
Permeability damage results.

6*5.2 Concentration, mean size and flow area combined effect
The initial matrix permeability to the damaged matrix permeability ratio Kj/K values, obtained
from fracture and linear experiments, were plotted against injection time t. The slope will be
K f)

K O

e<3ual to 6 —'■
— or (3—!— . This time the slope represents the degree of permeability alteration
AL<pi
AL<f)i
due to the area difference between the fracture and the linear injection experiments as well as the
deration due to oil and/or solid concentration and droplet and/or particle mean size.

Tor the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion injection experiments and the 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm particle
SUsPension injection experiments, changing the injection system from linear to fracture injection
Educed the slope and, apparently, the permeability damage effect to 3% of the permeability
damage caused by the linear injection experiment (Figs.6.14 and 6.15).

Tor the 15 mg/1 of 2.1 pm mean size particle suspension, the 10 mg/1 of 4.7 pm mean size
Particle suspension and the 15 mg/1 of 4.7 pm mean size particle suspension injection
exPeriments, the change from linear to fracture injection reduced the slope to 5% (Figs.6.16 -

6. 18).

T°r the case of the injection fluid which contained a 200 mg/1 oil concentration of 3.5 pm mean
SlZe droplets and 10 mg/1 solids concentration of 2.1 pm mean size particles, changing from
Tuear to fracture injection reduced the slope to 2% (Fig.6.19).
^°r dte other experiments with an injection fluids which contained oil and solids, the slope was
educed to 5% in average (Figs.6.20 - 6.22).

B
y c°mbining the effect of droplets and particles concentration and mean size with the effect of
area difference, changing of the injection system from linear to fracture injection reduced the
^°Pe (in average) to 4 % of the linear injection experiments slope (this is true for all the carried
ut experiments). This means a 25 times increase in the injectivity.
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Pig-6.13: The effect of the 2.1 pm particles at a concentration of 15 mg/1 and oil at
I—

concentration of 100 mg/1 on the injectivity inverse (Exps. 67 and 81).
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!g-6.14; The combined effect of oil droplets and flow area on the injectivity inverse

area on the injectivity inverse (Exps.59 and 77).
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^g-6.16: The combined effect of the 2.1 pm particles at 15 mg/1 concentration and the flow
I-------- area on the injectivity inverse (Exps.60 and 76).___________________________
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Pig-6.17: The combined effect of the 4.7 Jim particles at 10 mg/1 concentration and the flow

area on the injectivity inverse (Exps.64 and 80).
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Pig-6.19: The combined effect of the 2.1 fim particles at 10 mg/1 concentration, the oil droplets
—

p.

and the flow area on the injectivity inverse (Exps.74 and 57)._________________
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^•6.20: The combined effect of the 4.7 Jim particles at 10 mg/1 concentration, the oil droplets

and the flow area on the injectivity inverse (Exps.67 and 81).

The injectivity inverse can be represented by the equation:
K, ,
— = 1+ m*t
K
Where m has a value from 0.12 to 0.65 for the linear injection
And m has a value from 0.0036 to 0.035 for the fracture injection

^•5.3 Flow velocity and pressure drop effect
The flow velocity through rock matrix in the linear injection experiments was between 0.36 and
0-43 cm/s and in the fracture injection experiment was between 0.022 and 0.036 cm/s.
The pressure drop through rock matrix in the linear injection experiment was between 2.2 and
H-5 bar and in the fracture injection experiments was between 0.22 and 0.44 bar. This huge
difference in the flow velocity and pressure drop between linear and fracture injection
experiments may have had some effect on the capture and release mechanism of droplets and
Particles within the rock matrix.
The effect of these two factors can be deduced by studying the concentration ratio (CR) of the
effluent (the ratio of effluent concentration to the influent concentration) of the linear and the
fracture injection experiments.

^hen the injection fluid was particle suspension only without any oil being added, the CR of
the side outlets effluent in the fracture injection was between zero and 0.3 which meant that
1Tl0re than 70% of the particles were captured within the rock matrix. On the other hand the CR
°f effluent in the linear injection was between 0.25 and 0.8 which mean that 20 to 75% of the
Particles were captured within the rock matrix.

Th'

difference in the percentage of the captured particles can be related to the huge difference in

flo* velocity and pressure drop between the two injection systems (linear and fracture
Ejection). The high flow velocity in linear injection can effectively prevent the precipitation or
Capture of particles, whereas the very low flow velocity through matrix in the fracture
nJection encouraged more precipitation and capture of particles. Also the high pressure drop in
linear injection tended to force the particles through the matrix pores and to break the prefo
rrried particle bridges at the pore throats which enabled the particles to travel deep into the
^ h ix before being captured which resulted in more particles reaching the outlet.
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On the other hand in the case of fracture injection, the pressure drop was not high enough to
force the particles through pore throat or to break the pre-formed particle bridges and most of
the particles were captured after travelling a very short distance into the matrix which resulted in
tess particles reaching the side outlets.
As a result, it can be expected that the invasion depth of particles in the linear injection would be
higher than the invasion depth in the fracture injection.

^hen the injection fluid was oil emulsion only without any solids being added, the difference in
flow velocity and pressure drop between the linear and fracture injection had less effect on the
effluent CR. The CR of the effluent in the linear injection was between 0.92 and 1.0 and the CR
°f side effluent in the fracture injection was between 0.84 and 1.0.

The close CR values of the two systems in the case of oil emulsion experiments, contrarily to
*he case of particle suspension experiments, can be explained by the deforming nature of the oil
dr°plets. The 3.8 pm oil droplets do not need a high pressure to be forced through the small
P°re throat, also the oil droplets do not form bridges at the pore entry. The oil droplet density is
less than the brine density which prevented its precipitation within the rock matrix. The small
difference in CR between the two systems (in the case of oil emulsion experiments) may be due
to foe high flow velocity (as in the linear injection system) forcing pre-captured oil droplets into
foe flow stream (due to higher shear force) more efficiently than the low flow velocity (as in the
fu tu re injection system).

foe flow velocity and pressure drop are very important factors which must be carefully
studied to measure their effect on the matrix permeability damage in the fracture injection
^stem.

^ Damage effect in radial and fracture injection
^ fois section the linear injection system was converted to a radial injection system. Then all the
^ ear injection experimental results were re-calculated as if they were radial geometries results,
a comparison study between linear and radial injection systems is presented in this section.
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Further more, the radial injection system was converted to a fracture injection system. Then the
relation between the damage effect in the radial and the fracture injection systems was
investigated. The difference in damage effect between the radial and the fracture injection
systems was calculated (by using the converting equation from radial to fracture system) and
experimentally measured.

6*6.1 Converting from linear to radial injection
The difference between the linear injection system and the radial injection system is the
enlargement of flow area in the direction of radius in the case of radial injection compared with
constant flow area in the case of linear injection. Due to this difference in geometry, the radial
system caused a lower pressure drop than linear system.
Thus, for a clean brine injection:

pressure drop in radial system = pressure drop in linear

system - pressure drop difference due to the geometry effect

(6.13)

AP r = APl - APcr

And

APor = APl - APr
_ qflL qflLn(r0/ r w)

^ Gr

K,Al

2icKih

Figure 6.23 show s the linear and the radial systems.

Multiplying and dividing the radial pressure drop term by rw gave:
A

q/JL

r „ q f l L n ( r J r w)

^ Gr

K A

r J ln K fx

The inlet flow area of the radial system 27trwh = A (the inflow area of the linear system).
Thus

And

APcr =

AP c r

=

qpL

r „ q f i L n ( r J r w)

KA

ALK,

3 B L f 1— r - Lrn ( r Y)
KA l
L

tyhiere r0 = L + rw

Thus

f

( rro Yl
APGr = ApL \ - — L n

l

Or

'vhere

L

)/

(6.14)

AP r = APl (1 + Scr)

f

fr Y
l ~ — Ln ro
<r w ) )
<
L

is the geometry skin
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For a the following variables:
L = 0.03 m
rw = A / 27th = 0.01 m
ro = L + rw = 0.04 m

The calculated geometry skin Sor was - 0.538.
When the dirty water injection started, the pressure drop in the radial injection can be assumed
to be equal to the pressure drop in the linear injection matrix minus the pressure drop difference
hue to geometry skin.
APdR = APdL - APcr or

APdR = APdL (1 + Sor)

(6.15)

This is true if it is assumed that the geometry difference between the two systems had no effect
°n !he degree of permeability damage.

The pressure drop due to matrix damage for the radial injection APdR was calculated by using
toe linear injection results and by applying Eq.6.15.

^•6*2 Converting from radial to fracture injection
^he main difference between the radial injection system and the fracture injection system is in
toe inflow area and the pressure distribution on the inflow surface area. The high inflow area in
fracture injection causes a very low flow velocity through the rock matrix. The pressure exerted
°n toe fracture face decreased with distance along the fracture. Due to this difference in
§e°metry, the radial system caused a higher pressure drop than the fracture system.

^tois, for a clean brine injection:

pressure drop in fractured system = pressure drop in

radial system - pressure drop difference due to geometry effect
APpi = APrj - APGf
A“d

(6-16)

APGf= A P Ri-APFi

^here APr ; and APpi are the initial injection pressure drop.
An - 4 / ^ 0 . / O
^ C/

2nKKh

AFKFi

'''here Krj and Kpj are the initial matrix permeability in the case of the radial and the
fracture systems respectively,
qs is the side flow rate in the case of fracture system.
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Multiplying and dividing the right hand side by the radial pressure drop term gives:

c^OM rJr,)

1-

n „ is

27tKRlhi
Or

APa, = APj? 1-

A

v f

f

K

f

, (h t f J - I M

( ro /r »

))

L K Ri

r»vRKFiLn(r0/rw)

where vp (flow velocity through matrix in fracture system) = qs / Ap
vr (flow

velocity at the inflow face in the radial system) = q / 2rerwh

qs is the total side outlets flow rate.
And

APr = APri (1 + S cf)

where

^Gf ~~

1

(6.17)

vFLKRi

is the geometry skin.

P°r constant radial and fracture systems (L, rw and r0 are constants), Set is a function of
(yFKRi/

vr

Kpi). If the Kri equal Kpi, then Scf is a function only of vp.

The calculated Scf values are presented in Table 6.1 and plotted versus (vp Krj /

vr

Kpj) in

figure 6.24. The SGf value increased as the initial matrix permeability (Kri and Kpfl increased
^

as the flow velocity through the rock matrix in the fracture system (vp) decreased. The

Value of Sof was between - 0.80 and - 0.89.

When the dirty water injection started, the large flow area of the fracture system resulted m less
Matrix damage than the small flow area of the radial system. This difference in matrix

g

**tent between the two systems resulted in a higher pressure drop in the case of the radial
Astern. Thus, the difference in pressure drop between the two systems (APdR APdp)
of:
Pressure drop difference due to geometry (APGf)
Pressure drop difference due to the difference in matrix damage extent (APd).

APdF = APdR - APGf * APd
°r

(6.18)

APd = APdR - APcf - APdF

The change in APd with time can experimentally measured or numerically

Th= change in APd with time can be experimentally measured by calcuiating the change in APdR
w‘ih time from Eq.6.15(APdL is the experimental value of the pressure drop ch g
h r the linear system after damage took place) and APof from Eq.6.16, while APdp is the
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Pig-6.22: The combined effect of the 4.7 pm particles at 15 mg/1 concentration, the oil droplets

corrected experimental pressure drop (average pressure drop through the side flow path) change
with time of the fracture system after damage took place.
The APdp was corrected as follows:
APdp (corrected) = APdF (experimentally measured) - (APFi (experimentally measured) - APFi
(calculated))

Also the change in APd with time can be numerically calculated as follows:
At any time during the injection of simulated produced water.
APdp = APr (1 + SFd)
APdR = APRi (1 + SRd)
A P cf = APri S c f

APd = APrj Sd
in the fracture system and SRd is the skin due to
Where SFd is the skin due to matrix damage in
matrix damage
in the radial system. The SGf is the skin dne to geometry difference between
Matrix
damage in
radial and fracture systems. The Sd is the skin due to the difference in matrix damage extent
between the two systems.
Substituting in Eq.6.18:
Then

APr (1 + SFd) = APr ] (1 + SRd) + APRi SGf + APRi Sd

(6.19)

'''here SGf and Sd have a negative sign.
But

APFi = APRi (1 + SGf)

Substituting in Eq.6.19, thus:

^

(1 + SGf) (1 + SFd) = (1 + SRd) + SGf + Sd
1 + SFd + SGf + SGf SFd = i +• s Rd + SGf + Sd
SFd + SGf Spd = SRd + Sd
( 6 .20 )
SFd(l + S Gf) = SRd + Sd
SFd = (APdF - APFi) / APFi = (Kr / KF d )' 1
SRd = (APdR - APrj) / APRi = (KRi / KRd) - 1

Substituting in Fa.6.20. thus:
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And

s<= s„ = -

Or
where

(( K
Ri

-1

W K*d
(( 1

—1

$Gf

1

\

- 1 (l + Sc /)
J

vFLKRi
rwvRKFiLn(r0frw)

_ L flm* _ L
&Rd

-1 I(1 + 5 g/)
\Kpd
)

y a Fd

\\ & R d

1-

K Fi

j

\

the injectivity inverse for the radial and the fracture systems

a Fd

after matrix damage took place and were calculated as follows:
1 _ A p RJ q
a M &pj<l
1 ApFJ q F
a FJ

( 6 .21 )

(6.22)
(6.23)

&PFi/qFi

where qpj is the initial side flow rate in the fracture system.

The measured and the calculated Sd values are presented in Tables 6.2 - 6.10. Also the value of
APdR, APdF and

APd (measured and calculated) are presented in the same tables.

There is a very good agreement between the measured and the calculated values of APd
(Rg.6.25).
The change in APdR and APdF with time Is shown in Figures 6.26 - 6.32. The change in the
summation of S d plus

SGf

with time is shown in Figure 6.33 for different injected fluid

impositions.

por all the experiments carried out, the geometry skin is less than |-0.9|. For the oil emulsion
'ejection, the |.S,| value increased gently with time, while the 2.1 pm particle suspension at a
the |S j value with time. The increase in
concentration of 10 mg/1 caused a higher increases in
• . resulted in further increase in the \Sd\ value with
Particle concentration and particle mean si
time.
^hen the injection fluid was

200 mg/1 oil emulsion, the increase rate of \Sd\ with time was 0 28

Per hour. This rate was increased to the double when the injected fluid was 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm
^ean size particle suspension, and increases by nearly 4 times when the injected fluid was 15
tll§/l of 4.7 pm mean size particle suspension.
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rig-6.25: The change in the measured and the calculated value of AP<j with time (exps. 64 and
80).
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ig-6.27: Pressure drop difference between radial and fracture systems for the case of 10 mg/l
of 2.1 pm mean size particle suspension (exps. 59 and 77).
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^ g ^ ^ : Pressure drop difference between radial and fracture systems for the case of 15 mg/1
of 2.1 jim mean size particle suspension (exps. 60 and 76).
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^•6.29: Pressure drop difference between radial and fracture systems for the case of 10 mg/1
of 4.7 |im mean size particle suspension (exps. 65 and 79).
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6*7 Conclusions of the linear model applications
1- The linear injection plots of K/K j versus pore volume injected indicated a clear internal cake
formation (straining mechanism) or in-between a clear straining mechanism and gradual pore
blocking mechanism (depending on Wojtanowicz theory).
The linear injection plots of K /K versus pore volume injected indicated a low resistance or high
resistance internal filter cake mechanism (depending on Pang observations).

The fracture injection plots of K/Kj versus pore volume injected indicated a gradual pore
blocking mechanism in all the fracture injection experiments (depending on Wojtanowicz
theory) with some injected fluids causing higher blocking than the others.
The fracture injection plots of Kj/K (injectivity inverse) versus pore volume injected for all the
fracture injection experiments indicated a permeable internal filter cake (depending on Pang
observations) especially in the case of long fracture injection experiments.

ft- The K /K versus time equation was re-arranged in the form ~

1+ n

When the KVK values obtained from fracture and linear experiments were plotted against [(K;
Q t) / (A L 0)], the slope n only represents the degree of permeability alteration d
^d/or solid concentration and droplet and/or particle mean size without taking
effect of flow difference between the fracture and the linear injection experiments.
(1) For the case of the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion injection, changing from linear to fracture injection
reduced the slope m to 63 %. And for the 10 mg/1 suspension of 2.1 pm mean size particles,
Ihe same slope difference was obtained.

(2) Increasing the particle size and/or the particle concentration narrowed the difference between
the matrix permeability damage (or the slope n) caused by the linear injection and that caused by
^cture injection. The improvement in permeability damage (or the reduction o f the slope n),
Caused by changing the injection system from linear injection to fracture injection, decreased
fr°m 37% (for the injection o f 10 mg/1 suspension o f 2.1 pm mean size particles) to less than
^ (when the injection fluid was a 15 mg/1 suspension o f 4.7 pm mean size particles).
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(3) When oil was added at a 100 or 200 mg/1 concentration and 3.8 )im droplet mean size to the
2-1 (im mean size particle suspension, changing the injection system from linear to fracture
injection can greatly reduce the permeability damage effect (or decreases the slope n) if the
Particle concentration was kept less than 10 mg/1.
K,
ID- The Kj/K versus time equation was re-arranged in the form ^

l + mt

When the Kj/K values obtained from fracture and linear experiments were plotted against the
time t, the slope represents the degree of permeability alteration due to the area difference
between the fracture and the linear injection experiments as well as the alteration due to oil
and/or solid concentration and droplet and/or particle mean size.
U) By combining the effect of droplets and panicles concentration and mean size with the effect
of area difference, changing of the injection system from linear to fracture injection reduced the
slope m (on average) to less than 5% of the linear injection experiments slope (this is true for all
the carried out experiments). This means a

25 times increase in the injectivity.

0 ) The Slope m has a value from 0.12 to 0.65 for the linear injection and has a value from
0-0036 to 0.035 for the fracture injection.

W The huge difference in the flow velocity and pressure drop between linear and fracture
Ejection experiments may have had some effect on the capture and release mechanism of
^r°plets and particles within the rock matrix. The effect of these two factors was deduced by
stu<*ying the concentration ratio of the effluent (the ratio of effluent concentration to the influent
c°ncentration) of the linear and the fracture injection experiments.
(1) When the injected fluid was particle suspension only without any oil being added, the C.R of
the side outlets effluent in the fracture injection was between zero and 0.3. On the other hand
CR of effluent in the linear injection was between 0.25 and 0.8.

t can effectively prevent the precipitation or the
^ The high flow velocity in linear injection <
Capture of particles, whereas the very low flow velocity through matrix in the fracture injection
ei)couraged more precipitation and capture of particles.
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(3) The high pressure drop in the linear injection tended to force the particles through the matrix
pores and to break the pie-formed particle bridges at the pore throats which enabled the particles
to travel deep into the matrix before being captured which resulted in more particles reaching the
outlet. On the other hand in the case of fracture injection, the pressure drop was not high
enough to foree the particles through pore throat or to break the pre-formed particle bridges and
most of the particles were captured after travelling a very short distance into the matrix which
resulted in less particles reaching the side outlets.

(4) As a result, it can be expected that the invasion depth in the linear injection was higher than
the invasion depth in the fracture injection.

(5) When the injection fluid was oil emulsion only without any solids being added, the CR of
the effluent in the linear injection was between 0.92 and 1.0, and the CR of side effluent in the
fracture injection was between 0.84 and 1.0.

(6) The close concentration ratio (CR) values of the two systems In the case of oil emulsion
«periments, contrary to the case of particle suspension experiments, can be explained by the
deforming nature of the oil droplets. The 3.8 pm oil droplets do not need a high pressure to be
forced through the small pore throat, also the oil droplets do not form bridges at the pore entry.
The oil droplet density is less than the brine density which prevents its precipitation within the
r°ck matrix.

(7I The difference in the effluent CR between the linear and the fracture systems (in the case of
oil emulsion experiments) could be due to the difference in flow velocity through matrix
between the two systems. The high flow velocity (as in the linear injection system) can return
pre-captured oil droplet into the flow stream (by shear foree) more efficiently than the tow
flow velocity (as in the fracture injection system).

now velocity and pressure drop are very important factors which must be carefully studied
to measure their effect on the matrix permeability damage in the fracture injection system.
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IV- The calculated geometry skin (SQr ) to convert from linear to radial system, depending on
the dimensions of slabs which was used in the experiments, was - 0.538.

Due to difference in geometry, the radial system caused a higher pressure drop than the fracture
system. The geometry skin to convert from radial to fracture system (SGf) is a function of O f
KRi / vR Kpi). And if KRi was equal to KFi, then Softs only a function of vF.

The |sG/| value increased as the initial matrix permeability (KRi and KFi) increased and as the
side flow velocity through the rock matrix in the fracture system (vF) decreased. The calculated
value of Sof was between - 0.80 and - 0.89.

When the dirty water injection started, the large flow area of the fracture system resulted in less
matrix damage than the small flow area of the radial system. Thus, the difference in pressure
drop between the two systems consists of the pressure drop difference due to geometry (APof)
Plus the pressure drop difference due to the difference in matrix damage extent (APd)
t*
v

i • (Sof)
/c a rviuQ
The total Skin is equal to the geometry skin
Plus thf*
me skin
son due
u to the difference in matrix
damage extent (Su).
The Sd was experimentally measured and calculated, there was a very good agreement between
the measured and the calculated values of Sj.

Pot the oil emulsion injection, the |S„| value Increased gently with time with a rate of 0.28 per
"Our. This rate was increased to the double when the injected fluid was 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm mean
, nearly
, 4a times whpn the injected
fluid was 15 mg/1 of
Slze particle suspension, and increases by
J
^•7 pm mean size particle suspension.
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Initial Matrix
permeability in
fractu re s y s t e m
(KPl)(mD)

Initial Matrix
permeability in
radial sy s tem
(Kni)(mD) ..

VF Kr , /VR Kp|

Skin

0 .4 0 8
0 .4 0 6

252
279
401

240
248
493

0 .0 5 6
0 .0 5 7
0 .0 9 4

-0 .8 6 7
-0 .8 7 7
-0 .7 9 7

0 .4 0 6

387

0 .0 8 4

207

-0 .8 1 5
-0 .8 9 4

0 .4 3 1
0 .3 7 5
0 .4 1 7

488
230

286
348

310
360

424
431

557
500

Flow velocity at
Matrix flow
Inflow f a c e In the
velocity in th e
radial s y s t e m
fracture s y s t e m
(V rlirm /sl
(V nH cm /s)
0 .0 2 4
o n?R
0.0 3 1
0 .0 2 7
0 019
0 02?
0 .0 2 ft
0 .0 2 ft
0 .0 3 0

0 .4 1 0

0 .4 0 3
0 .4 4 1

0 .0 4 9
0 .0 6 4

1

-0 .8 6 0

0 .0 6 9

-0 .8 5 0

0.091

-0 .8 0 3
-0 .8 2 3

0 .0 7 9

Table 6.1: The calculated skin factor for changing from radial to fracture system at initial
conditions of clean salt water injection.

Time
(hours)

dpl

A P Gr
( b ar)

A P Ri
(b ar)

APdR
( b ar)

0

2 .3 5

1 .2 6

1 .0 9

1 .0 9

0 .2 5

2.5

Sa

APGf
(b ar)

A P d (bar)
(m easured)

Sd

( b ar)

A P d F (bar)
(corrected)

0 .2 2 1

2 .21

-0 .7 9 6 9

0 .8 7

0

0

APr

0.221

1 .2 4

A P d (bar) Total skin
C a lc u la te d S h+ S r ,
-0 .7 9 6 9
0

0 .1 5

-0 .1 3 8

0 .1 5

-0 .9 3 4 9

0 .6 3

-1 .3 7 4 6

1 .1 4

-1 .8 5 1 1

1

2 .9 8

1 .7 2

0 .2 2 3

0 .6 3

-0 .5 7 7 7

2

3.5

2 .2 4

0 .2 2 6

1 .1 4

-1 .0 5 4 2

3

4.1

2 .8 4

0 .2 2 8

1 .7 4

-1 .6 0 4 4

1 .7 4

-2 .4 0 1 3

-2 .4 3 0 8

2 .6 4

-3 .2 2 7 7

-3 .5 3 4 3

3 .8 4

-4 .3 3 1 2

4

5

3 .7 4

0.2 3 1

2 .6 4

5

6.2

4 .9 4

0 .2 3 3

3 .8 4

Table 6.5: The measured and the calculated skin values for the 10 mg/1 of 4.7 Jim mean size
particle suspension (exps. 65 and 79).

Time
(hou rs)

dpl

0

2 .2 1

0 .2 5

2 .4 4

APqt

AP ri

( b ar)
1 .1 7

(b ar)

APdR
( b ar)

1 .0 4

1 .0 4

A P d (bar) Total skin
C a lc u la te d
_ S d+.?f il.
0
-0 .8 1 5 2

Sa

A P Gf
(b ar)

A P d (bar)
(m easured)

Sd

( b ar)

A P d p (bar)
(corrected)

0 .1 9 2

0 .1 9 2

-0 .8 1 5 2

0 .8 4

0

0

0 .2 3

-0 .2 6 5 7

0 .2 8

-1 .0 8 0 9

0 .8 4

-0 .8 7 1 8

0.9

-1 .6 8 7

1 .5 3

-1 .5 6 7 7

1 .6 2

-2 .3 8 2 9

2 .5 3

-2 .5 6 3 5

2 .6 6

-3 .3 7 8 7

3 .8 8

-3 .9 0 8 8

4 .0 5

-4 .7 2 4

5 .4 8

-5 .5 0 2 5

5.7

-6 .3 1 77

APr

0 .1 9 2

1 .2 7

1

3 .0 5

1 .8 8

0 .1 9 5

2

3 .7 5

2 .5 8

0 .1 9 9

3

4 .7 5

3 .5 8

0 .2 0 1

4

6.1

4 .9 3

0 .2 0 4

¡5

7.7

6 .5 3

0 .2 0 7

Table 6.6: The measured and the calculated skin values for the 15 mg/1 of 4.7 [im mean size
particle suspension (exps. 64 and 80).

A P d (bar) Total skin
C a lc u la te d
y s s L
0
-0 .8 5 9 8

rime
(hours)

A P q,
( b ar)

APr
( b ar)

APdR
( b ar)

APr
( b ar)

A P d F (bar)
(corrected)

Sa

A P Gf
(bar)

A P d (bar)
(m easured)

Sd

DP|_

0

1 .6 6

0 .2 3 3

0 .2 3 3

-0 .8 5 9 8

1.43

0

1 .8 8

1 .6 6

0

3 .5 5

0^ 2 5

-0 .2 2 3 9

0 .3 7

-1 .0 8 3 7

1 .9 7

0 .3

3 .8 5

-0 .8 1 3 6

-1 .6 7 3 4

4 .8

2 .9 2

1 .2 5

1 >3 5

-2 .3 5 6 4

5.9

4 .0 2

2 .3 4

2 .4 9
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0 .2 4 7

-1 .4 9 6 6
-2 .1 1 7 6

-2 .9 7 7 4

6.9

5 .0 2

0 .2 5 1

3 .3 4

3 .5 2

3

4.71

-3 .6 9 1 5

8 .0 5

6 .1 7

0 .2 5 6

4 .4 8

-2 .8 3 1 7

1

4
5

'

9 .3 5

|

~~j~"

|

7 .4 7

0 .2 3 3
0 .2 4

|________ |

00 . 22 66

5 .7 8
|

|________ I

b.U b
-3 .6 3 9 9
-4 .4 9 9 7
I__________ I------------------ 1_________

Table 6.7: The measured and the calculated skin values for the injected fluid which contains a 10
mg/1 of 2.1 pm mean size particles and 200 mg/1 oil (exps. 74 and 57).

Time
(hours)

d pl

A P Gr
( b ar)

APr
(b ar)

APdR
(b ar)

APr
( b ar)

A P d F (bar)
( c o rr e c te d )

S3

A P gi
(bar)

A P d (bar)
(m easured)

sd

0

2 .0 5

1.1

0 .9 5

0 .9 5

0 .1 8 7

0 .1 8 7

-0 .8 0 2 5

0 .7 6

0

0

0 .2 5

2 .2

0 .1 8 7

0 .1 5

-0 .1 5 8 4

0 .1 5

-0 .9 6 0 9

-0 .3 7 7 6

0 .3 6

-1 .1 8 0 1
-1 .4 5 2 1

1.1

A P d (bar) Total skin
C a lc u la te d
— d+ S fif
0
-0 .8 0 2 5

1

2 .41

1.31

0 .1 9

0 .3 6

2

2 .6 7

1 .5 7

0 .1 9 4

0 .6 1

-0 .6 4 9 6

0 .6 2

3

2 .8 9

1 .7 9

0 .1 9 5

8 .3 3

-0 .8 8 1 5

0 .8 4

-1 .6 8 4

-1 .1 1 3 3

1 .0 5

-1 .9 1 5 8

-1 .3 2 3 3

1 .2 5

-2 .1 2 5 8

4

3.11

2 .0 1

0 .1 9 6

1 .0 5

5

3.31

2.21

0 .1 9 8

1 .2 5

Table 6.9: The measured and the calculated skin values for the injected fluid which contains a 15
mg/1 of 2.1 (im mean size particles and 100 mg/1 oil (exps. 67 and 81).

A P d (bar) Total skin
C a lc u la te d S d + S f i f
0
-0 .8 2 2 7

Time
(hours)

d pl

APGr
( b ar)

AP«
(b ar)

APdR
(b ar)

APr
( b ar)

A P d F (bar)
(corrected)

Sa

a P gi

A P d (bar)
(m easured)

Sd

(b ar)

0

2 .2 7

1 .1 9

1 .0 8

1 .0 8

0 .1 9 2

0 .1 9 2

-0 .8 2 2 7

0 .8 9

0

0

0 .2 5

2 .5

0 .2 3

-0 .2 9 9 9

0 .3 2

-1 .1 2 2 6

0 .1 9 4

0 .8 3

-0 .8 9 2 6

0 .9 7

-1 .7 1 5 3

1 .4 5

-1 .5 0 5

1 .6 3

-2 .3 2 7 7

2 .1 7

-2 .2 2 5 7

2.41

-3 .0 4 8 4

0 .2 0 2

3.01

-3 .0 5 5 2

3.31

-3 .8 7 7 9

0 .2 0 4

4 .0 4

-4 .0 7 2 7

4 .4 1

-4 .8 9 5 4

1

3.1

1.31
1.91

0 .1 9 2

2

3 .7 2

2 .5 3

0 .1 9 7

3

4 .4 5

3 .2 6

0 .1 9 9

4
5

5 .2 9
6 .3 2

4.1
5 .1 3

Table 6.10: The measured and the calculated skin values for the injected fluid which contains a 15

mg/1 of 4.7 }im mean size particles and 100 mg/1oil (exps. 70 and 82).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions
This study was conducted to investigate the matrix damage caused by the injection of simulated
produced water along a fractured slab. The extent of matrix damage in the fracture system was
compared with the extent of matrix damaged in the linear injection system. The difference
between the two systems was shown experimentally and calculated numerically. A simple
Practical model was developed by using a dimensional analysis method. The linear system
matrix damage results were converted to a radial system matrix damage, then a comparison
study was performed between the radial and the fracture system by using the skin factor as the
comparison criteria.

The following conclusions were reached:
ilU h e experimental studies showed that:

0 ) For the flow of clean brine, the pressure drop along the fracture affected the flow
distribution through the fracture face. At low fracture pressure drop along the fracture, the flow
through all 3 side outlets was similar, as the fracture pressure drop increased the flow through
the side outlets varied. Increasing the matrix permeability resulted in a similar effect.

(2) For the case of fracture experiments, the injection of an emulsion of less than 200 mg/1 oil
concentration with a droplet mean size of less than 6 Jim caused a very small reduction in
Matrix permeability with time (0.4 % per hour) compared with the linear injection of the same
dispersion.(7.8 % per hour).
The flow in the fracture injection is distributed on a much larger area which will reduce the
damage effect of the injected emulsion.

The fracture side effluent concentration ratio (CR) took some time (4 hours) before reaching the
value of 1.0 whereas the CR of the linear injection effluent reached the value of 1.0 at the start
of the experiment due to the flushing effect of the high flow velocity in the linear injection.
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In the first 4 hours the mean diameter ratio of the effluent of the linear injection was higher than
that of the side effluent of the fracture injection by only 0.04 because of the higher flow
velocity of the linear injection which tends to flush the droplets deeper into the matrix to reach
the slab outlet. As the permeability damage was taking place at a higher rate in the case of linear
injection, more large droplets were captured within the matrix and the mean diameter ratio of
the linear injection effluent started to decrease after 3 hours of injection (Fig.3.28). The mean
diameter ratio of the fracture injection ended at a value of 0.9 after 14 hours of injection which
means that the large droplets were still managing to get through and reaching the side outlets
after a long injection time.

The linear injection effluent properties (the mean diameter ratio and the concentration ratio) had
nearly the same values of the fracture injection side effluent properties (in spite of the difference
m flow velocity), which indicate that oil droplets do not need a high driving flow (in the case of
fracture injection) to pass through rock matrix.

In spite of the variations in flow velocity and pressure drop through the 3 side outlets, the
location of the side outlet (close to or far from fracture inlet) had no effect on the droplet size or
fhe oil concentration of its effluent. This mean that oil droplets capture at outlet A 1 is similar to
droplets capture at A3.

(3) The distribution of the particle suspension on the large fracture face area in the case of
fracture injection resulted in a very low reduction rate in matrix permeability with time (0.9 to
1-7 % per hour). On the other hand the passing of particles through a very small flow area in
die case of linear injection resulted in a much higher reduction rate in matrix permeability with
time (12 to 14 % per hour). The flux density through matrix in the fracture system is distributed
0n a larger area which resulted in a lower damage with time. As the particle size or/and
concentration increased, the difference in the damage rate between the two systems was
decreased.
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At early injection time the difference between the two reduction rates is higher than would be
expected compared with the flow area difference (geometry difference between the two
systems) between the linear and fracture experiments.

In the fracture injection process the reduction in matrix permeability is not sensitive to the
variation in particle mean size and concentration or to the variation in droplet mean size and
concentration if the injection time was short.
On the other hand, the matrix permeability reduction in the linear injection test was very
sensitive to the variation in particle mean size and concentration.

For the case of fractured slabs, the 4.7 |im particle suspension caused a reduction in matrix
permeability which is two to three times higher than the reduction caused by the 2.1 pm particle
suspension injection. Thus to maximise the injectivity, particles higher than 2.1 pm should be
filtered out before injecting the produced water into the fractured formation.

The particle concentration ratio of the linear injection effluent (from 0 to 0.3 ) was higher than
the concentration ratio of the fracture injection side effluent (from 0.4 to 0.8).
This is due to the difference in the driving force (flow velocity and pressure drop) between the
two systems, which is higher in the case of linear injection than it is in the fracture injection.
The very low flow velocity through the rock matrix in the case of fracture injection will
encourage the particle capture within the matrix pores near the fracture face while in the case of
linear injection the high flow velocity flushed the particles deeper into the rock matrix.

From this it can be concluded that the particle invasion in the case of linear injection would be
greater than in the case of fracture injection.

In the fracture injection, the concentration ratio of the side outlets effluent decreased as the
particle concentration of the influent fluid increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, which indicated more
capture of particles within the matrix. The particle concentration of the effluent of the outlet A 1
was always equal or higher than the particle concentration of the outlet A3 which indicated that
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the capture of particles is higher at A3 than it is at A1 (because the flow velocity through outlet
A1 is higher than it is through A3).
As the influent particle concentration increased from 10 to 15 mg/1, the difference between the
effluent particle concentration of the side outlets A1 and A3 increased.
The outlet A1 effluent had a mean size which was higher than the influent particle mean size of
the outlet A3 which means that large particles is captured at A3 more efficiently that it is at Al.

(4) The presence of oil at a concentration of 100 mg/1 and at 3.6 pm droplet mean size reduced
the damage effect (on matrix permeability) caused by the presence of particle.

Oil has the property of lubrication which may reduces the friction between the solid particles
and the rock matrix grains and reduces the contact between them.
The presence of oil in much higher concentration than the solids gives the oil droplets a control
on most of the flow paths which reduces the total particle blocking probability due to the small
number of paths available for particles. Oil droplets blocks the small pore throats and the
particles is directed to the larger pore throats where the chance of particle capture is less, this
mechanism resulted in less pore throat blocking, and as oil droplet can deform and passes
through the small pores, this leads to less permeability damage.

As the oil droplets concentration (in the experiments where the injected fluid contains oil and
solids) was far higher than the solid particles concentration, it was believed that the mean
diameter ratio and concentration ratio results represent the oil droplet mean diameter ratio and
concentration ratio more than they represented the particle mean diameter ratio and
concentration ratio.

The addition of oil at a concentration of 200 mg/1 with 3.6 |im droplet mean size to the solid
particle suspension resulted in further reduction in matrix permeability.

(5) The pressure - flow rate distribution showed that there is selective unblocking and blocking
of sections of matrix, rather than a section being blocked and remaining blocked.
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The reduction in flow rate through a certain side outlet due to matrix blocking may cause an
increase in flow rate of a nearby side outlet which has less permeability impairment and higher
differential pressure (instead of directing the flow along the fracture to cover a new less
damaged fresh matrix).
As the fracture length increased a wider range of matrix heterogeneity will exist, which will
lead to more variation in the degrees of matrix blocking from location to location. The random
variation in matrix permeability along the fracture will result in a random degree of matrix
blocking which may not be dependent on the distance from the fracture inlet.

(6) In the experiments which were designed to simulate the external filter cake accumulation on
the fracture face and its erosion, as the permeability of the filter cake decreased, the flow was
directed more and more along the fracture which caused the erosion of the filter cake as the flow
forced its way along the fracture. This resulted in an increase in the CR of the effluent along the
fracture to a value which is double the influent particle concentration due to the erosion of the
filter cake.
When the slab was cut open along the fracture length, a very thick external filter cake all the
way along the fracture was observed. Within the cake a thin and long channel (connecting the
inlet and the outlet of the fracture) could be seen.

(ID The computer simulation study showed that:
For the small scale models:
(1) For a 40 cm long full open fractured slab injection model with a clean matrix, more than half
of the pressure drop was lost in the first half of the fracture, as the flow velocity along the
fracture in the first half of the fracture is much higher than it is in the second
(2) As the matrix permeability decreased, the pressure drop with distance along the fracture
became more and more linear (as the flow velocity reduction along the fracture become more
Uniform).
(3) By increasing fracture length from 40 to 80 cm (while the flow velocity at the fracture inlet
is constant) the pressure drop along the fracture increased by only 12%, but still most of the
pressure drop and flow velocity along the fracture is lost in the first 20 cm along the fracture.
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This indicated the major effect of the first section of the fracture in the damage process, as most
of the fluid is directed through the fracture face in this section.

(4) The rough fracture face model showed that the effect of fracture face surface roughness was
negligible along the fracture, except at the high flow region at the fracture inlet.

For the field application:
(1) The presence of a fracture changes the flow pattern around the wellbore considerably. It
can significantly improved the pressure drop and flow velocity distribution through formation
matrix. The presence of two fractures resulted in further improvement in the flow pattern.

(2) For a field radial injection model with a single fracture and a near fracture face skin, the
effect of both damaged zone width and permeability on the injectivity is very minimal even at
both high damaged zone depth and very low damaged zone permeability.
The huge length of the fracture compared with the small width of the damaged zone reduced the
effect of the damaged zone permeability on the injectivity, and maintain it for a much longer
time.

(IH) The dimensional analysis study resulted in:
(1) A simple model was developed by using dimensional analysis method with the experimental
( v*t V
Injectivity inverse 7/ = C
results:
The above final equation contains the most important variables that affect the pressure drop
value when matrix damage takes place.
C is function of droplets and particles concentartion and size (Cp and Dp) variables, increasing
the variables Cp and DP resulted in higher pressure drop due to higher damage.
Flow velocity through matrix (v) is function of flow rate (q) and flow area A. For constant flow
rate (q), larger flow area (A) means that less fluid volume per unit area per second (more solid
and/or oil per second) is passing through the matrix which results in less matrix damage.
As time passes, more damage takes place within the matrix.
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The pore throat diameter Dp0re is a function of matrix permeability (Km) and as Km decreases,
Dpore decreases which results in higher probability of pore throat bridging to take place in less
time. For narrow pore throat, less fluid volume is needed to pass through it before bridging
would take place. For constant flow rate this eventually means less time is needed for the
bridging to take place.

(2) The C and the d were evaluated by using the experimental results.
Each time the linear and the fracture injection experiments were earned out nearly under the
same conditions such as total flow rate, oil and solids concentrations, and droplets and particles
mean size. The initial matrix permeability of the two experiments was similar, which made the
main variable (which determined the d and C values) is the flow velocity through matrix. Thus
the C and d values were potted versus flow velocity and best fitted.

(3) For the fracture injection experiments the value of C is very sensitive to the change in fluid
composition. For oil emulsion injection C had a very high value (0.05 - 0.25) compared with
the C value for the particle suspensions injection (0.0075 - 0.067), which shows the higher
ability of particles to block the matrix pores than the oil droplets does.
There is a huge difference between C values for linear injection (0.000013 - 0.013) and fracture
injection (0.0075 - 0.25), which indicated the difference in the blocking extent of droplets and
particles of the rock matrix pores between the fracture and the linear injection experiments.

(4) The d value for the particle suspensions was higher than the d value for the oil emulsion,
which indicated that the effect of flow velocity, injection time, and matrix permeability in the
case of particle suspension injection is greater than their effect in the case of oil emulsion
injection.

For the oil emulsion injection, exponent d for the linear injection experiments had a value which

is double the d value of the fracture injection experiments. And for the particle suspension
, . difference was treble. These ad values
that the effect of flow velocity,
experiments this
values indicated
iduim
j
. . .
.
,
..... ■
rflce of linear injection is 2 to 3 time greater than
injection time, and matrix permeability in the case oi
j
their effect in the case of fracture injection.
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(5) At veiy low flow velocities, the d and C values are very sensitive to any change in flow
velocity and at high flow velocities the values of d and C tend to constant values.

Interpolation of the plotted data of C and d versus flow velocity can be used for injected fluids
other than those used in the experiments.

(6) The HIT (time needed to reduce the injectivity to half) for the injection experiments were
calculated by using the C and d values which were evaluated by using the experimental results.
For the case of oil emulsion injection experiments and the 2.1 pm particle suspension injection
experiments, there was a large difference in the calculated HIT between the two injection
systems (80 times) compared with the area difference between the two systems (linear and long
fracture) which is only to 13 times.

For the injection of the 4.7 pm mean size particle suspensions, the difference in the calculated
HIT between the linear injection and long fracture experiments was 14 times indicating that the
fracture injection was more sensitive to the 4.7 pm mean size particle suspensions than it was to
the 2.1 pm mean size particle suspensions.

(7) The C and d values can be calculated, for a given injected fluid composition, at any flow
velocity by using the C and d versus flow velocity fitting equations. The calculated C and d
values were used to measure the change in the injectivity with time for two field cases
(unfractured and fractured wells) with different injected fluid compositions.

There was a large difference in the half injectivity time between the two injection systems
(unfractured and fractured wells). For the 200 mg/1 oil emulsion injection the half injectivity
time was 3293 times higher in the case of fractured well (with single 10 m long fracture) than it
was in the unfractured well. Whereas for the case of 15 mg/1 of 4.7 pm particle suspension
injection (worst case) it was 50 times higher.
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There was a sharp reduction in the half injectivity time when flow velocity increased from
0.00003 to 0.00006 m/s. The reduction rate in half injectivity time for flow velocity higher than
0.00006 m/s was less and started to level at a flow velocity higher than 0.00012 m/s.

(IV) The application of formation damage models showed that:
(1) The fracture injection plots of K/Kj versus pore volume injected indicated a gradual pore
blocking mechanism in all the fracture injection experiments. The fracture injection plots of
Kj/K (injectivity inverse) versus pore volume injected for all the fracture injection experiments
indicated a permeable internal filter cake was formed.
K
KQ
(2) The Kj/K versus time equation was re-arranged in the form — = l + n —
1
K

AL(pi

The Kj/K values obtained from fracture and linear experiments were plotted against [(K; Q t) /
(A L 0)], the slope n only represents the degree of permeability alteration due to oil and/or solid
concentration and droplet and/or particle mean size and does not represents the effect of flow
area difference between the fracture and the linear injection experiments, as the flow area (A)
was not included in the mathematical presentation of the slope n.

The improvement in the injectivity (or the reduction of the slope n), caused by changing the
injection system from linear injection to fracture injection was between 8% and 37%.
K
(3) Again the Kj/K versus time equation was re-arranged in the form ~ = l + mt
The slope (this time) represents the degree of permeability alteration due to the area difference
between the fracture and the linear injection experiments as well as the alteration due to oil
droplets and/or solid particle, as this time the flow area (A) was included in the mathematical
presentation of the slope m .
Changing of the injection system from linear to fracture injection reduced the slope m (in
average) to less than 5% of the linear injection experiments slope (this is true for all the
experiments). This means a large improvement in the injectivity (nearly 25 times improvement
in the injectivity).
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(4) For the clean salt water injection, the calculated geometry skin to convert from radial to
fracture system,

|sc/| value, increased as the initial matrix permeability increased, and as the

side flow velocity through the rock matrix in the fracture system (vp) decreased. The calculated
value of SGf was between - 0.80 and - 0.89.

(5) When the dirty produced water injection started, the total skin is equal to the geometry skin
(SGf) plus the skin due to the difference in matrix damage extent between the radial and the
fracture system (Sd). The Sd was experimentally measured and calculated with very good
agreement between the measured and the calculated values of Sd-

(6) For the oil dispersion injection, the [Sj value increased with time with a rate of 0.28 per
hour. This rate was doubled when the injected fluid was 10 mg/1 of 2.1 |im mean size particle
suspension, and increases by nearly 4 times when the injected fluid was 15 mg/1 of 4.7 pm
mean size particle suspension, which indicated that the difference in matrix damage extent
between the two systems is increasing with time.

7.2 Recommendations For Future Work
(1) This study was conducted for a matrix permeabilities of 240 to 550 md. The variation in the
initial matrix permeability requires investigation to ensure that the relationships developed are
applicable to other ranges of permeabilities.

(2) To obtain a clearer relation between the flow geometry and the injectivity reduction with
time, experiments using longer fractured slabs with higher flow rates need to be undertaken.

(3) The variation of damage with flow velocity through matrix requires further investigation to
ensure that the plots of C and d versus flow velocity are correct. It is also important to directly
measure the pressure distribution along the fracture.
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(4) As the droplet and particle concentrations differ from field to field, it is important to extend
this work to investigate the injection of particle suspensions of less than 10 mg/1 and the
injection of oil dispersions of higher than 200 mg/1 and their effect on the injectivity.

(5) To be more close to the actual field case, a radial flow cell with a single vertical fracture is
recommended to be designed and tested under different injection conditions and different
injection fluid compositions.

(6) The injection process should be continuous, especially for the high solid concentration
suspension experiments.

(7) It is recommended to investigate the effect of pressure pulsation on the injectivity
improvement in the fractured systems (as the case in the field injection operations).

(8) For the case of low solids concentration, as the case in the true field injection, it is
recommended to measure the injection time needed for the external filter cake to start to
accumulate on the fracture face, and the dependence of this time on the injection conditions and
the injected fluid composition should be investigated.

(9) The relationship between the damage skin (Sd) and the composition of the injected fluid
should be further investigated to define the exact relation between them.
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Appendix I
Short fractured slab experimental data
Time (hr)

Side pres.
Drop (atm)

P re s Drop
along Frac.
(atm )

Permeability
ratio

Mean dia.
ratio

Cone, ratio

0 .2 5

0 .2 9 6

0 .2 1 7

1 .0 0

0 .6 2

0 .9 0

1 .8 2

1
2

0 .3 0 1

0 .2 2 7
0 .2 3 7

1 .0 0

0.91

1 .8 5

0 .0 3 3

0 .9 6
0 .9 6
0 .9 9
0 .9 7

0 .8 0
0 .9 0

0 .9 2
1 .0 3
0 .8 9
0 .9 3
0 .9 5
0 .8 4

1 .8 6
1 .9 4
2 .0 4
2 .0 2
2 .0 7

0 .0 3 3
0 .0 3 5
0 .0 3 6
0 .0 3 6
0 .0 3 7
0 .0 3 7

0 .3 1 6
0 .3 3 1
0 .3 3 6
0 .3 4 1
0 .3 4 1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0 .2 2 7
0 .2 3 7
0 .2 4 7

0 .3 6 0
0 .3 8 0
0 .3 9 5

0 .2 4 7
0 .2 4 7
0 .2 0 7
0 .1 9 7

0 .4 0 0
0 .4 0 0
0 .4 2 9

0 .2 0 7
0 .2 0 7
0 .2 0 7

0 .9 9
0 .9 4
0 .9 4
0 .9 5
0 .9 3
0 .9 3
0 .8 9

0 .9 1
0 .8 0
0 .8 1
0 .8 0
0 .8 7
0 .8 4
0 .9 0
1 .0 2
0 .8 0

0 .9 2
0 .7 4
0 .8 8
0 .7 5
0 .8 0
0 .7 4

Side Flow Rate S id e velocity
cm /s
m l/s

2 .0 9
2 .1 9
2 .31
2 .2 9
2 .2 8
2 .3 4

0 .0 3 3

0 .0 3 9
0 .0 4 1
0 .0 4 1
0 .0 4 1
0 .0 4 2

100 mg/1 of 3.4 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm solid particles (exp. 25).

P r e s Drop
along Frac,
( a tm )
0 .2 0 7
0 .2 0 7

P erm eability
ratio

M ean dia.
ratio

Cone, ratio

1 .0 0
0 .9 5

0 .9 5
1 .0 8

0 .8 0
0 .8 4

2 .4 2
2.4

0 .0 4 3
0 .0 4 3

0 .2 3 2
0 .2 2 7

0 .2 0 7

0 .9 7

1 .1 8
1 .2 3

2 .4 7

0 .0 4 4
0 .0 4 4

4

0 .2 2 7

0 .1 9 7

2 .5 4

0 .0 4 5

0 .2 2 2
0 .2 2 7
0 .2 4 7

0 .1 8 8
0 .1 7 8
0 .1 9 7

1 .2 3
1 .0 4
0 .9 1

0 .9 2

5
6
7

1 .0 0
1 .0 3
1 .0 4

0 .9 4
0 .9 4

2 .4 4

0 .1 9 7

0 .8 7
0 .8 7

2 .5 2
2 .5 1

8
9

0 .2 5 2
0 .2 5 7
0 .2 6 7

0 .1 8 8
0 .1 9 7

0 .9 5
1 .0 6

0 .8 9

0 .9 9
0 .9 8

2 .5 5
2 .5 3
2 .3 4

0 .1 9 7

0 .7 8
0 .7 8
0 .7 5
0 .7 6

0 .0 4 5
0 .0 4 5
0 .0 4 6
0 .0 4 5
0 .0 4 4

2 .5 9

0 .0 4 6

0 .2 7 6

0 .1 9 7

0 .8 5

0 .8 5

0 .7 1

2 .5 5

0 .0 4 6

0 .3 1 1

0 .1 8 8

0 .8 6

0 .9 6

0 .7 7

2.9

0 .0 5 2

Time (hr)

S id e pres.
Drop (atm)

0 .2 5
1

0 .2 2 2
0 .2 3 2

2
3

10
11
12

1.01
0 .9 5
0 .9 2
0 .8 4

Side Flow Ra te S id e velocity
m l/s
cm /s

fable (1.2) The experimental data for fracture injection of a simu ated produced water c
100 mg/1 of 6.7 pm oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 pm solid particles (exp. 33).

Time (hr)

Side pres.
Drop (atm)

P re s Drop
along Frac.
(atm )

P ermeability
ratio

Mean dia.
ratio

Cone, ratio

.2 5
1
2
3

0 .2 9 6
0 .3 0 6
0 .3 1 5
0 .3 2 1

0 .1 6 8
0 .1 6 8
0 .1 6 8
0 .1 6 8

1 .0 0
0 .9 8
0 .9 4
0 .9 0

0 .9 7
1.01
1 .0 3
1 .0 6

0 .7 8
0 .8 6
0 .8 7

4
5
6

0 .3 3 1
0 .3 3 7
0 .3 4 1

0 .1 6 8
0 .1 6 5
0 .1 6 5

0 .8 8
0 .8 6
0 .8 5

1 .0 3
0 .9 9

7
8

0 .3 4 8
0 .3 5 5
0 .3 6 2
0 .3 6 9
0 .3 7 6

0 .1 6 3
0 .1 6 3
0 .1 6 1
0 .1 6 1
0 .1 6 0

0 .8 2

0 .8 9
1 .0 0

0 .7 8
0 .7 7
0 .7 3
0 .7 2

1 .0 0
1 .0 0
0 .9 8
1 .0 0

9
10
11

0 85
0 .8 5
0 .7 8
0 .8 0
0 .9 0
0 .8 8
0 .8 5
0 .8 2
0 .8 3

Side Flow Rate S id e velocity
m l/s
cm /s
1 .5 7
1 .5 9
1 .5 7
1 .5 3
1 .5 4
1 .5 4
1 .5 4
1.51
1 .4 7
1 .4 7
1 .4 3
1 .4 3

0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 7
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 8
0 .0 2 7
0 .0 2 6
0 .0 2 6
0 .0 2 6
0 .0 2 6

Table (1.3) The experimental data for fracture injection of a simulated produced water contains
100 mg/1 of 3.6 pm oil droplets and 10 mgA of 4.7 pm solid particles (exp. 54).

T im e (hr)

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

0 .1 4 8

1.00

0 .9 7

0 .1 4 3

0 .9 8

0 .8 9

0 .2 5 2

0 .1 3 8

0 .9 5

3

0 .2 5 9

0 .1 3 3

4

0 .2 6 2

5

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city

0 .8 5

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

0 .7 6

1 .4 3

0 .0 2 6

1 .0 5

0 .9 1

1 .4 3

0 .0 2 6

0 .9 3

1 .0 5

0.86

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

0 .1 2 8

0 .9 2

0 .9 7

0 .7 6

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

0 .2 7 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .9 0

0 .9 5

0 .7 5

1 .4 6

0 .0 2 6

6

0 .2 7 9

0 .1 2 3

0 .8 7

0 .9 0

0 .7 9

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

7

0 .2 7 6

0 .1 3 8

0 .9 9

0 .8 4

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

8

0.88

0 .2 8 6

0 .1 2 8

0 .8 4

0 .8 5

1 .4 4

0 .0 2 6

9

0 .3 0 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .8 0

1.02
1.01

0 .8 0

1 .4 4

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 1 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 7

0 .9 7

0 .7 5

1 .4 3

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 2 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 4

0 .9 1

0 .7 4

1 .4 3

0 .0 2 6

0 .2 5

1
2

10
11

S i d e p re s .
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Frac.
(atm )

0 .2 4 2
0 .2 4 4

c m /s

100 mg/1 of 6 Jim oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 4.7 Jim solid particles (exp. 46).

P e r m e a b il i ty
ra tio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
c m /s

0 .2 3 7

1.00

0 .7 5

0 .8 4

1 .8 3

0 .0 3 3

0 .2 2 7

1 .0 5

0 .7 0

0 .8 3

1 .8 9

0 .0 3 4

0 .3 2 6

0 .2 1 7

1 .0 7

0 .8 3

0 .9 1

1 .9 5

0 .3 5 5

0 .2 1 7

1 .0 6

0.86

0 .9 3

2.11

0 .0 3 5

3
4

0 .3 4 6

0 .2 1 7

1 .0 7

0 .9 5

0 .9 5

2 .0 8

0 .0 3 7

5

0 .3 5 0

0 .2 0 7

1 .0 6

0 .9 3

0 .8 5

2 .0 9

0 .0 3 7

6

0 .3 5 5

0 .1 9 7

1 .0 6

0 .9 9

2.11

0 .0 3 8

7

0 .3 7 5

0 .2 1 7

0 .9 6

0 .8 0

2 .0 3

0 .0 3 6

8

0 .4 0 0

0 .2 2 7

0 .9 3

1.01
1.00

0.86
0 .7 9

2.1

0 .0 3 8

9

0 .4 1 0

0 .2 2 7

0 .9 1

0 .9 9

0 .8 4

2 .0 9

0 .0 3 7

0 .4 2 0

0 .2 2 7

0 .9 0

1.02

0 .8 5

2 .1 3

0 .0 3 8

0 .4 3 4

0 .2 1 7

0 .8 9

1 .0 6

0 .8 5

2 .1 8

0 .0 3 9

0 .4 5 4

0 .2 1 7

0.86

1 .0 4

0 .9 2

2 .1 9

0 .0 3 9

13

0 .4 5 9

0 .2 2 7

0 .7 9

1.01

0 .8 2

2 .0 3

0 .0 3 6

14

0 .4 8 4

0 .2 1 7

0 .7 6

0 .9 9

0 .8 0

2 .0 6

0 .0 3 7

15

0 .5 0 3

0 .2 1 7

0 .7 3

0 .9 5

0 .8 1

2 .0 6

0 .0 3 7

16

0 .5 1 3

0 .2 1 7

0 .7 2

0 .9 4

0 .8 1

2 .0 8

0 .0 3 7

17

0 .5 2 3

0 .2 1 7

0 .6 9

T im e (hr)

Sid e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g F ra c .
(atm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve lo c ity
c m /s

0 .2 5

0 .2 7 3

0 .1 2 5

0 .9 6

0 .9 0

1 .5 5

0 .0 2 8

0.120

1.00

0 .2 8 0

0 .9 9

1.01

0 .9 7

1 .5 7

0 .0 2 8

0 .2 8 6

0 .1 1 8

0 .9 7

1 .0 6

0 .9 9

1 .5 8

0 .0 2 8

3

0 .2 9 4

0 .1 1 5

0 .9 5

1 .0 6

0 .9 9

1 .5 9

0 .0 2 8

4

0 .3 0 0

0 .9 5

1 .0 6

0 .9 9

1 .6 2

0 .0 2 9

5

0 .3 0 6

0 .9 3

1.01

0 .9 7

1 .6 2

0 .0 2 9

6

0.112
0.111

0 .3 1 1

0 .1 0 9

0 .9 1

0 .9 7

0 .9 5

1 .6 1

0 .0 2 9

7

0 .3 2 1

0 .1 0 9

0.86

0 .9 1

0 .9 3

1 .5 6

0 .0 2 8

8

0 .3 3 1

0 .1 0 9

0 .8 2

0 .9 4

0 .9 5

1 .5 5

0 .0 2 8

9

0 .3 4 1

0 .1 0 9

0 .7 7

0 .9 3

0 .8 9

1 .5

0 .0 2 7

0 .3 5 0

0 .1 0 9

0 .7 4

0 .9 4

0.88

1 .4 8

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 6 0

0 .1 0 9

0 .7 2

0 .9 7

0 .9 0

1 .4 7

0 .0 2 6

T im e (hr)

Sid e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Frac.
(atm )

0 .2 5

0 .3 2 6
0 .3 2 1

1
2

10
11
12

0 .0 3 8

1.00
0 .8 5
2 .0 3
0 .0 3 6
Table (1.5) The experimental data for fracture injection of a simulated produced water contains
200 mg/1 of 3.6 Jim oil droplets and 10 mg/1 of 2.1 |im solid particles (exp. 39).

1
2

10
11

200 mg/1 o f 3.8 |im oil droplets and 10 mg/1 o f 4.7 Jim solid particles (exp. 55).

T im e (hr)

0 .2 5

1
2

S i d e p re s .
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(a tm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.

C o n e , ratio

ra tio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve locity
cm /s

0 .2 6 7

0 .2 3 7

1.00

0 .9 5

0 .7 2

2 .1 5

0 .0 3 8

0 .2 6 7

0 .2 3 7

0 .9 7

1 .0 5

0 .8 2

2 .0 9

0 .0 3 7

0 .2 5 7

0 .2 1 7

0 .9 8

1 .0 9

0 .8 4

3

0 .2 5 7

0 .2 1 7

0 .9 8

1 .0 7

0 .8 2

4

0 .2 5 7

0 .2 1 7

0 .9 7

1 .0 8

0 .8 1

2.02
2.02
2.01

5

0 .2 5 2

0 .2 0 7

0 .7 9

2 .0 7

6

0 .9 8

0 .0 3 7

0 .2 5 7

0 .1 9 7

0 .9 1

0 .8 0

2 .0 9

0.66

0 .0 3 7

2 .2 3

0 .0 4 0

0 .7 5

2 .2 3

0 .0 4 0

0 .0 3 6
0 .0 3 6
0 .0 3 6

7

0 .2 7 6

0 .1 9 7

8

1.02
1.01
1.00

0 .2 8 6

0 .1 9 7

0 .9 7

1.02
1.10

9

0 .2 8 6

0 .1 9 7

0 .9 4

1 .0 3

0 .7 0

2 .1 8

0 .0 3 9

0 .2 9 6

0 .1 9 7

0 .9 2

1.00

0 .7 0

2 .1 9

0 .0 3 9

0 .2 9 6

0 .1 9 7

0 .9 3

0 .9 9

0 .7 1

2 .2 3

0 .0 4 0

10
11

100 mg/1 of 3.6 (i.m oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 2.1 Jim solid particles (exp. 40).

T im e (hr)

S id e pres.
D r o p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

0 .2 3 1

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve locity
c m /s

ratio

0 .1 4 1

1.00

0 .9 3

0 .7 5

1 .4 6

0 .0 2 6

1
2

0 .2 3 5

0 .1 4 2

0 .9 8

0 .9 2

0 .8 3

1 .4 6

0 .0 2 6

0 .2 5 2

0 .1 3 8

0 .9 2

0 .9 4

0 .8 5

1 .4 7

0 .0 2 6

3

0 .2 5 9

0 .1 3 3

0 .9 1

0 .8 2

0 .7 4

1 .5

0 .0 2 7

4

0 .2 7 1

0 .1 2 8

0.88

0 .8 2

0 .7 7

1 .5 2

0 .0 2 7
0 .0 2 7

0 .2 5

5

0 .2 7 6

0 .1 1 8

0 .8 7

0 .7 7

0 .7 3

1 .5 3

6

0 .2 9 4

0 .1 1 4

0 .8 4

0 .8 4

0 .7 8

1 .5 6

0 .0 2 8

7

0 .3 0 0

0 .1 3 0

0 .8 0

0 .9 7

0 .7 9

1 .5 3

0 .0 2 7

8

0 .3 1 3

0 .1 3 3

0 .7 7

0 .8 3

1 .5 2

0 .0 2 7

9

0 .3 2 6

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 2

0 .8 1

1 .4 9

0 .0 2 7

1.00
1.00
0.88

0 .0 2 6
1 .4 7
10
0 .3 3 8
0 .1 3 3
0 .6 9
0 .7 5
0 .0 2 6
1 .4 6
11
0 .3 5 0
0 .1 3 8
0.66
0 .7 2
0 .8 7
Table (1.8) The experimental data for fracture injection of a simulated produced water contains
100 mg/1 of 3.4 fim oil droplets and 15 mg/1 of 4.7 jim solid particles (exp. 47).

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
c m /s

0 .1 5 5

1.00

1 .0 6

0 .7 9

1 .2 6

0 .0 2 3

0 .1 4 9

1 .0 6

1.00

1 .0 5

1 .3 6

0 .0 2 4

0 .1 4 6

1 .0 7

0 .8 1

1 .1 5

1 .3 7

0 .0 2 4

1 .3 9

0 .0 2 5

T im e (hr)

S id e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(a tm )

0 .2 5

0 .3 0 8
0 .3 1 4
0 .3 1 2

1
2
3

0 .3 1 4

0 .1 4 2

1 .0 8

0 .9 7

1.10

4

0 .3 1 6

0 .1 3 8

1 .0 8

1 .0 3

1 .0 5

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

5

0 .3 2 5

0 .1 3 0

0 .9 9

0 .9 8

1 .4 6

0 .0 2 6

6

1.10

0 .3 3 0

0 .1 2 4

1 .0 9

1.02

0 .9 4

1 .4 8

0 .0 2 6

7

0 .3 2 4

0 .1 5 2

1 .0 4

0 .8 9

0 .9 7

1 .3 8

0 .0 2 5

1 .0 8

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

8

0 .3 3 1

0 .1 4 8

1 .0 3

0 .9 2

9

0 .3 3 1

0 .1 3 8

1 .0 5

0 .9 9

1.01

1 .4 2

0 .0 2 5

0 .3 3 2

0 .1 3 8

1 .0 4

0 .9 5

0 .9 5

1 .4 1

0 .0 2 5

0 .3 3 4

0 .1 3 5

1 .0 5

1.02

0 .9 3

1 .4 4

0 .0 2 6

10
11

3.5 p,m oil droplets (exp. 50).

T im e (hr)

Side pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

0 .2 5

0 .3 1 6

0 .1 7 8

0 .3 1 7

0 .1 7 2

0 .3 1 6

0 .1 6 8

3

0 .3 1 6

0 .1 5 8

1.00
1.00
1.01
1.02

4

0 .3 1 6

0 .1 5 8

1 .0 3

5

0 .3 1 4

0 .1 5 2

6

0 .3 1 7

0 .1 4 5

1
2

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velo city
c m /s

0 .9 8

0 .9 4

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

1.01

0 .9 5

1 .4 6

0 .0 2 6

1 .0 5

0 .9 8

1 .4 7

0 .0 2 6

1 .0 4

0 .9 1

1 .4 8

0 .0 2 6

0.88

1 .4 9

0 .0 2 7

1 .0 3

1.02
1.01

0 .8 7

1 .4 9

0 .0 2 7

1 .0 6

0 .9 2

0 .9 1

1 .5 4

0 .0 2 8

7

0 .3 1 8

0 .1 7 3

0 .9 9

0 .9 7

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 2 7

0 .1 6 6

0 .9 9

1.01

1.00

1 .4 5

8

1 .0 5

1 .4 8

0 .0 2 6

9

0 .3 3 1

0 .1 6 7

0 .9 7

1 .0 3

1 .0 3

1 .4 8

0 .0 2 6

0 .0 2 7
10
0 .3 3 7
0 .1 6 6
0 .9 8
1.01
0 .9 6
1 .5 1
0 .0 2 7
0 .3 3 7
11
0 .1 6 3
0 .9 7
0 .9 5
1 .5 2
0 .9 8
Table (1.10) The experimental data for fracture injection of an oil emulsion contains 100 mg/1 of
6 |im oil droplets (exp. 51).

T im e (hr)

0 .2 5

1
2

S i d e p re s .
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Frac.
(atm )

0 .3 3 8
0 .3 4 7

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

0 .1 4 8

1.00

0 .9 9

0 .1 4 4

1 .0 3

0 .3 4 9

0 .1 4 1

1 .0 3

3

0 .3 5 0

0 .1 3 8

1.02

4

0 .3 5 1

0 .1 3 4

1 .0 3

5

0 .3 5 5

0 .1 3 2

6

0 .3 5 5

7

1.00
1.02
1 .0 4

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e velocity
cm /s

0.88

1 .3 3

0 .0 2 4

0 .9 6

1 .4 1

0 .0 2 5

0 .9 8

1 .4 1

0 .0 2 5

1.00

1 .4 1

0 .0 2 5

0 .9 4

1 .4 2

0 .0 2 5

1.02

1.01
1.00

0 .9 7

1 .4 3

0 .0 2 6

0 .1 3 0

1 .0 4

0 .9 8

0 .9 6

1 .4 5

0 .0 2 6

0 .3 5 3

0 .1 5 3

1.01

0 .9 5

8

0 .3 6 3

0 .1 5 3

0 .9 8

9

0 .3 6 9

0 .1 5 1

0 .3 7 3
0 .3 7 8

10
11

1.4

0 .0 2 5

0 .9 8

1.01
1.01

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

0 .9 6

0 .9 9

0 .9 7

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

0 .1 5 2

0 .9 5

0 .9 9

0 .9 5

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

0 .1 5 2

0 .9 4

1 .4

0 .0 2 5

3.8 pm oil droplets (exp. 52).

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ra tio

C o n e , ratio

0 .1 5 1

1.00

0.00

0 .1 4 8

0 .9 8

0 .0 5

0 .3 3 6

0 .1 4 7

0 .9 5

0.10

0.11
0.10
0.10

3

0 .3 4 2

0 .1 4 5

0 .9 3

0 .2 5

0 .1 9

4

0 .3 4 6

0 .1 4 8

0 .9 0

0 .8 4

5

0 .3 2 8

0 .1 4 3

0 .9 3

0 .3 8

6

0 .3 3 3

0 .1 4 3

T im e (hr)

S id e pres.
D ro p (a tm )

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(atm )

0 .2 5

0 .3 2 5
0 .3 3 1

1
2

S id e Flow Ftate S i d e ve loc ity
cm /s
m l/s
1 .5 4

0 .0 2 8

1 .5 4

0 .0 2 8

1 .5 2

0 .0 2 7

1 .5

0 .0 2 7

0.20

1 .4 7

0 .0 2 6

0 .1 5

1 .4 4

0 .0 2 6

0 .0 2 6
0.00
0.00
1 .4 3
0 .0 2 5
0.00
0.88
1 .4 1
0 .1 4 3
0.00
7
0 .3 3 8
0.00
0 .0 2 5
0.86
1.4
0 .1 4 3
0.00
0 .3 4 3
8
0 .8 4
0.10
0 .0 2 5
0 .1 4 2
1 .3 8
0.01
0 .3 4 6
9
Table (1.12) The experimental data for fracture injection of a solid suspension contains 10 mg/1
of 2.1 pm particles (exp. 56).
0 .9 1

T im e (hr)

_

D ro p (a tm )

S id e pres.

P r e s Drop
a lo n g Frac.
(atm )

P e r m e a b il i ty

M e a n dia.

ratio

ratio

0 .2 5

0 .3 4 3

1

0 .3 5 3

0 .1 3 3

1.00

0 .7 5

0 .1 3 3

0 .9 5

1 .1 8

2

0 .3 6 3

0 .1 3 3

0 .9 4

0 .6 7

3

0 .3 6 8

0 .1 3 3

0 .9 2

4

0 .3 9 4

0 .1 4 0

0 .9 1

0.21
0.00
0.00

T im e (hr)

Side pres.
D r o p (a tm )

P r e s Drop
a lo n g F ra c .
(atm )

P e r m e a b il i ty
ratio

M e a n dia.
ratio

0 .2 5

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow R a te

S i d e velo city

m l/s

c m /s

0 .0 8

1 .2 8

0 .0 2 3

0.11

1 .2 5

0.022

0 .0 4

1 .2 7

0 .0 2 3

0 .0 4

1 .2 6

0 .0 2 3

0.00

1.11
0 .0 2 4
5
0 .4 0 4
0 .0 7
0 .1 4 0
0 .8 9
1.11
0 .0 2 4
6
0 .4 1 4
0 .1 4 0
0 .8 7
1.11
0 .0 2 4
7
0 .4 2 2
0 .1 4 3
0 .8 4
1.1
0 .0 2 4
8
0 .4 3 2
0 .1 4 3
0 .8 1
1, 0 8
0 023
_
9
0 .4 4 2
0 .1 4 3
0 .7 9
1. 0 8
0 023
Table (1.13) The experimental data for fracture injection of a solid suspension contains 15 mg/1
of 2.1 p.m particles (exp. 58).

_
__

C o n e , ratio

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

S id e Flow R a te
m l/s

S i d e ve lo c ity
c m /s

1 .4 7

0 .0 2 6

1 .4 4

0 .0 2 6

1 .3 9

0 .0 2 5

1 .3 6

0 .0 2 4

1 .3 5

0 .0 2 4

1 .3 2

0 024

1 .2 9

0 .0 2 3

0 .2 2 4

0 .1 2 5

1.00

0 .6 2

1

0 .2 3 4

0 .1 3 3

0 .9 3

0 .6 2

2

0 .2 4 2

0 .1 2 8

0 .8 7

0 .5 5

3

0 .2 5 2

0 .1 2 8

0 .8 2

0 .4 3

4

0 .2 6 2

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 8

0 .4 6

5

0 .2 7 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 4

0 .3 9

6

0 .2 8 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .7 0

0 .3 7

7

0 .2 9 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .6 5

1 .2 5

8

0 .3 0 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .6 1

1.21

9

0 .3 1 1

0 .1 2 8

0 .5 7

1 .1 7

0.022
0.022
0.021

of 4.7 pm particles (exp. 49).

T im e (hr)

M e a n dia.

C o n e , ratio

S id e Flow Ftate S i d e v e lo c ity
m l/s
c m /s

P r e s D ro p
a lo n g Fra c .
(a tm )

0 .2 4 1

0 .1 8 0

1.00

0 .9 7

0 .4 2

1.86

0 .0 3 3

0 .2 4 5

0 .1 8 1

0 .9 7

0 .8 1

0 37

1 .8 4

0 033

0 .2 5 2

0 .1 7 7

0 .9 4

0 .9 2

0.22

1 .8 3

0 .0 3 3

3

0 .2 5 5

0 .1 7 5

0 .9 2

0 .8 9

0 23

1 .8 1

0 .0 3 2

4

0 .2 5 9

0 .1 7 4

0 .9 0

0.86

0 .2 5

1 .7 9

0 .0 3 2

5

0 .2 6 3

0 .1 7 2

0 87

0 .8 3

0 .0 5

1 .7 6

0 .0 3 1

6

0 .2 6 9

0 .1 7 3

0 .8 2

0 .8 4

0 .0 5

1 .7 1

0 .0 3 1

7

0 .2 7 6

0 .1 7 2

0 .8 0

0 .9 1

1 .7

0 .0 3 0

8

0 .2 8 6

0 .1 7 3

0 .7 7

1. 0 0

1 .6 9

0 .0 3 0

0 .2 5

1
2

_

Perm eability
ratio

S id e pres.
D r o p (a tm )

ratio

0 02
0.00

1.66
0 .0 3 0
Table (1.15) The experimental data for fracture injection of a solid suspension contains 10 mg/1
of 4.7 p.m particles (exp. 53).
9

0 .2 9 5

0 .1 7 3

0 .7 3

Appendix II
SIMULATION PROGRAMS
Simulate the 40 cm fractured model
Injection through a 40 cm long fracture
/b a t c h
/filn.LLFF
/titel,fracture injection (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et.l,fluid141
c***Distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,2e+12,l,0
rmore,1
r,3,l„0,le+09,l,0
rmore,1
c***Variables
c***Frcature length = 40 cm
len=0.4
c***Slab width = 3 cm
wid=0.03
c***Fracture half aperture = 0.5 mm
fl=0.0005
fw=wid+fl
c***Building the model

k.l
k.2,Ien,0
k,3,len,fl
k,4,len,fw
k,5,0,fw
k,6,0,fl
a,1,2,3,6
a,6,3,4,5
/triad,lbot
nummrg.node
nummrg.kp
/pnum.line.l
•plot
lsel,s,line,,l
lsel,a,line,,3
•sel,a,line,,6
lesize,all,,,398
lsel,s,line,,5
lesize,all,,,10,4
lsel,s,line,,7
lesize,all.„10,0.25
lsel,s,line,,2
lsel,a,line,,4
lesize,all,„8
lUimmrg.kp
Isave
real,2
amesh,2
real,3
amesh.l
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***Symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,y,0
d.all.vy.O
d.all.vz.O
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
nsel,r,loc,y,0,fl
d,all,vx,0.25
d,all,vy,0.0
d.all.vz.0.0
c***Wall boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
nsel,r,loc,y,fl,fw
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
d.all.vz.O

nsel,s,loc,x,len
nsel,r,loc,y,fl,fw
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
c***Outflow boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,len
nsel,r,loc,y,0,fl
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel,s,loc,y,fw
d,all,pres,0.0
allsel
'.Definethe Flotran CFD parameters
fldata,term,pres,1e-08
fldata,solu,flow,t
fldata,iter,exec,50
fldata,solu,turb,f
fldata,temp,nomi,300.0
fldata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fldata,nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***Solution
/solu
solve
finish
c***post precessing
/postl
c***Specify disply file
/show,ELF4R 1,grph
set
¡Map pressure along longe fracture
lpath,4796,4795
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
c***Spacify the output file
/output,PDLFAF5R2
/title,Pressure change along 40 cm longe fracture
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
¡Map flow velocity along longe fracture
lpath,4796,4795
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info.off
/output,VDLFAF5R2
/title,Flow velocity change along 40 cm longe fracture
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef.save
¡Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 1
lpath.300,708
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info.off
/output,PDLFM5R2Tl
/title.Pressure change through matrix (side outlet 1)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
¡Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 1
[path,300,708
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info.off
/output,VDLFM5R2Tl
/title. Flow velocity change through matrix (side outlet 1)
prpath,^velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef.save

!Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 2
lpath.200,608
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts.info.off
/output,PDLFM5R2T2
/title,Pressure change through matrix (side outlet 2)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
!Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 2
Ipath,200,608
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info.off
/output,VDLFM 5R2T2
/title, Flow velocity change through matrix (side outlet 2)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef,save
¡Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 3
Ipath, 100,508
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts.info.off
/output,PDLFM5R2T3
/title,Pressure change through matrix (side outlet 3)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
¡Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 3
¡path,100,508
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef.Vx.v.x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info.off
/output,VDLFM5R2T3
/title, Flow velocity change through matrix (side outlet 3)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
Pdef,save
finish

Roughness simulation
Injection along rough fracture
/b a t c h
/filn.LFricME
/titel,Rough fracture injection (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,l,fluid 141
c*** Distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,2e+12,l,0
rmore.l
r,3,l„0,le+09,l,0
rrnore.l
c*“ Variables
c***Roughness (Rgh) = 0.0625 -0.375 mm
c“ *Spacing between each two roughness (S) = 0 -5 m m
c“ ‘Fracture length = 40 cm
len=0.4
c“ *SIabe width = 3 cm
wid=0.03
c***Fracture half aperture (Wf) = 0.5 mm
fl=0.0005
fw=wid+fl
c“ *Building the model
k,l
k,2,len,0
¡k,3,len,0.000375
¡k,3,len,0.0003125
¡k,3,len,0.00025
!k,3,len,0.0001875
k.3,len,0.000125
¡k,4,len,0.0004375

!k,4,len,0.000375
!k,4,len,0.0003125
!k,4,len,0.00025
k,4,len,0.0001875
k,5,len,0.0005
k,6,len,fw
k,7,0,fw
k,8,0,0.0005
!k,9,0,0.0004375
!k,9,0,0.000375
!k,9,0,0.0003125
!k,9,0,0.00025
k,9,0,0.0001875
!k,10,0,0.000375
!k,10,0,0.0003125
!k,10,0,0.00025
!k,10,0,0.0001875
k.10,0,0.000125
a,1,2,3,10
a,10,3,4,9
a,9,4,5,8
a,8,5,6,7
nummrg.kp
nummrg.node
lsel,s,line,,l,3,2
lsel,a,line,,6
lesize,all,,,800
lsel,s,line,,9,12,3
lesize,all,„400
lsel,s,line,,2,4,2
lesize,all„,3
lsel,s,line,,5,7,2
lesize,all,,,l
lsel,s,line„8,10,2
lesize,all,„2
lsel,s,line„l 1
lesize,all„,8,4
lsel,s,line„13
lesize,all,„8,0.25
nummrg.kp
nummrg.node
real,3
amesh.l ,2,1
real,2
amesh,4
real,3
eshape.l
amesh,3
save
esel,s,elem„6406,7597,18
emodif,all,real,2
allsel
c“ *Apply boundary conditions
c“ *Symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,y,0
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
c“ *Inflow boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
nsel,r,loc,y,0,fl
d,all,vx,0.25
d,all,vy,0.0
d,all,vz,0.0
c***wall boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
nsel,r,loc,y,fl,fw
d,all,vx,0
d.all.vy.O
d,all,vz,0
nsel,s,loc,x,len
nsel,r,loc,y,fl,fw
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
c“ ‘Outflow boundary
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nsel,s,loc,x,len
nsel,r,loc,y,0,fl
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel,s,loc,y,fw
d,all,pres,0.0
allsel
¡Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fidata,term,pres,1e-06
fidata,conv.pres,1e-06
fidata,maxi,pres,1500
fldata,solu,flow,t
fldata,iter,exec,30
fidata,solu,turb,f
fidata,temp,nomi,300.0
fldata.nomi.dens,1050.0
fidata.nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***solution
/solu
solve
finish
c***p0st processing
/posti
/show,LFricME515,grph
set
/edge
¡Map pressure along rough longe fracture
¡path,805,1500,1400,1300,1200,1100,1000,900,802
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)
/axlab,x,distance from the inlet (m)
/title,Pressure change along rough fracture
(Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
/yrange,0,70000
/color.curve,black
/color,grbak.lgra
plpath,pressure
/output,PalnE515Fric
/title,Pressure change along rough fracture
(Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map flow velocity along rough longe fracture
¡path,805,1500,1400,1300,1200,1100,1000,900,802
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x,distance from the inlet (m)
/title,Flow velocity change along rough fracture
(Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
/yrange,0,0.4
plpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output,ValnE515Fric
/title,Flow velocity change along rough fracture
(Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S= 1)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 1
•path,4300,4708
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y.pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,distance from fracture face (m)
/title.Pressure change through matrix (outlet 1,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
/yrange,0,70000
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plpath,pressure
/output,PthME515Fric1
/title.Pressure change through matrix (outlet 1,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S= 1)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 1
lpath,4300,4708
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x.distanc from fractur face (m)
/title. Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 1,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
/yrange,0,0.001
plpath,Vx.Vy
/output,VthME515Fric1
/title, Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 1,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 2
lpath,4200,4608
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y.pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,distance from fracture face (m)
/title.Pressure change through matrix (outlet 2,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S= 1)
/yrange,0,70000
plpath,pressure
/output,PthME515Fric2
/title.Pressure change through matrix (outlet 2,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S= 1)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 2
lpath,4200,4608
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info.off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x.distanc from fractur face (m)
/title. Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 2,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S= 1)
/yrange.0,0.001
plpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output,V thME515Fric2
/title, Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 2,
Rgh=0.125,W f=0.5,S=1)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Map pressure through matrix to side outlet 3
Ipath,4100,4508
pdef.pressure.pres
/plopts.info.off
/axlab.y.pressure (pa)
/axlab,x,distance from fracture face (m)
/title.Pressure change through matrix (outlet 3,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)

/yrange,0,70000
plpath,pressure
/output,PthME515Fric3
/title,Pressure change through matrix (outlet 3,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab,x
¡Map flow velocity through matrix to side outlet 3
lpath,4100,4508
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab,y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab,x,distanc from fractur face (m)
/title. Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 3,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
/yrange,0,0.001
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VthME515Fric3
/title, Flow velocity change through matrix (outlet 3,
Rgh=0.125,Wf=0.5,S=l)
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
finish

Radial injection Simulation (Field
case)
/b a t c h
/filn.NR
/titel,Radial injection (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,1.fluid141
c***Distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,2e+12.1,0
rrnore,1
(¡♦»»Variables
¡Radial injection:
¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inletflow area = 4 sqm
¡Injection rate = 1037 M3/day
¡Flow velocity through rock matrix V = 0.003 m/s
¡Only a quarter of the linear system will be simulated.
¡Matrix initial permeability = 500 md (5e-13 sqm)
!vsum=(vx**2+vy**2)**0.5
!vx(radial)=v cos(Theta)
!vy(radial)=v sin(Theta)
¡Theta is from 0 to 90 in steps of 0.9.
¡Well radius = 0.0635 m
¡Drainage radius = 20 m
c***Building the model
Pcirc,0.0635,20.0635,0,90
oummrg.kp
¡sel,s,line„l,3,2
lesize,all,„100
lsel,s,line,,2
Iesize,all„,70,0.01
lsel,s,line,,4
lesize,all,,,70,0.01
real,2
amesh.l
allsel
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
d.all.vx.O
d.all.vz.O

nsel,s,loc,y,0
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,node,,172,271,l
nsel,a,node„102
d,172,vx,0.003
d,172,vy,0
d,173,vx,0.00299963
d,173,vy,0.000047141
d,l74,vx,0.00299852
d,l74,vy,0.00009427
d,175,vx,0.00299667
d,175,vy,0.00014138
d,l76,vx,0.00299408
d,176,vy,0.00018845
d,177,vx,0.00299074
d,177,vy,0.00023547
d,178,vx,0.00298668
d,178,vy,0.00028244
d,179,vx,0.00298187
d,179,vy,0.00032933
d,180,vx,0.00297633
d,180,vy,0.00037615
d,181,vx,0.00297005
d,181,vy,0.00042287
d,182,vx,0.00296304
d,l82,vy,0.00046949
d,183,vx,0.00295529
d,183,vy,0.00051599
d,184,vx,0.00294682
d,184,vy,0.00056236
d,185,vx,0.00293762
d,185,vy,0.0006086
d,186,vx,0.00292769
d,186,vy,0.00065469
d,187,vx,0.00291704
d,187,vy,0.00070061
d,188,vx,0.00290568
d,188,vy,0.00074636
d,189,vx,0.00289359
d,189,vy,0.00079193
d.l90,vx,0.00288079
d,190,vy,0.0008373
d,191,vx,0.00286727
d,191 ,vy,0.00088246
d,192,vx,0.00285305
d,192,vy,0.00092741
d,193,vx,0.00283813
d,193,vy,0.00097212
d,194,vx,0.0028225
d.l94,vy,0.0010166
d,195,vx,0.00280618
d,195,vy,0.00106083
d,196,vx,0.00278916
d,196,vy,0.00110479
d,197,vx,0.00277146
d,197,vy,0.00114848
d,198,vx,0.00275307
d,198,vy,0.00119189
d,199,vx,0.002734
d,199,vy,0.001235
d,200,vx,0.00271426
d,200,vy,0.00127781
d,201 ,vx,0.00269384
d,20 l,vy,0.0013203
d,202,vx,0.00267276
d,202,vy,0.00136247
d,203,vx,0.00265103
d,203,vy,0.0014043
d,204,vx,0.00262863
d,204,vy,0.00144579
d,205,vx,0.00260559
d,205.vy,0.00148691
d,206,vx,0.0025819

d,206,vy,0.00152767
d,207,vx,0.00255758
d,207,vy,0.00156805
d,208,vx,0.00253262
d,208,vy,0.00160805
d,209,vx,0.00250704
d,209,vy,0.00164765
d,210,vx,0.00248084
d,210,vy,0.00168684
d,21 l,vx,0.00245403
d,21 l,vy,0.00172561
d,212,vx,0.00242661
d,212,vy,0.00176396
d,213,vx,0.00239859
d,213,vy,0.00180187
d,214,vx,0.00236998
d,214,vy,0.00183934
d,215,vx,0.00234079
d,215,vy,0.00187636
d,216,vx,0.00231101
d,216,vy,0.00191291
d,217,vx,0.00228067
d,217,vy,0.00194898
d,218,vx,0.00224976
d,218,vy,0.00198458
d,219,vx,0.0022183
d,219,vy,0.00201969
d,220,vx,0.00218629
d,220,vy,0.0020543
d,221,vx,0.00215374
d,221,vy,0.0020884
d,222,vx,0.00212066
d,222,vy,0.00212198
d,223,vx,0.00208705
d,223,vy,0.00215504
d,224,vx,0.00205293
d,224,vy,0.00218757
d,225,vx,0.0020183
d,225,vy,0.00221956
d,226,vx,0.00198318
d,226,vy,0.002251
d,227,vx,0.00194756
d,227,vy,0.00228189
d,228,vx,0.00191146
d,228,vy,0.00231221
d,229,vx,0.0018749
d,229,vy,0.00234196
d,230,vx,0.00183786
d,230,vy,0.00237113
d,231,vx,0.00180038
d,231,vy,0.00239972
d,232,vx,0.00176245
d,232,vy,0.00242771
d,233,vx,0.00172408
d,233,vy,0.00245511
d,234,vx,0.00168529
d,234,vy,0.00248189
d,235,vx,0.00164608
d,235,vy,0.00250807
d,236,vx,0.00160647
d,236,vy,0.00253363
d,237,vx,0.00156646
d,237,vy,0.00255856
d,238,vx,0.00152606
d,238,vy,0.00258285
d,239,vx,0.00148529
d,239,vy,0.00260652
d,240,vx,0.00144415
d,240,vy,0.0026295 3
d,241,vx,0.00140265
d,241,vy,0.0026519
d,242,vx.0.0013608
d,242,vy,0.00267361
d,243,vx,0.00131862
d,243,vy,0.00269467

d,244,vx,0.00127612
d,244,vy,0.00271505
d,245,vx,0.0012333
d,245,vy,0.00273477
d,246,vx,0.00119017
d,246,vy,0.00275381
d,247,vx,0.00114675
d,247,vy,0.00277218
d,248,vx,0.00110305
d,248,vy,0.00278985
d,249,vx,0.00105908
d,249,vy,0.00280684
d,250,vx,0.00101484
d,250,vy,0.00282314
d,25 l,vx,0.00097035
d,251,vy,0.00283873
d,252,vx,0.00092563
d,252,vy,0.00285363
d,253,vx,0.00088067
d,253,vy,0.00286782
d,254,vx,0.0008355
d,254,vy,0.00288131
d,255,vx,0.00079012
d,255,vy,0.00289408
d,256,vx,0.00074455
d,256,vy,0.00290614
d,257,vx,0.00069879
d,257,vy,0.00291748
d,258,vx,0.00065286
d,258,vy,0.0029281
d,259,vx,0.00060677
d,259,vy,0.002938
d,260,vx,0.00056053
d,260,vy,0.00294717
d,261,vx,0.00051415
d,26 l,vy,0.00295561
d,262,vx,0.00046764
d,262,vy,0.00296333
d,263,vx,0.00042102
d,263,vy,0.00297031
d,264,vx,0.00037429
d,264,vy,0.00297656
d,265,vx,0.00032747
d,265,vy,0.00298207
d,266,vx,0.00028057
d,266,vy,0.00298685
d,267,vx,0.00023361
d.267,vy,0.00299089
d,268,vx,0.00018658
d,268,vy,0.00299419
d,269,vx,0.00013951
d,269,vy,0.00299675
d,270,vx,0.0000924
d,270,vy,0.00299858
d,271,vx,0.0000452
d,271 ,vy,0.00299966
d,102,vx,0.0
d,102,vy,0.003
c***Outflow boundary
nsel.s,node,,1,101,1
d,all,pres,0.0
alisei
¡Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fldata,term,pres,1e-08
fldata,solu,flow,t
fidata,iter,exec,50
fidata,solu.turb.f
fidata,temp,nomi,300.0
fidata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fidata,nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***Solution
/solu
solve
finish
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c***Post processing
/post 1
set
/show.ENRR 1,grph
/triad,off
/edge,1,1
/device,vector,on
/plopts.info.l
¡Disply Pressure and Velocity contours
/title.Pressure contours (Radial injection Km = 500
md,Vm=0.003 m/s)
/clabel.1,50
!/cval,l
plnsol.pres
/plopts.info.l
/title,velocity contours (Radial injection Km = 500
md,Vm=0.003 m/s)
/cval.l ,0.00002,0.00004,0.00006,0.00008,0.0001,0.00
012,0.00025,0.0005
plnsol.v.sum
¡Mapping pressure change through matrix

ipath.222,52
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
/output,PmNRRl
/title.Pressure change through matrix (Radial inj. Km =
500 md,Vm=0.003 m/s)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
¡Mapping flow velocity change through matrix

¡path,222,52
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef.Vy.v.y
/plopts,info,off
/output,VmNRRl
/title.Flow velocity through matrix (Radial inj. Km = 500
md,Vm=0.003 m/s)
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef.save
finish

Frcature injection simulation (Field case)
Radial injection with single fracture
/b a t c h
/filn.NSRF
/titel.Radial injection with single fracture (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,l,fluid141
c***Specify the distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,3.333e+12,l,0
rmore.l
r,3,l,,0,3.333e+08,l,0
rmore.l
c***Variables
¡Radial injection with single fracture:

¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inlet flow area = 4 sqm
¡Injection rate = 1036 M3/day
¡Only a quarter of the system will be simulated.
¡So the flow rate will be l/4th of the total flow rate (259
M3/day).
¡All the flow will be directed through the fracture inlet.
¡Flow velocity at the fracture inlet Vf = 0.6 -0.2 m/s
¡Fractureaperture=1-3 m m
¡Fracture inlet area = 0.01 -0.03 m
¡Fracture length = 5 - 15 m
¡Fracture permeability = 3000 Darcy
¡Matrix initial permeability = 300 md (3e-13 sqm)
¡Well radius = 0.0635 m
¡Drainage radius = 20.0635 m
c***BuiIding the model
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k,1,0.0635,-0.001
k,2,20.0635,-0.001
k,3,20.0635,0
k,4,0.0635,0
a,1,2,3,4
pcirc,0.0635,20.0635,0,90
nummrg.kp
lsel,s,line,,5,7,2
lesize,all,„100,50
!sel,s,line,,3
lesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,line„6
lesize,all,„70,0.01
Isel.s.line,,1
lesize,all,„70,100
lsel,s,line,,2,4,2
lesize,all,,,4
nummrg.kp
real,2
amesh,2
real,2
amesh.l
alisei
c***Creating the fracture
esel,s,elem,,7001,7060,1
esel,a,elem.,7071,7130,1
esel,a,elem„7141,7200,1
esel,a,elem„721 1,7270,1
emodif,alI,real,3
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,y,-0.001
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
nsel,s,loc,x,0
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vz,0
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,node„7246,7248,1
nsel.a,node„7172
d,all,vx,0.6
d,all,vy,0
c***wall boumdary
nsel,s,node„172,271,l
nsel,a.node„102
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
c»»*Outflow boundary
nsel.s,node,,1,101,1
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel,s,node„7243,7245,1
nsel,a,node„7173
d,all,pres,0.0
alisei
c***Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fidata,term,pres,1e-08
fldata,solu,flow,t
¡fidata,meth,pres,1
fidata,iter.exec,50
fidata,solu,turb,f
fldata.temp,nomi,300.0
fidata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fldata.nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***Solusion
/solu
solve
finish
c***Post processing the results
/post!
set
/triad.off
/show,ENRSFR31,grph
/edge,1,1
/device,vector.on

/plopts,info,l
¡Disply Pressure and Velocity contours
/title,Pressure contours (frac. inj.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.6m/s)
/clabel.1,50
plnsol.pres
/plopts,info,1
/title,velocity contours (frac. inj.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,V f=0.6m/s)
/cval, 1,0.00001,0.000015,0.00002,0.00003,0.00004,0.

00005,0.00006,0.00008
plnsol,v,sum
¡Mapping pressure along the fracture
lpath,7246,7245
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab,y,pressure (pa)
/axlab,x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PASRFR31
/title,Pressure along the fracture path(Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mrn.Vf=0.6m/s)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity along the fracture

¡path,7246,7245
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output,VASRFR31
/title,Flow velocity along the fracture path(Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.6m/s)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
Mapping pressure through matrix
lpath.222,52
pdef.pressure.pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y.pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PmSRFR31
/title,Pressure through matrix(frac. inj.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.6m/s)
Prpath,pressure
/output
Pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity through matrix

¡Path,222,52
Pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v.y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
P'path,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output,VmSRFR31
/title,Flow velocity through matrix(frac. inj..Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.6m/s)
Prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
Pdef.save
/axlab.y

/axlab.x
Finish
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Frcature injection simulation (Field case)
Radial injection with Two fractures
/BATCH
/filn.NDRF
/titel,Radial injection with two fractures (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,1.fluid141
c***Specify the distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l,,0,3.333e+12,l ,0
rmore.l
r,3,1,,0,3.333e+08,1,0
rmore,1
c***Variables
¡Radial injection with Double fractures:
¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inletflow area = 4 sqm
¡Injection rate = 1037 M3/day
¡Only a quarter of the system will be simulated.
¡So the flow rate will be l/4th of the total flow rate (259
M3/day).
¡All the flow will be directed through the fractures inlet.
¡Flow velocity at the fractures inlet Vf = 0.3 -0.1 m/s
¡Fractureaperture=1-3 mm
¡Fracture inlet area = 0.01 -0.03 m
¡Fracture length = 5 - 15 m
¡Fracture permeability = 3000 Darcy
¡Matrix initial permeability = 300 md (3e-13 sqm)
¡Well radius = 0.0635 m
¡Drainage radius = 20.0635 m
c***Building the model
k,1,0.0635,-0.001
k,2,20.0635,-0.001
k,3,20.0635,0
k,4,0.0635,0
K,5,0,0.0635
k,6,0,20.0635
k,7,-0.001,20.0635
k,8,-0.001,0.0635
a,1,2,3,4
pcirc,0.0635.20.0635,0,90
a,5,6,7,8
nummrg.kp
lsel,s,line„5,7,2
lesize,all„,100,-50
Isel,s,line„3
lesize,all,„70,0.0l
lsel,s,line,,6
lesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,Iine,,I
lesize,all„,70,100
lsel,s,line,,l 1
lesize.a!l,„70,0.01
Isel,s,!ine,,2,4,2
lsel,a,line,,10,12,2
lesize,all,,,4
real,2
amesh,2
real,2
amesh.l
real,2
amesh,3
allsel
c***Creating the two fractures
esel,s,elem„7001,7060,1
esel,a,elem„7071,7130,1
esel,a,elem„7141,7200,1
esel,a,e!em.,72l 1.7270,1
emodif,all,real,3
esel,s,elem„7281,7340,l
esel,a,elem.,7351,7410,1
esel,a,elem„7421,7480,1

esel,a,elem„7491,7550,1
emodif,all,real,3
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,-0.001
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vz,0
nsel,s,loc,y,-0.001
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,node„7246,7248,1
nsel,a,node„7172
d,all,vx,0.3
d,all,vy,0
nsel,s,node„7530,7532,1
nsel,a,node„7460
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0.3
c***wall boundary
nsel,s,node„172,271,l
nsel,a,node„102
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
c***Outflow boundary
nsel,s,node„l,101,1
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel,s,node„7243,7245,1
nsel,a,node„7173
nsel,a,node„7457,7459,1
nsel,a,node„7456
d,all,pres,0.0
alisei
c***Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fidata,term.pres,1e-08
fidata,solu,flow,t
¡fidata,meth,pres,1
fidata,iter.exec,50
fidata,solu,turb.f
fidata,temp,nomi,300.0
fidata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fidata,nomi,visc.0.001
finish
c***Solution
/solu
solve
finish
c***Post processing the results
/posti
set
/triad.off
c***Specify the display file
/show,ENDRFR31,grph
/edge,1,1
/device,vector,on
/plopts,info,l
¡Disply Pressure and Velocity contours
/title,Pressure contours (Duble frac. inj.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s)
/clabel,l,50
plnsol.pres
/plopts.info,1
/title,velocity contours (Duble frac. inj.,Km=300
md,Lf= 10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s)
/cval,1,0.00001,0.000015,0.00002,0.00003,0.00004,0.
00005,0.00006,0.00008
plnsol,v,sum
¡Mapping pressure along the fracture
lpath,7246,7245
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts.info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PADRFR31

/title,Pressure along fracture(Duble frac.,iCm=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity along the fracture
lpath,7246,7245
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VADRFR31
/title,Flow velocity along fracture(Duble frac.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s)
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping pressure through matrix
lpath,222,52
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts.info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PmDRFR31
/title,Pressure through matrix(Duble frac.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,W f=2mm,V f=0.3m/s)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity through matrix
Ipath,222,52
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VmDRFR31
/title,Flow velocity through matrix(Duble frac.,Km=300
md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef.save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
Finish

Radial injection with near well bore damage
(Field case)
/BATCH
/filn.NRSkin
/titel,Radial injection with near well bore skin zone (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,l,fluidl41
c***Distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,3.333e+l 2,1,0
rmore.l
r,3,l„0,l.l 1le+13,1,0
rmore.l
c***variables
¡Radial injection with skin:
¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inlet flow area = 4 sqm

'.Injection rate = 1036 M3/day
¡Flow velocity through rock matrix V = 0.003 m/s
¡Only a quarter of the linear system will be simulated.
¡Matrix initial permeability = 300 md (3e-13 sqm)
¡Skin zone thickness (Ld) = 2 - 12 cm
¡Skin zone permeability (Kd) = 10 -90 md
!vsum=(vx**2+vy**2)**0.5
!vx(radial)=v cos(Theta)
!vy(radial)=v sin(Theta)
¡Theta is from 0 to 90 in steps of 0.9.
¡Well radius = 0.0635 m
¡Drainage radius = 20 m
c***Building the model
pcirc.0.1135,20.0635,0,90
pcirc,0.0635,0.1135,0,90
nummrg.kp
lsel,s,line,,l,3,2
lsel,a,line„7
lesize,all„,100
lsel,s,line,,2
lesize,all,,,70,0.01
lsel,s,line,,4
lesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,line,,6,8,2
lesize,all,„8
real,2
arnesh.l
real,3
amesh,2
allsel
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,loc,x,0
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vz,0
nsel,s,loc,y,0
d,all,vy,0
d.all.vz.O
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,node„7180,7279,1
nsel,a,node„7172
d,7180,vx,0.003
d,7180,vy,0
d,7181 ,vx,0.00299963
d,718l,vy,0.000047141
d,7182,vx,0.00299852
d,7182,vy,0.00009427
d,7l83,vx,0.00299667
d.7183,vy,0.00014138
d.7184,vx,0.00299408
d,7184,vy,0.00018845
d,7185,vx,0.00299074
d.7185,vy,0.00023547
d,7l86,vx,0.00298668
d,7l86,vy,0.00028244
d,7187,vx,0.00298187
d.7187,vy,0.00032933
d.7l88,vx,0.00297633
d,7188,vy,0.00037615
d.7189,vx,0.00297005
d>7l89,vy,0.00042287
d.7190,vx,0.00296304
d,7190,vy,0.00046949
d>7l91,vx,0.00295529
d-719l,vy,0.00051599
d-7l92,vx,0.00294682
d>7192,vy,0.00056236
d>7l93,vx,0.00293762
d>7l93,vy,0.0006086
d>7194,vx,0.00292769
d>7194,vy,0.00065469
d'7195,vx,0.00291704
d.7195,vy,0.00070061
d>7196,vx,0.00290568
d.7196,vy,0.00074636

d,7197,vx,0.00289359
d,7197,vy,0.00079193
d,7198,vx,0.00288079
d,7198,vy,0.0008373
d,7199,vx,0.00286727
d,7199,vy,0.00088246
d,7200,vx,0.00285305
d,7200,vy,0.00092741
d,720 l,vx,0.00283813
d,7201 ,vy,0.00097212
d,7202,vx,0.0028225
d,7202,vy,0.0010166
d,7203,vx,0.00280618
d,7203,vy,0.00106083
d,7204,vx,0.00278916
d,7204,vy,0.00110479
d,7205,vx,0.00277146
d,7205,vy,0.00114848
d,7206,vx,0.00275307
d,7206,vy,0.00119189
d,7207,vx,0.002734
d,7207,vy,0.001235
d,7208,vx,0.00271426
d,7208,vy,0.00127781
d,7209,vx,0.00269384
d,7209,vy,0.0013203
d,7210,vx,0.00267276
d,7210,vy,0.00136247
d,721 l,vx,0.00265103
d,7211,vy,0.0014043
d,7212,vx,0.00262863
d,7212,vy,0.00144579
d,7213,vx,0.00260559
d,7213,vy,0.00148691
d,7214,vx,0.0025819
d,7214,vy,0.00152767
d,7215,vx,0.00255758
d,7215,vy,0.00156805
d,7216,vx,0.00253262
d.7216,vy,0.00160805
d,7217,vx,0.00250704
d,72!7,vy,0.00164765
d,7218,vx,0.00248084
d,7218,vy,0.00168684
d,7219,vx,0.00245403
d,7219,vy,0.00172561
d,7220,vx,0.00242661
d,7220,vy,0.00176396
d,7221,vx,0.00239859
d,7221,vy,0.00180187
d,7222,vx,0.00236998
d,7222,vy,0.00183934
d,7223,vx,0.00234079
d,7223,vy,0.00187636
d,7224,vx,0.00231101
d,7224,vy,0.00191291
d,7225,vx,0.00228067
d,7225,vy,0.00194898
d,7226,vx,0.00224976
d,7226,vy,0.00198458
d,7227,vx,0.0022183
d,7227,vy,0.00201969
d,7228,vx,0.00218629
d,7228,vy,0.0020543
d,7229,vx,0.00215374
d,7229,vy,0.0020884
d,7230,vx,0.00212066
d,7230,vy,0.00212198
d,7231,vx,0.00208705
d,7231,vy,0.00215504
d,723 2,vx,0.00205293
d,7232,vy,0.00218757
d,7233,vx,0.0020183
d,7233,vy,0.00221956
d,7234,vx,0.00198318
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d,7234,vy,0.002251
d,7235,vx,0.00194756
d,7235,vy,0.00228189
d,7236,vx,0.00191146
d,7236,vy,0.00231221
d,7237,vx,0.0018749
d,7237,vy,0.00234196
d,7238,vx,0.00183786
d,7238,vy,0.00237113
d,7239,vx,0.00180038
d,7239,vy,0.00239972
d,7240,vx,0.00176245
d,7240,vy,0.00242771
d,724 l,vx,0.00172408
d,7241,vy,0.00245511
d,7242,vx,0.00168529
d,7242,vy,0.00248189
d,7243,vx,0.00164608
d,7243,vy,0.00250807
d,7244,vx,0.00160647
d,7244,vy,0.00253363
d,7245,vx,0.00156646
d,7245,vy,0.00255856
d,7246,vx,0.00152606
d,7246,vy,0.00258285
d,7247,vx,0.00148529
d,7247,vy,0.00260652
d,7248,vx,0.00144415
d,7248,vy,0.00262953
d,7249,vx,0.00140265
d,7249,vy,0.0026519
d,7250,vx,0.0013608
d,7250,vy,0.00267361
d,7251,vx,0.00131862
d,7251,vy,0.00269467
d,7252,vx,0.00127612
d,7252,vy,0.00271505
d,7253,vx,0.0012333
d,7253,vy,0.00273477
d,7254,vx,0.00119017
d,7254,vy,0.00275381
d,7255,vx,0.00114675
d,7255,vy,0.00277218
d,7256,vx,0.00110305
d,7256,vy,0.00278985
d,7257,vx,0.00105908
d,7257,vy,0.00280684
d,7258,vx,0.00101484
d,7258,vy,0.00282314
d,7259,vx,0.00097035
d.7259,vy,0.00283873
d,7260,vx,0.00092563
d,7260,vy,0.00285363
d.7261,vx,0.00088067
d,7261,vy,0.00286782
d,7262,vx,0.0008355
d,7262,vy,0.00288131
d,7263,vx,0.00079012
d,7263,vy,0.00289408
d,7264,vx,0.0007445 5
d.7264,vy,0.00290614
d,7265,vx,0.00069879
d,7265.vy,0.00291748
d,7266,vx,0.00065286
d,7266,vy,0.0029281
d,7267,vx,0.00060677
d,7267.vy,0.002938
d,7268,vx,0.0005605 3
d.7268,vy,0.00294717
d,7269,vx,0.00051415
d,7269,vy,0.00295561
d.7270,vx,0.00046764
d,7270,vy,0.002963 33
d.7271,vx,0.00042102
d,7271,vy,0.00297031

d,7272,vx,0.00037429
d,7272,vy,0.00297656
d,7273,vx,0.00032747
d,7273,vy,0.00298207
d,7274,vx,0.00028057
d,7274,vy,0.00298685
d,7275,vx,0.00023361
d,7275,vy,0.00299089
d,7276,vx,0.00018658
d,7276,vy,0.00299419
d,7277,vx,0.00013951
d,7277,vy,0.00299675
d,7278,vx,0.0000924
d,7278,vy,0.00299858
d,7279,vx,0.0000452
d,7279,vy,0.00299966
d,7172,vx,0.0
d,7172,vy,0.003
c***Outflow boundary
nsel,s,node,,1,101,1
d,all,pres,0.0
allsel
¡Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fldata,term,pres,1e-08
fldata,solu,flow,t
fldata,iter,exec,50
fldata,solu,turb,f
fldata,temp,nomi,300.0
fldata,nomi.dens,1050.0
fldata,nomi.vise,0.001
finish
c***Solution
/solu
solve
finish
c***Post processing
/post 1
set
/show,ENRSR21 ,grph
/triad,off
/edge,1,1
/device,vector.on
/plopts.info.l
¡Disply Pressure and Velocity contours
/title.Pressure contours (Rad. inj. with skin.Km
=300md,Ld=5cm,Kd=90md)
/clabel,l,50
!/cval,l
plnsol.pres
/plopts,info,l
/title.velocity contours (Rad. inj. with skin,Km
=300md,Ld=5cm,Kd=90md)
/eval,1,0.00002,0.00004,0.00006,0.00008,0.0001,0.00
012,0.00025,0.0005
plnsol.v.sum
¡Mapping pressure change through matrix
Ipath,7230,52
pdef,pressure,pres
/plopts.info.off
/output,PmNRSR21
/title.Pressure change through matrix (Rad. inj. with
skin,Km =300md,Ld=5cm,Kd=90md)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef.save
¡Mapping flow velocity change through matrix
Ipath,7230,52
pdef.velocity.v.sum
pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts.info.off
/output,V mNR SR21
/title.Flow velocity through matrix (Rad. inj. with
skin,Km =300md,Ld=5cm,Kd=90md)
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy

/output
pdef.save
finish

Frcature injection simulation with damaged
zone (Field case)
Radial injection with single fracture and a near
fracture damage
/BATCH
/filn.NSRFSkin
/titel,Radial injection with single fracture and a near
fracture skin zone (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,I.fluid141
c***distributed resistane specifictions
r,2,l„0,3.333e+12,l,0
rmore,1
r,3,l,,0,3.333e+08,l,0
rmore,1
r,4,1„0,1.11 le+13,1,0
rmore,1
c***Variables
¡Radial injection with single fracture and skin zone:
¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inlet flow area = 4 sqm
¡Injection rate = 1037 M3/day
¡Only a quarter of the system will be simulated.
¡So the flow rate will be l/4th of the total flow rate (259
M3/day).
¡All the flow will be directed through the fracture inlet.
¡Flow velocity at the fracture inlet(Vf) = 0.3 m/s
¡Fractureaperture= 2 m m
¡Fracture inletarea = 0.02 m
¡Fracture length (Lf) = 10 m
¡Fracture permeability (Km) = 3000 Darcy
¡Matrix initial permeability = 300 md (3e-13 sqm)
¡Well radius = 0.0035 -0.0435 m
¡Drainage radius = 20.0035 - 20.0435 m
¡Skin width (Ld) = 2 -8 cm
¡Damaged zone permeability (Kd) = 90 - 10 md
c***Building the model
k,1,0.0135,-0.051
k,2,20.0135,-0.051
k,3,20.0135,-0.05
k,4,0.0135,-0.05
a,1,2,3,4
pcirc,0.0135,20.0135,0,90
k,10,0.0135,-0.05
k,l 1,20.0135,-0.05
k,12,20.0135,0
k,13,0.0135,0
a,10,11,12,13
nummrg.kp
lsel,s,line„5,7,2
lesize,a!l,„100
lsel,s,line,,3,8,5
Iesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,line„6
lesize,a!l„,70,0.01
lsel,s,line,,l
lesize,all,„70,100
Isel,s,line,,2,4,2
lesize,all,„4
lsel,s,line„10,12,2
lesize,all,„10
nummrg.kp
real,2
amesh,2
real,2
arnesh.l
real,2
amesh,3
allsel
c***Creating the fracture
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esel,s,elem„7001,7060,1
esel,a,elem,,7071,7130,1
esel,a,elem„7141,7200,1
esel,a,elem,,7211,7270,1
emodif,all,real,3
c***Creating the damaged zone
esel,s,elem„7281,7340,1
esel,a,elem„7351,7410,1
esel,a.elem,,7421,7480,1
esel,a,elem,,7491,7550,1
esel,a,elem„7561,7620,1
esel,a,elem,,7631,7690,1
esel,a,elem,,7701,7760,1
esel,a,elem,,7771,7830,1
esel,a,elem,,7841,7900,1
esel,a,elem„791 1,7970,1
emodif,all,reaI,4
c***Apply boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,node,,7172,7242,1
d,all,vy,0
d,all,vz,0
!nsel,s,loc,y,-0.051
!d,all,vy,0
!d,a!l,vz,0
nsel,s,loc,x,0
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vz,0
c***Inflow boundary
nsel,s,node„7317,7319,1
nsel,a,node„7172,7247,75
d,all,vx,0.3
d,all,vy,0
c***wall boumdary
nsel,s,node,,172,271,I
nsel,a,node„102
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
nsel,s,node,,7536,7544,1
nsel,a,node,,7247
d,all,vx,0
d,all,vy,0
c***Outflow boundary
nsel,s,node„l,101,1
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel.s,node,,7243,7246,1
nsel,a,node„7173
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel.s,node,,7527,7535,1
d,all,pres,0.0
allsel
¡Define the Flotran CFD parameters
fidata,term,pres,1e-08
fldata,so!u,flow,t
¡fidata,meth,pres,1
fidata,iter,exec,50
fldata.solu.turb.f
fidata,temp,nomi,300.0
fidata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fidata,nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***So!ution
/solu
solve
finish
c»**p0st processing the results
/posti
set
/triad.off
/show,ENRSFSR21 ,grph
/edge,1,1
/device,vector.on
/plopts,info,l
¡Disply Pressure and Velocity contours

/title,Pressure contours

(Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5
cm)
/clabel.1,50
plnsol.pres
/plopts,info,1
/title,velocity contours

(Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5
cm)
/cval, 1,0.00001,0.000015,0.00002,0.00003,0.00004,0.
00005,0.00006,0.00008
plnsol,v,sum
¡Mapping pressure along the fracture

Ipath,7317,7246
pdef,pressure,pres

/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)
/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PASRFSR21
/title,Pressure along the
fracture(Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,V f=0.3m/s,Kd=90
md,Ld=5cm)
prpath,pressure

/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity along the fracture

¡path,7317,7246
pdef, velocity, v,sum
pdef,Vx,v,x

pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x.Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VASRFSR21
/title,Velocity along the
fracture(Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,V f=0.3m/s,Kd=90
md,Ld=5cm)
Prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping pressure through matrix

¡path,222,52
Pdef.pressure.pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)
/axlab.x.Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output,PmSRFSR21
/title,Pressure through
matrix(Km=300md,Lf= 10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s,Kd=90m
d,Ld=5cm)
Prpath,pressure
/output
Pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity through matrix

Ipath,222,52
Pdef,velocity,v,sum
Pdef.Vx.v.x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)
/axlab.x.Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output,VmSRFSR2l
/title,Flow velocity through
matrix(Km=300md,Lf= 10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.3m/s,Kd=90m
d,Ld=5cm)

prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
finish

Frcature injection simulation with damaged
zone (Field case)
Radial injection with Two fracture and a near
fracture damage
/BATCH
/filn.NDRFSkin
/titel,Radial injection with two fractures and a near fracture
skin (2D)
/units,si
/prep7
et,l,fluidl41
c***Distributed resistance specifications
r,2,l„0,3.333e+12,l,0
rmore.l
r,3,l,,0,3.333e+08,l ,0
rmore.l
r,4,l„0,1.11le+13.1,0
rmore.l
c***Variables
¡Radial injection with Duble fracture and skin zone:
¡Injection zone thickness h = 10 m
¡Injection area or inlet flow area = 4 sqm
¡Injection rate = 1036 M3/day
¡Only a quarter of the system will be simulated.
¡So the flow rate will be l/4th of the total flow rate (259
M3/day).
¡All the flow will be directed through the fracture inlet.
¡Flow velocity at the fracture inlet Vf = 0.15 m/s
¡Fracture aperture= 2 mm
¡Fracture inletarea = 0.02 m
¡Fracture length (Lf) = 10 m
¡Fracture permeability = 3000 Darcy
¡Matrix initial permeability (Km) = 300 md (3e-13 sqm)
¡Well mdius = 0.0035 -0.0435 m
¡Drainage radius = 20.0035 - 20.0435 m
¡Skin width (Ld) = 2 -8 cm
¡Damaged zone permeability (Kd) = 90-10 md
c***Building the model
k,1,0.0135,-0.051
k,2,20.0135,-0.051
k,3,20.0135,-0.05
k,4,0.0135.-0.05
K.5,-0.05.0.0135
k,6.-0.05,20.0135
k,7,-0.051,20.0135
k,8,-0.051,0.0135
a,1,2,3,4
pcirc,0.0135,20.0135,0,90
a,5,6,7,8
k,13,0.0135,-0.05
k,14,20.0135,-0.05
k,15,20.0135,0
k,16,0.0135.0
a,13,14,15,16
k,17,-0.05,0.0135
k,18,-0.05,20.0135
k,19,0,20.0135
k,20.0,0.0135
a,17,18,19,20
nummrg.kp
lsel,s,line,,5,7,2
lesize,all,„80
lsel,s,line„3,8,5
lesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,line„6
!esize,all,„70,0.01
lsel.s.line,,1
Iesize,all,„70,100

lsel,s,line„l 1,
lesize,all,„70,0.01
lsel,s,line„9,
!esize,all,„70,100
Isel,s,line,,2,4,2
lsel,a,line,,]0,12,2
lesize,all,,,4
lsel,s,line„14,20,2
Iesize,all,,,10
real,2
amesh,2

real,2
amesh,4

real,2
amesh,5
real,2
amesh,l

real,2
amesh,3
allsel

c***Creating the two fractures
esel,s,elem„7001,7060,1
esel,a,elem„7071,7130,1
esel,a,elem„7141,7200,1
esel,a,elem„7211,7270,1
emodif,all,real,3
esel,s,elem„7281,7340,1
esel,a,elem„7351,7410,1
esel,a,elem„7421,7480,1
esel,a,elem„7491,7550,1
emodif,all,real,3
c***Creating the damaged zone
esel,s,elem„5601,5660,1
esel,a,elem„5671,5730,1
esel,a,elem„5741,5800,1
esel,a,elem„5811,5870,1
esel,a,elem„5881.5940,1
esel,a,elem„5951,6010,1
esel,a,e)em„6021,6080,1
esel,a,elem„6091,6150,1
esel,a,elem„6161,6220,1
esel,a,elem„6231.6290,1
etriodif,all,real,4
esel,s,elem„6301,6891.1
esel,a,elem„6302,6892,1
esel,a,elem„6303,6893,1
esel,a,elem,,6304,6894,1
esel,a,elem„6305,6895,1
esel,a,elem„6306,6896,1
esel,a,elem.,6307,6897,1
esel,a,elem„6308,6898,l
esel,a,elem„6309,6899,1
esel,a,elem„6310,6900,1
emodif,all,real,4
c***App|y boundary conditions
c***symmetry boundary
nsel,s,node„7172,7242,1
d.all.vy.O
d.all.vz.O
nsel,s,node„7461,7529,1
nsel,a,node„7456,7460,4
d.all.vx.O
d.all.vz.O
•nsel.s.loc.x,-0.051
'd.all.vx.O
!d,all,vz,0
;nsel,s.loc.y,-0.05)
'd.all.vy.O
!d,all,vz,0
c***Inflow boundary

nse],s,node„7246,7248,1
nsel,a,node„7172
nsel,a,node„5753
d.all.vx.O.15
d,all,Vy,o

nsel.s,node,,7530,7532,1
nsel,a,node„7460
nsel,a,node„6462
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d.all.vx.O

d.all.vy.O.15
c***wall boundary
nsel.s,node,,5832,5840.1
nsel,a,node„5753
d,all,vx,0
d.all.vy.O

nsel,s,node,,6542,6550,l
nsel,a,node„6462
d.all.vx.O
d.all.vy.O
nsel.s,node,,152,231,1
nsel,a,node,,82
d.all.vx.O
d.all.vy.O
c***Outflow boundary
nsel.s.node,,] ,81,1
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel.s,node.,5823,5831,1
nsel.a,node,,5752
nsel,a.node„7243,7245,1
nsel,a,node.,7173
d,all,pres,0.0
nsel.s,node.,6533,6541,1
nsel.a,node.,6463
nsel.a,node„7456,7459,l
d,all,pres,0.0
allsel
'.Define the Flotran CFD parameters
f\data.term.pres,le-Q8
fidata,solu,flow,t
.'fidata,meth,pres.1
fldata,iter,exec,50
fldata,solu,turb,f
fldata.temp,nomi,300.0
fidata,nomi,dens,1050.0
fidata,nomi,vise,0.001
finish
c***Soiution
/solu
solve
finish
c***Post processing the results
/posti
set
/triad.off

/show.ENDRFSR21,grph
/edge.l ,1
/device,vector.on
/plopts.info.l
,'Disply Pressure and Velocity contours
/title.Pressure contours (Duble

frac.,Km=300md.Lf=10m,Wf=2mm.Vf=0 .15m/s,Kd=90md

,Ld=5cm)
/clabel.l,50
plnsol.pres
/plopts.info.l
/title.velocily contours (Duble
frar K m=XOOmd.Lf=10m.Wf=2mm,Vf=0.15m/s,Kd=90md
,Ld=5cm)
/cval.1,0.00001,0.000015,0.00002,0.00003,0.00004,0.
00005.0.00006,0.00008
plnsol.v.sum
'.Mapping pressure along the fracture
Ipath,7246,7245
pdef.pressure.pres
/plopts.info.off
/axlab.y.pressurc (pa)
/axIab.x.Radial distance (m)
plpath,pressure
/output.PADRFSR21

/title,Pressure along
fracture(Dub.frac.,Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.15
m/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5cm)
prpath,pressure
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity along the fracture

Ipath,7246,7245
pdef, velocity, v,sum

pdef,Vx,v,x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)

/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VADRFSR21
/title,Velocity along
fracture(Dub.frac.,Km=300md,Lf=1Om,W f=2mm,Vf=0.15
m/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5cm)
prpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping pressure through matrix
Ipath,192,42
pdef.pressure.pres
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,pressure (pa)

/axlab.x,Radial distance (m)
plpath.pressure
/output,PmDRFSR21
/title,Pressure through
matrix(Dub.frac.,Km=300md,Lf= 1Om,W f=2mm,V f=0.15m
/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5cm)
prpath,pressure

/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
¡Mapping flow velocity through matrix

'path,192,42
pdef,velocity,v,sum
pdef.Vx.v.x
pdef,Vy,v,y
/plopts,info,off
/axlab.y,velocity (m/s)

/axlab.x.Radial distance (m)
plpath,velocity,Vx,Vy
/output,VmDRFSR21
/title.Velocity through
matrix(Dub.frac.,Km=300md,Lf=10m,Wf=2mm,Vf=0.15m
/s,Kd=90md,Ld=5cm)
prpath,velocity,Vx.Vy
/output
pdef,save
/axlab.y
/axlab.x
Finish
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Appendix III
Malvern master sizer distribution samples.

MMmtm

Instruments

SB.09

Tue 19 Bar 1 9 % Time 10:53 am

Experiment no.33 : Sample from sample line.

High In Hiqh In High In High In High [n High In
Size % Size % Size % Size % Size % Size %
80.0 0.0 24.9 0.1 7.75 6.1 2.41 1.7 0.75 1.4 0.23 0.4
71.9 0.0 22.4 0.2 6.97 5.0 2.17 1.7 0.68 1.4 0.21 0.3
0.2
64.7 0.0 20.1 0.4 6.27 4.1 1.95 1.8 0.61 1.3 0.19 0
.2
58.2 0.0 18.1 0.8 5.64 3.2 1.75 1.9 0.55 1.2 0.17 0.
1
52.3 0.0 16.3 1.6 5.07 2.5 1.58 1.9 0.49 1.1 0.15
47.1 0.0 14.6 2.8 4.56 2.1 1.42 1.8 0.44 1.0 0.14 0.1
42.3 0.0 13.2 4.3 4.10 1.9 1.23 1.7 0.40 0.8 0.12 0.1
38.1 0.0 11.8 5.8 3.69 1.7 1.15 1.6 0.36 0.7 0.11 0.0
24.2 0.0 10.7 7.1 3.32 1.5 1.03 1.6 0.32 0.6 0.10 0.0
30.8 0.0 9.58 7.8 2.98 1.5 0.93 1.5 0.29 0.5
27.7 0.0 8.62 7.3 2.68 1.6 0.83 1.5 0.26 0.4
(Sample Beam lenqth = 2.2 in Model indp
Source s
Residual = 1.187 %
Focal lenoth * 45 am Obscuration = 0.0567 Volume Cone. * 0.0023%
Presentation = stnd Volume distribution Sp.S.A 1.2861 ■¿/ga.

1

1
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Span
1.82
6.14p»
D13,21
1.76pm
DCv.0.91
11.91U»
Dtv,0.11
0.65(1»
DCv.0.51
6.19um
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Experiment No.42: Testing droplet size.

High In High In High In High In High In High In
Size X Size X Size X Size X Size X Size X
80.0 0.0 24.9 0.0 7.75 2.4 2.41 2.7 0.75 2.0 0.23 0.1
71.9 0.0 22.4 0.0 6.97 4.2 2.17 2.6 0.68 1.8 0.21 0.1
64.7 0.0 20.1 0.0 6.27 6.2 1.95 2.6 0.61 1.5 0.19 0.0
58.2 0.0 18.1 0.0 5.64 7.5 1.75 2.8 0.55 1.3 0.17 0.0
52.3 0.0 16.3 0.0 5.07 8.0 1.58 2.9 0.49 1.0 0.15 0.0
47.1 0.0 14.6 0.0 4.56 7.5 1.42 2.9 0.44 0.8 0.14 0.0
.12 0.0
42.3 0.0 13.2 0.0 4.10 6.5 1.28 2.8 0.40 0.6 0
38.1 0.0 11.8 0.1 3.69 5.3 1.15 2.7 0.36 0.4 0.11 0.0
34.2 0.0 10.7 0.2 3.32 4.2 1.03 2.6 0.32 0.3 0.10 0.0
30.3 0.0 9.53 0.5 2.98 3.5 0.93 2.4 0.29 0.2
27.7 0.0 8.62 1.2 2.63 3.0 0.83 2.2 0.26 0.2
Source =
sSample Beai length 2 2.2 i« Model indp
Residual
1.515 X
Focal length = 45 n Obscuration = 0.3117 Volume Cone. 0.0114X
Presentation = stnd Volume distribution Sp.S.fl 1.3206 i^/gm.
-

-

Span
1.63
DC4,3]
3.34um
013,23
1.71um
D1v,0.93
6.11m
Dlv.0.13
0.74pm
DCv.0.53
3129pm
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The injection Rig and the testing cell

